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WHAT NATIONAL CONTAINER HAS TO OFFER YOU 
All in one hand—everything for the shipping container that meets your actual needs 

What is behind National Container? 400,000 acres of timberland 7 mills producing 

500,000 tons of Kraft board a year 23 converting plants producing corrugated ship 

ping containers and multiwall bags—one of them close to your shipping platform. A 

sales-service office close to your office to work out your special needs with you Yes 

here is stability: more than a quarter-century of experience, and more than $80,000,000 

in assets. All this——at your service 

NATIONAL CONTAINER CORPORATION 
Executive Offices * SEVEN CENTRAL PARK WEST, NEW YORK 23, N.Y. pte anne a 

CORRUGATED PAPER CONVERTING PLANTS © Arion! } ° nd. * Broadford 

elp? . Tes . trout Fie. « Lor 

* Milwoukee 

Poul Minn 

MULTIWALL BAG PLANTS ~ joite hie * Kensos City * Vol 
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Whose convenience? 

Before you sell the consumer, you've got to sell the dealer 

The first all-plastic aerosol 
Angelique has a epecial-mold melamine container for a line of cologne fragrances 

Today’s beer labels 

(runthers new design is typical of an industry swing 

Tea and coffee 
Industry Survey. Flavor i« their stock in trade packaging protects and promotes it 

Triangular putty 

Why not? Goodell uses a collapsible tube with a triangular orifice 

Cream in a bag 

Light-weight, labor-saving polyethylene bage in corrugated carton replace pick-up cans 

Design Histories 

New trend for vitamins? blisters in a strip high-styling soft goods other new developments 

Meats in wax 
New kind of preservative coating for frozen fresh cute 

High-styled polyviny! 

Pressure-formed sheet material makes a sturdy, hinged case with look of leather and gold 

Packaging Pageant 

Jars for grated parmesan new wraps for sliced ice cream dentures kept moist . more new ideas 

Prestige for the private brand 

Dramatic styling of Safeway’s Bel-air frozen foods gives them merchandising power 

Step-up for cigars 

A packaging machinery development simplifies processing and doubles production 

Help-yourself saw blades 

Retailer formerly had to buy 600 units to get assortment now offered in 100-unit twin pack display 

Display Gallery 

Fluorescent brilliance roller-skate tester »for4 manicure a touch of realism 

industrial prize winners 

Packages in seven groups win awards at 10th annual SI? MHE exposition 

Automatic case taper 

It fits into high-speed lines at Miller Brewing, tapes tops and bottoms of cases 

Technical 

Quantitative odor measurement 

Use of modified Eleberg olfactometer. By D. F. Clausen, C. EF. Felt, L. F. Borchardt, A. A. Reinsch. 

Questions and Answers 

Departments 

Equipment and materials 105 Manufacturers’ literature 

Plants and people i” U. S&S. patents digest 

For your information 210 Index to advertisers 

Modern Packaging Executive and Editorial Offices 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 

Packaging Cory st . Conn. Modern Packaging } 
lass mail privileges aut 

| separately). payable in U.S 

1 year $10, 2 years $17 

asessions, and Canada 
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a REDINGTON can help you 
Cut Cartoning Costs 

AUTOMATICALLY .. . 

SEVERAL ELEMENTS TO CARTON——OR JUST ONE? 

In either case, you can handle your packaging better, 
faster, and more economically with REDINGTON 

Automatic Cartoni ig 

And you needn't be a giant in volume to get the dollars 
and-cents benefits which come from taking the “hand 
out of “handling” on your packaging line. You'll find 

REDINGTONS in the plants of big-name and big 
volume packagers ev heel soa of course; but you'll find 

many more paying off in steady speed, uniformly good 
packages and higher efficiency all round, in smalles 
operations 

Have you investigated—thoroughly—what Automatic 
packaging might do to improve packaging profits? 

We'd like to discuss those possibilities with you. Our 

engineers can view yout particular problems against 

REDINGTON’s background of more than half a cen 

tury in designing and building better packaging equip 

ment. Write or call us to come in—and ask for our 

fully illustrated catalog of REDINGTON machines 

for many interesting packaging applications 

F. B. REDINGTON CO. . . 3010 ST. CHARLES ROAD ae | | 
BELLWOOD, 
Chicago Phone: AUstin 7-4200 

Verona, N. J 

ILLINOIS REDINGTON | 
AUTOMATIC MACHINES for 

CARTONING 

WRAPPING * SPECIAL PACKAGING 

Verona 8-4608 

THE MURINE COMPANY, Chicago, has used 
REDINGTONS for many years to package their 

famous eye preparation. Filled bottles enter 

the machine upright; the machine lays them 
flat in the pockets of the intake conveyor. 

Bagged droppers are then placed by opera- 
tors next to the bottles. The REDINGTON 
automatically feeds a flat circular from its 

magazine, folds it twice lengthwise, and 
places it around the end of the conveyor 
pocket with ends inserted in special slots. 
Next, the machine feeds and forms a flat- 

stacked carton from its maga- 
zine; inserts bottle, dropper and 

circular, and closes the carton 

by tucking in the end flaps. 
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Still room to grow 

food industry is the oldest and largest consumer of packaging. No 

has more zealously exploited the use of packaging in every con- 

way. Hasn't it gone about as far as it can go? 

i long 

We are told by Paul S. Willis, president of the Grocery Mfrs. of America 

that the industry expects to boost its sales more than 25% by 1960 and to go 

nearly 50° ihove the present total by 1965. As against total food sales of 

$66 billion this year, Mr. Willis predicts a leve. of $83 billion in five years 

ind $96 billion in 10 years 

How do they expect to do this? “The record is clear.” says Mr. Willis 

that the element of newness—new products, new “built-in services. new 

packages, new promotions—has been a vital factor in the food industry’s past 

growth And he sees nothing but a continuation and acceleration of this 

trend. In other words: more packages for new products, more new packages 

for old products, more convenience packages— more packages, any way you 

look at it 

In the food industry alone, then, there will be a growth in packaging in 

the next five years that can be measured in billions—not millions—of dollars 

per year. The indicated growth in food manufacturers’ annual sales by 1960 

is $17 billion. If we accept as reasonably accurate the results of Mopern 

PACKAGING'’s March, 1954, survey indicating that food manufacturers on the 

average spend 24 cents of each sales dollar on packaging, then packaging 

in this one industry—-will by 1960 be $4 billion bigger than it now is. And 

by 1965 it will be $7.2 billion bigger than now 

How big is packaging now? For six or seven years, it has been widely re 

ferred to as “a $10-billion industry.” If it was right at the time it was made, 

that estimate would obviously be far too low now, just on the growth of the 

general economy. And it is doubtful whether it was ever adequate. If we 

apply that 24% ratio to the food industry’s current annual sales, we find that 

food alone is right now spending nearly $16 billion a year for packaging. 

And we must remember that the food industry is not alone in its ever 

increasing use of packaging to build bigger and bigger sales. Marketers in 

every industry are well aware that sales success depends upon fresh appeals 

new products, new convenience features—all of which means heavier de 

mands upon packaging. 

Ve Cte 
Contents copyrighted 1955 by Modern Packaging Corp. All rights re 

served, including the right to reproduce this book of portion thereof in 

' any form. The name Modern Packaging is registered in the U.S. Patent 

| Office. Printed in U.S.A. by Hildreth Press, Inc., Bristol, Conn. Member 

Audit Bureau of Circulations. Member, Associated Business Publications 

Modern Packaging ie regularly indexed in the Industrial Arte Index 
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the answer to Answer Cake’s packaging problem! 
Betty Crocker of General Mills has Answer Cake Mixes in four flavors... White, Yellow, Devil’s Food and 

Peanut Delight. Each includes both cake mix and frosting mix, so packages-within-a-package were needed, 

Dobeckmun came up with the winning answer Metalam® combinations that are both compact and convenient 

yet still leave room for directions and recipes. Metalam acts as a barrier to moisture—its contents stay fresh 

on your kitchen shelf. If you have a product—or a line of related products—that could use a better package, 

call on Dobeckmun. 

MUN Company, Cleveland 1,Ohio «+ Berkeley 10,Cal. + Wells River & Bennington, Vt. 

Aibuquerque Atlanta Bost ‘ Charlotte . hiceg nnat Dalle ’ Denver ‘ Detroit ‘ Adianagpols 

Kenees City * Los Angeles * Memphis * Milwaukee * New Orleans New York * Jmahe * Philedeiphie * Phoenix * Pittsburgh 

Portiend * Richmond + Rochester * belt Lake City + bestile + HM. lovis * Pau “ empe * Mewene * london 



PROTECTED BY 
RIEGEL 

® WM & Ms PEANUT CANDIES USE POUCHPAK* 
MADE, PRINTED AND HEAT SEAL COATED BY 

RIEGEL PACKAGES ARE STRONG YET EASY TO 

OPEN STACK NEATLY ON COUNTERS WITHOUT 

PPING OR SLIDING. *T. 

80 PER MINUTE 

ON STOKESWRAP 

MODEL ‘‘BS’’ MACHINE 

Protect ng the sales-winning qualities of fine 

products is only one of the many functions of Riegel 

papers. Saving money is important, too. Riegel 

does it for you by creating the right combination 

of the most efficient packaging materials .. . 

and by “tailor-making” the paper to run and seal at 

high speeds on your machines, Tell us what you want 

paper to do for you. Riegel Paper Corporation 

P.O. Box 170. Grand Central Sta., New York 17, N. Y 

PROTECTIVE PAPERS FOR PACKAGING 

FLASSINES AN FREASEPROOFPS 

Piain «© Waxed « Printed « Lacquer-Coated «+ Laminated 



SENSATIONAL ADVANCEMENT! 

rast 
_ 

PRINTABLE 
_ GER-PAK 

non-rub-off surface 

POLYETHYLENE 
SHEET and TUBING 
Specify GER-PAK . . . Gering’s Printable 
Polyethylene Film. You can be sure every 
inch of Sheet and Tubing will be printable. . . 
as well as odorless, tasteless, non-toxic, heat- 

sealable and resistant to acids, alkalies, 
~ az alcohols. 

Costs no more to: 4 
PROTECT! GER-PAK FILM eliminates the guess-work in 
DISPLAY! : your packaging problems . . . saves you time 
IDENTIFY ! . +. money... materials. Costs you NO MORE 

: \ and "GIVES THE MOST FOR THE LEAST 
8 Your Products EXPENSE." 

i ~ : GER-PAK is the perfect answer to the need for, 

oo ; SMART .. COLORFUL . . PROTECTIVE 
yy o packaging of almost any product. 

at 

; | 
The Plant Behind the Product GERING PRODUCTS INC. KENILWORTH, N. J. 

SERVICE ° QUALITY . DEPENDABILITY BRANCH a ; 

‘ 
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BATTLE CREEK, HIRAM WALKER UNCORK 

A SPIRITED NEW HOLIDAY PACKAGE 
The first (Model 48-A) ove rwraps 

the liquor packages in colorfully 
. . » DISTILLER BIDS FOR HOLIDAY SALES 

WITH A LUXURY WRAPPED PACKAGE 

Hiram \\ ilker ly 

proached Battle Creek early this 

year with a proble m They wanted 

Worpor ited ip 

1 gilt wrapped pack- to produce 

ive without identifying the con- 

lent oncl at the ime time meet 

requirements for 

outside of the 

rovernment 

identification on the 

package 
For many months 

ind) Hiram Walker 

orked together to perfect 

lesigned il 

Battle (ore ek 

engineers 

1 job 

comp rtiwoover 

—_ ‘ - = --- —— 

MODEL 48-.A 

ely of siZt ol 

De 

wrap mae hines to produce i Vari- 

colorful packages 

for holiday 

Ihe result is a line of packages 

in printed papers and printed foils 

hopping 

which, as soon as the cellophane 

over-wrap 18 removed, are without 

product identification the per- 
fectly-wrapped holiday gift lo 

produce the gift packaging, Battle 

Creek 

blow % 

operate in tandem 

modified two Continuous 

overwrap machine lo 

MODEL 47 

printed papers electronically reg 

istering the design and gluing all 

(Model 17) 

provides an imprinted Cellophane 

scams The second 

overwrap to meet government re 

contents The 

protective Cellophane wrapping is 

quirements as to 

easily removed. leaving a gayly 

wrapped gilt package. 

Battle Creek Packaging Machines 

Live for more than 10 years has 

heen building “Continuous Flou 

wrapping and packaging machines 

and welcomed this opportunity of 

collaborating with Hiram Walker. 

on this unique pack Ine orporate d 

aging program 

packaging machines, ine. 

f 

200 MERRILL PARK 
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 



NATIONAL CAN 
ON THE MARCH... 

ave 

..» Into homes 

across the nation. 

From New York 

to California—NC's 

management talks 

| your language—and 

wants fo serve you. 

Te eo ee 
CHICAGO + NEW YORK + SAN FRANCISCO 





Look .<™ 
Into \w 

TRI-STATE 
Show Window 
Packaging 

Safety Pins Need the 
Merchandising Needle! 

TRU-PAK PRODUCTS CO. found the sales stimulus for selling their safety 

pins and straight pins in Tri-State rigid plastic boxes. These eye- 

catching, crystal-clear containers let the pins show through... keep 

them dust-free, quick-to-see, quick to sell. They cut down counter 

jumble. Retailers like buying assortments that come so functionally 

boxed; customers like the re-useable bonus container. 

Think of practically any product — animal, vegetable, or mineral... it's 

been packaged in Tri-State. There's a fit and an unlimited future for what- 

ever you sell in the world’s greatest assortment of rigid plastic boxes 

From a huge variety of stock sizes and shapes, or 

we will mold large quantities to your specifications. 

Left: Tri-State Box No. 501 Right: Tri-State Box No. 180 
2-13/32” x 1-3/16” x 23/32” diam: 6” x 2-1/2” deep 
(hinged lid) 

The best Rigid Plastic Boxes are Injection Molded by 

TRI-STATE PLASTIC MOLDING CO.., Inc. 
HENDERSON 6, KENTUCKY 

NEW YORK: 12 E. 41st St., MUrray Hill 3-86743 « CHICAGO: 176 W. Adams St., FRanklin 2-5367 + ST. LOUIS: 1089 Francis Place, DElmor 1089 

DETROIT: 18401 E. Warren Ave., TUxedo 5-5500 * SAN FRANCISCO: 1355 Morket St, Klondike 2.1963 



does a Jumbo Job 
with 

REYNOLDS WRAP 

ALUMINUM PACKAGING 

The SeaPak Corporation of St. Simons and. 

Island, Georgia, does a big, important 

packaging job with jumbo shrimp... packaging 

so perfect you cook and cool the cleaned 

shrimp right in the bag—no cooking odors. 

How? Reynolds Wrap Aluminum Packaging, of 

course ...a special heat-sealed foil lamination 

engineered by Reynolds, color printed by 

Reynolds in a sell-on-sight design. This bag 

is not only moisture-proof, air-proof, 

odor-proof and light-proof ... it also 

withstands boiling water or high oven heat. 

The SeaPak Jumbo Shrimp carries visible proof of 

this packaging superiority, beyond the gleam 

of aluminum ...in the Reynolds Wrap Aluminum 

Packaging Seal. This is a sales-maker you should 

know about. For full information, call the 

nearest Reynolds Sales Office. Or write to 

Reynolds Metals Company, General Sales Office, 

Louisville 1, Kentucky. 

aders 
Rese aN TOT 2 

See “FRONTIER,” Reynolds new dramatic series, Sundays, NBC-TV Network 

REYNOLDS 8 ALUMINUM 
i2 

Phin BOW 

QUALITY 
PROTECTED WITH 

ALUMINUM 
PACKAGING 

Reynolds does a Jumbo Job 
selling Consumers for You! 

Full-page, four-color ads in major na- 

tional magazines. Weekly promotions on 
the new dramatic series, “FRONTIER,” 

Sundays, NBC-TV. That's the basis of 
the continu:..g campaign that makes 
more and more shoppers look for alu- 
minum packaging...and the Reynolds 

Wrap Aluminum Packaging Seal. And 

stores across the country are featuring 

Reynolds colorful “Rainbow” display of 
all foil-packaged products. Look for it! 

MODERN PACKAGING 





does a Jumbo Job 
with 

REYNOLDS WRAP 

ALUMINUM PACKAGING 

The SeaPak Corporation of St. Simons and 

Island, Georgia, does a big, important 

packaging job with jumbo shrimp... packaging 

so perfect you cook and cool the cleaned 

shrimp right in the bag—no cooking odors. 

How? Reynolds Wrap Aluminum Packaging, of 

course ...a special heat-sealed foil lamination 

engineered by Reynolds, color printed by 

Reynolds in a sell-on-sight design. This bag 

is not only moisture-proof, air-proof, 

odor-proof and light-proof... it also 

withstands boiling water or high oven heat. 

The SeaPak Jumbo Shrimp carries visible proof of 

this packaging superiority, beyond the gleam 

of aluminum...in the Reynolds Wrap Aluminum 

Packaging Seal. This is a sales-maker you should 

know about. For full information, call the 

nearest Reynolds Sales Office. Or write to 

Reynolds Metals Company, General Sales Office, 

Louisville 1, Kentucky. 

aders 
Rees ae ATM (2 

See “FRONTIER,” Reynolds new dramatic series, Sundays, NBC-TV Network 

REYNOLDS &8 ALUMINUM 

QUALITY 
PROTECTED WITH 

the 

Reynolds does a Jumbo Job 
selling Consumers for You! 

Full-page, four-color ads in major na- 

tional magazines. Weekly promotions on 
the new dramatic series, “FRONTIER,” 

Sundays, NBC-TV. That's the basis of 

the continuing campaign that makes 
more and more shoppers look for alu- 
minum packaging...and the Reynolds 
Wrap Aluminum Packaging Seal. And 

stores across the country are featuring 
Reynolds colorful “Rainbow” display of 
all foil-packaged products. Look for it! 
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Chill unopened 
envelope 

in ice or ice water; 
open, rinse and serve. 

curries, 
newbergs... 
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Protected Quality! 

Peek for the 

proof of 



At last... here’s the ink that cellophane bag printers 

have long awaited. This new line of heat-resistant 

inks—now part of our famous high-gloss Gemglo 

series—really resists the heat generated on wrapping 

and bag machines. 

These inks resist smearing, offsetting and blocking 

at the point of contact where the heat seal jaws 

clamp down on the thermoplastic-coated cellophane. 

Even a solid area of ink withstands the heat from 

the sealing jaws. It stays more scratch-resistant . . . 

more light-fast ... more scufl-proof, It retains its 

IPI It and ba mglo are trade marks of Inte re he mical Corporation 

Interchemical Corporation 
PRINTING INK DIVISION e 

NEW IPI FLEXOGRAPHIC INKS FOR CELLOPHANE 

PRINTING RESIST SMEARING AND RETAIN 

BRILLIANCE UNDER SEALING HEAT 

67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y. 

brilliance longer .. . and performs better on the press. 

The heat merely releases the solvent and makes the 

ink adhere without damaging the ink film. 

If you are plagued by customers’ complaints over 

the quality of printing on cellophane or any heat- 

sealable stock due to ink troubles, talk to your IPI 

salesman. He has the answer for ink smear caused by 

heat-sealing machines—it’s new IPI heat-resistant 

inks. They pay off in better running qualities—on the 

press and on the packaging machine with a better 

appearance all along the line! 

INTERCHEMICAL 

PRINTING INKS 

RELY ON IPI FOR LEADERSHIP IN INK RESEARCH 
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yK AENNEN MAKES BOTTLING EKASY- 



~~ a 

Not when you package with 

| |IMPAK 

If you want positive protection against ceratehed 

and pressure-marked finishe itech to Kimpak 

Interior Packaging! 

Kimpak s outstanding shock absorbeney shields 

our product from rough handling. Protects it from 

movement within the carton or crate and from dirt 

and cinders that sift into the container, And thi 

superior protection cost ou no more than ordinar 

' 
interior packaging materials 

is 



sy eat MENNEN’s got is close to auto- 

mation a conveyor synchronized 

Pneumatic bottle cleaner, filler and capper! 

Capable of handling open-mouth as we ll as 

all glass sprinkler top bottles and the most 

delicately molded closures, it terminates in a 

fully automatic labeler capable of front and 

back simultaneous application 

A synchronous drive keeps the three ma- 

chines, cleaner, filler and capper “in step” 

and in exact synchronism. The bottles pass 

from cleaner to filler and filler to capper 

without a hitch, and on spaced centers be- 

yond the cleaner discharge 

Rounds, rectangles, or oval bottle sections 

are handled with ease. The capper is 

equipped with Sterling Cap Feeder especially 

ENNEN MAKES BOTTLING EASY - 

with PNEUMATIC machines 

“made for each other”’ 
RR ERNE: eR 

and this tension is maintained in day in and 

day out production 

The filler will fill light and heavy liquids 

equally well, alcoholic as well as oil base It 

is designed for quick and thorough cleaning 

between fills on different products 

All of the equipment is designed to ‘“‘go 

together” in a balanc ed, highly efficient, high 

productive rate unit. The brilliantly cleaned 

containers are exactly filled to the same height 

without dripping or messy spillage, screw 

caps are accurately and positively applied 

and the labels beautifully adhered to the 

containers without muss or misregistration. 

We'll gladly mail technical bulletins on any 

or all of this equipment just write. 

PNEUMATIC SCALE Corp., Lrp., 82 New- 

designed for positive feeding without ever a port Ave., Quincy 71, Mass. Also: New York; 

possibility of breaking or marring Chicago; Dallas; San Francisco; Los Angeles; 

The capping machine is equipped with Seattle; Leeds, England. Canadian Division: 

sensitive chucks pre-set to any desired tension Delamere & Williams Company, Ltd., Toronto. 

KE a 

LJ 

Gr b UJ M A T | } Packaging and Bottling Equipment 
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It often happe ns that a thought - an idea - a hunch - can 

bear fruit in packaging. Research — the unknown 

Tube 
CORPORATION 

HILLSIDE, NEW JERSEY 

that has made us known for 30 years. 



Creative designers of 

folding cartons, corrugated 

containers, multi-unit 

packaging, Cluster-Pak. 

atlanta 
cartons 



Want to wrap up a prickly problem? 

Although you may not be wrapping pineapples, 

perhaps 

problem 

you do have an equally thorny packaging 

A product that’s sharp or pointed or 

irregular-shaped, or with protruding edges 

Well, you can package it neatly and economically 

with little fear of splitting —in PLIOFILM. 

You see, PLIOFILM is so tough and tear-resistant, 

it’s ssible to 

PLIOFILM clings neatly and securely to give the 

almost impo rip or puncture 

most unlikely articles all the advantages of trans- 

GOOD THINGS ARE BETT 

Pliofim, a rebber hyarochtc T M. The Goody wide 

paren 

rib roasts or metal parts 

like 

And because PLIOFILM 

t wrapping—things baked goods, toys, 

is so strong, it provides rugged protection 

against abusive handling on retail counters. 

This moisture-resistant film takes color printing 

beautifully, handles easily in automatic packag- 

ing machinery Got a job for it to do? Write the 

Goodyear Packaging Engineer, Packaging Films 

Dept 

Facts You Should Know About 

PLIOFILM 

K-6415, Akron 16, Ohio 

GOODSYEAR 
PACKAGING FILM 

K-6416 

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Inc 

Akron 16, Ohio 

Packaging Films Dept 

Gentlemen 

Please send me free copy of “Facts You 

Should Know About PLIOFILM.” 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADORESS 

CITY & STATE 



THE R.0. TAMPERPROOF SEAL 
* SECURO SEAL 

BEFORE 
FIXING 

UNIQUE DESIGN OF SECURITY BAND 

BRINGS ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES 
Hundreds of firms have proved the effectiveness of the R.O 

Pilferproof Bottle Closure, and now here is the SecuRO 

Seal to give even greater security as well as the following 

advantages. 

1 The SecuRO Seal has a right-hand thread and the Security 

Band a left hand thread making it easy to break the perforated 

portion. 

2 The Security Band can be readily unscrewed and disposed 

of without cutting. 

— SECURO SEAL 5 The SecuRO Seal is 100”, tamperproof. 

FIXED & PILFER- 4 The SecuRO Seal has a greatly enhanced appearance. 

Ihe SecuRO Seal can be applied by any R.O. Sealing Machine 

PROOF...READY suitably adapted. A small change in the glass finish will be 

necessary but this can easily be effected. 

The tell-tale ‘click’, When the 

SecuRO Seal is unscrewed, cap and 

Security Band part company with 

an unmistakable ‘ click’ to assure 

the customer that he has received 

the contents intact and undiluted, 

* SECHURO SEAL BROKEN But instead of Band dropping down 
neck of bottle, it remains on thread 

ey THE CONSUMER and may be removed by unscrewing! 

METAL CLOSURES LTD 
WEST BROMWICH - STAFFORDSHIRE - ENGLAND 

LONDON OFFICE : 40 BROOK STREET, LONDON, W.! 
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The Specialty Papers Company 

November 5, 1955 

Mr. S. P. Friend 

Everybody's Company 

Hometown, U.S. 

Dear Mr. Friend: 

Your interest in our stretched Pliofilm lamination does not Surprise 

us. We and The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Inc. firmly believe it is 

greatest paper-film combination in the flexible packaging industry today. 

It was developed by Goodyear and ourselves. 

As you know, Pliofilm, a product of Goodyear, is famous as a pro- 

tective film. When stretched and laminated to paper, board, foil and 

other films, it offers more protection and more mileage than any other 

such combination. It has many possibilities for better packaging of frozen 

foods, soap, tobacco, butter, cookies, crackers, dehydrated foods, metal 

parts and other products that require extreme moisture protection, gas 

resistance and grease proofness. Furthermore, when stretched Pliofilm is 

laminated to printed surfaces, it gives colors a brilliance unsurpassed. 

Our research people and those of Goodyear have only begun to explore 

all the uses for this new packaging material. Undoubtedly, you have some 

thoughts on this. If so, we would like to hear what they are so we can 

research them for you. 

Thanks for your interest. 

Sincerely yours, 

THE SPECIALTY PAPERS COMPANY 

Apliarn hia 
William P. Patterson 

President 

The copy at the bottom of this letterhead will give you the 

our company. 

scope of 

EXIBLE PACKAGING MATERIALS. WAKE PAPER FO ; AN 

OMAHA, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, ROCHESTER, WN. ¥ 
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of viginallG tv 

packaging by Camco 
[he Tums container you see here demonstrates once again originality 

in packaging. The familiar vacuum-packed can was initially 

developed by Canco for coffee and is now also widely used for packing 

peanuts, shortening, dry milk, and many other products where the 

elimination of air is important. 

[he vacuum-packed, key-open can prolongs the shelf life of products 

by preserving their freshness and original flavor indefinitely, 

in this instance, it also promotes larger unit sales of small items. 

For example, the can illustrated holds 12 rolls of Tums. 

[his Canco container is readily adaptable to the use and needs of many 

other manufacturers. You may be one of them. 

Bring your container problems to Canco . . . where imagination and 

know-how work together to produce tomorrow's packages. 

PPrrsnican: Cone Conary 
New York + Chicago + San Francisco 

HERE< THE 



Staple your cartons 
rom the outside 
after they're filled 

with 
ternational Staplers 

Solve difficult carton closing problems 
International Staplers are ideal for hundreds of difficult carton 

closing applications, Whether you pack bicycles or beds, kitchen 

cabinets or beauty creams, aluminum windows or coils of heavy 

wire, there's an International Stapler to fit your needs, 

- 
Medel AB.-! 

THE AIR BOXER 

They are easy to install and are easily adapted for different 

packaging operations. Conforms to Rule 41 requirements; they 

operate quickly and efficiently, don’t tire the worker, and staples 

hold securely, even when shipped around the world. 

Maintenance costs are low, and they do the job when all other 

It's lighter... it's faster... it costs less! methods such as glue and tapes fail. 
International's AIR BOXER 1s ideal for fast effi 

cient closure of all corrugated or fibre board car 

tons after they have been filled. Revolutionary new 

2-cycle motor drives and retracts through the entire 

stapling cycle—permits a lighter weight, highly effi 

cient stapler. Only 8 Ibs. 12 07.—1s easier to han 

die, reduces fatigue, increases carton closing speed 

Remember, International Staplers can close tops and bottoms 

of cartons simultaneously —after the cartons are filled. Standard 

units will close up to a thousand cartons per hour. There is a 

model to fit your exact packaging needs. Contact your nearest 

International dealer or write for details on how to solve your 

packaging problems, reduce your packaging costs. 

PACKAGE FOR PROFIT. USE INTERNATIONAL STAPLERS FOR FASTER, FINER CLOSURES 

[nternationa 1 ftaplers 
806 East Herrin Street, Herrin, Illinois Distributors in principal cities 

MODERN PACKACING 



HERE’S THE 

Insrde Story ON 
DRUM: BOX: BAG LINERS 

a guide 

ap 

SURER PRODUCT PROTECTION.. 
AT REDUCED COSTS 
Polyethylene Film is the material that’s “got everything 
when it comes to liners for drums, boxes and bags which hold 

products susceptible to contamination or moisture, or which 

react with other container materials. It's chemically inert to 

almost every commonly used ingredient, and many uncommon 

ones, too. It's flexible and easy to handle. It seals easily, 

and positively—no loss of delicate flavors, no unwelcome 

strangers moving in from the outside. It can be quickly 

resealed, when package contents are used a little at a time 

It has high moisture resistance. \t's transparent. \ts use 

eliminates costly cleaning of metal drums 

And if it's DURETHENE Polyethylene Film, it’s also strong 

in fact, the strongest you can get. That's why you find liners 

made from DURETHENE Film protecting important products 
in every field. And of course, using drums, boxes or bags 

lined with this fine Film gives you many opportunities to 

save... by reducing waste and losses .. by making sanitary 
packaging easier often by cutting shipping costs drastically 
through adopting lighter-weight one-trip containers 

You'll find the Bulletin shown above very useful in adapting 

Polyethylene Film to your own use. It lists several hundred 

widely used chemicals, and notes how Polyethylene can be 

used with them. Send for your free copy today—and check 

with leading Converters anywhere on the special qualities of 

DURETHENE Polyethylene Film for all kinds of packaging 

to the 

plication of 

POLY ETH
Y LENE 

FILM in 

chemical 

e . 

$s 

for better 

protection 

STRONGEST YOU CAN GET 

“STAY-PUT” PRINTING 

for better 
selling 

WITH THE TWO BIG QUALITY PLUSSES... 
available in bags and sheets from leading Converters everywhere 

DURETHENE CORPORATION, DEPT. M 
1859 SOUTH 55TH AVE., CHICAGO 50. ILLINOIS 

Please send me free copy of your POLYETHYLENE APPLICATIONS 

Bulletin, and samples of DURETHENE Extra-Strong Film. We package 

SIGNED 

COMPANY 

ST. & NO 

CITY 



highly 

versatile 

waxing 

machines 

NEW 
DESIGNS 

BY 

Constant improvement in waxing machine design by 

Dilts is paying off in higher quality, more economical 
production for many major manufacturers of waxed 

paper products. 

Dilts can provide you with the right combination 
the one machine engineered to best meet your specific 
production requirement. Write for Bulletin 9 DM 

THE BLACK-CLAWSON COMPANY 

DILTS MACHINE WORKS DIVISION 
FULTON, NEW YORK 

For Wet Waxine—Dry Waxine—One-Side 

Waxing and Laminating 

A three-roll section with long tank, two dip 

rolls, polishing rolls and pre-conditioning drum 

Note air loading system and rotary seals. All 
rolls are driven, 

For Dry Waxing at speeds up to 1500 fpm 

A special, sturdy three-roll section with fixed 

middle rubber roll. Bottom pick-up roll and 

top roll air-loaded. Amount of wax applied 

determined by loading pressure and rubber roll 

hardness 

Newest Design for Wet Waxing 

A rugged, extra-heavy two-roli unit with rub 

ber roll and chilled iron pick-up roll 14” in 
diameter. Large air cylinders for heavy nip 

pressures. ASME Coded Wax pan, dip roll, pre 

conditioning roll and wax guards 

MODERN PACKACING 



HENRY BROUGHAM 

bulwar« of freed 

To tyrants, indeed, and bad rulers, the progress of 

knowledge among the mass of mankind ts a Just objsect 

of terror: it ts fatal to them and their designs 

CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA - y 

j 



Engineered 

‘Protection 

For You... 

a production line with built-in versatility 

to meet changing market requirements for your products 

Protection ...against changing package sizes or number of 
packages per carton. A Bartelt machine can be adjusted to 
produce a variety of sizes and combinations of packages such 
as those illustrated at the right. 

Protection for your product. Pouches can be made from 
inexpensive webs or the finest barriers using laminated stock 

depending on product shelf-life requirements. 
2 POUCHES 

Protection ... against high labor costs. Completely auto- 1 POUCH PER CARTON 

matic from roll stock to finished carton. PER CARTON 

Protection against machine production losses. Bartelt ma- 

chines are built to machine tool precision from the highest 
quality materials 

Write today for information on the Bartelt Packaging Line! 

4 POUCHES 

AVA dy TASEL wenusneis co. * an 

1900 HARRISON AVENUE 

tele ie) imme §4), le)}) 3 POUCHES 
PER CARTON 

New York Office 370 Lexington Ave. 

Machinery fet WME Packaging 7 

MODERN PACKAGIN« 



For complete 

product protection... 

think of Kaiser Aluminum Foil 
Won’t absorb liquids or oils Leading converters rely on Kaiser Aluminum as a major 

eae , supplier because we are an integrated operation, producing 
Positive vapor barrier Aggy ;, pope 

foil of unsurpassed quality in a wide range of specifications. 

Clean and non-toxic . 
For names of converters eager to tackle your packaging 

Blocks heat and light rays problem, contact the Kaiser Aluminum sales office listed in 

your telephone directory. Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical 

Sales, Inc. General Sales Office, Palmolive Bldg., Chicago 11, 

Illinois; Executive Office, Kaiser Bldg., Oakland 12, California. 

Imparts no taste or odor 

Bars contaminants 

P.S. And remember—Kaiser Aluminum Foil is unmatched for eye-appeal... sales appeal! 



When baby needs 

new shoes, 

this set-up box 

will sell them! 

Doing fine for Mrs. Day’s baby shoes at retail stores everywhere is this 
new display set-up box 

Designed by the Friend Box Co. of Danvers, Mass., for Mrs. Day’s 
Ideal Baby Shoe Company, Inc., this pure white box with soft pink-and- 
blue lithographed overwrap matches its contents ideally. Better still, it 
attracts attention without crowding store counter 

Like many another successful display box, it uses fine-quality Gair set- 
up boxboard (in this case, a combination of filled news and white wood 

vat lined board). 

Whatever your set-up box requirements are, your local supplier can 
get the Gair boxboard that will do the best job for you. Why not call 
him today? 

GAIR #7 bord 
SPRINGBOARD TO MORE SALES 

SS 

ROBERT GAIR COMPANY INC. »« 155 EAST 44" STREET » NEW YORK 17, N.Y 



for today’s showcases 
Today's self-service selling calls for practical packag 

ing that commands attention, offers convenience and 

gives product protection. 

Cochran rigid foil containers meet this challenge by 
por Pia PANS stimulating sales with their strong, “buy-me” appeal 

= f si to fit late-hol 
wage OF Sees 1 WW eny pate-helder and cutting costs by increasing production efficiency 

Fully curled edge, dimensional stability, extra bottom strength 
Ovt of the plate-helder onto belt witheut fell. Con be produced through greater rigidity, uniformity and precision. 

in any desired quantity These sparkling containers become Show Pieces in your 

line and lend selling impetus to all other items ul det 

22 fad the same br i | > and, 

This adds up to an all around profit package which no 

smart merchandiser can afford to overlook. Cochran 

maintains a staff of foil packaging specialists, well 

versed in handling and closure, who are ready to work 

with you on your packaging problem. 

Y our inquiry on standard or special items is inviti 
Write Cochran Foil Company, Incorporated, Dept 
BE-11, 1430 §. 13th Street. Louisville 10, Kentucky 

FRUIT PIE PANS Stronger construction, smoother rims variety of 

gauges of foil. Top-in, bottom rotios vertical depth and .other volumetric 

patterns to adjust pie conformation and scaling weight relationship For 

fresh or frozen fruit pies. 

OBLONG PANS —Ideal for 

pre-cooked frozen specialties, 

chicken choplets, barbeques, 

cobblers and salads. Standard SECTIONAL TRAY 

frozen food package sizes ROUND SPECIALTY PAN — Idec! for wormable coffee Smooth formed construc- 

cokes and casserole dishes, ice cream specialties and other tion, full height dividers, 

frozen bokery products 
‘ 

Appropriate for the dinner table smooth “no snag” rim 
fully curled Standard 

frozen dinner size 

— the best thing nert to food / 
TART PANS © DEEP PIE AND CASSEROLE CONTAINERS © PIE PLATES © ROUND SPECIALTY 

CONTAINERS ® OBLONG AND SQUARE SPECIALTY CONTAINERS © SECTIONAL TRAY 

Min, 90S FOIL COMPANY 
equipment to fit 

every closure op 
Incorporated 

eration, 

\ FACILITIES rFott ITSecer 
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WITH ANCHOR HOCKING, TOO 

Plecks requires flashing speed and uncanny control to guide the 

puck through a rugged defense. And control is important, too, in 

the manufacture of Anchor Hocking quality products. 

From the selection of all raw materials to the final production 

line inspection, Anchor Hocking employs literally hundreds of 

exacting controls, tests and checks involving many scientific 

testing devices. Although each factory maintains a laboratory 

of its own for quality control purposes, central laboratories 

at Lancaster, Ohio, serve as a control center for all—veritable 

watchdogs that make certain Anchor Hocking 

products comply with their rigid specifications. 

Eleven strategically located factories and sales-service 

representatives in 25 principal cities in the U.S. and 

Canada await the opportunity to serve you with con- 

trolled high quality Anchor Hocking products. 

Ancher® Metal and Molded Closures provide 
dependable, attractive and efhcient seals 
their uniformly high quality a resule of exact 
ing quality controls 



Anchor Molded Caps are regularly checked for 

strength with a torque tester to make certain 
they comply with rigid specifications 

Anchorgiass Containers, Ancher 
Metal and Plastic Closures, Anchor 

Ancuor HockinG i. 282snes 
Cosmetics, Toiletries, Beverages. 

GLASS CORPO RATION Beers, Ales, Wines and Liquers. 

RAT OFFICES LANCASTER OHIO 



Bier 

If you're looking for a new way to “warm-up” 

sales and turn shoppers into buyers, it’s a good 

idea to package your products in Reynolon Poly- 

ethylene Film. Uses for this consistently clear, 

finest quality film literally “blanket” the market 

~ include textiles, produce, fruits, candy, cos- 

metics, medicinals, flowers, hardware, toys and 

countless other items in widely diversified fields. 

Reynolon Polyethylene Film protects as it 

attracts — reproduces your smartest printing and 

yr 
For complete information, 

7 

- ea 

design work with amazing faithfulness. 

Reynolon Plastic Films — Polyethylene (either 

treated or untreated for printing), laminates of 

Polyethylene and Cellophane, Polyvinyl Alco- 

hol and Polyvinyl Chloride are available in many 

standard specifications or can be economically 

produced for your specialized requirements. Our 

Technical Product Development Service is also 

available to you without obligation. Put it to 

work for you on your next packaging job. 

Contact your nearest Reynolds Metals Company office or write 

PLASTICS DIVISION, 

REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY 

3806 GEORGIA STREET «. GARY, INDIANA 

MODERN PACKAG ING 



Can you pick the ONE that’s best for vou? 

Many different plastic caps are repre- 

sented in this picture—ours along with 
our competitors. 

By look, by feel, by weight, could you 

pick out the one that’s best for you? 

We couldn’t. We doubt if you could 

by the usual means. 

Yet some of these caps could go thru 
your production lines—and leave you 

badly worried because extra liners left 
in the hopper tell that you are going 
to have to make good on some leak- 

spoiled cases. 

And some of the caps might work im- 
properly in your capping chucks—or 
might tighten but not seal or might in 

many ways slow Rca your production 

lines asmuch a . That costs money 
a a leliv ery tocustomers. 

Yes—Plastic Caps do look alike and 

most of them are good. The trouble is 

you can’t afford to spend your time 
and money sorting out the good from 
the not so good. 

What you want is a combination— 
Quality and Service, but you want 
them al/ the way. 

To you quality means flawless per- 
formance on your production lines 
Caps must be tough, fast to go on, se- 
curely sealed when closed, clean as a 
bright new dollar. Your caps have to 
look like quality, dress up your pack- 

age—help make it sell. 

/ 

That kind of Quality is dest for you. 

For service you want capacity to 
get caps to you in best-for-you quant! 

ties, when you want them. You don't 
want to have to protect yourself with 
big inventories. You want a source 

that has the equipment and the experi 
ence and the will to give you preferred 

Service. 

That kind of Service is dest for you. 

What’s best-for you is the guide that 

has decided our capacity, built for us 

one of the country’s most modern clo 

ure plants, and sets up our production 
and delivery schedules. 

Best-for-you puts a little extra tough 

ness in our caps where the stresses of 

your high-speed filling line hit; adds a 

little extra provision for secure | ners; 

takes a little extra care to give a better 

finish. Our caps are tough alright, but 

they’re pretty too—and that count 
heavily at the Retail level 

We hope you will talk with us about 

your Plastic Caps. 

Bernardin Bottle Cap ¢ 

ae 

/ “Best for You” 

BerNARDIN y 
Plastic osures 

\ 



LATEST DEVELOPMENT 
IN WEB GUIDING AND 
TENSION CONTROL 

The Model 704 Air-operated Unwind Stand 
is another addition to the many new designs 
introduced by the Dusenbery Company within 
the past several months. These new machines 
will improve operation of present equipment 
or methods, 

Phe Model 704 incorporates a radically new 
design for web guiding and tension control. 
This is accomplished by moving the whole un- 
wind stand, idlers, mill roll, ete. (all moving 

parts) as one single unit on rollers. This elimi- 
nates all linkage and back lash. The most mod- 

ern anti-friction bearings have been utilized 
and the Model 704 can be easily moved with 
finger tip pressure. ALL SLIDING FRICTION 
IS ELIMINATED . . . allowing sensitivity of 
movement never before attained. 

As it is used with air brakes, extremely close 
tension control on the web can be obtained. 

THE DUSENBERY 
MODEL 704 

AIR-OPERATED 
UNWIND STAND 

Created especially for max- 
imum yield from any mill 

roll through extreme accu- 
racy in web guiding and 

close tension control of the 

web. 

For 
USE BEHIND SLITTERS, 

PRINTING PRESSES, LAMINATORS, 
COATERS, AND ANY WEB 

PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 

SPEEDS IN EXCESS 

OF 1,000 FPM 

The Model 704 can be equipped with either 
manual or automatic tension control. 

Up to 72” width. . 

Up to 42” diameter maximum. 

Maximum brake torque . . . 8200 inch 
pounds at 100 PSI. 

Maximum heat dissipating capacity of brake 
20 HP. 

Unwind Shaft Journal Diameter 1 3/16” or 
1 15/16". 

Can be supplied with square or round mill 
roll. 

Specify mill roll shaft size. 

Speeds in excess of 1,000 FPM. 

For unwinding applications not covered by 
the standard 704, please send us mill roll 
dimensions, speed of web and tensions re- 
quired. 

. specify width desired. 

Complete data available on request 

JOHN DUSENBERY COMPANY, INC. 
275 GROVE AVENUE, VERONA, N. J. 

MANUFACTURERS 

Tel: Verona 8-3915 

OF 

SLITTERS, WINDERS, CONSTANT TENSION UNWINDERS, KNIVES, LEVERS, SLEEVES 

SPECIAL CONVERTING EQUIPMENT DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR PRODUCTION PROBLEMS 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Another new development using 

B. - Sooesien Chemical -- raw materials 

Goon rigid vinyl package pork up [ood actos 
Hl rigid vinyl package I ic i cer makes more compact dis- Success story For technical infor 

(;,eon points me ay ¢t play iyvnter than ylass it Say mation | i@ase write De | BQ, 

amions in the freight rates B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company, 

Rose Building, Cleveland 1 Ohio 

C,oodchemco In 

materials 

‘id. Ggeon mold 

coatinys have 

tne success of 

GEON RESINS « GOOD-RITE PLASTICIZERS the ideal team to make products easier, better and more saleable. 

GEON polyvinyl materials « HYCAR American rubber and latex « GOOD-RITE chemicals and plasticizers « HARMON colors 

37 





Beautiful example of practical design 

Armstrong Cork Company 
GLASS AND CLOSURE DIVISION 

aimee OEP AGT MEM 

GLASS CONTAINER SPECIFICATIONS 

1. Handsome appearance 

2. Flutes provide finger grip 

3. Broad base gives stability 

4. Compact shape saves shelf space 

Here's a shampoo bottle that combines 

sleek good looks with a wealth of practical 

design advantages 

It's stable compact, easy to label, large 

in appearance, and built to run smoothly 

on the filling line. All this within the 

framework of a graceful design that makes 

it a standout on the shelf 

Like to see how your pac kave could look 

even better function even more 

effectively? Call your Armstrong man. Or 

write Armstrong Cork Company, Glass and 

Closure Division, 5411 Crystal Street 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania 

Armstrong GLASS CONTAINERS 
glass that performs packages that sell 



Champ photoelectric 

REGISTRON 
gives positive, accurate web registration 

from one central control point 

The web sconner monitors the web, pre 

dicts an off register condition before the 

cylinder is reached 

Dev eloped, perfec ted and manufactured by one of the oldest, most 

reliable builders of rotary presses and auxiliary equipment, the 
Champlain REGISTRON assures constant printing accuracy with 

minimum handling. Not only printing but cutting and blanking 
operations too can be kept in perfect register — protecting you 
against unnecessary stock losses — providing unerring electronic 
supervision regardless of web speed. And this pinpoint control 
can be achieved from a single central point with a minimum of 

adjustments 

Master control panel, super-sensitive web scanner, cylinder 

phase detector, and individual control unit—all are compactly and 
sturdily constructed for maximum operating life, greatest money 

saving efficiency, and simplest maintenance requirements. 

As the only manufacturer of presses currently producing a 

registering “eye”, Champlain offers years of experience in solving 

your specialized problems, in helping you turn out the high quality 

production your customers demand. To other outstanding Cham- Remote master control panel at delivery end 
plain advantages add to your production line these benefits of of a Champlain 8-color, 36’ rotogravure 
the REGISTRON press. All registration is controlled from 

this point 

@ no clear web track or printed register mark © advance phasing at standstill possible — no 
needed — no edge waste or side trim loss of misregistered stock. 

© independence of web speed of photoelectric © independence of color variation in the copy 
phase detector (Champlain patented) a Champlain exclusive. 

@ no limit to number of press units centrally controlled from convenient location. 

Champlain’s Electronics Department is staffed with able and ex- 
perienced engineers — men thoroughly familiar with the develop- 
ment and application of special electronic equipment in printing 
and packaging operations. Look to Champlain for engineering 
planning assistance, for all press requirements, and for such 

auxiliary equipment as sheeters, cutters—creasers, dryers, 
special fabricating machinery and electronic controls. 

Write teday for catalog of Ch lain press i t Y i al 

ond full information on the new Champlain photoelectric 
Registron, Champlain Company, inc., 88 Llewellyn Ave., 

Champlain manufactures a complete line of rotogravure, flexographic, ro- Bloomfield, N. J. Chicago office: 520 N. Michigan Ave., 
tary letterpress and allied equipment for packaging and specialty printing. Chicago 11, til, 



Manufactured by an 
these polye thylene tubes are filled 

through the bottoms at high speeds and 

fused under radiant heat. Produced by Brad- 
ley Container Corp., Maynard Mass. 

European process, 
new 

WHAT'S NEW IN 

polyethylene 
packaging 

chicken 
Tray 

This tough, flexible package is 
entirely leakproof, is vacuum formed 
polyethylene. Cover is film of polyethylene 
laminate heat-sealed across the top. Tray by 
rand Plastics, Norwalk, Conn. 

Selected outstanding examples of the newest 
in polyethylene packaging. (These packages 
weren't necessarily made of Poly-Eth Poly- 
ethylene, but they’re too good to miss.) 

Wherever you look these days—at packaging shows, at 

super markets, in department stores—the packaging material 

everyone is talking about is the strong, lightweight, flexible 

Polyethylene A few of 

Polyethylene packages are shown on this page 

get on the Polyethylene bandwagon! We'll be 

you to processors who produce Polyethylene packages 

plastic, today's most exciting new 

You, too, can 

glad to direct 

Just 

Dwight Bldg., Kan write, “Poly-Eth,” Spencer ¢ hemical Co 

sas City, Mo 

Poly-Eth , SPENCER “(a 

world’s first all molded poly 

The drums are 
fit into standard steel drums and are avail- 

able in Made by 

Delaware 

Here's the 

ethylene drum. tailored to 

55-gallons. 

and Drum Co. 
sizes up to 

Barrel 

This showcase polyethylene 
patented “Flip-Close” 
ing and handling 
Weld” side 

by Bemis Bro 

package has 
closure that cute fill 

Patented “Fine- 
almost invisible. Made 

Bag ( . 

time. 

scam is 
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MADE EASY BY NEW pi. 
HOME DRY CL ' 

Philadelphia, Pa 

Now you can safely, inexpensively do 

your own dry cleaning at home with ut- 

most ease and satisfaction. Thousands of 

families just like yours are already using 

Renuzit’s new home unit. Dresses, blouses, 

skirts, sweaters, ties and all such clothes 

come out gloriously clean, bright and 

odorless. Try it! 
1 gal 

(Cte y3) Crown is proud to be a partner in progress with the Renuzit Home Products 
' 4 fia 

aus Company by supplying lithographed cans-that-sell for the entire family 

of Renuzit products. Long association with leading manufacturers in many different 

branches of industry equips Crown with practical “know how” in all phases of modern 

packaging in metal containers. Crown is small 

enough to know you and understand your 

problems... big enough to serve you and solve 

those problems. Let's get together — SOON. 

ney Comwiced Largeld Cin Metanufailiind CROWN CORK & SEAL COMPANY, INC. 

PHILADELPHIA * CHICAGO « ORLANDO + BARTOW © BIRMINGHAM © BALTIMORE © NEW YORK ¢ BOSTON «¢ ST LOUIS @« SAN FRANCISCO 

42 



B for EFFICIENCY 
The most efficient wrapping in today’s food processing in- my? Easy handling with low down time 
dustry was born when Battle Creek combined continuous flow 

with job designed engineering. gave food 

processors higher speeds with gentler package handling Job 
designed engineering gave them the finishing touches that 

mean perfect packages at the lowest production cost. Together 

the developments gave the industry faster production, less Low maintenance 

downtime and truly automatic performance. 

BRATILE CREEK Size changeover in as little 

packaging machines, ine. as five minutes 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH. 

o 

GIVES THE GREEN LIGHT TO PACKAGING PRODUCTION ef 

© 

7 .: - V [7 

; AR WY 
mn 6 

Automatic operation 



f i ee Cee i gat le i as 
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE YOUR 
PRODUCT PACKAGED ? 
as only Battle Creek machines can produce them 
Send us a couple each of all the packages you are interested to see 

wrapped and check off any of the following choices of wrapping ma- 
terials Cellophane (_ ), laminated foil ( ) , waxed paper ( ), 

waxed glassine ( ), Kraft or decorative papers using adhesives (_ ). 

We will wrap and return them promptly to you with our recommen- 

dations, including a comparative analysis of sheet sizes used and other 
possible material savings 

If you have special wrapping problems, or bundle or group assemblies 
to be prepared, please send enough packages to create at leaseegtit 

group assembly 

if you have questions, a short letter_ef review would be helpful and 

ippreciated 

And let us know where you want the sample packages and analysis sent. 

You get the green light 

to new economies with 

(f 

CGretsesoves, 
Automatic operation 

Versatility 

Easy adjustability 

Low maintenance 

H igh speeds 

BATILE CREEK 
packaging machines, inc. 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH, 



When it Comes to Plantics 

Here are examples of the versatility and flexibility of Wheeling Craftsmen in Plastics skills whieh can 

he readily applied to your packaging and dispensing problems. Although most of the items illustrated are fash 
ioned in polyethylene, Wheeling Craftsmen are equally skilled in the use of hard plastics. This craftsmanship 
combined with Wheeling’s laboratory and engineering knowledge, can prove to be a valuable asset to your busi 

ness, Consultations may be arranged with any of our sales offices 

WHEELING STAMPING CO. 
WHEELING WEST VIRGINIA 

lluaminum, Tin and Lead Collapsible Tubes—Molded Tube and Bottle Ca Plastic Spectaltu 

Consult Your Classified "Phone Directory for Sales and Service in These Leading Cities 

New York Boston — Philadelphia — Chicago — Cleveland — Cincinnati — St. Louis St. Paul Los Angeles 
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How to Improve Your 
Packaging Operations.. 
SEND FOR the new Paisley 4-page Packaging Adhesive 
Guide. It contains valuable information about the most 
modern Adhesives ever designed for specific sealing oper 
ations in the packaging field! Subjects include Carton Seal 
ing Glues, Case Seal Glues, Bottle Label Glues, Can and 

Tube Labeling, Resin Emulsion Adhesives and Wrapping 
and Bundling Adhesives 

Paisley's popular Technical Service Bulletins covering 
these subjects in complete detail are also described. Facts 
are presented concerning our scientific laboratory con 

trol methods of manufacture and on the Paisley Adhesive 

Operation Data Sheet which in effect places all of our ex 

tensive modern laboratories and skilled technical staff at 

your command! This Scientific Adhesive Service assures 

you the ONE best Adhesive for the job! 

All this valuable information and service is FREE. Will 
you ask for your Packaging Adhesive Guide on company 

PAISLE PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
Division ef MORMINGSTAR, NICOL, INC 

fcdey 
hon tS 

ARE A Viray PART of 

Se Ul They » YOUR Package 

LT, Cae fr 

SEV FOR reve copy sow 

630 WEST Sist STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y. « 

1770 CANALPORT AVENUE CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS ¢ 

« of Glues, Pastes, Resin Adhesives, Cements and Related Chemical Products 

PHONE COLUMBUS 5.2860 

PHONE CANAL 6-2219 



For Printing That Holds Better . . . 
Celanese* Suen Gauge Polyethylene Film 

Excellent printability is one of the big extras you 

get with Celanese Polyethylene. This precision 

material, developed by the pioneer in cast and 

extruded films, offers improved ink anchorage 

and sharp, long-lasting impressions 

Celanese Polyethylene offers thickness uni- 

formity —both within each roll as well as from 

roll to roll. The even gauge of Celanese Poly- 

ethylene means better machine operation . . 

fewer machine adjustments . . . smoother track- 

ing .. . dependable roll weight/length ratio... 

more bags per hour . .. more bags per roll. 

8 
We invite you to examine and test run this pre- 

cision material. 

Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics 

Division, Dept. 108K, 290 Ferry Street, Newark 5, 

N. J. Canadian affiliate, Canadian Chemical 

Company, Limited, Montreal, Toronto and 

Vancouver. 

PACKAGING FILMS *Reg. U.S. Pat. OF 
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Perfect “set-up” for sales... : } Litehee, your product in a set-up box by 

Inherent advantages of appearance, protection, and convenience 

make the set-up hox the most versatile package you can use. 

Ritchie's expert designers and idea men have created every kind—from 

the simplest to the most elaborate—for many of America’s leading 

products. Find out how easily you can enjoy the extra product display 

and merchandising appeal of a Ritchie “set-up”. Fibre Cans and 
Paper Spools 

For the right package, you're right with Ritchie! 

w.c. KE 
AND COMPANY 

A Subsidiary of Stone Container Corporation 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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St. Regis Paper Co., 

The Terre Co., 

c iJ ind microorgani 

. ! 4 

re i nall li- iis is ilsO YWCTe- 

» grass killer. To mits folding without the coating crack- B 

content thi ing, peeling or eparating Co©d 

ugh. moisture i prote ive coatings like these i ] 

{ BAKELITE Brand Heatl-sealav Im ind lamination iti RAKE ITE 

ex ie bottl 4A LJ . e ” 

] 
| et 

ind tube 

eaano 

Polyethylene Resins 
t mousture strengthen the pach more bout it no a 

i withstands attack by chemi- LT 105 

t 42nd Street BAKELITE COM PANY, 4 Division f Union Carbide and Carb mm Corporation uC! 10 Ea 

The term Bakeurre and the Trefoil Symbol are registered trade-marks of UC¢ 



Are you taking 

full advantage 

of the benefits of Voth eee 

packaging with : 

Knrene- nt Wi sy —_ 

Cast Vinyl Film? 

Because of the speci i] method of manufacture 

Knene Brand Cast Vinyl Film is different than 

the foil and protects 
Sa Pana ssh e ronecets 

other films you may have used. Its unusual 

strength combined with remarkable « larity 

and gloss is unique among flexible films 

In addition, chemical resistance, ease of 

lubrication, and other properties give you a . 

INVESTIGATE 

BAKELITE’ 

kore me 

highly versatile material for scores of uses 

Increases in produ tion have resulted 

in wider field of use. And its high 

stre ngth and resistance to pune ture and 

tearing offer great advantages in 

many applications, Why not investigate 

today. It’s available in thicknesses from 

001 to .012 in either 36 or 48 inch width. 

For sample s of Knene Cast Vinyl Film, Cast Vinyl Film & Sheeting 

and an informative booklet, 

write Dept HO-105 

mur 

BAKELITE COMPANY, A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation [gj 30 East 42nd Street, N y 
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a saa co bee ao 
*® H. J. Heinz Co 

Beech Nut 

Libby's 

Armour & 

Gerber's 

Borden Co 

*eue ee eee eee ee 

TESTED 
and 

PROVED | 
f 

Pfaudier Piston Fillers... cleanly 
handle up to 800 cans per minute 

sometimes up to L000, depending 
There isn’t a machine 

on the market that 

over-all performance 

on product , 

can match its 

Ask us to 

prove it 

Just look at the big names in the 

food packing business using Pfaudler 
Piston Fillers 
dence of user satisfaction 

They offer solid evVi- 

Then add the tests of time, and 

varied applications under all sorts of 

The  reeord speed requirements 

speaks for itself, 

What you can gain by using 

Pfaudler Piston Fillers! 

Basically Pfaudler Piston Fillers are 

if you are filling anything from liquids to 

will certainly 

to look over this line of fillers 

semi-solids, it pay you 

lo help 

you, we will he vlad to send yen cnr 

Booklet 911. 

convenience, 

The coupon i for your 

THE PFAUDLE 

YOVEMBER 1955 

Kingan & Co 

Packing Co 

Hershey Chocolate Corporation 

White Rock Bottling Co 

Campbell! Soup Co 

Co 

Quaker Oats Co 

Minute Maid 

Duffy-Mott Co 

Hawaiian Pineapple Co 

Snow Crop 

John Morrell & Co 

Swift & Co 

Note 

pistons 

“foolproof ~ the design ol 

Fig. 1). Very 

Accurate to 

V aly Cs and 

Very 

within +! 

simple precise 

19 OF. Very easy to clean 

no tools required to remove pistons 

or valves. You save time and money 

Spillage of product during filling 

is prevented by a no-can-no-fill de 

vice. Product waste is nil. Right at 

the start vou geta clean pac kage 

Adjustment of fill is made at one 

point, even while filler is running 

You save time, save product, keep up 

your production rate. 

Bearings and gears are automati 

cally lubricated. Only three points on 

the filler are lubricated, So, 

bree ause cleaning Is simple, main 

fenance ts no problem 

by critical users... by time... by varied applications 

! Then diagrams show position of 

operating parts of valve during intake and 

strokes 

volume of product precise 

discharge Action is positive, 

THE PFAUDLER CO., Dept. MP-11, Rochester, N. Y. 

Viease send me Bulletin O11 

Name 

Pith 

( OMlpany 

Address 

(uty 

ge COQ., ROCHESTER 3, 

Rotary Piston Fillers 

Jane 

N. Y. 



\ike show busines., Th, 6S 
©re’s no busine? 

for MORE business... 

SPOTLIGHT 
your products | 

with... 

Prossure-Somitive t aBeLs 

You aint seen nothin until you see what easy-on 

KLEEN-STIK Labels can do for your products, your 

business! It's the proved way of attracting and selling 

audiences at the point of sale. Large or small, almost any 

product becomes a star sales attraction when enhanced 

with a Kleen-Stik brand identification or sales-stimulating 

feature label. They stick tight almost indefinitely, yet 

remove when necessary 

I ‘ shout R la Special dispensers 
and pressure-sensitive roll labels save time and 
money for any volume labeling job. Your roll 
label printer will supply you with exactly what 
you require. Ask him 

KLEEN-STIK PRODUCTS, INC. FREE rest-11-vOursetr kit 
Test pressure-sensitive labels 

1400 WEST WILSON AVENUE . CHICAGO 31, ILLINO.S on-the-spot in your own plant. 

Write today! 
Pioneers in Pressure Sensitives for Advertising and Labeling 
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can help increase your sales, too 

Do excerpts from your sales reports ethylene resin and they have all in of temperature Alathon” has excel 

read like these? creased their sales. The same products lent chemical and water resistance, and 
*% “Increase in sales easier handling the same salesmen, the same territories' it is free from taste, odor and toxiecit 

better agd longer flavor retention.” But new containers made of Du Pont Its chemical and physical properties re 
*% ‘Better customer acceptance... lower ‘“*Alathon,”’ which are unbreakable main unchanged with age. Available 
shipping costs .. . no breakage allowance.” transparent and re-usable, resulted in from fabricators with a translucent 

*% “Half-gallon sales of ice cream matching increased sales. (Container and clo texture or in a wide 
pint sales for first time in years.” sures illustrated are made by the Plas Alathon” can be used as a packaging 
*% “Doubled sales on sour cream while com- tomatic Corporation, Malvern, Penn material in the form of film, botth 

petitors’ dropped .. . got many new accounts.” syivania, and are available in a wide other container closure liners for 

The companies furnishing these re range of sizes.) drums, and multi-wall bag 
ports all have two things in common Alathon” polyethylene resin is an For detail 

hey have all changed their packaging ideal packaging material. Lightweight product an eye appealing showcase of 
to a container made of “Alathon” poly but tough and flexible over a wide range lathon mail the 

rane of color 

4 and 

n how to give our own 

coupon below 

There is a difference in polyethylene resins specify ALATHON for your packaging need 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Polychemicals Department 

Room 2411, Du Pont Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware 

In Canada: Du Pont Compar of Canada Limited. P © Ve 

MAIL TODAY 

FOR ALL THE DETAILS 
Name 

Please send me more informa ® 
tion on Du Pont “Alathon 

polyethylene resin 

Le hnique 4 



U. S. Holdtite are the amazing wonder- 

working pressure-sensitive tapes for U. S. Holdtite pressure-sensitive tape holding packages 

packaging! Applied with just finger ecm 

pressure, they bind, hold, mask, rein- 

force, protect and serve as an indispen- 

sable tool for hundreds of uses. They are 

so much a part of the packaging field 

that the wonder is how packaging ever 

got along without this wonder-worker 

line. Well-named, too, because once ap- 

plied, a U. S. Holdtite tape will ne 

come loose by itself; it must be 

It's a tape line that's re 

packagers everywhere 
it r 

saps line that will do U. S. Holdtite Tape is ideal for special promotions, such 

Order U. S. Holdtit as banding two items together. Once applied, they are 
— joined securely. 

distributor or from 

any of our 27 District 

Sales Offices. 

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY 

MODERN PACKAGING 



WORKER ! 
line of pressure-sensitive tapes! 

U. S. Holdtite holds so strongly it can easily support a 
full-grown man in a sealed container. 

Style #501— Crepe paper back. Strongest crepe backing on 
the market. So flexible it is the one right tape for all curve 
work. No “feather edge” when used for painting. Strips clean 

— won't flake or break. Takes up to 200 degrees temperature 

Style #511—Flat paper back. Has TWICE the strength of 
conventional masking tape. Ideal for straight line masking, 
also for binding, bundling, and sealing 

Style #503 — Crepe paper back. For high temperature baking 
operations. Takes up to 300 degrees temperature for 1'4 
hours. A favorite tape on original equipment items 

Style #508 — Paper-backed glass filament reinforced tape with 

U. S. Holdtite is used b fe od packers as an airtight 
seal on bumpy, uneven pdtkages. 

U. S$. Holdtite is used by appliance makers to hold 
products in place and protect costly surfaces during 
shipment. 

240-pound tensile strength. The one right tape for strapping 
and sealing cardboard cartons. Will not work loose. An 
extremely powerful adhesive that makes tampering and pil- 
fering impossible to conceal. A single strand will hold boxes 
piled up on a skid. 

Style #601 — Waterproof cloth tape with plastic coated back. 
Perfect for waterproof sealing, masking, protecting anything 
that will be exposed to the weather. 

Style #604—An ideal low-cost cloth “expendable” tape for 
one-time use... protecting tool edges and fittings, bundling 
parts, keeping wrappings on toys, guarding fragile wood from 
splitting while being sawed. 

“U.S.” Research perfects it...“U.S.” Production builds it...U.S. Industry depends on it 

MECHANICAL GOODS DIVISION, 

NOVEMBER 1955 

ROCKEFELLER CENTER, NEW YORK 20, WN. Y. 



thal Ctued piibliclion 

\ 

q a : 

Al /}* 1) SS This superbly carved and inlaid 
: ‘ 7 

.- a “ shield is a product of skillful 16th 

century armor-making. Its dimensions and balance permit easy 

a 

handling, The intricate carving and embossment reveal it as a 

materpiece of sculpture, And most important of all, the sturdy 

construction and careful design gave maximum protection to 

the warrior who carried it in battle 

Jones & Laughlin Steel Containers provide dependable 

protection for your products. They are built of sturdy, high 

quality JAL Steel Sheet, Careful manufacture assures accuracy 

CONTAINER DIVISION 

Jf ry 

Ns 

in all fittings and closures. J&L containers have a trim appear- 

ance which can be decorated attractively with colorful designs 

and illustrations by means of JAL’s lithographic process 

Coatings and lacquers are evenly applied—both inside and 

outside. J&L pails and drums are chemically treated to keep 

all surfaces clean and dry 

Depend on J&L Steel Containers for the protection your 

products require. 

Order them through plants in leading industrial centers 

You will find J&L service prompt and efficient 

Sones ¢ Laughlin 
STECL CORPORATION 

405 LEXINGTON AVE 

NEW YORK 17._N.Y 

MODERN PACKAGIN 
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LABELS 
Pressure Sensitive 

od hd 
OR 

REMOVABLE 

Easy to Apply... Sure to Stick! 

Gone is the glue pot! Gone is water! Steigerwald Sensi 

Stick pressure sensitive labels eliminate forever old-fash 

ioned start-up and clean-up labeling machine jobs 

Sensi-Stick simplifies labeling to a 1, 2—pick and stick 

quick way—Individual labels or Dispenser automatically 
11 feeds individual labels on a tape ready for rapid application 

Economical — Faster 

Better for all surtaces 

Steigerwald Sensi-Stick labels hold securely on all surfaces 

won't buckle, curl or rub off even where others fail and 

nothing else will hold—choice of permanent or easy-to- 

take-off, surface safe adhesive 

Beautiful designs 

Reproduce your present label just as it is on Sensi-Stick o1 I 
consider a new design with a choice of gold or silver foil 

embossed ; lustrous papers and sparkling inks to add an 

extra note of quality to your product. Use Sensi-Stick to 

show you the way to the world’s fastest hand labeling 

operation 

CINCINNATI, OHIO CLEVELAND, OHIO EAST AURORA, W. Y FORT WORTH, TEXAS KANSAS CITY, MO. 
A. C. Stolimaier A and Foster £. A. Brewer Ray A. ( ghar A.B. Mas Call, wire or write today for a rRIGRRWALD 

Stolimaier & Sor ppod Bidg Park Place f prsit 905 jefter treet epr tat oO ri t ve aainauill ail 
Mariemont Center Bidg herry 168 Seen ‘ sas Baltimore 9834 representative t e you a your } nience 

BRamble 027 Also ask our representative ibout our complete 

label de gn service offered without obligation 

LANSING, MICH LOUISVILLE, KY MEMPHIS, TEN MINNEAPOLIS MINN NEW YORK. Y 
L. M. Clark Practical f duct Edward Magnu j) € and it Moor John H. MeLarer 

P. 0. Box 387 e Herma 78S. Front Stee f ‘ 500 West Lilith St 
Mompius 6-25) vost $308 vonument 2020) (OM gaPMe a tle) -1a'F-10. Bots m 

910 West Van Buren Street 
DENVER, COLO TAMPA, FLORIDA ST. LOUIS, MO. MILWAUKEE, wis. 

J. L. Nelson Sales ( Harry J. Blakeslee Marvin Yates Company H.C. Lackowsh CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS 
2001 W. Alameda 5 W. Platt St Clayton Forsyth Bidg 1300 S. 72nd Street 

kA. 2.8847 H-20761 diene J Cnemneund 86008 TAylor 9-5400 



WHEN 1S A LABEL 

and applied without glue! 

CONTROL is the built-in device that guarantees nonstop 
performance and high quality results. There is a minimum of 
variables present when you use the DRY LABELING Tech- 
nique offered in each member of the Label-DRI family of 
modern labeling machines. Register is “on the nose”,—with 

positive suction handling . . . DIAL the results you want by 
using the automatic labeler that uses the automatic label. 
The label is pre-set; so is the machine! 

THIS 

ILLUSTRATES 

The Label-DRi CHAMPION 

for speed up to WO0/minute. Also 

avoiloble in the Label-DR! family is 

« the CHALLENGER, up to 150/minute 

A semi-automatic is offered, the 

PONY, for speed up to 60/minute 

| with YOOR labeling! 
ew ee 

=) (@ Am INVESTIGATE 

NEW JERSEY MACHINE how this Tecwique 
aa 72. fits your products. 

otLpovce Onn 

| AUTOMATIC LABELING +» PACKAGING Cy) PAPER BOX MACHINERY + MAKERS OF THE PONY LABELRITE | 

FACTORY SALES AND SERVICE BRANCHES ye 
325 W. HURON ST, CHICAGO 10, ILL. 

1701 CAREW TOWER, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO 
2500 W. 6” ST, LOS ANGELES 5, CAI. 

MAIN OFFICE & FACTORY: 1510 WILLOW AVENUE, HOBOKEN, N. J. 

MODERN PACKAGIN 
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These goods sell on sight... 

in 

BRITISH CELLOPHANE LIMITED 

Commercial Oiffice:- 2-13, CONDUIT STREET. LONDON. WI. ENGLAND 



NOBODY HAS AS MUCH EXPERIENCE (eax, - 
AT MOLDING POLYETHYLENE AS fia 

—TuPrPER | : mand epierigt: 
The famous Pour All and 

Por Top covers are designed 

for easy dispensing. They 

are made in sizes to fit all 

Tupperware containers. 

The logical molder for you to consult regarding that 

product or package of yours which is to be made of 

polyethylene is Tupper. Tupper has done more than 

any other molder to make molded polyethylene a 

practical reality 

Aside from having designed, patented, and pro- 

moted successful seals, closures, and dispensers for 

polyethylene containers, the Tupper Corporation 

has vast experience in every phase of polyethylene 

packaging and polyethylene injection molding. This 

experience will be of major importance in improving 

your product, in reducing your costs, when Tupper 

goes to work for you 
When equipped with Tup- 

Tupper’s combination of experience, technical per Seats, Tupper Canisters, 
Sauce Dishes, Wonder 

ingenuity, and the most modern equipment is at 
Bowls, Cereal Bowls and 

your service for the custom molding of your product Senncia tn Vases eee 

in polyethylene, You can do no better than the best 

...and the best at molding polyethylene is Tupper! 

the most versatile reusable 

~ TUPPER / w 
\ Wo \ 

TUPPER CORPORATION {2 “ 
plus nume 

Manufacturers of — CONSUMER, INDUSTRIAL, 

PACKAGING AND SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS 

TTT 
——_——— — 

)— : ~ 5 

Factories, Laboratories and Sales Offices: ‘SS 

Farnumsville, Mass., Ortende, Fla., i'Epiphente, P.Q. 

Shewreems: 225 Fifth Ave., NM. ¥. C. 

Address all communications to: Dept, MP-11 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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Kirst impressions 

f win sales... 

Packaging Materials, Lithography & Printing 



Large modern plant of Mission Macaroni 

Company, inc., located in Seattle, Wash 

One of two fully automatic Simplex-O-Matic 

Packaging Machines forming, weight-filling, 

and sealing cellophane bags of macaroni 

product« 

PACKAGING 24,000 BAGS OF MISSION MACARONI 
PER SHIFT WITH SAVINGS UP TO 50% 

Material savings up to 25% are made in form Accurate net-weight filling cuts down product Savings up to 50% are realized over manual 

ing bags from printed roll stock give-away packaging methods 

We've boosted sales too, with attractive cellophane bags which display the 

superior quality of our products.” 

Says Guido P. Merlino, President 

Mission Macaroni Company, Inc., Seattle, Wash 

Not only have we cut our packaging costs by putting in two Simplex auto- 

matic lines but we've stopped product giveaway with the accurate net weight 

fillers on these units. We can average 1000 cases of 12's on each machine in 
a shift, including change-overs, handling shells, elbow macaroni, and elbow 

spaghetti, We've found that we get a better looking sealed package that sets 

off the true quality of Mission Products. Each machine keeps a girl busy 

casing while one operator easily handles both of these machines along with 

other equipment.” 
Write today for full details on Simplex-O-Matic, Neater, packages visibly display 

fully automatic packaging product quality for greater ‘eye and buy" appeal 

Request Bulletin SOM.-1 

Dimplex 
SIMPLEX PACKAGING MACHINERY, INC. 

534 23rd AVENUE, CAKLAND 6, CALIFORNIA 

Foreign Soles: FMC Export Dept , P.O. Box 760, San Jose 6, Calif. 

(Cable Address FOODMACHIN) 

SUBSIDIARY OF FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

MODERN PACK AGINE 



New Multi-Purpose Flexographic Inks 
Have Exclusive X-TRA Properties 

An outstanding white featured in BBD’s new 

line of EXCELLOPAKE “400 X-TRA” wens 

X-TRA 

x-TRA HEAT 

MIN RESISTANCE 

oc X-TRA 
— LOW-TEMPERATURE STRONG 

ADHESION x= TRRA_ FESISTANCE 
| 

XTRA yas TE 
MOISTURE ct 
RESISTANCE was 

Bensing ‘Bros.and Deeney 
Flexographic Ink Specialists 

PHILADELPHIA + CHICAGO «+ SAN LEANDRO, CAL. 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. * MONROE, LA. 

Llere iv wool new tor ill ~ a 

graphic printers of cellopha 
polyethylene, foil a *) pe ilty pa 

) It ibout EXCELLOP ARE 
“400 X-TRA ily WHITI 
“400 X-THA in ink ith the ver 

satility of BBD ete re 100 
Series ulti purp< or universal 

ink ale reanny dd d x-tra fea 

ture Just check the \-fra proper 
the BBD h gineered 1 

new white ee ‘ 

yu need tor x ove ui 

ery tin 

X-TRA WHITENESS AND aye ag 

White “400 X-TRA” he ra nie 
ing power used 5 : firs ; dov 

or back-up color it ac dds t-fra con 
trast and sp ikl to other colors 

X-TRA MILEAGE 

Because of its hig b ames f m tent 

ree r-tra op ? white 100 

X-TRA ue a ee lh r pound, 

Kives you tore for your money, 

X.TRA STRONG art 

100 X-TRA™ stays on at room 
r at oe th nes 

elles it fe w anchor 
} Le he “ay grades of 

‘ oolemeas mn h 

nore plasticizer per sq. in 

X-TRA BLOCK AND HUMIDITY 

RESISTANCE 

“400 X-THA™ will ne 

X-TRA HEAT RESISTANCE 

Y X-THA release from hea 

I emperatures to 

esist wnudging, stic king 

in Hearine 

X-TRA LOW-TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE 

100 X-THA withstands the cold 

a poist te aneeaint used in ry 

id wet refrigeration 

X-TRA VERSATILITY 

Use 1000 X-THA on any 

r ol 
ju 

bE ACKELLOPAKI 100) X-TRA 
ween thoroughly field-tested am 

if i} ul «re 



DOW ANNOUNCES 
G@ lew 

POLYETHYLENE 

Optimum uniformity of material 

and granulation provides 

uniform low-cost molding operations 

Uniformity —it’s the key to good molding—but until today you’ve had to pay a premium price 

for spec ially processed polyethylene for optimum uniformity. 

Now, with Dow’s new polyethylene, you get optimum uniformity at no extra cost. 

@ Uniformity of material . .. Dow’s process gives uniform moleculat 

weight distribution and uniform physical properties. 

@ Uniform granulation... gives you optimum combination of 

uniform low bulk factor and uniform free flow and constant feed. 

MODERN PACKAGING 

i dione gan « We Reduces Manufacturing Costs! 



designed to give you 

premium uniformity 

without premium cost 

Add these tow er and you have uniform operalil condi tomer service in the industry re willing and able to 

tions that cut vour molding costs. Now you can have this devote its ¢ Kpert skills to helpin ou. If you are currently 

profitable cor bir ition ° ° ° premium unittormity ol using or considering yr lvethyv lene for filon wire 

and cable coverings. bottles and closures, housewares and material that makes low-cost uniformity of operation... 

in Dow Polyethylene without paying extra price toys or pipe, ¢ ill your nearest Dow office. We will be glad 

to have a representative call on you with complete details 

with Dow for your of new Dow Polyethylene. THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY You have another big plus in dealing 

polyethylene requirements You will find the finest cus Plastics Sales Midland Michigan 

you can depend on DOW PLASTICS 



4 Reduces Manufacturing Costs! 

POTDEVIN 4 = Speeds-up Production! 

Packaging Equipment Y Improves Quality! 

COATING 
MACHINES 

SELF-OPENING-SQUARE 
BAG MACHINES 

High speed production of 11°x6"x2” 
shopping bag or multi-wall baler bags. 

Ductor roller design 
in 6, 9 12 and 15 inch widths 

CELLOPHANE 
BAG MACHINERY 
Models for single, duplex, flat-and- 
square, satchel-bottom bags. 

Oil 
INK 
PRINTING 
PRESSES 5.0.5. GROCERY 

BAG MACHINES 
Converts rolls of Kraft or sulphit 
paper into finished, trademarked bags. 
Adjustable for '4 lb. to 35 Ib. inclusive. 

Wide range of types and sizes includ. 
ing one to six colors for drinking cup 

paper, coffee, sugar, flour bags, cello- 
phane, glassine, parchment ete. 

STRIP 
GLUERS 

Automatically feeds, 
applies glue, dries 
and delivers to next 
station further 
processing. Adjustable up to 21” wide. 

SHEET 
COATING 
MACHINES 

For any type hot or cold material 
Sizes up to 46 inch widths and larger 
ior sheet or roll coating. 

FLAT & SQUARE (Tucked) 
PAPER BAG MACHINES 
High speed production of grocery, 

notion, millinery, shipping container 
and large specialty bags. Adjustable 

for large range of sizes. 

ROTARY 
COMBINING 
PRESSES 

High speed 
combining of 
glued mate- 

rials up to 4” thick and 30” 
For hand feeding flat 
production line 

wide 

sheets or in 
for web materials 

VIAL & 
AMPULE 

LABELER 
& CODER 

COLLAPSIBLE TUBE LABELERS 
Applies 32 slip labels per min. to 
collapsible tubes. Automatically forms 
label and ejects label on tube. Ma- 
chines for 4%, “4, “%, 1 ounce tubes 

Thermoplastic la- 
in I, 2, 3, 9 and 10 ex 

automatically feeds vial or 
be le re 

Hopper 

mmpule 

aizes 

for labeling and coding. 

POTDEVIN has been designing and building superior quality equipment for the 
pac hager 

Write 
since 1893. Consult our No obligation 

any equipment illustrated in this ad 

\. POTDEVIN MACHINE CO. 
ers and manvutacturers 

engineers on any problem 

on for detailed intlormation 

244 

of equipment for Bag Making Printing, Coatir 

SACK (Satchel-Bottom) 
PAPER BAG MACHINES 

Wide range of sizes for making single 
or multi-wall poultry, charcoal, potato, 
four sacks and shopping bags 

North St., Teterboro, N. J. 

a a ee 
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GENUINE PART® 

OIL FILTER 
OIL FILTER ) ELEMENT 
ELEMENT ae S73te 
B2A-6731-A 

GENUINE PARTS 

"ERCuRY Liwcoun PF 

| 

SEFTON 

NEW tamper-proof Sefton fibre can F B R ad 
sealed at factory—assures delivery of 

genuine Ford product. Package remains 

sealed until pull string cuts through : A N 

label. Broad surface assures good 

display for mer nandising brand name 

COMPANY 

| 

St. Louis New Orleans Portiand, Oregor 

i) ee ee) Berkeley, Cal 
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HAMILTON 
301 CAN TESTEF 

handles between 300 and 400 cans per minute at lowest cost 

Here’s a machine that’s designed to meet today’s in- 

reasing demand for high-speed can-making production 

t lowest cost the Hamilton 301 Can Tester. This 

tomatic air-pressure tester is capable of speeds be- 

en 300 and 400 cans per minute. It is adaptable to 

t either open-top or vent-hole types of finished cans 
72/0 

,” and heights up to 7% 0 ith diameters up to 4! 

One big feature of the Model 301 is the use of 

open pockets rather than buckets or pots. This greatly 

reduces the cost of change parts for the machine. The 

testing principle of this machine is unique and in 

tepped-up can-line operation the No. 301 has proved 

wain and again its exceptional ability to detect and 

reject leakers 

In addition, you'll find this model fully equipped with 

all the latest safety devices including a spring-loaded 

ball slip clutch, brake motor and electrical controls. 

Why not investigate now the 301 Can Tester and 

other machines in Hamilton's complete line of modern 

high-speed . . . cost-cutting can-making machinery. 

Please address: Hamilton Division, Baldwin-Lima- 

Hamilton Corporation, Hamilton, Ohio 

ate Hamilton Division 

ag, BALDWIN-LIMA-HAMILTON 
+ ham 

MODERN PACKACING 
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tr A Quality Product of FISHER’S FOILS of LONDON, ENGLAND. 

Throughout all stages of manufacture, every roll 
of foil made by Fisher’s Foils of England is 
automatically controlled for gauge consistency 
by the latest beam gauge. Send today for wide 
range of samples or ask our representative to call. 

fisher's 

foils 



There's a PQaX Package for products 

that cannot afford to be in 

ACCIDE TS 
For such products, a Plax package is unbeatable 

Besides being unbreakable, it is warm to the touch and 

non-slip. Its light weight is another advantage and one 

that can save you hundreds of thousands of dollars 

\ in shipping costs 

Choice of colors and shape is unlimited. You also have . 

50 different fitments enable you to select the one 

a wide choice of dispensing methods. More than 

best suited to your product — whether it's spray, 

drop-by-drop, controlled pouring or direct application 

For convenience packaging, consult Plax 

a ‘ PLAX CORPORATION 
3 P. 0. BOX 1019, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

) IN CANADA. Plax Canada, Ltd, Montreal and Toronto 

' tm plastic bottle packaging, 
- offers continuous eo | 

4 

only Plax 

/ design service, and tong experience. 



Ho, knoiwa? Np ey cal thaw 
Dg 

sy DICK 1 PLE 
If you want to know why Madolene Pickles* 

are known as “The Pick 'n Pickles,” just ask 

those who have treated themselves to the 

distinctive flavor of Madolene Sweet 

Gherkins . .. put their teeth into a 

crisp Madolene Spiced Dill. 

dressed up an “everyday dish” with 

Madolene Sweet Relish... or 

enjoyed any other Madolene 

pickle product. 

FSS ES Be: 2 
as fo a Cnt CoE a cry 

Madolene Pickles are sealed with Crown Lug Caps. These are the closures that 

leading packers everywhere have found give them what they require . . . efficiency 

on the packaging line ... protection on the product . . . convenience in the home. 

If you are not familiar with the advantages Crown Closures have to offer . . . 

have your Crown Representative give you full details before you order closures 

again. Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc., Closure Sales, Baltimore 3, Maryland. 

World's Largest Maker of Metal Closures. 

* MADOLENE PRODUCTS are manufactured 
by Howell Food Products Company, 

Norfolk, Virginia. They are packed in YO)’, N Clos) RIS 
the handy refrigerator jar and sealed with 

stilt ta tanta Approved by millions of housewives 

MODERN PACKAGING 



- ANGIER — this is the sign of 

” egg ge 7 a CUSTOM S$! [ICE L/ £¢ { 
a x F A\VUIU 

for your adhesive, coating 

and sealer problems 

on FORM 
ImFORMATI PROBLEM ne eED nos To ADDRBSS 

ous paomrt SERVICE, MAIL THE 

INC. (1) ANGIER PRODUCTS, INC This is the PR
O TT \ | 

(1) ANGIER PRODUCTS. 

| 

CONDIT ee 

120 POTTER STREET HUNTINGTON, IND 
35 42, MASS. CAMBRIDGE 44 ORM ‘ x a i 

af poossbie) ” 
ayace To Be (Chacts which and submit somrat impregnated (} nae 1. oo { Sealed () 

Be 

2 armucaTion RequinssenTs aopoy which we invite you to 
savas Boe O Water Base () ni request for faster service 

Pressure 

Temyerstare 

rements that the bond custing. dc. ast have & otter of pres
 

aie tant pr
aedare wroived ) we 

Bond 5 

Temyperetere
 Kenwtams® 

ed 

PF) Sunlight Raswtance 
— 

a 
() Fiesdiy 

Sotvency () Teasetty 

Vermanemy ae 
being used and why © 

+ Present product 

. vouwms Pen Moore 
@ Better factory 

Ne 
vo ean nal 

roe LamrraTions 

7. Rewanne 

Over 20 years of formulation compounding to fit world needs 

for adhesives, coatings and sealers in every industry. 

Try Angier Products for individualized, custom service. 

Prompt delivery to all major cities in the East and Midwest. 

Write Dept. B at the nearest Angier Products Plant 

for your PROBLEM INFORMATION FORM 

ngier roducts 
POTTER STREET, CAMBRIDGE 42, MASS. 

Midwestern Plant: Huntington, Indiana 

NOVEMBER 1955 
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sturdy... attractive... easy to stack! 

clear... translucent... colored... opaque! 

for cheese, cookies, fishing lures, hardware 

Where to get them — write to Koppers for 

free Directory of Plastic Package Suppliers 

SALES OFFICES: NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA » ATLANTA 

f 

Dylene 

polystyrene 

made by 

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 
CHEMICAL DIVISION oe 

PITTSBURGH 19, 
KOPPERS PENNSYLVANIA 

Ww 
® 

+ CHICAGO + DETROIT -«- HOUSTON LOS ANGELES 



HAMPDEN HAMPDEN 
HYDRAULIC BRAKE CYLINDER HYDRAULIC BRAKE CYLINDER 

mo AMP Pad 

HAMPDEN 
HYDRAULIC BRAKE CYLINDER 
AAMPOE aa 

Says Ha mpden : 6 

Krafibre board gives us 

strength, economy, color!” 

Hampden Automotive Mfg. Co. in Boston needed a tough, durable container for 

hydraulic master cylinders and other auto parts weighing up to 10 Ibs. Hampden’s 

heavy weight produc is require d full protection in transit and instant identification 

the shelf it ar possible saving in boxmaking and shipping costs, 

Hampden’s boxmaker — Harvard Folding Box Co. of Boston 
: “ 

mediately recommended KRAFIBRE because of its great strengthand ¢ 
. a“ 

tear resistance: remarkable adaptability to any color applic ation 7 

ind economy, both in initial cost and in lightness, which saves 

hipping costs. And of course. KRAFIBRI is available in a 

inbow of colors, natural and white lined 

lf you have a packaging problem, let versatile KRAFIBRE solve 

it. Fill out the coupon and we ll rush you an intriguing sample 

kit of KRAFIBRE boxes and swatches in various weights and 

No obligation. naturally.) 

a 

COLUMBI Columbia Box Board Mills, Ine., Chatham, N. Y, 
BOX BOARD 

MILLS, INC. Please send me the Krafibre sample kit 

“ 

Name 

Compony 

Address 

( ity 

My boxmaker is 



SYLVANIA CELLOPHANE 

*HAS A NEW NAME 

Under the Sylvania name we have tried to give our cus 

tomers for cellophane, cellulose bands and cellulose casings 

the very best service possible. 

Under the Avisco name we shall redouble our efforts. So 

that you will come to look to Avisco for the very best in 

packaging materials! Film Division, American Viscose 

Corporation, 1617 Pennsylvania Blvd., Phila. 3, Penna. 

Avisco is the trademark of the American Viscose Corporation 

MODERN PACKACING 



from every angle 

Round and square tace powder boxes 

Dusting powder boxes in three diameters 

Talcum powder boxes 

Guest soap and sachet set-up boxes 

BATAVIA, NEW YORK 



infallible 

Waving Lotion 

AUTOMATIC 

“Oo Tee? Ovece 
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ALCOA PILFERPROOF 
the cap with the Built-in Burglar Alarm— 

protects the quality of these famous brands 

Manufacturers of these famous brands chose Alcoa Aluminum —rolled on at high speeds —is individually 

Pilferproofs—the closures with the built-in burglar fitted to the threads of each bottle for a positive, 

alarm. With the first opening twist, the slotted band airtight seal. 

“aks away f > Ci ( e ce | ‘ve breaks away from the cap. Once broken it can never Alcoa Pilferproofs tell your customers you care 

be rejoined. So-——whether it’s a home permanent or enough about quality to protect it. For further infor 

a professional waving lotion, tampering is discouraged 
mation for your particular product, get in touch 

and customer confidence is maintained. 
with the nearest Alcoa sales office. Ask for our cata 

Every Alcoa Pilferproof Closure is tailor-made to log, Alcoa Closures. Aluminum Company of America, 

the bottle it seals. The sheath of pure, nontoxic Alcoa 1705-L Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

‘This bottles 
been opened !" 

Your Guide to 

Aluminum Value 

#a,co* 

a watchman you send with every bottie to guard its quality. You can promise delivery as bottied with Pillerproots 

P: . 

Tint 
acnwaroe ¢ 

i SCHENLEY 

— - Nes * 



hoorllS 
Dollar-wise thinking made the packers 

of the products illustrated below come to 

U.S. for the machine that would best fill 

their needs. 

The well-known SCOTT Net Weigher is de 
signed for weighing and filling free-flowing and 
semi-free-fllowing materials. It can be furnished 

in semi-automatic and fully automatic models, 

the latter both straight line and rotary, with 
speeds up to 60 packages per minute. The basic 
SCOTT Scale, with its solenoid-actuated trip 

ping mechanism and precision craftsmanship, 
is the fastest and most accurate single dump 

net weigher in existence. 

: Coffee (bean and ground), rice, 
barley, beans, sugar, tea, nut meats, 
corn meal, crackers, cracker crumbs, 
dog food, elbow macaroni, -rass 
seed, etc. 

+? 
‘ 

For non-free-flowing powdered items, there is 
the BOND Filling Machine. The BOND machine 
has not rested on its reputation, established 

many years ago. Today this line includes the 
most modern, high speed, fully automatic filling 
machines, capable of speeds up to 120 containers 

per minute. There are semi-automatic models %. 

too, for use where production is low or where |  Maiteo Foon Onim* 
there is a wide diversity of products and sizes. 

Won't you send us samples of your products? 
We'd like to have the opportunity of recom- BOND Line: 
mending the U.S. machine to suit your partic. 
ular requirements. 

Cocoa, chocolate and malt drink 
mixes, ground spices, cake and muffin 
mixes, Toby food powders, etc. 

NET & GROSS WEIGHING * PACKAGE FORMING & FILLING ® CARTON SEALING, LINING, WRAPPING * BOX MAKING 

AUTOMATIC BOX MACHINERY CO., INC. 

A PACKAG » MACHINERY ae) 7 CARTON Le MACH NERY CORP 

122 ARBORETUM ROAD, ROSLINDALE, BOSTON 31, MASS. 

Branch Offices: New York * Cleveland * Chicago * San Francisco (Mailler-Searles, Inc.) 

82 MODEKN PACKAGING 



slitter shafts mounted in anti-friction 

bearings 

air friction brake and clutch for fast 

engagement, quick release 

automatic lubrication and underslung 

drive —no oil-spoiled sheets 

electric pushbuttons for safe, quick 

control 

automatic or hand feeds to suit your 

application 

easy access to stacker 

takes bigger sheets 
at higher speeds 

boosts your output of scroll cut strip 
The larger, wider bed of this shear takes the bigger 36” x 36” sheets 

(allows more strips per sheet). What's more, its higher peed lets you 

feed more sheets; he Ips you step up produ tion tep down costs, And 

its rugged design gives you precise high speed blanking vear after vear 

These exclusive de sign features tell vou why: New magnetic feed 

bars assure accurate feeding (or mechanical bars for non-ferrous sheets) 

New intake trimming slitter makes hairline cut l Counterbalanced slice 

has unusually long guides. Heavy cast Meehanite frame is one piece 

construction for the extra rigidity that make our dies last longer 

Identified as No. 1100, this new shear is one more example of what 

you can expect from Bliss’ new Hastings (Mich.) can plant. It’s one 

more reason to keep your eyes on Bliss can machinery. Meanwhile, why 

not write for more information about this shear. We'll be glad to send 

it by return mail. Write to: 

kK. W. Buss Company 

General Sales Office: 50 Church Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

B | | te. is more than a name... it’s a guarantee 

SINCE 1657 



A Step-up to Ridgelo Offers 
A Step-up in Cosmetic Sales 

There is no need to re-design or re-color a package 

to improve its appearance and sales appeal. A mere 

hange to better boxboard may turn the trick and 

at a tremendous saving in direct and indirect costs. 

Greater whiteness and brightness, better printing and 

lacquering qualities, can make all the difference in the 

world! Those superiorities, so obvious al! across-the- 

board in the Ridgelo line, answer “the $64,000 ques- 

tion” for any beauty products manufacturer. That's why 

so many leading ones are specifying Ridgelo boxboards 
when placing carton re-orders with independent box- 
makers—who are Ridgelo's direct customers. 

STANDARD COATED + CUSTOM COATED + 75 BRUSH FINISH « * 90 ULTRAGLOSS ° METALLIC COATED + POLYETHYLENE COATED 
(machine 

LOWE PAPER COMPANY - “RIDGEFIELD, N. J. 
An Independent Mill + Serving Industry Since 1906 

. Nefivesen lalives + Philadeiphia—Philip Rudolph & Son, inc. + St. Lewis—A. E. Kellogg + Les Angeles—Norman A. Buist 



Precision Metal Packaging 
BY CLARK for MENTHOLATUM 

It was nearly three-quarters of a century ago — in the year 1889 — that 
The Mentholatum Company of Buffalo, New York, launched its world- 
famous ointment for a host of everyday ills, including head colds, 
chapped skin and sunburn. Sales increased steadily, and soon this fine 
medication was known throughout the nation as a gentle and effective 
household remedy. 

However, when demand for Mentholatum reached international pro- 
s shortly after the turn of the century, shipments to foreign markets 

created special packaging problems. New containers were needed that 
would be non-breakable, compact and lightweight, and also handsomely 
decorated. Obviously, metal packaging was the answer. 

So it was that in 1907, Mentholatum commissioned J. L. Clark Manu- 
facturing Company to produce a line of special tin boxes. And the young 
Clark company, formed just three years before, approached the task with 
the same principles which have marked its 51 years of continuous growth: 
faith in the creative ingenuity that comes from close-working harmony 
between customer and manufacturer... and insistence on rigid standards 
of fabricating excellence. 

The results have been a succession of distinctive Mentholatum containers 
which, through nearly half a century, have reflected the highest standards 
of package design. And always, Clark's ability to plan and create the 
finest precision tools and equipment has made it possible to produce — 
at economical cost — metal boxes which meet exacting specifications, 
inside and out. Today, in millions of homes throughout North and South 
Ns a 
Mentholatum signature is an institution. In many languages, these fine 
containers produced by Clark have insured ‘Merchandising Magic” — 
that degree of packaging perfection which enhances the desire to buy. 

The development and manufacture of sales-winning metal packaging is 
our business, and we are anxious to be of service to you. Your letter, call, 
or wire will receive the prompt attention of a Clark sales representative. 

J. L. CLARK MANUFACTURING CO., ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

Liberty Division Plant and Sales + Lancaster, Pa. 

New York Sales Office + Chrysler Bidg + N.Y. 17, N.Y. 

Oy Ms Nn G 

Lithographed Meta/ Containers 



GENERAL SALES OFFICE 

CROSSETT, ARKANSAS 

BALTIMORE OFFICE 

J]. W. Taylor 

414 St. Paul St 

DALLAS OFFICE 

H. E. Manner 

3409 Oak Lawn Ave 

CHICAGO OFFICE 

L. J. Walker, W. V. Williams 

D. W. Schwier 

300 West Washington 

CINCINNATI OFFICE 

R. J. Lantry, J. T. Allen 

1416 First National Bank Bidg 

I, just a few days now our new chlorine dioxide 

bleached board mill at Crossett, Arkansas, will be in production on 

food boards with advantages found only in a small fraction of the 

industry's total output. 

Board custom made by the flexible cylinder machine 

method can offer to you the exact combination of qualities that will best 

do your packaging job. You decide how tough it must be, the smoothness 

of printing surface, the degree of brightness, how it must fold and score. 

With our complete control over neutral sulphite semi-chemical hardwood and 

soft wood pulps we put the proper amount of each exactly where it should 

be in the sheet. With this kind of foundation your food packaging is off to a 

running start toward profitable selling. 

Assured supply in all kinds of markets is an advantage enjoyed by 

regular Crossett customers. May we tell you more about it? 

A DIVISION OF 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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After three score and ten 

ARABOL is still growing! 

In our 

—-we 

we 

—-we 

TH 

Anniversary Year 
are privileged to serve the leaders in a hundred industries—with 

adhesives for a wide variety of uses... We are grateful to all the fine 

firms whose patronage has helped us to grow, year after year, for 

seventy years. 

now maintain a nationwide network of twelve plants and warehouses 

and four developmental laboratories ... Both the laboratory and the 

service facilities are available to all users of industrial adhesives— 

here and overseas. 

el ToMiloh iM oliclilMeolilcMilelololceliola Mmelaiilit-t Mim saleliclilo MR lie Mill ah eunc ce) 

years of export sales experience 

invite you to call upon our experience and facilities. We would wel 

come the opportunity to number your firm among the hundreds of 

satisfied users of Arabol Adhesives 

invite the opportunity to submit samples for you to test in your own 

plant—under your particular working conditions—for your specific 

requirements, whatever their nature. That is the one kind of testing 

that assures you of satisfactory results. Your inquiry will bring a prompt 

response. 

THE ARABOL wmrc.co. 
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 110 E. 42nd St. N.Y. 17, N.Y 





How these famous companies Yelavee 

their packaging problems with... 

In! 

LOW-COST GLASSINE 
and GREASEPROOF 4 
PROTECTIVE PACKACING 

>. 

«th 

al 
. 

>a] 
(f, 
W, 

MOISTURE-RESISTANCE—Waxed or coated, a glassine 
wrap gives you a moisture barrier you can always 

depend on—your product Stays just as you want it, 

reaches the consumer in ideal condition, 

LOW-COST PROTECTION—Fven though glassine and 
greaseproot pac kaging Rives you more protection, // 

it still costs you far less to use! A wonderful bargain 
from every point of view! 

GREASEPROOF — Perfect protection against penetra- 
. 

tion of your wrapper by fats, oils, or shortenings. a 

Everything from meat to coffee stays fresh 
@ . 

and protected eee and the pac kage MK » * 

~ always looks clean and crisp! 

SALES APPEAL—Perfect printing surfaces 
give you an attractive package that stands 
out on crowded store shelves... and 
these protective wraps come in many 

different colors and finishes—there’s 

a right one for every job! 

Wa 
Nise s 

as 

ASK YOUR. WAXED PAPER SALESMAN 

or write to: 

WAXED PAPER MERCHANDISING COUNCIL, INC. 
38 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 3, Iilinois 



Experience is the best teacher! 

ENCORE! REPEAT PERFORMANCE! 

The experience, gained by the customer in 

using the carton which appears across the 

way, resulted in adopting exactly the same 

design for three other sizes. Their brandy 

carton, too, is playing a repeat performance. 

That experience is the best teacher is illus- 

trated at Gardner, also. During the more 

than half a century in which we have made 

literally billions of cartons for large, medium 

- 
be, 

and small manufacturers, we have learned 

the package business from A to Z. This ex- 

perience is at your disposal through the 

Gardner representative. 

He can help you—as he has done for so 

many others—increase the sales power of 

your present package, or create a brand, 

sparkling new one. Write or phone us and 

he'll be getting in touch with you soon for 

an appointment, 

cor" Many of America’s greatest products go to market in “Cartons by Gardner” 

4a [hey 

GENERAL OFFICES: Middletown, Ohio—PLANTS: Middletown, Ohio; Lockland (Cincinnati), Ohio 

SALES OFFICES in Chicago, Cleveland, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Greensboro, N. C. 

THE GARDNER BOARD AND CARTON CO. 

eS Manufacturers of Folding Cartons and Boxboards 
ontn® 

Hilinl CTHATTA Alilinly ECrilitiain 





QUICK FROZEN... 

This appeoling package design by Nashua is another outstanding 

example of the power of packaging to move merchandise. The 

pictorial quality of the Dupram French Fried Potatoes overwrap and 

superb printing reproduction on Nashua’s high gldss Enamalock 

waxed wrapper attract shoppers and stimulate impulse sales. 

Nor does this brilliant, true-to-life color printing ever vary in quality. 

Precise color control is just one of the painstaking quality controls 

employed by Nashua to insure faithful reproduction during long press 

runs and from run to run 

Me a a Me Mh ae 

A Nashua Flexible Packaging representative will be glad to show 

you this packaging presentation. Nashua Corporation, 44 Franklin 

Street, Nashua, New Hampshire. In Canada: Canadian Nashua 

Paper Company, Ltd., Peterborough, Ontario. 

WA SHUA 

CK SELLING 

PRINTED 
PACKAGIN 

40 YEARS OF 
N A i 

CREATIVE PACKAGING 



& MODERN PACKAGING 

Whose convenience? 

Before you sell the consumer, 

you ve got to sell the dealer, and dealers 

can use some convenience, too 

I. magic word in packaging today is conven 

ience. But convenience does not mean simply labor 

saving features for the housewife. 

More than ever before, convenience begins with 

packaging designed to solve operational problems of 

the wholesaler and supermarket retailer. 

Before any package gets to the store shelf where 

the shopper sees it, it is at the mercy of numerous 

handlings by the middleman and retailer. 

In the speed-up of modern marketing, the chance 

of getting coveted shelf positions becomes steadily 

more hazardous for the manufacturer who fails to 

adopt package innovations that save the retailer’s 

time and labor, cut overhead and eliminate losses 

from breakage in the back room. 

This problem was neatly summed up by James 

Cooke, vice president of Penn Fruit Co., Philadel 

phia, at the last AMA packaging conference 

foo many instances of “out-of-stock” conditions 

apparently, occur when stock rooms may be loaded 

with excessive inventory, simply because a manu 

facturer has failed to mark contents sufficiently for 

stock clerks to find it. 

There is too little regard for the relationship be 

tween the number of units in a case and the move Price spots, face up and in uniform position 

ment of the product off the shelf. ee ee eee oe 

7 . ae ) -s . » izable losses from breakage are occuring con more jumbled merchandise in cases, no upside 

tantly due to case shapes that can't be palletize d downs or end-to-end packs that are hard to mark 

NOVEMBER 1955 



Near perfect case marking 

Redesigned Maxwell House cases meet almost all re 

quirements: positive identification on all four sides, top and 

bottom; colors to distinguish grinds. There is no chance 

for “out-of-stock” condition because back room can’t find it 

without toppling over, or because unit packages in- 

side the case are damaged by case-opening devices. 

Hours of time are being lost because packages are 

not properly arranged face up for rapid price mark- 

ing. Many flexible packages are too flimsy to with- 

stand self-service handling and are supplied without 

proper means of display at the point of sale. And 

too many packages with spouts, handles and pro- 

truding tops need redesigning for easier stacking. 

These are only a few of the problems and all prob- 
lems are being intensified as the number of brands 

and varieties within product groups increase. Al- 

ready the average supermarket carries about 4,000 

items in contrast to 1,000 in 1940—and the number 

is rapidly growing. 

An amusing comment of a Fort Worth grocer 

indicates how store operators feel about handling in- 

creasing brands. 

“Back in the old days we had just two kinds of 

cereal,” he says. “Now every week there’s a new 

cereal, complete with space helmet, records, license 

plates and pictures. Then there is pet food. At last 

count we had 27 different brands of dog food on 

hand. A few years ago all the dog food you had to 

have was a few meat scraps. 

“And bird seed!” he continued. “You've got to 

have eating seed, song seed, cuddle bone and gravel. 

That's just for a canary. You got to have something 

else for love birds. Ten years ago one bird seed 

Everything wrong! Marking only on one end. 

If label is against wall, nobody knows what case 

contains. If label comes off, it's impossible to ade all birds } oa 

tell what's inside without opening. Printing is mace al birds happy: 
so small, it almost requires a magnifying glass. The same goes, of course, for practically every 
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product group from hair tonic to dairy products 

There are shampoos for oily scalps, normal s¢ alps, 

dry scalps and very, very dry s alps. 

All packaged milk used to be the same. Now there 

is grade A pasteurized milk, homogenized vitamin 

D milk, chocolate-flavored milk, coffee-flavored milk 

even strawberry-flavored milk. There is plain cot- 

tage cheese, large-curd « ottage cheese, « ottage « heese 

with chives, and so on. 

And as the lists grow, store space becomes more 

and more limited. It cannot be expanded beyond 

profitable limits. Preferences undoubtedly will be 

in favor of brands that cut costly overhead and help 

the seller to make money. 

Packaging that helps to reduce costly overhead is 

one means every packager has at his disposal to aid 

the distributor and retailer. Those who do not adopt 

recommended find improvements may eventually 

their packages eliminated from the race 

The importance of taking such steps is being 

pointed out from several sources. A study of “out- 

of-stock” conditions in supermarkets made by LeRoy 

King, mere handising director of Food Topic s and 

Food Field Reporter, revealed flagrant examples of 

ineficient packaging as it was actually found on 

store shelves and in cellar stock rooms. 

The National-American Wholesale Grocers’ 

Inc., 

Assn., 

is currently sponsoring a joint program with 

the Grocery Mfrs. of America, National Assn. of 

Retail Grocers, the National Assn. of Food Chains 

and the Super Market Institute, dealing with sug 

gested recommendations for improved case marking 

case shapes, case construction, opening methods 

placement of merchandise in cases and the quantity 

of packs. 

Many of the same problems came up for discus 

sion at the recent “Superama” sponsored by Na 

tional Super Market Non-Food Exhibit, In 

cating that similar procedures must be considered 

indi 

by manufacturers of non-foods sold in supermarkets 

Every packager will find it worthwhile to study 

the points covered by NAWGA’s suggested recon 

mendations discussed below 

Case marking 

Improved case marking is a crying need. Surpris 

ingly in this era of advanced packaging, more in 

out-of-stock caused by 

shipping cases in which contents cannot be identified 

than anything else. NAWGA asks manufacturers to 

> Mark cases on all four sides, so that there is no 

stances of conditions are 

mistaking brand, product, size or quantity, no matter 

how the case is placed in the stock room. 

> Print in easy-to-read bold type not less than 1|-i: 

high. Don’t use stencilled markings or paste-o 

labels that may be rubbed off or damaged 
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Tear-strip cases are 

but 

much appreciated by re 

should take 

place printed matter far enough away from strip 

so that 

tailers, manufacturers care to 

it is not obliterated when case is opened 

> Use distinguishing colors for differentiating vari 

ous product groups in a broad product line. 

> Identify both the top and bottom of cases where 

multiple lines are involved, such as broad lines of 

canned fruits and vegetables. This facilitates sele« 

tion when unloading cars. 

>» Arrange printed markings to leave suflicient space 

for marking retail price on the outside of the case 

é Ine lude 

a) quantity contained, (b) package or can 81708 

essential identification on every case 

c) brand name, (d) product name and variety, De 

sirable additional information should include: (e) 

({) 

also date of pack, 

the 233rd day of 1955 

>» Add case-opening instructions where such data 

manufacturer's address, code or identification 

2% 
numbers sur h a8 £00 95 for 

would be helpful. This is particularly true in the 

case of deal-packed display units, shelf extenders, 

etc., on whic h manufacturers spend mu h time and 

money to offer greater convenience to the retailer, 

yet lose the force of it if cases are not opened ac- 



cording to plan, Case printing should be far enough 

away from openings so that important information 

is not obliterated by opening. 

Apparently warehouse and supermarket operating 

personnel see little use for advertising messages on 

cases if they obscure identity that would get mer- 

chandise on the selling floor. To them, clear, quick 

product identification is decidedly more essential. 

Such advertising messages, they say, rarely get to 

the consumer. An example of a beautiful Christmas 

snow scene on a case has been cited as an example. 

The picture practically crowded off product infor- 

mation, You could read it, if you used a magnifying 

glass! There are no magnifying glasses in store back 

rooms. The result was that much valuable selling 

time and money was lost trying to identify the prod- 

uct in the stock room. 

Case shapes 

A close relationship exists between the shape of 

a case and the ease of handling it. The square shape, 

it is pointed out, is inefficient for palletizing and 

has been causing sizable losses, particularly of 

glassed-packed products. Breakage of just one jar 

in a case may mean the diflerence between profit and 

loss in the close-margin pricing of the food industry. 

Losses up to 20 and 30% per case caused by cases 

falling off a pallet or loading truck have prompted 

the design of rectangular shapes to meet the require- 

ments of standard pallets, 

+ 

: 
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NAWGA says it would be a great boon to all 

hands if: 

> All manufacturers would go along with the Bureau 

of Standards for officially accepted pallet sizes of 40 

in. by 48 in. and 40 in. by 32 in. 

> Case shapes could be “cobbed” or interlocked to 

avoid damage in warehouse handling. Pallet-load 

stability is of great significance in modern ware- 

houses which are often stacked four pallets high 

a height of 20 ft. or more. 

> Case shapes gave no cause for empty spaces on 

pallets that can’t be piled tightly. 

It is realized the improvements cannot be ex- 

pected overnight, inasmuch as case shapes depend 

mainly on the size of packages packed inside of them. 

Yet it is hoped that packagers will make case shapes 

a major concern. 

Case-opening methods 

All distributors and supermarket operators, ap 

parently, like tear-strip cases and want to see more 

of them. Manufacturer opinion, however, is still 

mixed on the question of advantages. Some refuse 

to go along with improved opening devices until 

‘ ompetition forces them to it. Others say they would 

he inclined to introduce more improved opening de- 

vices if retail personnel were trained to go along 

with the innovations. They say that they have seen 

boys cutting cases equipped with tear-strip openings. 

One distributor, however, traced the continuing use 

Pre-packed deals are time savers, if properly de 

signed. Floor unit for General Foods Good Seasons kits 

is ready for shoppers in a few minutes, thanks to good 

directions for easy opening. Contents are well identified. 

Shelf extenders help relieve space problem, save 

time when filled and ready to set up on opening 

CORAL TAR CORPUCATOR Param Co 
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OLD NEW 

Recent converts ar 

Cern and Modess. Both have four-side identification, dis 

tinguishing color key, good legibility with 

quantity, size, brand product name and stock code 

of knives on tear-strip cartons—-with subsequent 

damage to contents—to the use of too much glue on 

carton flaps, making it difficult to use the tear-strip 

convenience. 

Die-cut hand holes on the tops of cartons to fa- 

cilitate easy opening have been suggested as a de- 

sirable new convenience. 

Easier price marking 

The white spot on a package for pricing has be 

come general practice today for items that go to the 

supermarket, but more consideration should be 

given to its position on the package itself and in the 

shipping carton, to save time in marking at the 

store level. NAWGA suggests: 

> No jumbling of merchandise within cases, no 

upside downs and no mere handise packed end to 

end. 

>» No cases that open on the side or bottom that 

make merchandise difficult to get at for price mark- 

ing. 

Modern price-marking devices are now widely 

used and packagers are asked to place price spots 

and merchandise in cartons in a manner that facili 

tates the use of these devices. 

Code markings appearing at the exact center top 

of cans, it is reported, impair the use of price- 

marking stamps, often causing smears that result 

in errors at the checking counter. 

Pre-priced packages should have the price in a 

NOVEMBER 1955 

these cases for Butter Kernel 

minimum 

lettering no less than | in. high, plus all essential data 

position that will not force personnel at the check 

out counter to turn merchandise over to find the 

price mark, 

Pack quantities 

Preferences of NAWGA membership indicate that 

there is a desire on the part of retailers and whole- 

salers for smaller unit-packed cases for numerous 

85% items in about of all packaged commodity 

groups. All retailers are faced with the space prob- 

lem at the store level. Too many cases are packed 

with little relationship between retail sales turnover 

and the number of units in a case. 

If all packages in a case cannot be accommodated 

at once on the shelf, the case requires one or more 

extra trips to and from the back room. At the point 

of sale, this is an irritating as well as costly pro- 

cedure leading to damage and displacement of mer- 

chandise. 

Half-empty cases in the back room often get 

buried under more recent deliveries of other items 

and lead to false out-of-stock situations, 

Wholesalers, bent on low-cost operation, no longer 

want to have anything to do with split cases. The 

overhead is too costly. This throws the responsibility 

of smaller cases on the manufacturer, if he wishes 

to keep his product moving. 

The problem is one that calls for careful study in 

individual product situations, depending on mer 

[Continued on page 237 | 
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The first all-plastic aerosol 

Angelique’s special-mold melamine container 

for a line of cologne fragrances 

breaks the barrier of cosmetic resistance 

New plastic aerosol is compression molded melamine—the same break-resistant, heat- 

resistant and chemically inert plastic which is used so successfully for dinnerware. 

A significant step forward in aerosol packaging 

is marked by the market introduction of the first 

all-plastic aerosol. The molded melamine container 

is being pioneered by Angelique, Wilton, Conn., 

which is using it for four cologne fragrances. 

For several years there has been intense activity 

in development of all-plastic aerosols in several 

quarters, but the Angelique package is, so far as is 

known, the first actually to go into regular use. 

There are three characteristics of the plastic aero- 

sol that make it immediately promising to pack- 

agers of cosmetics and personal products, It is 
break and shatter resistant, It can be designed and 

produc ed in the broad spectrum of soft colors, 

varied shapes and decorative interpretations de- 

manded by beauty products, Plastic has the “warm 

feel” so desirable to beauty products. Finally, it 

provides a compatible container that is unaffected 

by alcohols, petroleum products, organic solvents, 

acids and alkalies. 

Opacity of the plastic hides necessary head space 

revealed in transparent aerosol containers. Thus, an 

unnecessary source of consumer complaint is elim- 

inated. 

In addition, melamine plastic—the same plastic 

now used so extensively and successfully for quality 
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dinnerware——has good heat resistance and offers no 

problems in odor characteristics. 

[he basic “friendliness” of the plastic container 

to a wide range of chemical substances plus its 

excellent physical properties suggest that it will re 

ceive important consideration as a package for aero 

sol drugs and pharmaceuticals, as well as for beauty 

products and personal items, ine luding antiperspit 

ints and tooth paste 

New construction principle 

Che components of the melamine plastic aerosol 

(see illustration) are a melamine bottle and screw 

on lid, plus a practically all-plastic valve assembly 

mounted in the lid. 

The screw-on lid is a distinct departure in aerosol 

engineering and obviously was developed as a solu 

tion to the problem that is so readily solved in metal 

ind glass aerosol packaging by crimping on a metal 

lid or ferrule. 

\ special tool is used to screw the lid on the pla 

tic container so tight it cannot ordinarily be u 

screwed by hand. A buna rubber O-ring, plus a pres- 

sure shoulder molded into the lid, help effect a 

positive gastight and tamperproof seal. Obviously 

if the screw-on lid were deliberately (and ill ad 

visedly) forced open, the propellant would start to 

escape with the first break in the seal. 

The valve assembly consists of a polyethylene 

dip tube, melamine valve housing, stainless-steel 

spring (the only non-plastic component), buna 

rubber gaskets, nylon valve stem, a white poly 

ethylene activator button and a white polyethylene 

tapered overcap. The nylon, melamine, buna rubber 

and polyethylene components are important because 

they resist swelling and warpage that would caus 

the valve to fail. The melamine valve housing is 

threaded so that it screws onto the lid of the con 

tainer, Usually this attachment is a snap-on or fri: 

tion fit. 

Special design and molding techniques are e1 

ployed to produce a valve that seats perfectly flat 

This is said to eliminate the problem of “leakers 

and results in a valve that produces a very unitor: 

spray pattern, 

The activator button is cube shaped and the spray 

orifice is recessed in one of the corner edges of the 

button. Design-wise, the Angelique aerosol containe: 

is probably the first aerosol in which it has been 

possible to carry out a unified design theme in the 

container, valve and overcap 

Another special feature is the easy removabilit) 

of the valve activator, The detachable valve button 

was evolved in response to a need voiced by retail 

ers. Reportedly, the pleasant effect of the aerosol 

I ke e Aeros Moogem Pacu ac ‘ Apr 1g 12 
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jlogne proves a costly affair in retail stores, where 

everyone wants to try one out. W idespread sampling 

can use up aerosols rather fast and there is always a 

risk that a customer may be sold a unit that is 

partly emptied. Store clerks now remove the a 

tivator button from the Angelique display sample. 

\ctual testing is then done from a large glass bottle 

that is equipped with a bulb atomizer. The differ 

ence is that dispensing is done by hand rather than 

by aerosol propellant, which costs money 

Economy, too 

One of the most important questions packagers 

vill raise in regard to the melamine container is the 

ost. Naturally, it is more expensive than the more 

utilitarian metal can or an all-glass bottle, Never 

theless, according to an official of Angelique, the 

container cost Is now comparable to or perhaps 

lightly less than alternate choices offering similar 

haracteristics of strength and inertness. The over 

ill cost of the aerosol-—-container, valve, propellant 

ind loading—-appears to be in line with that of 

other cosmetic aerosols now being produced 

Economically, the Angelique aerosol cologne 

would appear to offer consumers a fair-priced prod 

uct. A 2-0z. non-aerosol glass container of Angeliqu: 

ologne sells for $3, A bulb atomizer would cost 

Detachable push button was designed to 

solve retailing problem. Friction-fit button is easil 

removed and replaced by clerks to prevent sam 

pling prior to sale. When button is turned out of 

e with recess in lid, valve will not push down 



additional $1, making a $4 total, The plastic aerosol 

holds 1.74 oz. of product (% O72, less) and sells 

for $2.50 built-in atom- However, it has its own “ 

izer” and in this respect it has an obvious advantage 

over the slightly larger $4 bulb dispenser and co- 

logne combination, 

The Angelique aerosol container is a tapered, 

round white bottle. The labeling design is silk 

screened in red, silver, black or gold, according to 

red for “Red Satin 

Special inks, 

the fragrance packaged 

for “White Satin,” ete 

” silver 

reportedly, 

were developed to permit superior silk-screen print- 

ing on melamine’s relatively smooth, lustrous and 

therefore harder-to-print surface. 

Shortly, Angelique expects to be marketing co- 

logne in a gold-coated melamine container. The 

coating is applied by a new spray-and-bake process 

that, in this case, is said to provide certain advan- 

tages over the vacuum-deposit process. 

Angelique’s optimistic outlook for the plastic 

container is reflected in the fact that a private-mold 

design was selected rather than a stock mold. 

New principle of assembly is pioneered by threaded lid that screws 

on. Valve housing is also threaded for easy assembly with lid. Note that 

lid has plug-shaped recess on top; a tightening tool inserts into recess. 
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The Angelique tapered, round plastic bottle is as 

close to the Angelique private-mold, tapered, square 

glass design as was practical to obtain at this time 

Angelique’s tapered, square design is essentially the 

brand’s trademark. According to an official of An- 

gelique, the design is prized for its simplic ity, which 

wears well and thus eliminates the demand for 

startling revisions that might otherwise have to be 

a vital part of the competitive sales picture, Inci 

dentally, Angelique’s pioneering role in introduc- 

ing the plastic aerosol was the direct outgrowth of 

a successful client-supplier relationship in the de- 

velopment and use of private-mold plastic closures 

for Angelique’s glass bottles. 

It is anticipated that the present tapered, round 

plastic container will eventually be replaced with 

a tapered, square design duplicating the traditional 

Angelique contours. This would represent a consid 

erable degree of design freedom. It must be pointed 

out in this connection that plastic aerosol contain 

ers—just like glass and plastic-coated glass con 

tainers—must be concerned with proper design to 

avoid areas of stress and thus produce the strongest 

construction that is possible and practical in the 

interests of safety. 

Attractive aerosols are possible in glass and 

plastic-coated containers, but only within rather 

narrow limits of design. The all-plastic aerosol will 

undoubtedly have its limitations, too, but it will take 

time to evaluate them 

Filling and loading 

The Angelique aerosol formula employs a ratio 

of 50% propellant to 50% active ingredient. The 

propellant is dichlorotetrafluorethane, which was 

chosen because of its capacity to blend with the 

cologne without distorting the fragrance and be 

cause its temperature-pressure characteristics meet 

the specific requirements for an aerosol cologne. 

The pressure range is in the neighborhood of 15 

lbs. psig at room temperature. Numerous cologne 

aerosols, of course, have been produced to operate 

effectively at pressures ranging from 11 to 15 lbs.’ 

The conventional aerosol for insecticides, paints 

and foam shaves generally operates at room-tem 

perature pressures ranging upward from 25 psig. 

The Angelique aerosol is filled by a contract 

loader, The active ingredient is first filled into the 

container. The lid, complete with valve assembly, 

is screwed onto the container with a hand tool. 

Then the propellant, held in its liquid state under 

pressure, is loaded through the valve, the activator 

button is attached and the aerosol is given the con- 

ventional hot-water-bath leaker test and the spray- 

Carton for marketing the new all-plastic aerosol 

duplicates the design of the container itself 

pattern test. The aerosols are cartoned in a white 

clay-coated folding box that has an insert liner of 

single-face corrugated white sulphite cushioning 

paper. 

Prospects 

The Angelique plastic container has been in retail 

channels only a short time, but store and consumer 

interest is reported to be avid. Retailers are said to 

welcome particularly the plastic container and the 

removable activator, 

As with any packaging innovation, a period of 

intensive evaluation of the packaged product by 

customers is required, The true measure of the con- 

tainer’s merits and potentials can only be taken 

when there has been sufficient marketing history to 

gauge the significance of repeat orders and sales 

growth. However, the packager who waits until that 

time to start his investigations will probably find 

the more-alert packagers well out in front. 

The melamine container, according to officials of 

Angelique, has satisfactorily passed tests for break 

ability, product distortion and shelf life. This plas 

tic aerosol package must be designed properly and 

is reportedly safe with reasonably careful handling 

in use, 

An equally important packaging problem, and 

one that comes to mind immediately where plastic 

containers are concerned, is the amount of diffusion 

or transfer of product through container walls un 

der pressure. Reportedly, in six month's study un 

[Continued on page 207 



Red bull’s eye is easy to remember. Gold background 

with crown motif conveys the idea of quality. Design creates 

impression of today's preferred light beer, in contrast to the 
Germanic suggestion of heavy Bavarian malt beer. 

Today’s 

beer labels 

Gunther's new design, impelled by 

a changing product and new kind of buyer, 

is typical of an industry swing 

W hy are so many brewers redesigning beer 

labels? The behind-the-scenes thinking prompting 

these changes reflects basic economic forces and 

marketing trends of the entire industry. 

\ typical result of the new consideration in beer 

merchandising is the new trademark, a bull’s eye 

with red border and gold crown motif, which now 

appears on products of the Gunther Brewing Co., 

Baltimore, Md., producer of the leading beer in the 

Washington-Baltimore area since 1881. 

Gunther has completely redesigned the labels on 

its canned and bottled beer for the first time in 

almost 25 years—a change extended to shipping 

cases, six-pack cartons, all point-of-sale material, 

trucks and even a reproduction of the trademark 

atop a gold tower of the company’s new Baltimore 

office building. 

In 1952 Gunther management decided its label 

no longer identified the modern type of beer it was 

selling, nor emphasized the company’s continued 

leadership in the hotly contested Maryland-Washing- 

ton market—an area where per capita consumption 

is 32.9% above national average and where regional 

brands and nationally distributed brands are fight- 

ing for sales. 

Stronger identification and promotional impact of 

the packaging was essential for several reasons: 

1. During the past 10 years, the number of brew- 

ing companies in the United States has decreased 

from 800 to 300, principally through consolidation 

and purchase of local breweries by large companies 

expanding their brands on a national basis. Gunther 

is determined to hold its leadership in the industry 

against these encroachments. 
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2. Modern beer labels demand feminine appeal. | ae —S 

(According to surveys, women today consume 22%; a 

of all packaged beer and purchase 41‘ of it, mostly 

through supermarkets and food stores, which have 

become steadily more important outlets. Appeal to women is made by picturing attractive ways 

3. The wood-grain background of the old Gunther to serve beer. Here colorful packages form table decoration 

label gave a solid, Germanic impression suggesting 

the malt beer which breweries resumed producing 

after Repeal in 1933, whereas a few years later they 

began making the lighter-type, “dry,” less-filling 

beer preferred by Americans today, Gunther says 

it was among the first to change to lighter-type beer 

1. The old-style design, it was reasoned, no longer 

had the same appeal for a younger generation of 

beer drinkers, of which Gunther wants to win its 

share. 

Changing the label was a difheult decision in view 

of the company’s continuing successful position and 

the advertising investment of its old label. 

Approval for the new label was finally reached 

after recommendations to the board of directors by 

Gunther’s forward-thinking vice president, Louis A 

Herstein, and the company s ad managet Arthur 

Goldman, one time ad man for American Tobacco 

who is credited with originating the idea for the ' 

Continued on page 252 a 

Reminder impact is improved by the new labels when 

bottled beer is served in restaurants and in taverns 

Adaptability of design to all fort of Gunther packaging | 

howing cases, six-pack carriers, : tyles of bottles and the 12- 



She grinds it herself, so this cus 

tomer knows her coffee is eure to be fresh. 

Paper bag offers it sufficient protection. 

Large grocery chains are important fac 

tors in the nation’s coffee industry, since 

nost of them roast and package their own, 

TEA 

Flavor is their stock in trade 

and they've shown how best to use packaging 

to protect it and promote it 

‘ommonplace though they may be, coffee 

and tea are delicate, infinitely complex products, 

whose growing, blending, shipping——and packaging 

require all the care that men can give them. 
Selecting and combining coffee beans or tea leaves 

grown in far-off countries to produce the best pos- 

sible blend is an ancient, highly skilled art. And, 

after this is done, it takes all the art of the packager 

to preserve the flavor and aroma of this blend. Once 

blended, coffee or tea will never get better; it’s the 

duty of the package to keep them from deteriorating 

preventing air from making coffee stale and mois- 

ture from making tea leaves soggy or moldy. 

The job can be done in a number of ways. Many 

years of experience, however, have found the in- 

dustry settling on a handful of standard containers: 

PROTO COURTEST AMERICAN DUPLEX CO. 

the vacuum-packed metal can for ground coffee, the 

paper bag for coffee beans to be ground in the re- 

tail store, the folding carton for loose tea and tea 

bags, the glass jar for soluble coffee. To some of 

these standards there are important exceptions, but, 

in general, they are the overwhelming choices of 

the important packers of each of these five forms 

of coffee and tea, 

Assuming that he has solved the problem of pre- 

serving product flavor and freshness to the best of 

his ability, the coffee or tea packager has still an- 

other task: getting more people to drink it. 

The coffee and tea industry has unusually active 

trade associations whose national advertising cam- 

paigns have done much to persuade consumers to 

take more “coffee breaks,” to “take tea and see,” to 
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Industry Survey 

brew stronger and better coffee, or to cool 

iced tea. 

off with 

industry-wide efforts for tea have been very suc 

cessful in helping to increase consumption. The 1954 

total, 112 million pounds, is almost twice that of 10 

years ago. Despite this recent increase in the coun 

try’s tea drinking, coffee consumption has remained 

fairly stable during the past decade. The siege of 

extraordinarily high prices during 1954 did nothing 

to increase the nation’s use of coffee, but as price 

levels have returned to normal the industry has been 

encouraged to see consumers begin to buy more. 

Latest figures’ show that the average American ovet 

10 years of age g£ uses 15.7 Ibs. of roasted coflee a 

year—a little less than three cups a day. 

But public relations alone have not kept the con 

sumer drinking coffee and tea at this phenomenal 

rate. New product forms and new packaging have 

played important parts, too. For coffee, the big news 

has been the sensational rise of 

coflec 

increasing popularity of the tea bag. 

in postwar years 

it has been the 

Both of these 

soluble or “instant” For tea, 

L's al Coffee Statistics, 1954 Pan-American ¢ 

Vacuum cans have done 

round coflee 

much to spread popularit ol 

One-pound size 

2-lb 

d chiefly for 

ma 

second from left in rear row) i 

ard, with 44- and containers popular in some area 

ire designe institutional use. Lithog: iphed lic like 

on cans in toregro of photo below, are gettin nereased 

I arger 
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definitely fall into the category of “convenience” 

products that cut preparation time and increase 

spur-of-the-moment consumption. 

Coffee 

Coffee is big business. Its annual sales mount well 

past the $2-billion mark——more than those of candy 

or of soap or of newspapers In the food store, cus 

tomers pay out more money for coffee than for any 

other single product,’ a sum which represents more 

1% 

chains, 

they 

than of a grocer’s sales.* Some of the larger 

in fact, seem to be as interested in coffee as 

A&P 

second largest coflee roaster 

are in groceries in general, with the 

probably ranking as the 

in the country. 

( offee customers are st ady customers They will 

buy coffee when they need it, without much very 

prompting 

A recent study made by DuPont disclosed that, out 

of 88 food-store products, coflee ranked dead last 

in percentage of impulse buying. Customers, on the 

factory 

tand 

size 

those 

ittention 

Easier wind-up for ke 

provided by new 

y opened can 

elf-tracking beaded 

on all coffee 

eading suppliers 

oon to be standard 

1 to twe 

turned 

off 

strip winds up without 

slipping 

d « 

(right), forming a tight 

when os eted (left) 



( offee turns 

lo foil, 100 

In the bag—One of 
containers for 

laminated bag with foil 

by Nueces Coffee Co 

coffee is this 

currently used » 

In the box—A two 

pound folding carton 
introduced by Jewel 

Tea Co. has heat-sealed 

foil wrap and punch-out 

dispensing spout. 

average made about 10% of their pur hases on im- 

pulse in the store; for some items, the percentage 

was as high as 90; but for coffee the figure was only 

15.8% 

There are really only two national brands of 

coffee 

ard Brands’ Chase & Sanborn. There are several 

éthers, such as Hills Bros. and Folger, which are 

important through large sections of the West, and 

General Foods’ Maxwell House and Stand 

there are any number of smaller roasters, many of 

whom market top-selling brands in their own re 

gions. There always seems to be plenty of oppor 

tunity for a newcomer to make good, too. 

Distribution methods for coffee greatly influence 

the type of package which a roaster uses. For the 

big national brands, which must travel long dis 

tances, the can is a necessity to preserve the flavor 

of ground coffee. But for a small regional packer 

whose customers are concentrated close to his plant, 

it may be possible to use one of the many types of 

flexible bags. 

The vacuum can 

Although the almost-legendary history of coffee 

is sometimes traced back as far as 800 A.D., one of 

the most important steps in its present-day develop 

ment into a large-scale industry was the origination 

of the vacuum coffee can in the year 1900. Before 

then, ground coffee could be kept in usable condi 

tion for only a relatively short time and local roast 

ing and grinding were the rule. 

Oxygen, unfortunately, is the enemy of ground 

coffee. In combination with substances in the coffee, 

it rapidly produces staleness and loss of flavor. By 

drawing a 29- to 2914-in. vacuum during the filling 

operation, almost all oxygen may be removed from 

the can and flavor loss be reduced to a minimum. 

The original vacuum can, used by Hills Bros., was a 

tall cone-shaped container far different from today’s 

coffee can. The present can design was developed a 

few years later and the shape has remained virtually 

unchanged for 50 years. Its familiar contours 

heavy walls and a height less than its diameter 

were especially designed to withstand the strong 

vacuums that must be drawn when it is filled. 

The next step in the development of the coffee 

can was the invention, in 1920, of the key-opening 

device which permits the consumer to open the can 

without mess and then neatly reclose the lid. 

Can makers, however, have not been satisfied to 

sit still, even after years of an apparently satisfactory 

package. Within just the last three or four months, 

both major can suppliers have introduced a new 

opening convenience.* Tiny parallel beads along the 

metal tear strip now make it practically impossible 
for the wound-up coil of metal to slip off the key 

as it is turned. Although the two beads are slightly 

different in design, both do the same job and the 

can makers predict that they will be standard on all 

future coffee cans. 

‘See Mooens Pacxacine, Oct., 1955, p. 166 

Big coffee news in recent years has been the 
rapid rise of soluble coffee. Four leading brands 
are packed in 2-oz. glass jars with paper labels, 

plus larger sizes. Folger’s screw-top metal can, 
now being test marketed, is being watched with in- 

terest as a possible new industry trend. 
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Vacuum cans of this type are used, with one ex 

ception, by all roasters who pack in metal. The 1-lb. 

can is, in general, the standard, although 2-lb. metal 

containers are popular in many parts of the West 

and South and 4%-lb. cans are sold in some urban 

areas. Special beads are needed on the walls of the 

2-lb. can to give it the necessary strength. 

All cans are colorfully lithographed on the sides 

and there is a growing trend towards the use of 

lithographed tops as well. These, of course. give the 

cans added display value and visibility to the sales 

message no matter how the can is stacked. 

The one large company which uses a different 

procedure for metal packaging is Chase & Sanborn. 

This firm believes that the strong vacuums built up 

in ordinary cans cause the volatile coffee gases 

(which create flavor and aroma) to rush out when 

the cans are opened. To counteract this effect, Chase 

& Sanborn has developed what it calls a “pressure 

pack.” By this method, an inert gas is pumped into 

the can after it has been vacuumized so that the 

filled can 

greater than that outside and coffee aromas have 

pressure inside the actually becomes 

less of a tendency to be dissipated when the can 

is opened the company maintains. 

Coffee in bags 

Coffee, while still in bean form. does not tend to 

lose its flavor and aroma so quickly as it does after 

its structure has been broken down during the grind 

Foil, inside or out, ix used by packers to 
protect tea from moisture. Popular choices are 

heat-sealed aluminum foil overwraps (left) or foi 

liner used inside the cellophane-wrapped carton 
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ing process. Coffee delivered to grocery stores in 

bean form and ground to order for the customer, 

therefore, requires a much simpler package than the 

vacuum can. The conventional container for this 

purpose is a flat-bottom oblong bag of heavy paper, 

usually with a glassine lining, designed for auto 

matic filling. The top end usually rolls up around a 

metal or paperboard tie, so that it may easily be 

opened and reclosed for in-store grinding of its 

contents. 

Many regional coffee roasters also use bags for 

ground coffee, especially with the development of 

several laminated bags that preserve the ground 

product for much longer shelf life than formerly was 

possible 

An increasingly popular container is one lined 

with Pliofilm and designed for automatic or semi 

automatic filling operations. his package can be 

heat sealed, film to film, thus curtailing the admis 

sion of oxygen. An even more recent innovation, 

used by Nueces Coffee Co., Corpus Christi, Tex., is 

a combination of layers of glassine and kraft with 

an outer coating of acetate film reverse printed and 

laminated to aluminum foil. This is reportedly the 

first flexible coffee bag with a shiny foil exterior 

although other containers have been made with foil 

internally. 

Even more off the beaten path is a new 2-lb, foil 

overwrapped paperboard carton which has been in 

troduced by Jewel Tea Co., Chicago. The carton has 

Packaging innovations appear periodically 
in coffee and tea industry, although none of these 

has yet carved out a permanent niche for iteelf 

Pictured are coffee in individual foil envelopes, 

loose tea in polyethylene re-use container, quart 

size bags for iced tea, tea bags in iced-tea glass, 

soluble tea in jar like that for soluble coffee 



a glassine liner and semi-perforated triangular pour- 

ing spout on one side that can be opened by thumb 

pressure. 

Soluble coffee 

The most striking development in the coffee in- 

dustry in recent years has been the tremendous rise 

in popularity of soluble coffee. Although some va- 

rieties of this product have long been on the market, 

soluble coffee only began to win general acceptance 

after World War II, Latest estimates are that it ac 

counts for close to one-third of total coffee sales and 

is still increasing. Just 10 years ago, it amounted to 

only 5% of the market. 

The packaging problem, of course, is an entirely 

new one. Soluble coffee is a finely granulated, ex- 

tremely hygroscopic substance. The traditional pack- 

age has been a glass jar with metal screw cap, glass- 

ine inner seal and paper label. The container is filled 

by standard equipment and does a satisfactory job 

of moisture protection and reportedly can keep the 

product in good condition almost indefinitely. The 

2-02. size is the standard small package, but 4-, 5 

and 6-oz. jars are gaining in sales as the market 

broadens. 

A new development in soluble-coflee packaging 

Tea f } / / j M 19 

New German tea bagger, now operated by 

Thomas J, Lipton, Inc., might produce a successor 

to the heat-sealed tea bag. It turns out ingeni 

yusly folded filter-paper envelopes, fastened with 

single staple and sealed in individual wrappers. 

is the very recent introduction of a lock-top cylindri- 

cal metal can, currently being test marketed by J. A. 

Folger & Co., Kansas City, Mo. Introduced thus far 

only in a 2-02. size, it is said to offer the advantages 

of lower cost, reduced freight expense, elimination 

of breakage and attractive appearance. Its accept- 

ance by consumers, who are thoroughly conditioned 

to buying their soluble coffee in glass, is still in 

doubt, however. In any case, Folger’s test is being 

watched carefully by the whole industry. 

Tea 

A good share of the credit for increased tea con- 

sumption in the United States must go to improved 

tea packaging—the tea bag of heat-sealable filter 

paper.” Perfected during World War II, its use has 

helped keep the flavor of tea brewed from a bag very 

close to that from conventional loose tea. More than 

that, the new tea bag has added convenience that has 

won wide consumer acceptance. 

In one form or another, the tea bag has been used 

lor more than 40 years. Gauze bags, first sewn by 

hand and later mechanically, have been sold to tea 

drinkers who were seeking an easier way to prepare 

it. Until the development of an economical machine 

method of making bags by heat sealing cup-sized 

portions of tea into envelopes of pure filter paper, 

tea bags were always premium priced. Potential 

converts to the bag had always to weigh extra con 

venience against extra cost. 

Even today, with heat-sealed paper and high-speed 

machinery in widespread use, the ounce-per-ounce 

cost of tea in bag form is a good deal more than that 

of loose tea. But in actual use, the two package 

forms are competitive in price, because of the elimi- 

nation of waste by use of the bag. 

Another step forward is an entirely new kind of 

tea bag by Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., which eliminates 

all heat sealing and, consequently, all thermoplastic 

resins.” The bag is made on a German machine 

which folds the filter paper in ingenious fashion, 

secures it with a single staple and seals it into its 

own individual paper envelope. Lipton, the nation’s 

largest tea packager, has not yet shifted its entire 

production to this new type of bag, but is reported 

to be pleased with its current progress. 

Just as oxygen is the enemy of ground coffee, 

moisture is the bane of tea. Excess humidity or the 

actual absorbtion of water tend to make tea leaves 

soggy and flavorless. 

Many popular packaging devices are now in use 

to protect tea from moisture. Often, the answer 

[Continued on page 208) 

*See “Lipton Tea, 

Feb., 1951, p. & 

See “A New Kind of Tea Bagger,” Movenw Pacxacine, Sept., 1954 
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Triangular opening is achieved simply by a modification of the tube extrusion di 

Triangular 

putty 

Why not? Goodell makes the putty 

fit the work by using a collapsible metal 

tube with triangular orifice 

Bi. simple but highly practical idea of using a 

triangular rather than a round orifice on a collapsi 

ble tube lies behind the new sales strategy of Windo 

Fix do-it-yourself putty, produced by the Goodell 

( Antrim, N. H. 

Shaping the extrusion of putty to fit the work 

is an obvious convenience to the home re pairman 

and, additionally, the metal tube keeps unused putty 

and soft for the 

f house 

fresh indefinitely occasional ust 

required ‘ it around ‘Comes out fit 

Making it easy for the | 

ell merchandise 

tube of putty 

Shaped to fit angle between pane 

4 

putty 

ire» 

to use and fitted for use” is the Goodell company s 

current sales pitch 

| xcept for its unusual opening 

fectly 

the tube is per 

blue 

The only change necessary in manufacture 

conventional and is decorated and in 

vellow 

was to substitute an extrusion die providing for a 

than round orifice. triangular rather Although it 

has seldom been done, it would be perfectly prac 

tical thus to give a special, functional shape to any 

viscous product packaged in a collapsible tube. 

The putty itself is a specially formulated glazing 

compound, designed so that it will not adhere to 

the metal of the tube and so that its oil will separate 

necessity of kneading before use 

and the putty dry out is said to eliminate the 

Goodell is packaging this new tubed putty as 

part of what it calls its “3-N-l Windo-Fix Kit,” 

along with a steel-bladed putty knife and a paper 

envelope of glazier’s points, all in an open-windowed 

folding carton, A dozen of these are packed to a 

counter display carton for use in retail outlets. 

Credits: Juhes 

W5 ¢ arpenter St 

hy National ¢ ollapsible Tube 

Providence 9, R. 1. Window carton 

& Forsyth Lo 

C0. 

and counter display carton by 

} 19. Mass 

Stone 

Spring S/ rerett 

ne handyman, Cood 

window-« kil 

knife 

irton containing 

ind glaziers points 

and sash, tubed putt 

a smooth job, reduces waste. Unused quantity remain 



Cream in a bag 

Illinois creamery replaces pick-up cans 

with light-weight, labor-saving 

polyethylene bags in corrugated carton 

Throw-away bags and cartons eliminate the need for sterilization and return 

of car aving entire investment in can washing 

A polyethylene-bag-in-carton package replacing 

the familiar metal can for cream pick-ups on farms 

around Galva, IL, has begun to attract national 

attention in the dairy field 

Demonstrated at the recent annual meeting of the 

American Butter Institute in Chicago by Galva 

Creamery Co., which developed it, the new tech 

nique reportedly has prospects of becoming stand 

ard practice for cream in the dairy industry because 

of the many economies and improved sanitation it 

provides, (Bulk and weight preclude extension of 

the system to milk, already widely handled by bulk 

tank pick-up at the farm, eliminating the milk can.) 

In areas served by Galva, farmers are now being 

supplied with polyethylene bags into which they 

empty cream directly from the separator. Each bag 

holds 10 Ibs. of cream and four bags, or 40 Ibs., are 

and handling equipment 

simply tied shut and placed for pick-up by the dairy 

firm’s route men in 200-lb.-test corrugated con- 

tainers. The bags and cartons, of course, are used 

only once, then thrown away. 

For filling from his cream separator, the farmer 

simply places one of the polyethylene bags inside a 

metal can about | ft. high and 6 in. in diameter 

furnished by the creamery. A curved metal rim fits 

over the can and the top of the bag is folded back 

over it ready for filling directly from the separator. 

The cream passes through a strainer as it empties 

into the bag, which is closed with a polyethylene tie 

when filled. \ lid may be placed over the can for 

cool storage of the cream until the filled bags are 

taken out of the cans and placed in the corrugated 

containers for the creamery pick-up truck or ship- 

ment by rail. The cans stay on the farm. 
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There is less possibility ol contamimation or tor 

eign matter getting into the cream. ace ording to ¢ | 

Peterson, Galva’s general manager, since the bags 

once filled are not to be re opened. This is in con 

trast to the practice of re opening partially filled 

standard cans to add more cream before shipment 

The bag-in-carton method reportedly offers many 

other advantages both to creamery and farmer 

> It eliminates the need for the sterilization and 

return of cans, saving the entire investment in can 

washing and handling equipment 

> It reduces virtually by half the loading space re 

quired on cream-route trucks. Two 40-lb. boxes, or 

&O Ibs. of cream, stacked one atop the other, Galva 

says, occupy the same space as 40 lbs. of cream in a 

5-gal. can 

> The package is far lighter in weight—2)5 lbs. for 

the bag-in-carton in comparison with 14 lbs. for the 

thereby average old-style can greatly reducing 

trucking and freight costs. It is estimated that for the 

same amount of butterfat in boxes a ¥-ton or 4 

instead of a 1'4-ton truck 

required for hauling cans 

7 It saves time 

with bag-in-box cream save on the average of 2 hrs 

ton truck can be used 

Galva reports that route drivers 

in waiting time. When several route drivers arrive 

at the creamery about the same time with cream in 

cans, each must wait his turn for the load to be 

weighed dumped, the cans washed and reloaded 

> lt simplifies and speeds up the weighing of cream. 

The tare weight of all boxes and bags is the same 

in contrast to cans, which vary. It is therefore not 

necessary to set the tare beam for each individual 

shipper Much time previously was lost seeking out 

empty-can weight or weighing back the empty can 

> It reduces plant overhead and permits better con 

trol over working hours. During rush hours, boxed 

cream, the company says, can be held over until the 

following day by placing it on platform trucks and 

storing it overnight in coolers. This allows for more 

time and greater efliciency in handling so that the 

work week can be scheduled without overtime. 

Reportedly, the bag-cream method also results in 

cream with better flavor and quality because it can 

be properly cooled in the farmer's refrigerator with 

out disturbance. It eliminates foamy or yeasty cream 

which originates, apparently, when cream producers 

allow warm cream to flow from the separator and 

mix with cold cream already in the cans. 

It is also said that the corrugated boxes give 

better insulation than metal cans. The corrugated 

boxes, Galva says, not only hold refrigeration in hot 

weather, but help to prevent freezing in cold weather 

The farmer likewise benefits because the tedious 

work of washing crocks and other containers is 

eliminated by the use of the bags. Galva customers 

who have been using the new system of pick-up 

appare ntly are more than satished and the company 

is rapidly expanding its use to other routes 

Credits: Polyethylene bags by Flexibl 

27 S. Stewart Ave 

Sales Corp., 4 \. Lake Shore Dr 

, Chicago 16, and 

gated cartons by Container Corp 

Dearborn St.. Chicago 3, and Eddy 

lord, lil 

From separator cream « 

held open for filling by an rim that fit 

we directly into 

the container use 1 uryp 

in refrigerator ({i\!ed bags are stored in metal containers 

until pick up at the tarm. Once filled 

opene ad like 



New vitamin trend? 

Is the new decorative giase container tor The | pjohn 

Co.’s Unicap Vitamins significant of a possible trend 

in the drug field? It could have the same influence in 

certain areas of drug packaging as glamour packaging 

in perfumery or decanters for liquors. Replacing a 

tandard amber-colored bottle with metal serew cap 

the new quare-based, glass-stoppered bottle—remin 

iscent of old prescription bottles on drug-store shelves 

is blown of clear gla During shipment, the stopper 

is held in place by transparent cellulose tape to assure 

a tight seal. A simple foil front label in gold, black 

and white allows maximum visibility of contents, A 

imilar label, even smaller, bears the “Upjohn” name 

ilone. A paper label on the rear gives mandatory data 

ind directions. All labels are removable so that the 

bottles may be re-used for lotions, spices or herbs. The 

new container, holding 250 capsules, was inspired by a 

bottle Upjohn originally developed for hospital use 

Credits: /): sign by Painter, Teague & Peteril, Chicago 

Bottles and stoppers by T. C. Wheaton Co., Millville, N. J 

Cellulose bands by Armstrone Cork Co. Lancaster. Pa 

Disposable applicators 

Miller Laboratories, Inc., has developed an unusual 

single-use disposable applicator for Anatoid, its new 

anesthetic, decongestant suppository. Each suppository 

is packed in a pure white, spiral-wound fibre tube and 

can be ejected by pressure on the end. Thus fingers 

never need to touch the suppository itself, The tubes 

are individually heat sealed in cellophane for extra 

protection, The cellophane wrapper is printed in red 

with the name of the product and is notched at the end 

for convenience in opening Users are instructed to 

tear the wrap lengthwise, beginning at the notch, Nine 

complete cellophane-wrapped units are packed in a 

folding paperboard carton, printed in red and white. 

The background is white, with “Anatoid” in delicate 

red capitals dominating all six sides of the carton 

giving it a clean and ethical drug appearance 

Credits: Desian by Neshitt Associates, New Yor {ppli 

ators by Niemand Bros., In Long Island City, N.Y. Ce 

phane 6 DuPont, printed by Roto-Lith, Ltd Vew Yori 

Folding cartons by Acme Folding Box Co., New York 
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Beautiful drum 

Steel drums, often the most prosaic of containers, 

have recently been given the glamour treatment by 

Imperial C’’ & Grease Co, Using standard-model drums 

is the basic form, Imperial Oil has decorated them to 

look far diflerent from the ordinary industrial shipping 

ontainer. A lush green was first selected as the back 

ground color, with the added touches in white ind 

gold lo give visual treatment to the central word in 

the company’s name, Imperial, royal symbols of a 

crown and a collection of diamonds were evolved 

Focal point of the de sign, is a gleaming gold seven 

d crown, placed in the center of the drum. Be 

neath this, the product name Molub-Alloy appears 

in large white capital letters with the explanator) 

phrase i metallic lubricant,” in much smaller letters 

below it. A rectangular white space is included on this 

portion of the drum for special markings by distribu 

tor lo complete the “royal treatment in endles 

chain of diamonds appears both top and bottom 

Credit: Stee! drums by U.S. Steel Products Div. U.S 

Steel Cor Los Angele 

Gloves at a glance 

\ package especially designed for self-service selling 

has been introduced for stretchable nylon gloves by 

American Astral Corp. Reportedly the first such con 

tainer for this fast-growing new product, the glove 

package has been planned with an eye towards sales 

from counter displays. The basic package is an oblong 

paperboard set-up box that is topped with a fully 

telescoping acetate cover. Copy on the cover is kept to 

i minimum—the brand name, “Stretchies,” and a brie! 

explanation that the gloves are made from the new 

stretch nylon yarn are printed on the acetate coves 

itself, as well as on a simple paper label inserted unde 

the cover. Each box holds a single pair of the 

gloves. American Astral is offering retailers a special 

vire rack for displaying the new glove s in their trans 

parent-covered pac kages on two sharply angled shelves 

Credits: Paperboard-and-acetate cartons by J. E. Plastic 
Wig. Cor New Yor Display by Cosmopolitan Wire Prod 

s Vew ) f ler ard ft fraden Photo Offset 



Angel from all angles 

In soft-goods lines demanding a degree of high styling 

a conventional transparent flexible package cannot al 

ways do a proper job of presentation. Rosedale Knit 

ting Co. found this out, apparently, in the packaging 

of its stretch nylon panty briefs. The company says it 

never hit upon a completely satisfactory package until 

it developed its current one-piece, die-cut paperboard 

folder. The paperboard package gives necessary rigid 

ity for handling and provides ample surface for de 

picting the fashion features of the product. Die-cut 

openings actually show the product colors, plus giving 

the customer an actual demonstration of the fabric 

With the slogan, “It’s an angel from any 

angle the packages present a high-quality appear 

ance, printed in black and gold on high-gloss gray 

stock. Illustrations are arranged with die-cut openings 

in such a way that the figures shown appear to be 

wearing the garments, The reverse side of the package 

points up printed washing instructions 

Credit: /’alages printed by Sowers Printing Co Leha 

non, Pa 

New Oxydol 

Che blue-and-orange Oxydol package has been familiar 

lor many years among household laundry products 

Now a new version of it appears for a new Oxydol 

containing bleach. Finding out that 85°, of all women 

use a form of bleaching agent in their family wash 

Procter & Gamble decided to build the bleach into one 

product and thereby eliminate an extra wash-day step 

For the package, the company retains the familiar 

identity of the old orange-and-blue Oxydol carton, but 

cleverly suggests the idea of bleach by modifying the de 

sign to incorporate a large white bull's eye on the front 

panel, This both conveys the idea of whiteness and 

creates a strong attention-getter in mass display on the 

supermarket shelf. In fact, the large white area—sim 

ply because it is different from most soap cartons 

immediately attracts the eye to the Oxydol package 

rhere is no copy on the face of the carton other than 

the trade name and two brief slogans, 

Credits: Design by Donald Deskey Associates. New Yori 

in collaboration with Procter & Gamble art department 

~~ 
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em 
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Blisters in a strip 

\ new variation of the increasingly popular vacuum 

formed “blister” packaging technique has been em 

ployed by John H. Graham & Co. for its nylon starter 

cords for small gasoline motors. Each cord and its 

short wooden handle is coiled up and inserted under a 

vacuum-lormed acetate dome which, in turn, is glued 

between two cards—the top one having a die-cut open 

ng through which the formed covering projects. The 

novel touch comes in the cards themselves. Instead of 

being packaged as individual units, a row of four cords 

is locked onto a single perforated card. It can be hung 

ip on a wall, with each section being torn off as sold 

or the retailer can separate the sections and stack 

them on the counter. The spacing of the domes on the 

strip is staggered, so that two strips may be packed in 

i corrugated shipper face to face and head to tail 

Credits: Design by Frank Condon Associates, Inc.. North 

wort, N. Y. Cards by Sample-Durick Co. Ine Chicopee 

Vass V a av formed parts by The Valley Vational Corp 

Villdale, Conn, Shipping containers by Hinde & Dauch 

Sand ky, Ohio 

Brand first, then pip 

Keproductions of mouthwatering full-color photograph 

have become standard for baking-mix cartons. The 

trick today is to make one brand stand out from 

inother. Duff's Baking Mix Corp. has solved the prob 

lem for its redesigned packages by using only a por 

tion of the carton surface for the food illustration re 

produced by 175-line screen lithography and devoting 

the remainder of the surface to bold lettering of trade 

ind product name. Illustrations on the new Duff pack 

ages occupy only about one-third of the front panel 

surface, but continue around one of the sides, thereby 

giving an illusion of greater area. Brand and product 

names are printed in large scarlet letters against a 

deep yellow background. Baking instructions, recipes 

et are printed in black. Five Duff's products 

Ginger Bread Mix, Corn Muffin Mix, Waffle Mix, Hot 

Roll Mix and Hot Mufiin Mix—all now are being 

packaged in similar manner 

Credit: ( ar winted 
Balti e, Md 
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Coating peels off on defrosting. revealing meat fresh and juicy regardless 

of long frozen storage life Wax-plastic coating averages 1% cents per pound 

of meat, saves much more through economic mass production and distribution 

Mieats in wax 

Vew kind of preservative coating may open up 

a new market for frozen fresh cuts; 

industry watches three pioneering operations 

f resh frozen meat cuts, “packaged” by means 

of a thin coating of specially formulated micro 

crystalline wax which gives the product long-term 

protection and lends itself to economical application 

on automatic equipment, represent the latest mer 

chandising phenomena to hit the retail meat trade. 

While it is still too early to evaluate the eventual 

impact of this packaging method in the meat field, 

the widespread current interest in this activity and 

the adaptability of the process to certain other 

types of food products make a preliminary dis 

cussion in order at this time. 

Actually, the wax coating of food products to 

protect their flavor and prevent drying out in the 

period between their manufacture or packaging and 

their use by the ultimate consumer is not new 

Certain types of cheese products, for example, have 

been successfully packaged by this method for some 

time by running them through specially designed 

equipment which applies a protective coating of 
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plastic-fortified wax.” Some work has also been don 

with dill pickles similarly packaged by means of a 

wax coating which may be easily slit and removed 

when the pickles are to be eaten. At least exper 

nentally, small smoked chubs (fish) have been 

similarly packaged, with excellent results. 

| ven with fresh frozen meat cuts. this pac kaging 

ethod is not strictly new having been used for 

e time by various locker operators in storing 

it for their patrons. In some instances, these 

lave made use of a cloth stockinette over 

the eat cuts and beneath the wax in order to pro 

ide a sturdier coating which would not crack 

bre ak 

Phe recent extension of this packagit y method 

or 

off in low tempe rature storage and handling 

sizable retail meat merchandising operations 

several organizations appears to be based pri 

ily upon (1) the deve lopme nt of improved types 

microcrystalline waxes, which successfully resist 

| 
sub-zero te ri poe ratures without hee oming too britth 

and (2) the availability of automatic coating equip 

nent capable of handling commercial quantities of 

meats at relatively low cost 

Just what it is that gives these newer wax for 

mulations their superior performance has not been 

disclosed, but indications are that most of them 

contain a thermoplastic resin or other modifier 

One supplier refers to his materials as “wax 

fortified thermoplastic compounds” and states that 

he is still experimenting with several types of ther 

moplastics, including rubber. Polyvinyl chloride has 

heen mentioned as an ingredient. Another two-stage 

coating 1s known to involve polyethylene with wax 

indicating that the compound may be something 

like the polyethylene-modified wax coating widely 

used on bread wrappers and other waxed papers 

The most extensive program so far is that con 

ducted by McAllister Dairy Farm Stores, Warren, 

Ohio, headed by Temple Mi Allister fom boy 

Stores. Inc.. a voluntary chain of some 220 grocery 

stores in the St. Louis area, has installed automatic 

wax-coating equipment and is making preparations 

lor a somewhat different type of merchandising 

program for its frozen meats. delivering them direct 

ly to home-freezer owners rather than selling 

through retail outlets. Fairmont Canning Co.. a large 

food produ ing organization at Fairmont. Minn.. has 

ilso installed a different type of wax-coating equip 

ment and is turning out a variety of fresh frozen 

meat cuts for retail sale. 

McAllister’s experience 

VMeAllister’s 

frozen meats got under way in February of this year 

At the outset, the meats were made 

initial distribution of wax-coated 

ivailable in 

about two dozen of the organization's 35 company 

owned and 62 franchised outlets in northeastern 

Ohio. Recently, McAllister completed a $300,000 

meat processing plant at Warren to house its own 

freezing and waxing operations. Wholesale cuts are 

purchased from slaughterers. Expanded distribu 

tion is planned as soon as additional low-tempera 

ture cabinets have been installed in retail outlets 

\t present, this company has 16 full-time em 

ployees reducing the meat to retail-size portions 

coating them with a protective layer of wax and 

assembling the cuts in corrugated shipping con 

tainers. Volume this year, according to 

McAllister 

and $1,000,000, Within a year, it is expected that 

Temple 

is expected to range between $500,000 

daily plant capacity will be stepped up trom the 

present 10,000 Ibs, daily to around 60,000 |b 

Frozen fish and poultry may be added to the 

McAllister line later 

back guarantee and all ar 

The meats are sold on a money 

graded either U. 5 

Good or Choice. Operation of the plant is under 

Federal inspection 

From the customer's pol of view, one of the 

major features of the wax-coated frozen meats sold 

by McAllister Dairy Farm Stores is their economy 

Savings run as high as 15° on some of the steaks 

chops, roasts, hamburger, ete., sold by this firm 

Phat is possible, it is claimed, because of the basic 

economy of the wax-coating process ; due to the 

which it affords 

meat cuts for a number of retail outlets may be 

excellent long-term protection 

economically prepared, frozen and packaged in a 

central location, eliminating many of the costs in- 

volved when each store cuts and wraps its own 

fresh, unfrozen meat. 

Protective properties of the wax coatings are 

Production-line butchery is a big factor in 
economy. Butchers at the MeAllister Dairy Farm 

Stores’ centralized operation in Warren, Ohio 

turn out hundreds of same type cut it once on 

power saw wheel them to freezer on these cart 

-— © 



Three steps 

in McAllister’s packaging 

of frozen meat cuts 

said to be far beyond those obtained with conven 

tional types of frozen meat wraps and packages. It 

is claimed, for example, that cuts protected in this 

manner will maintain their original flavor and 

quality for as long as four or five weeks under 

normal refrigeration and indefinitely in a freezer 

The tight-fitting wax coating, conforming per 

fectly to the contours of the meat reportedly pre 

Firet, « previously frosen portion vents oxidation, freezer burn or drying out of the 

weighed on an automatic scale which turns product; there is no loss of product weight during 
out label showing weight and price of cut storage. According lo Me Allister. the Wax-protes ted 

meat is still red and juicy when the covering is re 

moved days or even months later. 

In the MeAllister plant, the wholesale cuts of 

beef, pork, lamb and veal are first cut into family 
: size portions, then transferred to a quick-freez 

room where they are frozen hard by exposure to a 

temperature of minus 30 deg. F. The frozen cuts 
i 

. ] : 
A 

~ are next weighed and priced, and a label identifying 

’ oy ‘ ' . the cut and its retail price is placed on each portion 

Deposited on a conveyor belt, the meat portions 

s are then carried automatically through the way 

Second, the weigher deposits meat and label 

on continuous conveyor of waxing machine, which 

stiendant check for exact temperature Molten 

microcrystalline wax with special modifiers is 

prayed to ‘goin, thickness on all sides, enclosing 

label. Coating is translucent yellow 

Third, finished meat ix cartoned at the end of 

onveyor which carries it trom wax bath The 

wax hardens almost the instant it leaves the 

machine, due to sub-zero temperature of the meat 
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coating machine The unit Vi Allister, 

portions ol 

Aft I 

passing through the microcrystalline wax. which has 

used by 

originally designed for wax coating 

cheese, has been modified for this purpose 

been heated to a liquid form and is maintained at the 

proper temperature by thermostatic controls, the 

meat about half a emerges minute later with a 

in. coating of the wax. The fact that the meat 

portions are at a sub-zero temperature when coated 

greatly expedites the cooling and solidification of 

the protective covering as they transfer automatical 

ly to the dampened Neoprene belt on the cooling 

conveyor. Contact with this belt sets up the bottoms 

of the packages 

room quickly solidifies the coating on top and sides 

while circulating air within the 

During the coating operation, the printed label 

previously placed on the meat is covered by the 

wax coating, insuring permanent identification of 

each cut until time of purchase. The labels may be 

read clearly through the wax, which has a yellow 

tint According to McAllister, a tinted rather than 

a clear wax was selected because it provides pro 

tection for the vitamin content of the meat against 

exposure to light and also minimizes handling by 

consumers, Estimated cost of the wax is about 1! 

cents per pound of meat packaged 

As soon as the wax has hardened, the coated 

meat cuts are placed in corrugated containers and 

stored at 410 deg. | 

refrigerated truck to the 

All the stores are located 

100 miles fron 

the plant In the stores, the cuts are placed in the 

a temperature of minus until 

ready for shipment by 

McAllister retail outlets. 

within a radius of approximately 

frozen-lood display cabinets for sale. 

The wax-coated frozen meats, after purchase, are 

stored in a home freezer or refrigerator freezer con 

partment until ready for use. The housewife can r 

move the wax coating by taking the meat out 

the freezer and allowing it to stand for 3 or 4 hres 

or placing it in cold water for 5 min.—then cutting 

the wax with a stroke of a paring knife and peelin 

it off like an orange peel 

Other programs 

The merchandising program being set up for its 

wax-coated frozen meats by Tom Boy Stores, a 

St. Louis cooperative servicing and warehousing 

organization, differs somewhat from that followed 

by MeAllister. This organization will take orders 

through the various member stores and deliver the 

wax-protected meats directly to the housewife’s 

door from a central warehouse. Each store will have 

a catalog, showing colored illustrations of the 38 

different cuts of waxed meat offered. Orders will be 

restricted to a $50 minimum and stores will receive 

their regular 4°) commission on all meat thus sold 

&; 
e 4 a7 
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Wide variety of cuts in fact, every cut sold 

retail meat market — is 

Me Allister 

kinds of beef, pork and 

in a frozen and wax 

coated by Illustrated ubove are all 

veal cuts, including ham 

burger juare patties) wer thread parenib 

Direct mail and display materials at retail will be 

uimed principally at homes having a home freezes 

According to Clem G, Krekeler, president of Tom 

toy Stores, this distribution arrangement eliminates 

the need for a heavy investment in frozen-meat 

display cases in the individual sales outlets. The 

installed by om 

Boy to handle the packaging operation 1s similar 

to that used by MeAllister in Ohio. Plant capacity 

20.000 the 

automatic coating equipment 

it is reported, will be approximately 

of processed meat in an 8-hr. shift. 

The automatic machine being used in the Fair 

mont Canning Co. program in Minnesota is said 

to operate on a somewhat different principal, carry 

ing the product successively through two “liquid 

basic coating and then a films” which apply a 

final “luster” film for added merchandising appeal 

Prospects 

Is the 

the merchandising of 

wax-coating process likely to revolutionize 

How do 

other companies in the meat field regard it at the 

fresh meat cuts? 

present time? 

At the outset, it might be pointed out that none 

of the mayor meat packing Companies ts retailing 

Actually 

principal 

frozen meat cuts packaged in this manner 

activity in the frozen-meats field by the 

packing firms has been relatively limited, although 

items, such as frozen steaks, beef some spec jalty 

packed in folding available 

which the 

patties el are now 

cartons, within meats are cellophane 

wrapped. Essentially, the larger packers operate on 

a svstem of distribution, followed for many years 

in the meat trade, by means of which wholesale cuts 

are sold to retail outlets through branch houses 

Continued on page 220) | 
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Medallion of gold-colored metalized butyrate gives a lux- 

urious appearance to box that looks and feels like leather. 

Hizh-styled polyvinyl 

Pressure-formed sheet material 

makes a sturdy, hinged case for table flatware 

with the look of leather and gold 

rT. attractive eflect and functional character 

istics to be achieved by new applications of poly 

vinyl sheet plastic--heretofore not widely used in 

packaging “ure indicated by new re-use chests for 

Carvel Hall” stainless steel flatware adopted by 

( harles I) Briddell Line ( risheld Mad 

Both base and cover of these handsome new 

black boxes, that have the feel and appearance of 

leather, are pressure formed of two sheets of 0.020 

and 0.030 polyvinyl with 100-pt. paperboard 

sandwiched between and electronically sealed at 

the edges. Paperboard gives the necessary rigidity 

There are interior and exterior parts for both 

base and cover, which are sealed together to form 

the complete fitted hex 

Forming is done in two molds of two cavities 

each. The leather texture is produced in the two 

cavity die for the exterior base and cover. The 

recesses inside the boxes, conforming to the stain- 

less steel pieces that are packaged in the boxes, are 

produced in the two-cavity die for the interior base 

and cover. An efficient hinge is very simply achieved 

by electronically welding a steel pin between the 

plastic layers. 

\ mat finish gives a smooth, satiny appearance 

to the interior of the boxes which, when used for 

stainless steel, need no tarnish-preventative liner. 

\ luxurious decorative effect is provided by the 

use of an embossed medallion of gold-colored 

metalized butyrate carrying the words, “Carvel 

Hall,” in script inserted in a recessed oval on the 

top of the box. Roll-leaf stamping in gold on the 

interior repeats the brand identification and also 

enhances the decorative effect. Flanges on the front 

of the cover and base permit easy opening of the 

formed button-and-socket closure. A gold cord re- 
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tains the cover at the proper angle when the | 

is open for display. 

Briddell is using five different boxes of this typ 

for the new line of stainless steel flatware the com 

pany is introducing for this vear’s holiday gift 

buying season, running from a six-piece steak-knife 

set at $14.95 to a 48-piece service at $74.95 

The whole line is new and, according to Charles 

D. Briddell, the company, which uses clear plasti: 

as well as leatherette covered and wood boxes for 

other sets, wanted something entirely new for its 

new sets of stainless steel. 

The polyvinyl boxes offer a number of ad 

vantages. They provide a luxury appearance and 

are extremely tough and sturdy, having passed 

successfully the severest drop and shipping tests 

They are light weight for shipping. They are long 

wearing for storing the stainless steel in the hom 

and their convenient, compact size is designed for 

ipartment dwellers and families who live in today’s Sandwich of paperboard 

smaller houses where storage space is limited npacapcil 

Dealers are also enthusiastic about the com 

pactness, which conserves display space. 

And while the boxes have been initially adopted 

for cutlery, similar constructions are being con 

sidered for jewelry, watches, optical goods, surgical 

instruments, photographic supplies and many other 

products. The containers can be made of trans 

parent material or in a wide range of opaque colors 

formed in shapes to suit any purpose. According to 

the box manufacturer, they can be produced ata 

price somewhere between the costs of wood chests 

and leatherette-covered boxes. 

Credits: Boxes styled by Ceorge Nelson 

OR 7 St., New York; constructed and manufac 

tured by Plaxall, Inc., 5-26 46 Ave., Long Island City 

V. Y., from sheet material fabricated by Nixon Nitra 

{ssoc ates 

tion W orks, Nixon, N J , using “Geon” polyvinyl resin 

by B. F. Goodrich Chemical Co. Metalized and colored 

hutyrate medallion by Coating Products. Ine Engle 

wood \ j “using butyrate hy kastman ( heme al Prod 

ucts, Ine K ngsport Tenn 

Recesses are formed by die conforming 
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SHAMPOO 

f 

1 Mother's Cake & Cookie Co. has introduced 13 types waterproof adhesives to prevent ply separation for 

of cookies in bags with newly designed heat-seal shipping standard packs holding 12, 16 or 20 stalks 

labels. Saddle-type bag toppers are printed in red of celery. Carton, Fibreboard Products, Ine., San 

umd blue, with brand name highlighted, Design Francisco 

Arthur Roberts, Jr., Burlingame, Calif. Label, H. S 

Crocker Co.. Ine... San Bruno. Calif 4 A Michaud Co.'s sturdy new corrugated packages 

of one-piece construction, offer good protection and 

2 A clear glass bottle gives full view of the color of easy access to “Custom Cuts” of frozen meat. which 

Andrew Jergens Co.'s new Cocoanut Oil Castile weigh about 10 Ibs. each and are wrapped in alu 

Shampoo, Complementing the fluted bottle is a minum foil. Thumb hole on front makes it easy to 

fluted serew cap molded of brown urea plastic to open. Container, Stone Container Corp., Chicago 

match the brown label. Bottle and closure, Anchor 

Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, Ohio. Label, The S Redesigned inside labels for Van Dyck cigars are 

Alfred M. May Co., Cincinnati aimed to give stronger brand impact. The familiar 

portrait is retained, but lettering has been in 

3 Western Chief Celery now uses this sturdy corru creased in size and restyled. Label, Consolidated 

gated carton made with wet-strength liners and Lithographing Corp., Carle Place, N. Y 
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saline 

Wlenney 
RICE 

PUDDING 

new! 
uasy ro seev® 

& Rice pudding in cans has been introduced in 

selected cities in the East, Midwest and South by 

Menner Packing Corp \ convenient time saver 

it is being promoted as an “emergency” dessert 

Can, American Can Co., New York 

7 kraft Foods Co 

san Cheese in a new 2'-0z 

: packaging its Shredded Parme 

glass jar squuattier in 

shape and with a wide mouth for easy spooning 

\ green and red label is fired onto the jar. Jas 

ind closure, Owens-Illinois Glass Co Toledo 

S Small bottles of four sparkling wines are packed 

together in a Christmas gift carton introduced by 

Urbana Wine Co.. Ine Kight ounce splits or tenth 

gallon bottle if Gold Seal wines are included 

Carton. Corning Fibre Box Corp... Corning. N. Y I . 

g A one piece Open carton shows off to advantage a“ 

popeorn Santa Claus sold by Pop Corn Service Co 

Side and top panels of the carton fold inward to 

make product visible from three sides, On sale 

carton is protected by cellophane overwrap. Carton 

Rebert Gair Co Ine New York 

10 A waxed paper wrapping material for individual 

ice cream slices is being used in some areas of the 

country by Sealtest. Reportedly more nearly trans 

parent, the wraps give quick flavor identity, A heavy 

wax coating is said to make for neater stripping 

See Wray Marathon Corp., Menasha, Wis 

printed in metallic colors show off 11 Cookie bags 

Midwest Biscuit Co products P ac kages are in 

family design, with slug changes for identification 



of the diflerent cookies, Basic colors are maroon on 

white, Bag, The Dobeckmun Co., Cleveland 

12 If dentures become dry going trom dental labora 

tory to dentist, they may shrink slightly and not 

fit the patient's mouth. Vernon-Benshoff Co. assures 

proper moisture conditions with a special moisture 

holding bag of white kraft and wax-laminated 

glassine, Bag, Shellmar-Betner Flexible Packaging 

Div., Continental Can Co... Mt. Vernon, Ohio 

13 Blue Seal Food Product Co. has introduced a 

re-usable home freezer jar for its Blue Seal salad 

dressing. The screw top closure has built-in stacker 

irrangement. Jar and closure, Owens-Illinois Glas 

to Toledo. Label, | » Printing & Lithogr iph 

(Lo. Cincinnati 
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A laminated cellophane-foil wrapper with special 

coating reportedly is an effective water-vapor bar 

rier for New Somona Creamery’s new Telenv 

cheese. Wedge design indicates that product is 

natural cheese. Wrapper, Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee 

Six 12-0z. cans of beer are locked in place witho 

glue or staples in new cartons with built-in carrying 

iandles, adopted by Blatz Brewing Co. “Cluste: 

Pak” carton and cartoning equipment, Atla: 

Paper Co., Atlanta, Ga. 

lraditional flour-sack white gives way to dominating 

brilliant orange on redesigned paper bags for 

sizes of Russell-Miller Milling Co.'s Ocecident flour 

White becomes an accent color ilong with blue ar 

yellow, on the three-color-printed packages. Desig: 
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Frank 

Bemis Bro 

ot asphalt is easy to set up 

Gianninoto & (ssociates New York Ba 

Bag (0 St. Louis 

American Liberty Oil Co.'s new 30-pt.-kraft, one 

piece, octagonal fibre drum for shipping 100 Ib 

simplifies inventor 

saves labor, material and freight costs. Shipped 

knocked down, it can be assembled with only three 

to five stitches. Release coating facilitate isphalt 

removal. Drum, Gaylord Container Corp., St. Loui 

For better visibility of its products, now distributed 

in chain stores, Musgrave Pencil Co. has 

i “Need-A-Pencil Pencils on U-board 

cellophane overwrap and 

developed 

package 

have octagonal paper 

label. Overwrap, Olin Film Div., New York. Label 

Crescent Box & Printing Co., Tullahoma, Ten: 

(‘al 

waterle kin 

polye thylene 19 \ 
lon Chemical Co 

quees bag is now used tor 

Vibra-Clean 

cleaner. To fill a mechanical dispenser, bag is cut 

it top beneath the heat seal (left) After hiiling 

open end is twisted to protect remainder \ mall 

hole punched in the bag converts it into a handy 

portable di penser (right), alwa ready tor use 

Product Inve Kansas City, Mo 

polyethylene 

Bag, Packaging 

Using Bakelite 

20 The completely redesigned container for Noxzema 

Chemical Co., features a new milk-white glass jas 

Hazel-Atlas Glass 

Crown Cork & 

Label, The Chittum-Kidd 

(,uiltord 

matching metal cap. Jas 

(ao Whee ling W Va 

™ al Co Inc 

with 

(Closure 

Baltimore 

i olding 

Baltimore 

Co., Baltimore carton 

Box Co 

Folding 
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Prestige for the private brand 

Dramatic styling of Safeway’s Bel-air frozen foods 

uses a leaf as symbol of freshness 

and conveys powerful appetite stimulation 

Design extension over sides of flat packages 

provides brand and product identification even 

when packages are stacked one on top of the other. 

green peas 

heeved Fencles Ye ang Pons of the Finest Lualily 

c 

® N° Whole Keined 

golden corn 
Tender Svbden Sword bow of He tered tually 

+A ‘ 

lima beans 
Flrwe jul Fevdtheok Siewes Brees of the Finest Auahly 

mark with meaning |eaf— was 

devised to say, “These vegetables are packed 

fresh from the fields.” Small leaf as price spot, 

integrated with design, avoids marring package 

appearance. Reproduction of color photography 

gives illusion of looking at actual product. 

dynamic package styling added to a 

high quality product sometimes provides an almost 

unbeatable sales edge for new brand names in the 

tough battle between private and nationally adver- 

tised brands. 

A pointed example is the new family for Safe- 

way'’s Bel-air fresh frozen vegetables, fruits and 

juices. 

Since introducing its new line, this second largest 

U.S. retail grocery business reports in its Safeway 

Vews that it has sold more than 100 million cans of 

Bel-air Frozen Orange Juice, just one of the various 

Bel-air items produced by the Whitney Frozenfood 

Co., a Safeway subsidiary. 

In each of Safeway’s almost 1,900 retail stores 

in 24 states and the District of Columbia, the com- 

pany-sponsored Bel-air line must compete not only 

with other nationally advertised frozen foods, but 

also with tempting fresh vegetables and fruits. 
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PHOTOS COURTESY WALTER LANDOR & ASSOCIATES 

Horizontal treatment and diagonal! 

ment of trademark symbol on metal cans gives 

place 

naximum recognition of brand from any angle 

Realistic artwork of luscious fruit whets the 

appetite. Transparent inks, with metallic surface 

shining through behind brand name, give rich 

effect in contrast to opaque colors for illustration 

In styling the new Bel-air line, the designer was 

faced with a “three-way” competitive situation in 

which the new package would have to stimulate 

purchasing in a sales contest with other brand 

names and with the product in its natural state. 

indicated that the Extensive consumer research 

package for the entire Bel-air family must em 

phasize the theme of freshness 

Through design tests of various symbols, it was 

found that a leaf, to the majority of housewives 

who do the family buying, is the symbol most rep 

resentative of freshness and that its use would be 

the most direct way of saying to the housewife that 

“these fruits and vegetables were pac ked fresh from 

the fields.” The leaf selected as the theme of the 

design is used as the trademark and symbol of appe 

tizing freshness on Bel-air packages for fruit, frozen 

more vegetables, in- juice concentrates and 20 or 

luding French-fried potatoes and corn on the cob. 

In mass arrangement, packayes 
mic effect of leaves 

create planned, rhyth 

flutterin u 1 variety of packages 

There are two kinds of trademarks, the designer 

reasoned: those chosen arbitrarily with little if any 

connection with the product and those which are 

meaningful in terms of the product which they 

represent, 

The Bel-air leaf is the latter kind of trademark 

chosen for its direct relationship to the product and 

to provide a dramatic method of carrying the Bel 

identification for the 

fresh foods, Its 

objective is to put the shopper into “an expectant J | Py | 

air name as well as visual 

entire Bel-air family of frozen 

frame of mind in which an actual desire is devel 

oped for the contents of the pac kage,” Superim 

posed over a colorful and “nature-like” illustration 

of the merchandise, the leaf symbol is designed to 

appear as though “floating on the prac kage, drawing 

the eye in a normal and easy sequence of reading 

toward the mouth-watering illustrations,’ 

The design was planned for maximum stor 

display. Since flat package s normally are stacked in 

freezer cases one on top the other shoppe rs olten 

see the sides before they see the Lop of a package 

Therefore, the design on all the Bel-air pac kages has 

been made to extend over the edges so that both the 

product and brand name are recognizable on all 

package surfaces. 

This technique helps to create the illusion of a 

close up view of the entire contents of the package 

story is re-told in the same The complete styling 

visually and descriptively on all surfaces 

The back 

smaller size leaf 

panel repeals the symbol, using a 

and provides white space for 
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Follow-through of design impact is maintained 

even when the illustration deviates from the over 

all pattern. Fars of corn against a background 

of husks fit into line without conflict 

peli , 
¢ 

raspberries strawber 
irawberies 

J 4 

trawber 

Metal-end containers for fruits are adaptable 

to the basic design treatment, giving the same 

raspberries | 

— 

emphasis to leaf symbol in mass display 

Leaf becomes doily on (rozen-waflle package, 

printed in blue, yet carries out the essence of the 

family resemblance, Over-edge printing of the il 

hue’ ration assures identity for stacking 

instructions on preparation, storage and a listing 

of various product uses, 

A smaller leaf on the top panel, used as a price- 

marking “bud,” avoids the need for a blank spot 

which, it was reasoned, would mar the richness of 

the illustration and makes the price-marking space 

an integral part of the design. 

This “price bud” also logically connects the leaf 

containing the Bel-air brand name to a panel of 

white used for the product identification. 

In this way, the entire design is integrated to 

provide a smooth sequence of natural eye travel to 

each succeeding phase of the design, such as brand 

name, product name, etc. 

The Bel-air 

three distinct types of packages: a wax overwrap 

brand covers many products and 

for vegetables, metal-end containers for fruit and 

lithographed cans for the fruit-juice concentrates. 

By expert handling, the design has been skillfully 

adapted to each for continuous family follow- 

through with no dilution of impact 

On the fruit-juice cans the leaf symbol is varied 

in color to provide appetite and eye appeal. The 

leaf is separated by color, top and bottom, for brand 

name on the upper portion and for product identi- 

fication on the lower portion. Since cans are most 

often displayed horizontally, the design was applied 

horizontally, but in a slightly diagonal position. 

Research indicated that the label would be much 

easier to read if it were applied to the can diagonal. 

ly, a line that visual tests show is easier for the eye 

to follow. The designer points out that the diagonal 

position does not cut the design in half as a band 

might, nor does it arbitrarily separate the brand 

name from the illustration. The eye is led directly 

into the illustration and the upward flow of the 

diagonal line is consistent with the fact that in 

nature a leaf grows upward, not sidewise. 

The varying colors used on the fruit-juice cans 

are styled to complement the fruits, to differentiate 

between a variety of juices and to provide visual 

recognition of content by color alone. 

Illustrations for the Bel-air packages of vegetables 

and fruit are reproduced from color photography 

carefully arranged to create an “unposed realism.” 

On the cans for the juices, a painting technique is 

used to obtain a higher measure of control over the 

design layout and grouping of the fruits illustrated. 

The illustration on the Bel-air Frozen Orange 

Juice, for example, was planned to suggest the 

illusion of looking up into a grove of fresh oranges. 

The color on the cans also has an extraordinarily 

rich effect, created by the use of transparent inks 

which permit the metallic surface to shine through 

in contrast to the opaque illustrations of the fruit. 

[Continued on page 210) 
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Step-up for cigars 

{ packaging machinery development not only 

doubles package production, but 

takes over a tedious step in processing 

banding machines, such as that at left, handle 2' 

million daily output at company’s Philadelphia 

Fight of the automatic loading machines (section 

right) fill the cigars into five-pack folding cartons 

S ivvivican news in the cigar industry—and an 

illustration of the way in which the packaging ma 

chinery designers can solve special problems in spe 

cial industries—is a battery of high-speed machines 

now operating in the Philadelphia plant of Bayuk 

Cigars, Inc., which for the first time pierce the ends 

of cigars and cellophane wrap and band them in a 

single automat operation. 

It was five years ago that Bayuk first began in- 

vestigating the feasibility of this big step forward. 

The piere ing of the tip 

New combined machine speeds production and 

pace for Bayuk. Twenty-four cigar piercing, wrapping and 

saves 

” plus 

plant 

at the 

now demanded in practi- 

cally all popular priced cigars is an extremely 

delicate operation and had always had to be a sepa 

rate step 

Working with a leading manufacturer of packag 

ing machinery, Bayuk was able to install a proto 

There 

followed a long shakedown period, as a full battery 

type combined machine as early as 1950 

of 24 machines was built, installed and carefully 

broken in. Because of the unusually exacting nature 

of the piercing-and-packaging combined operation 

the number of machinery adjustments and modifica 



Bands are spot glued to inner side of « 
wrapper. Cellophane web feeds off roll be 

After band is afhxed, it is cut to size, Cigars 

from right to left in far background. 

tions that had to be made was unusually high—per- 

haps as many as 100 all told, according to Bayuk 

executives, 

Only now is Bayuk able to say that the long- 

standing production problem has been fully solved, 

as its 24 machines, each working at a 122-a-minute 

clip, turn out more than 2,500,000 packaged cigars 

each day in this one plant. Additionally, four sim- 

ilar machines have been installed recently in the 

company’s Selma, Ala., factory. 

With this step, Bayuk 

each year than any other company in the world 

which sells more cigars 

has gone farther than any other company in its 

industry toward completely automatic handling and 

packaging, 

Bayuk has long been among the cigar industry's 

leaders in seeking out more efficient packaging 

techniques. It was one of the pioneers in breaking 

away from the time-honored wooden cigar box, in 

sealing individual cigars in cellophane and in 

adopting the increasingly important “five pack,”’* 

Now Bayuk has trained its sights on machinery 

improvements. In addition to the new cellophane 

wrapping machines, its lines include a set of eight 

automatic carton loaders which fill Phillies into 

five-pack window cartons 

Bayuk retains moisture in the cigars at the de- 

sired moisture content of about 16% and then holds 

gare Moosan Packacinc, June, 1950, p. 9% 
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Hand loading is still used for 25- and 50-cigar boxes. Girls 

take empty boxes from line in foreground, fill them, place them 

on shelves in front. They then are moved to a separate department 

r sealing, overwrapping and loading into shipping cartons. 

that level by a system of triple packaging in cello- 

phane which, in effect, provides a hermetically 

sealed package. The cigars are individually wrapped 

and heat sealed; each five-pack carton is over 

wrapped and heat sealed, and finally either five or 

10 of the five packs are bundled together and sealed 

in cellophane. 

Since the individual-cigar cellophane is com 

pletely heat sealed——unlike other brands which are 

merely spot sealed—-Bayuk uses the traditional cigar 

band, with one end projecting out of the cellophane, 

as a tear tape for opening. This tricky operation is 

incorporated in the new machines. 

The long period of adjustment successfully ended, 

Bayuk seems to be very pleased with the results of 

its latest move toward automatic packaging. Says 

Morris Wurman, vice president in charge of manu 

facturing: “These 24 machines, running two shifts 

a day, are able to handle our entire production. We 

are concerned with conserving floor space, yet keep 

ing up our production, and the new machine is just 

the answer to that problem. 

“One of its advantages is that a single machine 

can wrap and band as many cigars in a day as two 

old-style wrapping machines could. We've been able 

to eliminate the box inspection tables, along with 

the space they occupied and the manpower to run 

them. With the older machines, we had to use one 

person per machine. Now, our practice is to use 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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Inspection mirror on tabl 

ends have been properly pierced by wrapping machine 

shows whether cigar 

Girl loads inspected cigars into boxes a row at a tin 

idds top sheet, then hammers in nail to secure lid 

Collapsible heating element is one of many safety 

devices pertes ted during long try-out period of new ma 

chinery. In operating position (upper photo), it seals end 

ind lengthwise seams of cellophane wrapper. But when 

machine is stopped for any reason, he iter drops down 

iway from the cigars (lower photo), cannot scorch them 

three ‘banders’ and two ‘hopper fillers’ for every 

three machines, giving us a saving in labor costs 

and some more saving of space.” 

Here’s how Bayuk’s packaging line is now set up: 

After being properly conditioned, fresh-made 

cigars are inspected and color sorted, then packed 

tightly into special wooden “pressing shells.” Each 

of these holds about 50 cigars and has a hinged 

cover that is secured with a metal band. The cigars 

travel along conveyors to the pac kaging department 

in these boxes, in which they are compressed by the 

pressure of the covers into the proper flattened 

cigar shape. 

At each of the automatic wrapping machines, 

cigars are unloaded from the pressing shells and 

placed into a hopper which will hold as many as 

1,100. In the hopper, cigars are formed into even 

layers and, one by one, these layers drop into place 

in front of a row of piercing needles. When a layer 

of cigars is in position, heated needles move for 

ward quickly and puncture a small hole exactly in 

the center of the end of each cigar. 

The cigars then move along a flexible chain into 

the wrapping and banding section. There, a roll of 

cellophane, cut to proper width and fed under con- 

trolled tension, is mounted at the side of the ma- 

chine, with the web moving in at right angles to 

the row of cigars. The cellophane passes through a 

set of notching dies. which cut out small tear-tab 

notches, and past an automatic adhesive applicator 

which places four drops of adhesive on the cello 

phane. At almost the same time, tiny suction cups 

lift ungummed cigar bands from a magazine and 

plac e them pre« isely between the two tear-tab notches 

on the cellophane strip and on top of the four drops 

of adhesive. 

As the web of cellophane, with band affixed 

meets the row of cigars, another set of dies cut it to 

the right length, leaving enough overlap at both ends 

to form the folds. Meanwhile, a small heating ele 

ment has dried the adhesive on the band so that it 

will not pull off during the actual wrapping process 

The two ends and the side of the individual cigas 

wrapping are then automatically folded and heat 

sealed. This done, they are ready to be packed in 

pocket-sized five-pack or larger cigar boxes 

If they are to go into five-packs, the cigars are 

handled by another group of automatic machines 

If they are to be packed into conventional cigar 

boxes, this operation is done by hand. 

The eight loading machines that take care of 

Phillies Fresh Packs are closely coupled with eight 

of the 24 automatic wrappers. Five loaders package 

the Perfecto size: three. the Phillies Juniors. As 

cigars feed out of the wrapping machine, they move 

onto the table of its mat: hing automatic loader. An 

arm shoves them, in groups of five, into small paper 

[Continued on page 225} 
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Retailer formerly had to buy 600 units 

lo get assortment now 

offered in 100-unit twin-pack display 

Single section separated from book-like pack- 
age permits dealer to display 50 blades in only a 

few inches of counter space, yet offer a selection 

of saw blades in three different sizes, 
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Help-yourself saw blades 

I, a hidebound industry, a manufacturer of hack 

saws has boldly launched a package that bypasses all 

traditions and at last gets saw blades on the counter 

in a manner that’s to the advantage of customer, 

retailer, wholesaler and maker. 

The new package introduced by Capewell Mfg. 

Co., Hartford, Conn., is revolutionary in the indus- 

try in that it represents one of the first instances 

where a manufacturer has made it possible to offer 

in a single display package an assortment of blades 

to meet all average requirements in less-than-100 

quantities of each type. It is an interesting example, 

of wide applicability, of using a properly designed 

package to merchandise a wide variety of sizes and 

types of the same item. 

The new Capewell twin pack, entirely of folding 

box construction, is comprised of two specially 

designed halves that fold together like a book, in- 

serted into a printed folding carton for shipment to 

wholesaler and retailer. One of the inner halves 

holds 50 of the company’s Truflex blades in three 

tooth sizes; the other half holds 50 Technite blades 

in three tooth sizes. The different-style blades, with- 

in the halves, are held together in units of 10 each 

with wrap-around labels, 

After removing the outer carton, all the dealer 

has to do to put the complete assortment on display 

is to unfold the “book,” break the two sections at a 

center score line and stand it up. The back halves 

of the box form an easel and the blades are revealed 

to the customer, who can serve himself. Printed in- 

formation on the box is there to assist in his selec- 

tion. The same flaps which hold the blades in the 

box when flat interlock to hold the easel, keeping the 

display upright and giving support to the heavy 

blades. 

If desired, the twin pack may be separated so 

that the dealer may display only half of it. 

This packaging seems logical enough, but many 

ideas and designs were considered before a package 

incorporating all requisites was developed. The 

project represents close cooperation between an in- 

dependent designer who created the idea and the 

carton manufacturer who worked out details of 

engineering construction. 

Behind this package is the whole philosophy of 

modern merchandising, in which new packaging 

concepts are essential. 

As with many hardware items, custom had long 

relegated hack-saw blades to dealer shelves. A few 

attempts had been made to get blades onto the 
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Score break at center of halves 

ige to stand up in display by bending back halve 

permits pack 

to form easel. Different sized blades are revealed 

ind labels, each holding 10 blade with wr pare 

While 

these did sell blades. they were no more than a tem- 

counter by means olf special display units 

porary solution, because reportedly they forced the 

dealer to do something he did not want to do 

Kither he had to buy a large assortment represent 

ing too largé an outlay of money, or he was asked 

to pay part of the cost of the display. Conventional 

carded displays, it was discovered, though inexpen- 

sive required too much counter space, Permanent 

metal displays were not desirable because dealers 

could fill them with competitors’ blades 

The trend to self-selection layout in the hardware 

field indicated that dealers needed no pushing to put 

anything on the counter that the manufacturer took 

the pains to offer for convenient display. 

found that blades 

quently being displayed in counter bins or on hang 

It was hack-saw were fre 

up pegs, but this was done without the help of the 

manufacturer. And although a passably good solu- 

tion, these methods deprived the manufacturer of 

brand identification and the opportunity to empha- 

size selling points. And it still left the dealer with 
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Half package may be displayed, if desired, 

merely by separating the sections along perforated 

lines, Dealer directions for set up are on package. 

the job of explaining the numerous grades and 

styles of blades 

When ( apewell embarked on its new pac kaging 

program, it had to buck the long-established trade 

custom of selling blades in 100-blade units, all of 

one kind, versus the obvious desirability of pet 

mitting the dealer to purchase smaller quantities in 

a variety of sizes and types without tying up so 

much money in inventory. Actually, it was dis 

covered no dealer had been able to carry a really 

complete stock of various grades and types to meet 

every customer requirement, because, having to buy 

in 100-blade lots, the total would have 

feasible, 

The new packaging has overcome most of these 

difficulties, It 

heen un 

merchandising supplies the dealer 

with a larger assortment of blades at lower inven 

tory cost. It provides him with small-space display 

that gets the blades on the counter effortlessly. The 

colorful red and blue printing provides an eye- 

catching spot at the point of sale. The descriptive 

[Continued on page 226) 



A touch of realism 

Once again Prince Matchabelli creates a counter pro 

motion with just enough unexpected realism to make 

the shopper stop and look. The purpose is to team up 

“Wind Song” cologne and perfume and to tell why 

they go together. The theme, “It takes Two .. .” is 

suggested by two theatre stubs and two cigarettes that 

ippear to be burning in an aluminum foil ash tray 

one lipstick tipped ... glued to a paperboard box 

base covered with paper simulating a green marble 

table top. A double picture frame that folds down for 

shipment, carries the selling message. Two actual 

packages of the cologne-perfume combinations are 

placed on the unit, while a bottle of the cologne and 

a purse dispenser of perfume in the foreground show 

that the customer gets the purse dispenser either with 

a 2- or 402. purchase of “Wind Song” cologne. The 

display is another in the series of dramatic promotions 

Prince Matchabelli started a few years ago to get away 

from the usual counter card (see “Matchabelli Dis- 

play Magic,” Movern Packacine, July, 1954, p. 120) 

Follier skate tester 

An inverted roller skate, securely fastened to the 

center of this unusual counter display, offers customers 

a chance to see how freely the skate wheels will spin. 

rhe display is part of an assortment of point-of-sale 

material developed for the Winchester-Western Div. of 

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. 

Flanking the test skate on the three-dimensional dis 
play piece are platforms upon which the retailer can 

place a sample pair of skates. Also designed for on 

the-counter selling are three small folding cartons with 

fold-back covers, holding supplies of ankle pads, skate 

keys and spare wheels, which can be placed alongside 

a display of roller skates. Winchester is also offering 

a supply of window stickers and copies of a booklet 

on how to skate 

Credits: Counter display by Ketterlinus Lithograph Miz. 

Lo. Veu York Folding cartons by The Warner Bros Lo., 

Bridgeport, Conn j 
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A colorful new type of corrugated display stand is o 

fered by Procter & Gamble with an eye towards getting 

its Lilt home permanent right into the midst of drug 

store traffic. The floor merchandiser makes use of new 

style fluorescent printing inks to give it an extra bril 

liance and is printed with rubber plates in red, yellow, 

blue and black 

On the body of the stand, the words “new” and 

“Lilt” are emphasized. A lithographed rear riser fea 

tures nine photographs to illustrate the three hair 

styles for which the product's various strengths are in 

tended “casual.” “medium” and “very curly.’ Selort Ou LIL $ P 

The kits themselves are displayed in a shallow tray T ° 

at the top of the stand. There is space in the tray for : ; 14 Youn Hye 4 if 

Sul setting up seven boxes of each of the three regular 

types of Lilt, along with seven of the junior version, 

Lilt Party Curl for children. For campactness, the four 

rows of cartons are positioned vertically 

Credit: Display by Hinde & Dauch, Sandusky, Ohi 

The Northam Warren Corp., maker of Cutex manicure 

preparations, and Personal Products Corp., manufa 

turer of Coets quilted cotton squares, are cooperating 

in a special Fall promotion which features “everything 

necessary for a professional home manicure” in a 

single compact counter display 

An assortment of four different Cutex products 

nail polish, polish remover, cuticle remover and emery 

boards is offered together with boxes of Coets 40 

the latter to wipe off old nail polish. During the special 

promotion, a customer who buys any four of these 

products is entitled to a fifth one free 

The display piece has been designed so that all five 

items are equally accessible. A stack of Coets boxes is 

set on the base of the display at one side and, on the 

other, three raised platforms hold a supply of three 

Cutex products, with the fourth resting on the base 

Credit: Di a Lutz & Sheinkman New Yor 
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Owens-ILLinois Assures You A 

Co-ordinated Research 

Pure research into formulae and fab- 

rication of glass, packaging research 

into processing and handling methods 
in customer plants, and market re 
search into consumer attitudes, add 
up to greater specific value for your 

pac kaging dollar 

Engineered Design 

The package that takes your product 
to market must take three needs into 
account, Considerations of its func- 
tion in the retail store, its operating 
efficiency and its consumer utility all 

become a part of the prescription for 
an Owens-Illinois package. 

The Right Container 

Versatility of facilities enables Owens- 
Illinois to supply containers to meet 
special needs: Duraglas containers for 
almost any item; Libbey Safedge pack- 

ing tumblers or premiums; Kimble 
Ampuls and Vials; and a variety of 
Owens-Illinois plastic containers. 

Merchandising Cartons 

1. A sturdy carton that pro 

then 

“doubles in sales” with you 

tects your produc t 

prints d message 

2. No trouble opening the 
carton easily and quickly. 
Pull the flap to the tear tape 
and tear open. 
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The Right Closure 

Know-how as to the best available 
liner and closure—best for packing, 
displaying, or using a specific product 

—may well be one of the most impor- 
tant single points through which ex- 
pert packaging counsel will reward 
you many times over. 

that Protect 

3. Wins friends with dealers, 
too. Easy to stack. Puts your 

G 
Needed Fitments 

With emphasis on the word “needed,” 
Owens-Illinois specialists are keenly 
aware of sales benefits possible 
through use of plastic shaker and 
pour-out fitments which are not 

“gadgets” but which increase con 
sumer satisfaction with your product 

Merchandising Cartons 

Modern cartons are developed only 
through systematic consideration of 

their opportunity to serve you in the 
retail store and retail warehouse as 
well as on your own filling line and 

in transit. Owens-Illinois is pioneering 

such developments 

and Sell 

sales message right at the 
point of sale. 

DURAGLAS CONTAINERS 
AN (i) PRODUCT 

Owens-Illinois provides you 

with an expertly planned, 

salesmaking package 

A, Owens-Illinois, glass pack 

aging service is complete and 

geared for sales from glass con 

tainer to shipping carton 

Your containers come to you in 

cartons ready to take your prod 

uct to market after filling. They're 

cartons that give your products 

the protection they need, make 

friends of dealers with their easy 

opening, and carry your sales 

message right to the point of sale 

With Owens-Illinois you have 
the services of a marketing- 

minded supplier with decades 
of experience in providing glass 
containers of all types, capacities 

and designs, sturdy cartons with 

built-in point-of-sale value, fit- 

ments that meet your dispensing 

need and quality closures in both 

metal and plastic 

Owens-ILLINOIS 
GENERAL OFFICES « TOLEDO 1, OHIO 



industrial 

prize winners 

Packages in seven groups 

win awards at 10th annual SIPMHE 

exposition in New York 

r... glittering trophies and 21 cash prizes wer 

presented to the designers of industrial packages 

judged as the country’s best in the 1955 Protective 

Packaging and Materials Handling Competition. 

The winners were honored at the annual dinnet 

held in connection with the LOth Annual Exposition 

of the Society of Industrial Packaging and Materials 

Handling Engineers in New York. 

Approximately 80 suppliers of packaging and 

materials-handling equipment and supplies demon- 

strated their latest produc ts in the huge Kingsbridge 

Armory show, reportedly attended by 8,000 persons 

during its three-day run 

Another feature of the SIPMHE gathering was 

the annual Short Course, for which 425 packaging 

engineers registered, held this year under the aus 

Rest in shou 

Irving J. Stoller Trophy 

\ r ' or wate ‘ur - | bk ibere 

138 

pices of the Office of Sper ial Services of the New 

York University College of Engineering. 

First-, second- and third-prize packages were 

singled out in seven basic classifications of indus- 

trial packaging. In addition, the Irving J. Stoller 

Trophy was presented to the “best in show” package 

and the Harold Jackson Award to the one incorpo- 

rating the best special interior packaging features. 

This year’s Stoller Trophy went to Joseph L. 

Krager, Jr., of Radio Corp. of America for a long 

corrugated carton designed for two coaxial trans- 

mission lines. More than 20 ft. long and secured by 

steel straps, this heavy corrugated box is built for 

lightness and ease in packaging and unpackaging 

operations. It has seven inner supports of triple 

thickness corrugated, die cut to fit the diameter of 

the lines, which effectively prevent the contents from 

moving and being dented during shipment. This 

package also won first prize in Group I 

and Solid Fibre Boxes. 

The winner of the Jackson 

Corrugated 

Award was T. A 

Graves of Continental Gin Co. for a small wooden 

wirebound box for shipping a set of 90 cotton gin 

saws. The interior packaging consists of two pre 

fabricated pieces that securely hold a wooden dowel 

fitting through the center holes of the saw blades to 

keep them from contacting the sides of the box. 

First prizes in the six other categories went to: 

Nailed Wood Boxes and Crates: Breo 

Freeman, Jr., Specification Packaging Engineering 

Group I] 

Corp.. for a heavy re usable wooden box to pack 

Best interior packing 

Harold Jackson Award 
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First in their respective classifications 

Nailed Wood Boxes and Crates 

| xport Pa kage 

an oil-held lubricant applicator manufactured b 

Jet Lube, In 

easily about an oil field as new holes are drilled 

Group IIl—-Wirebound Boxes and Crates: Walte: 

M. Bates, Fairbanks, Morse & Co., for an L-shaped 

crate to ship a portable weighing scale in assembled 

: designed so that it may be moved 

condition, employing a specially designed rubber 

grommet and a polyethylene dust cover. 

Group IV-——-Cleated Panel Boxes 

bier, Jr., 

Robert Salem 

Specification Packaging Engineering 

Corp., for a “container within a container” to house 

three delicate Thyratron Receivers made by Elec 

tronic Engineering Co. Light foam-rubber corner 

pads support the inner plywood box. 

Group V—-General: Ernest R. Highlander, En 

tron. In for a re-usable corrugated carton con 

taining an | qualtrol electronic control. Sponge rub 

ber shock absorbers between an iinet and outer 

corrugated box protect the finely calibrated unit 

Group Vi—Export Packages: H. A. Kilmer 

North American Aviation, for a cleated plywood 

box containing a Signal Date Reproducer. The in 

strument is wrapped in corrugated paper and alu 

minum foil, floated on steel spring mounts and 

cushioning material, and held down with steel strap 

to a heavy ply wood hase. 

Wirebound Boxes and Crates Cleated Panel Boxes 

Materials Handling 

Materials Handling Lee A. Walker 

Chevrolet-Flint Parts Dis 

a disposable fibre pallet for 

Group Vil 

ind Keith | 

tribution Dept., for 

Rosebush 

handling automotive replacement parts, designed 

for easy assembly 

Other prize-winning industrial package designers 

were 

Group |-2nd Prize: Wilburn Crouch, General 

Motors Corp., Truck & Coach Div.; 3rd Prize: Ed 

ward A. Hoye, Minneapolis-Honeywell Co. Group I 

2nd Prize: Wilburn Crouch, General Motors Corp 

lruck & Coach Dis rd Prize: Stephen P. Beard 

Hight Refueling, Inc. Group Il Don 

ld S. Millman, Chevrolet-Flint Parts Distribution 

Dept ird Prize: S. 1 General Klectric 

Co. Group IV—2nd Prize: Charles B. Smith 

Products, Ine ird Prize: | 

Douglas Aircraft Co. Group \ 

Richard N. Maska, Radio Corp. of 

John W. Kraus 

Croup VI—2nd Prize 

F. Gould Corp 

Philip A. Gelber 

(,roup Vil-— 2nd 

Aviation Corp 

2nd Prize: 

Rowley, Jr 

Thompson Lamar 

2nd Prize 

America; 3rd 

Thompson Products, Ine 

Harold Jerome 

Thomas R. Major and 

Naval Air Experimental Station 

harl K Bendix 

rd Prize: J. \ ind Kk. B 

ids Metals Ce 

(rough 

Prize 

| reeman 

ird Prize 

(,ustin, 

Hilti 

Vr iff 
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Flexible installation with conveyor loop permits auto 

natic case-taping machine to hook into conveyor system as 

weded, Keinforced tape is applied to flaps, top and bottom. 
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It fits smoothly into high-speed lines 

at Miller Brewing, putting strips 

roblems involved in the high-speed sealing of 

corrugated shipping cases of bottled beer destined 

for overseas shipment have been efficiently solved 

by the Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, through in- 

stallation of an automatic taping machine which 

occupies less than 30 sq. ft. of floor space, will 

handle either gummed or pressure-sensitive-ly pe 

tapes and may be quickly adjusted to accommodate 

a range of container sizes if desired. 

The machine may be of wide interest, beyond 

the beer industry, in view of the recent amendment 

to shipping regulations which permits tape sealing 

of corrugated cartons with two strips of reinforced 

tape, top and bottom, in place of the six formerly 

required, 

i al Pack ne Pack act } ol 

Automatic case taper 

on tops and bottoms of corrugated shipping cases 

Easy removal of the 
reinforced tape leaves case undamaged 

rayon-filament- 

Miller's primary purpose in installing the new 

machine early this year was to satisfy packing re- 

quirements on certain export shipments, mostly for 

the Armed Forces, which specified that the shipping 

cases, in addition to being glue sealed, were also to 

have the top and bottom flaps taped or strapped as a 

further measure of protection. Previously, the com- 

pany had utilized steel strapping for this purpose. 

Located in Miller's modern bottle house, the tap- 

ing machine is closely integrated with regular case- 

sealing units by means of a conveyor loop over 

which cases may be conveniently routed at any time. 

Although carton salvage is not presently a factor 

in Miller's use of this equipment, one of the features 

of the automatic taping machine is the fact that it 

facilitates container re-use if desired. When gummed 
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From intake side, view shows 

ed from two feed rolls 

is moving away 

s photograph. Rollers press 

contact and cut-off is automati« 

tape or pressure-sensitive tape 1s used without pre 

liminary gluing of the carton flaps, containers sealed 

on this type of equipment can be easily opened with 

out carton damage and re-sealed for additional trips 

after being returned to the product manufacturer 

Chis point is of particular interest to brewers and 

producers of soft drinks making use of returnable 

bottles. It is reported, for example, that one large 

user of similar automati taping equipment, em 

ploying inexpensive single-trip cartons, obtained an 

iverage of 2.6 trips per carton for an annual saving 

of approximately $1 million, representing a carton 

investment saving of 64.3‘ 

Shipping containers which have been handled at 

Miller Brewing Co, on the automatic taping equip 

ment are corrug ted cases with wterior partitions 

holding two dozen 12-0z. bottles of Miller High Life 

Following the customary filling, closing and in 

spection operations, the bottles are transferred into 

the shipping containers by Case loaders and sub 

sequently pass through case closing and sealing units 

where the top flaps are glue sealed. Code dating is 

applied automatically as cases leave the compres 

sion belt. Next they move via conveyor to the auto 

matic taping mac hine. 

The tape used for the Miller containers is of the 

rayon filament type, having a very high tensile 

strength and incorporating a pressure-sensitive ad 

From take-off side, view sho 

cases moving away to left. This i 

sensitive tape, but with water rese 

e can be applied in sa manner 

table te riou ae 

hesive. Measuring slightly under | in. in width, the 

tape is fed into the machine from two large rolls, 

one of which supplies tape for the bottom flaps and 

the othe r the top flaps 

As the corrugat d cases move through the ma 

chine, the strips of tape are automatically applied to 

the top and bottom surfaces by pressure rollers, cut 

to proper length and folded securely over the ends 

of the container for aasaccure ¢ losure. laped cartons 

then emerge from the machine, moving by gravity 

down a curved roller conveyor to a belt which routes 

them to storage or shipping areas. 

\ carton-inde xing mec hanism controls the entry 

of the containers into the machine, preventing jam 

ming. The equipment requires only minimum super 

vision, since safety devices stop the unit automati 

cally should cartons jam due to improper handling. 

Machine output is geared to packing-line spied 

\n interesting feature of the tape-closing unit is 

its three-minute change-over to six or eight different 

carton sizes; thus, in a plant handling a variety of 

carton sizes, change-overs may be made conveniently 

without costly, time-consuming production delays 

Prior to installation of the new machine, Miller 

shipping containers requiring the supplementary 

closure involved additional handling necessitating 

the services of seven extra men, inasmuc!) as the 

containers had to be removed from the case sealing 
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line, steel strapped and then returned to the plant 

conveyor system. Under this procedure, cases were 

frequently inverted, with resultant scufling and 

damage to bottle labels: th possibility of bottle 

breakage and the time required to complete case 

closing was approximately doubled 

In contrast, since installation of the automati« 

taping machine, containers requiring the added 

sealing protection proceed smoothly via conveyor 

through the taping unit and are returned with a 

minimum of delay to the regular conveyor lines 

which carry closed cases out of the packing area 

Credits: Automatic taping machine by Wagner Iron 

Works, Milwaukee 1, Wis 

sure-sensitive tape by 

Vo. 880 filament type pres 

Vinnesota Vining & Miz. Co 

900 Fauquier St., St. Paul 6, Minn 

New 12-can carry carton packed at high speed 

A significant new move by Miller Brewing Co 

is the introduction of a 12-can carry-home package 

Convenience is the 

pack 

purchaser to pick up the 12 cans with little more 

primary feature of the “Sub 

urban \ handy integral handle enables the 

effort than that required for six cans. Designed to 

stand upright on refrigerator shelves, the carton is 

open at each end for quick cooling. A perforated top 

facilitates opening ol the package and removal of 

the cans 

The 12-pack carton is handled on a new automatic 

machine recently installed in the Miller plant. First 

unit of its type to be placed in operation by the 

brewing industry, the machine has a maximum op 

erating speed of approximately 1,200 cans per min 

ule and embodies a number of interesting features 

Similar units equipped with dual carton feeders have 

i maximum output of 200 packages (2,400 cans) 

per minute Occupying approximately 7 by ILL ft. 

of floor space, it is a vertical, continuous-motion 

machine incorporating a roller chain with pockets 

which pick up the pre-glued, stapled carton blanks 

ind carry them through the opening and can-loading 

eye les 

Blanks are drawn successively from the bottom of 

ht SONS 

the vertical stack by vacuum cups and delivered to 

the opening station by an endless carton feed chain 

with lugs. In the opening device, the carton is 

opened and folded back upon itself by a vacuum 

arm mechanism, then fed into a continuously mov 

ing pocket chain which is traveling vertically up to 

this point. It is then held in the pocket by two small 

air jets until the carton passes under a pair of carton 

plows which completely square up the carton in the 

por ke a 

Cans are fed into the cartons by means of six star 

wheels, each of which feeds two cans at a time 

Cans move from overhead conveyors into six sepa 

rate gravity rollway can tracks which ke ad them into 

the star wheels, with three can tracks coming into 

the machine from each side. The filled carton moves 

through a “zig-zag” section which shifts the cans 

one row at a time, first in one direction and then 

the other, positively locking them in place. 

\ variable speed adjustment permits adapting the 

equipment to varying production requirements 

Credits: “Uni-Packer” automatic 

hy Johns-Nigrelli-Johns, 111 W 

carfoning machine 

J ac kson Blod., Chi 

cago. “Can-Band” container for 12 cans by Container 

Corp. of {merica. 38 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago 3 

Automatic machine opens and squares up 

pre-glued, stapled 1l2-can carton blanks, fills 

them at speeds up to 1200 cans a minute 

Dozen-can carton with carrying hand 

is believed to be the first used in the beer 

industry. Its open ends facilitate cooling 
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A Prestige Product 

Packaged by BURT 

our Roses, Folding Carton 

manufactured for 

Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc 

Louisville, Ky 

F. N. Burt Company. inc. - Manufacturers of Smal! Set-up Boxes, Folding Cartons and Transparent 

Containers - 500-540 Seneca Street, Buffalo 4, New York - Offices in Principal Cities Or Write 

Direct « Canadian Division: Dominion Paper Box Co. Ltd., 469-483 King St. W., Toronto, Canada 



with Paper Converting’s 

NEW 6-color rubber plate letterpress 
You can beat the squeeze of rising process printing the special mounting and proofing unit that lets 

costs and tougher customer budgets by using Paper skilled pressmen concentrate on plate make-ready 

Converting’s NEW 6-color rubber plate letterpress. and proofing, permits less-skilled workers to control 

Producing top quality printing at amazingly low actual press runs. You'll minimize press make- 
costs, this equipment makes metal plate letter- ready time—improve service and increase profits 

press obsolete for most packaging printing jobs. : ; 
Sales manager or plant superintendent, you need 

to know all about this 6-color rubber plate letter- 

press that is revolutionizing process printing. A 

card or a collect call will promptly bring you com- 

You'll handle screens up to 120 line with perfect 

register and dot formation—reproduce solids and 

fine type sharply. Yet production costs plunge 
’ 

thanks to economical “‘plant-made” plates that 
20° plete information on Paper Converting’s newest 
20% provide 3 to 5 million impressions, up to 7 see * ° 

problem-solving’ machine. 
reduced ink consumption, and as much as 15% 

leas trim waste of paper tonnage 

Enjoy the advantages of perfect color control, 

shortened delivery schedules, and highly flexible 

repeat lengths that on/y rubber plate letterpress 

equipment offers. Reduce downtime, too, by using 

— ne 

PAPER CONVERTING 
Machine GREEM BAY 7, WISCONSIN 

a —_ 

“PROBLEM-SOLVING” 

CONVERTING MACHINES 
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So sales-successful has been the “Textur 

Putt line of polyethylene pach ved 

bedspre id that all Morgan Jones 

from $7.95 retail 

and up are how pach ived in film race 

yoven bedspre ads 

of Bakecrre Brand Polvethvlene 

Alfred B 

vhy 

We benefit because our retailers do 

Denison, President, tells 

I would say the bigwe st over-all advan 

tace for them 1s 

There § Cusicl handling for clerks 

e°ss soilis ay tre aa) handlis a by 

i le SS mark down 

ind 

custom 

BAKELITE COMPANY, 

bivw tet 

\OVEMBER 19 

A Division of Uni 

i BAKPLire a 

jrist about a big a 

‘ much more ttractive 

e bag \ fiat 

is cost, it is virtually 

SPECIFY FILM MADE OF 

the same as le 

promotional pa kaging 

Whether 

soft goods 

you make or sell hardware 

chemicals, foods 

youll find profitable 

packaging 

Bakewire Polyethyl 

BAKELITE 
Polyethylene Plastic industrial 

icy aun 

ii fils 

part 

tue i our wares 

mace ot 

nur pu 

n ( 

dthe 



kill drudgery... 
increase production 
with Arenco 
packaging machines 

‘leeure with 

triple feld 
Neat, tight, practical. Por 
dust-preet end temper- 

proet seals The elesure 

thal permite epeming bes 

without tearing, end easy 

reclosing, « feature con 

sumere like 

Arenve 

ecaled Vowdered-Materials Packaging Machine 

Fills 

cereals, etc. mm 

from | to 5 pounds of flour, 

economical square-bot- 

tom, self-opening bags. Bags are handled 

hy our exclusive automatic bag opening 

mechanism, and feeding Machine pro- 

vides extremely accurate weights 

@ There's no need to use noisy, hard-to-handle 
machines that tire operators, resulting in im- 
proper packaging and general 
Arenco machines, designed with many features 

requested by packaging plant management out 
of their actual experiences, provide greater 
operator comfort than any other packaging 
machines made. 

Truly, Arenco machines are the ultimate in 
smooth-running, high-performance equipment. 
For example, consider the four fine machines 
shown here. 

Cigarette aching 

Machine Handles 

a wide range of 

cigarette dimen- 

sions and package 

types withtop-noteh 

performance. Fea- 

tures modern cen- 

tral lubrication 
(“push one button, | 

the machine is lu- 

bricated™). Our 
\ 

new, lightweight 

cigarette cassettes 

and automatic tray handling arrangement reduces 

drudgery, increases efficiency. 
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Collapsible Tube, Jar, and Vial 

Filling Machine —Used for pack- 

aging thick compounds, creams, 

semi-liquids. It per- 

mits the quickest, easiest cleaning 

and changeover of any tube filling 

machine available, offers the “no 
tube, no fill” feature, and operates 

with exceptional quietness. 

Fish Cleaning Machine (heading and gutting ) 

This machine eliminates all hard work in pre- 

paring herring, sardines, and similar fish for curing 

or canning. Removes head, tail, and 

mechanically, leaves milt, roe, and meat clean and 

intact, and with no bruising! 

Our extensive line includes machines for many packaging purposes. 

Representatives: 

We'll be glad to send illustrated leaflets with complete data to you. 

ARRENCOD Machine Ca. inconroraten 
25 West 43rd Street New York 36, N. Y. 

R. P. Andersen Ce., 2503 West Mockingbird Lone, Dallas 19, Texes 
Tem Mecley, FP. O. Box 14, Port Depesit, Maryland 
Packaging Equipment, inc., 2013 Olive St., St. Levis 3, Missouri 
Kruse Packaging Mechinery, 5607 W. Nerth Ave., Chicage 39, Illinois 
J. W. Leser Co., 4408 W. Jefferson Bivd., Los Angeles 16, Calif. 
P_ S. Equipment Ce., 2281 Scranton Read, Cleveland 13, Ohic 
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X-Ray Photograph of actual cracker package 

Ever wonder why some crackers taste fresher 

than others? The X-ray photograph above contains the answer. Inside 

this box of crackers is an inner bag of wax-laminated Rhinelander Glassine 

paper. This dense, almost impenetrable paper keeps moisture-vapor 

from robbing crackers of their crispness 

The inner bag has excellent dead-folding qualities can be opened and positively 

re-closed many times, protecting cracker crispness to the very last one! 

Glassine does this job economically — actually at a lower unit cost than 

most other protective packaging materials. If you have a product 

requiring a moistureproof package, let us show you how economically 

Rhinelander Glassine can work for you. 

Our packaging 
engineers can rae RHINELANDER PAPER 

right protectwwe 

ge & Rhinelander Paper Company « Rhinelander, Wisconsin 
please state 
application 
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ONLY TRANSWRAP 

Gives You Completely Automatic Packaging 

WITH THESE NEW 

DESIGN FEATURES 

10 major new design 

features in the Model ( [ranswrap 

You benefit from nearly a year’s re- 

designing — the kind of engineering up- 

dating ou expect from Pas kage. Check 

these new features and see how much 

ioe Transwrap gi eA you 

. Simpler De ior 

simplified 

Operation hasbeen 

bewer parts are used 

for more efficient high spe ed 

packaging 

eo New Sealer—' nique resistance- 

type sealing and more accurate 

temper iture control permits the 

use of the latest films—like poly- 

ethylene and vitafilm peeds Op 

eration 

el mproved Cut-off 

knife 

Ne WwW tries 

comple te 

hanical 

will give single 

alternating or perforating partial 

cut-off 

oNew | tric Foye 

tric ¢ 

Rece Ssivrie d ft le« 

e mechanism means accurat 

registration of printed material 

Model ( I miswi ip will produce ip 

lo 4 packaue imimute in bag sizes 

from 2 1G" tt) 16" vide and iy 

14" lone. tt 

vranule ein 

handles fine powder 

liquid 

flowing solid I 

all the ne 

hequics and free 

Oo find out more about 

ly mswrap features, write 

ol phone our nearest ottlwe 

EAST LONGMEADOW. MASSACHUSETTS 

NEW YORK . 

AILANTA . 

PHILADELPHIA . BOSTON . 

ALLA . DENVER . if ANGLE 
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Model C Transwrap shown is for low head-room installations 

It features floor-level feeder and automatic transfer unit 

ut 

CLEVELAND . 

»AN FRANCISC! 

CHICAGO . 

EATILE 

MINNEAPOLIS 

TORONT 

PACKAGE 
MACHINERY COMPANY 
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Methods 

Engineering 

Testing 

1. Odor-test instrument as built and used in 

tional Elsberg olfactometer in that pressure is not only controllable, but constant over entire 

General Mills laboratory differs from conven 

“sniff,” 

Quantitative odor measurement 

Vodification of Elsberg olfactometer. 

using controlled constant stream injection, 

gives a reliable check on materials 

ne of the interesting problems that a 

foodstuffs 

adverse effect of the odor of a packaging material 

manu 

facturer of may face is the possible 

on the product. Such an adverse effect may take 

place in two ways: (a) by transfer of odor from 

the package to the product, with resulting changes 

in the odor and/or flavor of the product, and (b) by 

affront to the esthetic the 

package is opened, although the undesirable odor 

sense of the user when 

may not actually be imparted to the product 

Both aspects of the problem were recently illus 

trated that 

some webs made of polyethylene extruded onto 

in this laboratory when it was found 

foil, which was in turn glue mounted to pour h stock, 

M 

By D. FF. Clausen, 

C. Ek. Felt, L. F. Borchardt 

and A, {. Reinsch’* 

transferred the flavor of ink and glue solvents to 

that in 

webs the undesirable odor of overheated polyethyl 

web and foodstuffs packaged in the some 

ene was noticeable when a package made of such 

web was opened, although the particular odor in 

this case did not transfer to the product 

To cope with the problem it was necessary first 

of all to determine the odor concentrations that were 

admissible, since it is not realistic to specify odor 

free web. 

For any given sample of web, taste-panel evalua 

tions on the product stored in the web establishes 

the odor-concentration limits beyond which packag 

ing odors were not admissible. The remaining prob 

lem was that of stating such limits in quantitative 

terms so that the manufacturers of web might be 
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2. Details of the General Mills olfactometer. For explanation of lettering, see text, pp. 151-152. 

guided towards the production of web with allow- 

able levels of odor. To this end the Elsberg olfactom- 

eter (9)' was modified and used with the stream 

injection technique, as described below. 

Mechanics of olfaction 

The construction of the nasal cavity has been 

described, among others, by Crozier (7). The cavity 

is narrow in the horizontal dimension and three 

baffles called conchi, or turbinates, direct the in- 

coming air stream. At the top of this narrow cham- 

ber lies the odor-sensitive area, an area of about 

1 sq. in. 

In ordinary breathing and chewing, the air stream 

reaches the odor-sensitive area in a reverse direc- 

tion from the back of the cavity and not directly 

from the nostrils. Hence, the odor component of 
flavor is derived from food odors moving in reverse 

from the throat into the nasal cavity. During the 
sniffing of active smelling, odor-laden air may move 

from the nostrils to the odor-sensitive area, There- 
fore, characteristics of the sniff and shape of nasal 
passages are very important in determining the sen- 

sitivity of any given person to an odor (10). 
Odor sensations are transmitted from the odor- 

sensitive area to the brain. In addition to the odor- 
sensitive area, the nasal cavity is provided with 
—_—-— 

Numbers co parentheses identify References appended. 

sensory endings from the trigeminal nerve. These 

endings are responsible for sensations of burning, 

hot, stinging and cold, and at high velocity of the 

air stream the trigeminal response may interfere 

with odor perception (9, 13). 

It has been clearly shown by Elsberg (9, 12, 16, 
17) and others (25) that odor sensitivity is a func- 

tion of concentration of the odorous substance, as 

a vapor in air, and the force with which the air 

stream strikes the odor-sensitive area. The odor 

threshold is a function of the mass of odorous sub- 

stance in contact with the odor-sensitive area per 

unit time. Therefore, the velocity of the air stream 

is critical and, for quantitative purposes, the sniff 
must be standardized or some means must be found 

to control the rate of air flow into the nasal cavity. 

The volume of air containing the odorous substance 

involved in the sniff is not critical within wide limits. 
Olfactory fatigue has been recognized as an im- 

portant factor in odor determinations (14, 16), but 
since olfactory fatigue is specific for types of odors 
(17), a better term is olfactory accommodation. The 
olfactory apparatus has a range of sensitivity to a 

large number of different types of odors. In the pro- 
longed presence of one type of odor, particularly 
if the concentration is high, the sensitivity to that 
particular type of odor may drop to very low levels. 
However, the sensitivity to other types of odor, while 
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somewhat lowered, will still be essentially unaltered. 

Elsberg (9) describes four stages in the identifi- 

cation of an odor as the concentration of the odorous 

substance gradually increases from a low level: (a) 

no odor—just an air blast, (b) slight odor of some 

kind (the odor threshold), (c) the odor is familiar 

and can almost be identified, (d) the odor is identi- 

fied (the Minimal Identifiable Odor). 

The sensitivity to odor and taste is a function of 

many psychological and physiological states. It has 

been reported (15) that ability to identify odors 

correctly by name is an inverse function of the 1.Q. 

For several pre-menstrual days the odor sensitivity 

is raised and it is lowered by certain drugs, by cos- 

metics and by upper respiratory infections (11) 

Odor sensitivity may drop to half of the before- 

meal level during the after-meal interval (22). Nasal 

function is altered by the emotional states (23). 

olfaction is affected by color (2) and taste-testing 

methods (which depend in part upon odor) are 

affected by the manner in which the samples are 

coded (24). Beebe-Center (4) found that any ob 

server would agree with himself 80° of the time 

and with others 42% of the time in odor evaluations 

The general Weber-Fechner Law for sensations 

can be stated as follows: for any given individual 

there is a constant fraction of the stimulus intensity 

which must be added to or subtracted from that 

stimulus before the observer can detect any change 

at all in the stimulus intensity. This fraction is 

called the Weber coefficient. It has been shown that 

the Weber-Fechner Law applies to the sense of smell 

(20, 21). The Weber coefficient for smell lies be 

tween 1% and \4, with the mean at about 14, for most 

persons. This means that, for most persons, the 

odor concentration must change by 4 before any 

change in the concentration is noticed, but that some 

few people (actually about 5% of the population) 

are so insensitive that the concentration must change 

by 1% in order that a change be perceptible and some 

people (about 5% ) can detect a change if the odor 

concentration changes as little as 1/,. 

The practic al result is that, on the average. no 

odor test involving the nose as a detector can have 

an error less than about 33%. The law applies only 

within certain limits of concentration and the coefh 

cient represents the best that the person used as de 

tector can do. Extreme cases of lowered sensitivity 

do not lie within the normal range 

Olfactometry 

Identification of odors is probably best done by 

use of odor panels (5). Perhaps the use of the 

Crocker-Henderson standards (6) represents the 

most advanced thinking in this direction. How- 

ever, there have been many attempts to de- 
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vise instruments, called osmoscopes, odorimeters, 

or olfactometers (28), for the quantitative measure 

ment of odors in order to dispense with the ex 

pense of using an odor panel for quantitation. 

In some cases chemical methods have been used (19, 

30) and in others physical methods have been tried 

(26, 27). However, all of these methods suffer 

from lack of sensitivity (8) which has limited 

their usefulness to a few specific instances, In ad 

dition, they may not be sufficiently specific. 

For odor quantitation, the individual odor tester 

besides serving on odor panels, has been used with 

many types of flowmeters (1, 31), with or without 

previous attempts to concentrate the odorous sub 

stance (27, 29). In at least one case (3) the odor 

laden air has been diluted to threshold levels in 

plastic bags before odor testing by means of a 

small panel. 

Perhaps the most reliable method for the quanti 

tation of odors is that of Elsberg (9), using the 

blast-injection or stream-injection techniques. Els- 

(a) the 

threshold should be measured; (b) the sensitivity 

berg states seven rules for an olfaction test 

should be high; (c) the test should be quantitative ; 

(d) olfactory and trigeminal factors should be 

separated by the test; (e) the odor-laden air should 

be carried to the odor-sensitive area without sniffing 

on the part of the subject used as detector, i, e., the 

sniffing should be done mechanically; (f) the 

volume should be controlled and (g) the velocity 

of the air stream or foree of the sniff should be 

controlled 

In the Elsberg method the final odor detector 

is the human nose and a single puff of air released 

from a bottle under slight positive pressure is 

usually used Under (blast-injection technique) 

these conditions, while the volume is constant and 

the pressure curve is also constant from test to test 

the pressure is not constant but, instead, drops 

from a high value to a low value as the bottle 

reaches the same pressure as the atmosphere There 

fore, only that part of the pressure curve that lies 

within the range of sensitivity of the detector is 

used in a test; the rest of the curve is wasted, 

The instrument built and currently in use in this 

laboratory for odor measurements is a modification 

of the Elsherg olfactometer in that the pressure is 

not only controllable, but it is constant over the 

entire sniff. The instrument was built for odor 

testing of polyethylene-foil pouch-stock samples, 

but it could, of course, be used for solution of 

many different odor-measurement problems. 

The instrument is shown in the photograph in 

Fig. 1 and in the drawing in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, (A) 

represents a glass nose piece made from 12-nm, 

glass tubing drawn to a tip with a hole 1.5 to 



3. instrument in use, with subject's head correctly and accurately positioned 

in all three directions by adjustable, rubber-padded chin and head rests. 

2.0 mm. in diameter. The tip is inserted into the 

nose and the nose piece is mounted on a syringe 

(B) (which will contain the odor sample) by 

means of pure latex rubber tubing which is slipped 

over a small glass tube sealed at right angles to 

the bottom of the nose piece. The 100-ce, glass 

syringe (B) is graduated at 10-ce, intervals. A 

large supply of syringes is available and any given 

syringe can be quickly mounted on the instru- 

ment by means of broom clamps. The broom clamps 

can be adjusted to control the point at which the 

syringe plunger stroke ends; this is to prevent the 

plunger from pushing the end out of the syringe 

as the odor-laden air is driven out through the 

nose piece into the nostril of the person serving as 

odor detector, 

A rubber stopper (q) covered with cellophane 

to decrease friction is mounted on a rod which 

passes through the bearing (D) and is driven by 

the screw (FE) which is cut two threads to the inch 

and whit h passes through the blo k (f . The blo« k 

is provided with spring-activated pins which can be 

locked into the threads on (E.) or can be pulled 

back and locked in that position. By means of 

these pins the forward motion of (FE) and (C) 

can be provided for and the assembly can be 

brought back to the right for resetting in prepara 

tion for the next test. A rod (H) drives (FE) and 

is itself driven by the hollow rod (1) by means of 

the pin (J), which moves freely in a horizontal 

plane back and forth in a slot in the hollow-rod 

(1). The bearings (G) and (K) provide stability 

for (H) and (1). (L) is a rubber connection, (M) 

is a torque converter (Zero-Max Model 14, Reveo, 

motor, Inc., Minneapolis) and (N) is a 4% hp. 

The output of the motor is adjustable through 

a range of speeds by means of (M) and the rota 

tional motion of (1) is converted into horizontal 

motion by means of (H) and (EF) through (C) to 

the syringe plunger, which is pushed in. As a 

result, the plunger can be pushed to the left at an 

exactly known rate (both by stop watch and by 

calculation from the motor speed), which can be 

adjusted through a range of rates. After the plunger 

has been pushed to the left during a test, it can be 

reset for the next stroke by releasing the pins on 

(F) and resetting it by hand to the right. In Fig. 3 

the instrument is shown from the reverse side, with 

the person used as the odor detector in position. 

The adjustable and rubber-padded chin and head 

rests correctly and accurately position the head in 

all three positions. 

Standards 

Some standard must be used for quantitation of 

odors because the sensitivity of any given person 

to odors varies from time to time and any given 

person may not have the same sensitivity as another 

person, as has been pointed out above. 

The standard should, of course, be an odorous 

substance which is obtainable as a pure compound 

of known concentration of vapor per unit volume 

of air. The odor concentration of the unknown is 

compared with that of the standard and if the 

sensitivity of the detector for the standard odor 

varies from time to time it is assumed that the 

sensitivity to the unkown varies in the same manner 

and corrections are applied accordingly. 
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Data will be given below (see Table 1) in which 

the sensitivity of the same person acting as odor 

detector varies through an eight-fold range fo 

the standard and for the unknown, both changes in 

sensitivity going in the same direction. 

Because at the threshold level the odor is not 

really an odor but is only a sensation, the standard 

need not be the same odor as the unknown. In 

other words, even though the sensitivity towards 

the standard may change, the sensitivity towards 

the unknown will change in the same direction and 

to the same extent even though the unknown is not 

the same type of odor as the standard, 

Data derived from such a test gives relative con 

centrations. The absolute concentration of the un 

known odorous substance under test cannot be 

determined unless the quantitative relationships 

between the standard odor and the unknown odor 

are known. In other words, a specific concentration 

of ethyl acetate can be used as an odor standard 

for odor testing of oxidized polyethylene, but the 

results will be only relative unless the sensitivity 

of the detector to a specific concentration of oxi 

dized polyethylene is known 

In Fig. 4 (A), a gas-washing bottle fitted with 

a sintered glass disk is shown; this bottle is used 

as an airation tower and the one shown is partly 

filled with an odorous substance. According to the 

laws of physical chemistry, the air above the liquid 

odorous substance is saturated with the odorous 

substance and this concentration of the odorous 

substance as a vapor can easily be calculated for 

any given temperature and atmospheric pressure 

from the vapor pressure of the odorous substance 

\ LOO-c« 

by means of a short length of pure latex tubing 

glass syringe is connecte d to the tower 

and a quantity of odor-saturated air is drawn from 

the tower, The syringe is disconnected from the 

tower, all but LO ce. of the gas mixture is expelled 

from the syringe and the syringe plunger is drawn 

back to the 100-cc, mark, bringing in 90 ce. of odor 

free air from the atmosphere, The odor-saturated 

air from the tower is now diluted 1:10 

This process could be continued for furtther 

dilution, but to prevent clinging of odorous sub 

stance on the inside of the syringe from introducing 

errors at high dilutions, the syringe is connected 

to a s cond syringe, as shown in big. 1 (B), and 

10) of the gas mixture is transferred to the 

second syringe. After the syringes are disconnected, 

the second syringe plunger is drawn back to the 

LOO-c« mark 

dilution. The total dilution so far is 1: 100. This 

which produces an additional 1:10 

process of dilution is carried as far as required, 

using a fresh syringe at each stage, until the thres 

hold dilution is reached 

A syringe filled with pure air is placed on the 

olfactometer and the subject used as odor detector 

4. Apparatus for determining quantitative relationship between standard and 

unknown odors: (A) gas washing 

diration tower 

withdrawal of 

(Hh) multiple yring 

us imiple with yringe 

bottle fitted with sintered glass disk, used as 

et-up for progressive dilution of odor (q.) 

needle from sealed packet of test material 

oO 
> 



sits before the instrument with the nose piece in- 

serted into one nostril (the same nostril is used 

for all samples during a test). With the torque 

converter set so that the syringe dispenses 100 ce. 

of gas in four or five seconds, the machine is started 

and the gas inside the syringe is discharged into 

the nasal cavity of the detector. During this in- 

terval the detector tries not to breath. 

The machine operator places the left hand on the 

syringe and keeps the right on the motor switch 

to maintain a feel as to how smoothly the plunger 

is moving in. If the plunger sticks in the syringe 

(which may frequently happen, especially with new 

syringes), the operator can turn off the motor before 

the syringe breaks or is forced out of the broom 

clamps. Jerking and grinding of a syringe that 

tends to bind will very likely distract the detector, 

ruining the test. 

Next, the syringe containing the diluted standard 

is tested in the same manner and the detector tells 

the operator whether or not the sensation differs 

from that of pure air. The standard is diluted with 

air, attempting by estimate to get the first dilution 

below threshold if possible, until the odor thres 

hold is reached, i.e., the dilution at which the de- 

tector can just barely tell the difference between the 

standard and pure air. 

This procedure differs from that of Elsberg, in 

which the Minimal Identifiable Odor (M.1.0.) 

the concentration at which the odor can just be 

identified—is used as the end point of the dilution, 

It is felt that the use of the odor threshold rather 

than the M.1.O. is advantageous for three reasons: 

(a) it is more sensitive (the odor threshold is 

reached at a higher dilution than is the M.1.0.) ; 

(b) it is probably more reproducible (the detector 

5S. Results, in terms of actual concentration of 

odorous substance or in terms of odor-threshold dilu 

tion, found with a series of samples of air contain 

ing various concentrations of ethyl acetate 

om a Seo 1 

; CONCENTRATION/DILUTION CURVE 

' FOR ETHYL ACETATE 

t 
> 
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ODOR THRESHOLD DILUTION 

in web samples 
packed in various ways 

Odor 

Sample Method of Vol. Area Area thres- 

No. packing (cu. in. (sq. in.) vol. hold 

Empty en 

velope 63 

Empty en 

velope 

Empty en 

velope 

Loosely lapped 

web inside en- 

velope 650.0 

l oosely lapped 

web inside en 

1,250.0 velope 

Loosely lapped 

web inside en 

1,450.0 velope 

I ightly folded 

web inside en- 

velope 6410.0 1,450.0 

Empty en 

velope 63 30.0 

does not have to depend on his memory to identify 

the odor) and (c) it dispenses with the need for 

identifying the odor. 

The results using the method are not greatly 

affected by small changes in room temperature. In 

this laboratory, using the person who regularly 

serves as detector, the odor threshold of ethyl ace- 

tate is found at a 1:100,000 dilution of the ethyl- 

acetate-saturated air from the tower. This is a 

concentration of 0,00000048 gms. of ethyl acetate 

per 100 ce. of air in the final syringe. 

Of the numerous other people tested, most of them 

had the same threshold, but one person had a 

threshold at a 1:50,000 dilution (that is, half the 

normal sensitivity) and one had a threshold at a 

1:1,000 dilution (that is, 0.001 the normal sensi- 

tivity). The latter person cannot easily tell the 

flavor of one type of meat from another and she 

habitually flavors her food with large quantities of 

salt and pepper. She has been excluded from all 

service on the taste panel and from all odor testing. 

Testing of material 

To test a sample of polyethylene-foil pouch-stock 

web, some dozen feet are removed from a roll 

sample and discarded, The next 10 ft. or so are 

removed, and folded back and forth into a loose 

pile about 8 or 10 in. wide. This is frequently cut 

in two, especially if the roll is 15 or more inches 
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wide, and it is placed into an envelope of the same 

web and heat sealed shut. This packet is allowed 

to stand overnight, at which time a sample of gas 

L00-cc. 

syringe equipped with a long #20 needle as shown ge equip} v 

is taken from inside it by means of a 

in Fig. 4 (C). The needle is removed and the odor 

is diluted to threshold concentration as described 

above for the standard, with the threshold level 

determination done on the olfactometer. With prac- 

tice and experience the threshold dilution can be 

quickly located; individual tests can be run in a 

few minutes. The threshold dilution of the sample 

can be related to the dilution found with a web 

sample, which has the same odor and which has 

been shown by the taste-panel evaluation not to 

harm the product to be packaged in the web, It can 

also be related to a web sample which, by panel 

evaluation, has been shown to harm the product. 

Such panel evaluations can be obtained by 

packaging the product in various web samples and 

submitting such samples to a taste panel for testing, 

using controls packaged in odor-free containers. The 

type of odor under test can be determined by open 

ing the packet and smelling the undiluted odor or, 

if necessary, by submitting the packets to an odor 

panel for identification. 

Using one roll of polyethylene-foil pouch-stock 

web, a number of samples were made up into 

packets so that the web-area-to-packet-volume ratio 

varied over a 45-fold range. Some of the packets 

were empty and others contained rolls of the same 

web. Some of the rolls were tightly folded and some 

were loosely lapped back and forth. The odor 

threshold was determined on all samples and the 

data obtained are given in Table I. 

It is apparent from these data that the results 

of odor tests on the web used are, within the ex 

perimental error, independent of the area:volume 

The odor 

in this case was that of ink or glue solvent. It is 

ratio of the sample within a wide limit 

assumed that the solvent is much more soluble in 

the polyethylene than it is in air and that, therefore, 

the concentration of the solvent in the polyethylene 

is much greater than in air. Therefore, the odorous 

substance concentration of the air inside the packet 

is essentially the same independently of the area of 

web exposed within wide limits. 

It does not follow that this would necessarily be 

the case for all other odor problems and the best 

manner of packaging samples should be determined 

for each odor problem. 

It has been found possible to determine the 

concentration of the odor of a web in a package of 

product. To do this, a sample of gas from inside 

the package of product is obtained by needle as 

described above. To cancel out the effect of possible 
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Table tl: The experimental error of the odor 

determination and the constant ratio of the 

thresholds of the standard and the unknown 

Standard 

threshold 

Web No. |, 

threshold 

ub eb No. 2, 

threshold 

dilution dilution dilution 

1 :800,000 1:320 

(1:40 corr.*) 

1: 100,000 1:80 

1:640 

(1:80 corr.*) 

odor of the product, the last dilution of the standard 

odor is made using air from a second airation tower 

filled with fresh, previously unpackaged product. 

In cases of products with strong odors, the web 

odor may simply be lost. 

The virtue of the method lies in the fact that 

out-turn samples of web, or web samples submitted 

by web manufacturers, can be quickly tested for 

odor level, once the type of odor is known and once 

the effect of such odor on the product to be pack- 

aged in the web has been determined by a taste 

pane l. Such testing can be done accurately and the 

results are expressible in concentrations, or in some 

form of numbers with quantitative meanings. 

Results 

It has been found that only certain persons lend 

themselves to use as detectors. The person must be 

completely disinterested in the proceedings. Any 

attempt on the part of the detector to search out the 

odor will result in the detection of non-existent 

odors, The person must be of a calm and placid dis- 

position. The odor should intrude into the con 

sciousness of the detector and there should be no 

effort to look for it. 

The order of samples should always be from no 

odor to the direction of always-higher concentra- 

tions; attempts to go from a high to a low concentra 

tion will usually yield erratic results. It is best to 

run a pure air sample between each odorous sample. 

No more than five or six samples should be tested 

without a 2- to 5-min. break: iLe., no more than 

five or six actual injections into the nasal cavity 

without a rest 

The room used should be free of outside dis- 

tractions during the testing and the detector should 

be free of emotional stress. The best sensitivity is 

obtained as long as possible after meals or after 

the use of candy or tobacco. Lipstick, odorous face 

powder or other cosmetics should not be used. 

The syringes should be carefully cleaned with 

hot soapy water, tap water, distilled water and pure 

acetone, and they should be tested for background 
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6. Optimal sensitivity i. 

more than 6 se« 

hold dilution 

at from less than 4 to 

discharge time. Curve shows thres 

when discharge time of syringe is varied 

odor on the olfactometer before use. All syringes 

used for the same test should have the same back 

ground odor when filled with pure air, except that 

those used for the first stages of the dilution of a 

strong odor can be tolerated with a small additional 

background over that of the syringes used for the 

final injection. Probably no syringe can be made 

absolutely odorless, but the background odor can 

be held to a very low level by means of frequent 

ele aniny lhe room should ol course, be free of 

odor 

If proper attention is paid to these all-important 

details, the odor tests will be reprodus ible and 

reliable 

thy! acetate is useful as a standard because of 

its low toxicity (18) and because it is a pure, stable 

compound which is readily available. Only the best 

grade should be used. Ethyl acetate has been used 

successfully in this laboratory as a standard for 

various ink and glue solvents, and as a standard 

for the odor of polyethylene. In all cases it has been 

tandardized against taste-panel evaluations with 

Table ti: Weber coeflicient determination 

tisiny ethyl acetate 

Concentration indicated 

Sample dilution hy the subject 

1: 100,000 The subject was told that this 

was the higher of the two 

1: 111,000 Low 

1: 100,000 High 

1:111,000 Low 

1: 100,000 In between the two 

1:111.000 Low 
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product packaged in web showing the odor under 

lest. 

The error of the determinations made on the 

olfactometer can, of course, be no less than the 

Weber 

found from the limits set by the taste panel and 

coefhcient allows. However, it has been 

from the range of odors found in numerous web 

samples that significant differences in odor levels 

of various web samples are about 100°, . Therefore, 

samples are made up in dilutions which differ from 

the previous dilution by 100% when they are used 

to locate the odor threshold. Accordingly, test re- 

sults and web specifications are specified in terms 

that differ from the next by a factor of two. 

For example, when packaging a certain product 

it is desirable to keep the threshold-odor level of 

ink and glue solvent in a web down to an odor 

threshold dilution of 1:20 to 1:40, but a dilution of 

1:30 may pass under protest. However, at a dilu 

tion of 1:160 the sample would be rejected, 

In Table Il are given data illustrating two things: 

(factor of 

the constant ratio of the threshold 

(a) the experimental error of LOO” 

two) and (b) 

dilutions of the standard and the unknown for a 

wide variation in the sensitivity of the detector 

caused by physiological changes associated with 

menses, 

It is to be noted that the standard dilution (which 

is normally 1:100,000) was 1:800,000 or eight 

times as normal on 5/25, the second pre-menstrual 

day. On this same date Web No. 1 showed a thres 

hold of 1:320, which was corrected to 1:40 by di 

vision by eight and similarly Web No. 2 was cor 

rected from 1:640 to 1:80, On 5/26, the first pre 

menstrual day, the standard sensitivity had 

dropped to the normal level and therefore the thres- 

1:100,000. Web No. 1 

a threshold of 1:80 and Web No. 2 showed 1:40. 

It is clear that the thresholds for both the 

standard and the web samples change in direct 

hold dilution was showed 

ratio as the sensitivity of the subject used as de 

tector varies. It is also to be noted that on 5/25 

Web No. 1 showed a dilution of 1:40, whereas on 

1:80; on the other hand 

Web No. 2 showed a dilution of 1:80 on 

one of 1:40 on 5/26. These variations are in part 

5/26 the dilution was 

5/25 and 

caused by the arbitrary selection of dilutions vary 

ing from the previous by 100% and in part by the 

limitations of the Weber coeflicient and the over 

all experimental error, 

An attempt was made to determine the Webe: 

coeficient for the subject regularly used as odor 

detector. The usual threshold value for ethyl ace 

tate has been taken as 1:100,000, since the odor is 

Continued on page 212) 
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Vackaging 

Sealing plastic film to paper 

Q. We are trying to heat seal plastic 

film and resin-coated paper. We have 

olved the problem of finding ma 

terials that appear to have similar 

heat-se aling ranges and are able to 

eHect good seals 

Hlowever, these seals become very 

oft and tacky and are unsuitable 

lor our custome use within a day 

or 0. Can you give us any reasons 

why these seals fail in this way, or 

any uggestions as to how we can 

avoid this difficulty 

A. it i 

ealing to find that the 

4 common problem in heat 

seals have 

alter changed over a period of time 

they have been made. In some cases 

cals become changed due to a erys 

tallization of the resin, while in oth 

ers they soften in varying degrees as 

they age in storage or in use 

The fact that you are using two 

different types of plastics would in 

dicate that your seals are becoming 

oft and losing their strength through 

migration of the plasticizer that i» 

present in either or both of the res 

ins, One resin probably has a great 

deal more plasticizer than the other 

ind overnight this migrates into the 

eal area and plasticizes one of the 

resin lo the point where the 

trength of the seal is affected, Or 

it may be that there are two diflerent 

plasticizers present and they mix 

ind soften the seal at the point of 

lusion 

The answer is for your laboratory 

to obtain and to evaluate entirely 

new combinations of resins to see il 

it is possible to find two resins that 

ire mutually compatible and will not 

how degradation after storage 

Grease staining of papers 

Qa. u f hai ‘ a 

grease staining of some of the papers 

involving problem 

that “zo through our processing op 

eration {t certain stages of this 

processing the paper ts subjected fo 
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& 

on packaging subjects is at your com 

your questions to Technical Editor, Modern 

New York 22, N. ¥ 

appear with any published answer 

Your name or 

a melted fat in limited quantities 

We would like to find an inexpensive 

way of preventing unsighily grease 

staining of the paper from this fat 

contact. The paper is used primar 

ily for reasons of strength and pro 

tection, so that the grease resistance 

and staining are incidental to its 

primary function 

A. There 

are made by paper mills which have 

are only two papers which 

any degree of greaseproofness and 

these are vegetable parchments and 

glassine, or so-called “greaseproof” 

doubtful if 

glassine has sufficient strength to go 

papers. However, it is 

through your process, as you de 

scribe it 

If the greaseproofing problem is 

serious and the melted fat has the 

bility and time to penetrate, par 

ticularly if there is any rubbing on 

the surface, paper such as parch 

ment should be ideal for your pur 

pose. However, there has been con 

siderable work done on surface treat 

ments and coatings to make paper 

greaseproof to a limited degree. 

It is suggested that you contact 

various paper manufacturers, tell 

them of your problem and ask them 

for samples of various papers with 

greaseprool coatings or sizings. 

There has been a great deal of re 

cent progress in this field and it may 

be that some of these sized papers 

will have sufficient greaseproofness 

to go through your processing with 

out showing staining. 

Failure of heat-sealed bags 

Q. We are having complaints from 

one of our customers about the fail 

which we ure of heat-sealed bags 

supply to them. The bags are made 

resin-coated aluminum foil 

do the 

laminating, and also coat and make 

from a 

laminated to paper and we 

the material into bags by heat seal 

ing. Our production tests show uni 

form and strong seals, but the cus 

tomer tells us that the 

filled 

dropped from a height of more than 

S¢ als break 

easily if the packages are 

a foot, Can you suggest why this 

occurs and how we can make tests 

in our plant to enable us to control 

heat-seal and improve durability 7 

A. A 

resin-coated aluminum foil can fail 

heat seal made by sealing 

in two ways under impact. One type 

of failure results from the resin 

undergoing crystallization or em 

brittlement with time. The other type 

of failure could result from changes 

in adhesion of the resin film to the 

aluminum foil. Your production tests 

are made when the heat seal is first 

made and probably when the sample 

is barely cooled to room tempera 

ture. The failure that your custome: 

is reporting happens after the seal 

has been aged for perhaps several 

weeks and many kinds of chemical 

or mec hanical changes could have 

Your 

production tests are probably based 

taken place in the sealed area 

on pulling the seal apart by a ten 

sile tester, while your customer's 

failure is the result of a very rapid 

loading of the seal and is, in effect 

an impact test 

It is suggested that your labora 

tory take samples of the product 

and age them for varying lengths of 

time to determine the effect of this 

aging on the test results as you now 

evaluate the bags 

At the same time, you should also 

make tests of the impact type. Phere 

is an excellent article on this subject 

Vodern 

Packaging, p. 119, entitled “Shock 

lest for Plastic Films.” 

It would be a very simple matter 

in the Aug., 1954, issue of 

for your laboratory to adapt this 

test procedure for your particular 

bag and your customer's product 

The use of such test proc edures, to 

gether with proper aging of the 

sample, would be the clue to the 

solution of your problem and help 

develop a better heat-sealing resin 
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o-oo: “Kkver since we began manufacturing 

Harpel’s Distinctive Dressings, we fully 

guaranteed them to the wholesaler, the re- 

tailer, and the consumer—but we never said so 

right on the bottle itself. Now colorfully printed Du Pont 

*Cel-O-Seal’ bands impart this guarantee in no uncertain terms. 

“Moreover, the bands give the dressings an attractive 

family appearance on the shelf—retailers give 

us choice display space—while consumers ap- 

preciate the added assurances of *sealed- 

in’ quality and flavor.” 

Says John J. Warpel, President 

ZEFER PRODL CTS, INC. 

Self-selling packages «are the answer to today’s 
speeded-up shopping habits. Du Pont “Cel-O-Seal 

bands give you a competitive package by carrying 

sales messages, brand names, and suggested uses right DU PONT 

to the point of sale—where more and more buying de 

cisions are being made. These distinctive bands—avail 

ible in a variety of colors and sizes, narrow neck or 

wide mouth—can be an attractive label or secondary CEL-O.- SEAL BANDS 

ne 8. PAT. OFF closure or both They may be applied by hand or 

by machine 

Free packaging service: See what “Cel-O-Seal” can 
do for your products. Send in your package. Du Pont 

packaging specialists will band it, make recommenda 

tions, return it for your inspection. No obligation, of 

course! Write “Cel-O-Seal Se« tion, ke I du Pont 

de Nemours & Co. (Inc 10424-A Nemours Building, 

Wilmington 98, Delaware 

“Cel-O-Seal” cellulose bands are also sold by BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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A new type of bag-packaging machine 
that produces flat bags from roll-stock par kaging films such 

as polyethylene, Pliofilm, saran, Mylar, ete., and also per 

mits filling and sealing of bage in a sequence packaging 

operation has been announced by the Hudson Sharp Ma 

chine Co., Green 

Bay, Wis., maker 

of the Campbell 

wrapper As the 

bag is formed and 

completed, the 

new machine, 

called the Camp- 

bell-Pak, holds the 

bag open in a ver 

tical position so 

that it can be 

filled either auto 

matically or man 

ually with liquids, 
granular products, powders or solids—depending on the 

type of bag material used 

fillers, 

may be used in manual or automatic coordination, The 

company has also developed accessory handling equipment 

so that, in addition to the basic bag making and filling 

operation, the machine can handle the conveying of filled 

bags and top sealing as a completely self-integrated unit, 

manned by only one operator 

Various types of commercial 

as well as Hudson Sharp's own filler attachment 

The machine is reported 

to be instantly adjustable for bag size and speed of opera 

tion, Bags ranging from | by 1 in. to 14 by 24 in. can 

be made, using film up to 6-mil polyethylene, at speeds 

ranging up to 40 packaged units per minute. The entire 

basic unit, exclusive of conveyor equipment, requires only 

several square feet of floor space. Basic design of the 

Campbell-Pak was an original development of the P-N-R 

Corp., a company recently purchased by Hudson Sharp 

A new silica gel indicator 
designed for dehydrated packaging is available from the 

Davison Chemical Co, Div.. W. R. Grace & Co., Baltimore 

This “Bull's Eye Indicator” is 
recommended for special packag 

ing applications, including those 

involving pressure or vacuum and 

requiring a 

checking on 

visual means of 

relative humidity 

conditions within the container 

The indicator consists essentially 

of a glass receptacle equipped 
with a rubber gasket It can be 

fitted by the user into a metal 

housing specially designed in the packing container, permit 

ting the device to be fastened to a nipple welded to the 

container shell, The company states that this provides a 

tight seal against moisture infiltration or loss of pressure 

or vacuum, yet air within the container circulates freely 

through the indicating gel by way of holes in the back of 
the receptacle ; 

An inner lining for squeeze bottles 
that is reported to prevent permeation of the polyethylene 
by many product ingredients which heretofore could not 

be satisfactorily contained in squeeze bottles has been 

announced by Plax Corp., West Hartford, Conn. These 

linings, which coat the inside of the bottles, make it 

possible to bring the advantages of squeeze bottles to such 

products as suntan oils, cleansing creams, baby oils and 

lotions, hair tonics and eucalyptol-containing pharma- 

160 

ceuticals, the company reports. Linings now commercially 

available reportedly have been tested and found efficient 

for mineral oils, a wide selection of lubricating oils and 

water-in-oil emulsions. The bottle-in-a-bottle effect of the 

linings also is said to reduce the permeation of a variety 

of essential oils so that products containing them will 

retain taste and odor characteristics for practical shelf-life 

periods, The linings, which are invisible to the naked 

eye or can be colored, are said not to alter the appearance, 

feel or characteristics of the light-weight, unbreakable con 

tainer, Various accelerated shelf-life tests have been de 
veloped by Plax for checking the efficiency of the linings, 

which are developed for specific products and subjected to 

the tests before approval for release to the customer. At 

present, linings are applied to round and other simple 

shapes with neck finishes of 18 mm. or larger, in capacities 

from 1 oz. and up. 

Two entirely new plastic containers 

have been announced by Bradley Container Corp., Maynard, 

Mass.,—a coated polyethylene tube said to be suitable for 

certain products, such as tooth paste, which have not been 

packed in this manner in the past; and a squeeze-to-use 

polyethylene can in sizes holding 6 fl. oz. and more 

The Bracon C-1 tube reportedly eliminates bleed-through 
and container collapse for oils, greases and petrolatum-base 

pharmaceuticals; eliminates oxygen transmission and re 

sulting rancidity or fungus growth and decreases essential 

oil permeation, Other tests, Bradley says, show that the 

coated tube can be used with many products that cannot be 

packaged satisfactorily in straight polyethylene without the 

flavor escaping, emulsions breaking down or container walls 

becoming stained. The company feels that the tube will 

open up squeeze-to-use packaging to such important prod 

ucts as tooth paste, cosmetic creams and lotions, shaving 

cream, shoe polish, catsup, paint pigments, etc. Certain 
complex organic and volatile solvents and some aromatics 

and aliphatics are the only items definitely not packagable 

in this manner 

The Bracon 2ME. container combines a heavy extruded 

tube of polyethylene, closed top and bottom with seamed 

or crimped metal ends. A circular opening in the top plate 

is used for filling and is closed by a polyethylene dispensing 

plug. The can resembles a beer or detergent can in ap 

pearance and has pliable side walls that can be squeezed 

to give controlled dispensing of liquids or lotions. It can 

also atomize powders and spray liquid vapors, using a 

capillary tube. The insert plug has a captive closure for 

easy use. Bradley has announced that the new containers 

will be available in four outside diameters, 2440, 2%«, 26 

and 3\%q@ in., and in heights ranging from 4. to 876 in 

These will have a capacity of from 6 to 26 oz 

A new paperboard packaging product 
called Fanfold, introduced by National Container Corp., 7 

Central Park West, New York 23, is a continuous sheet for 

custom packaging, in lengths specified by the customer 

and in bundles folded lap on lap accordion style. This 
patented product is designed to solve the problem of 

shippers having a variety of products in different shapes 

and sizes who would otherwise be required to stock several 
box sizes. Custom pre-scored longitudinally according to 

individual specifications, Fanfold can be formed into a 

wide range of dimensions with a single fold, the supplier 

reports, The product comes in bundles of 1,400- to 1,600-ft 
lengths in a single-wall board and in 800-ft. lengths in 

double-wall board. It can be furnished in all grades of 

corrugated, Folds can be specified in any dimension within 

the range of 4 to 8 ft. in length and 78 to 85 in. in width 

Use of the product, the company points out, saves indi 
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BALANCED 

© HIGH GRADE 

STEEL TUBING 

© ABSOLUTE 

CONCENTRICITY 

© ACCURATE 

DIAMETERS 

© NO-FLEX 

CONSTRUCTION 

@® FLEXOGRAPHIC PLATE ROLLS 
Can't flex or whip, assure perfect impressions on every 

run, Tubular construction reduces weight, tests stronger 

than solid steel. Ground finish to exact specifications. 

® GRAVURE BASE CYLINDERS 
PLAIN OR COPPER PLATED — Accurate core or base 

cylinders for rotogravure process reproduction. Recom- 

mended for long service in continuous printing produc- 

tion, Each roll carefully inspected prior to shipment. 

®@ EVENFLO ENGRAVED ROLLS 
Precision engraved rolls 

for the metered applica- 

tion of inks, plastics, ad- 

hesives, hot melts and 

other fluids. Call or write 

for complete information 

on economical Pamarco 

rolls! 

PAPER MACHINERY 
& RESEARCH - INC 
1014 OAK ST., ROSELLE, NEW JERSEY 

CHROME 

PLATING 

Specify PAMARCO 
for all Roll requirements 

TUBULAR ROLLS WARM SURFACE ROLLS 
HEAVY DUTY ROLLS RUBBER COVERED ROLLS 
LIGHT DUTY ROLLS ENGRAVED ROLLS 
IDLER ROLLS EMBOSSING ROLLS 
CHILL ROLLS CHROME PLATED ROLLS 
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vidual package sts because the board is purchases 

bulk paperboard prices 

4 new kind of weather-resistant fibreboard has als 

been announced by National Container Corp. Produce 

with the aid of two newly designed machines, it is said 

to be tough and highly flexible and to have a superior 

finish, It is manufactured by a special re lamination 

method without the aid of heat, using a ne kind of 

aminate, and is fabricated in thicknesses of from 0.040 1 

0.140 in, and in combinations of up to four plies 

A new high-speed bread-wrapping machine 

called the AMF Standard Model 3-122 Wrapper, introduced 

by the American Machine & Foundry Co., 261 Madisor 

Ave New York 16, has a new push-button power adjust 

ment that reportedly permits automatic, accurate and fast 

positioning of the machine for packaging loaves from 6 to 

17 in. long, up to 6 in. high and 8 in. wide. A special part 

of this system is a new end-label sensing device that auto 

matically adjusts for package height Use of the machine 

is reported to reduce pre-start-up time by 50 It is said 

to give consistently tight seals, with positive control of 

bottom lap und location of end label. Use of a 14-in paper 

roll permits a 30% longer run, according to the company 

A plastic re-use container 

suitable for packaging food 

metics, textiles and a variety of 

other items has been announced 

by the Plastic Jewel Co. Brook 

Ave., Bronx, N. Y. Designed as 

a full-size jewel box with lace 

filagree cover, the box is avail 

able either with of without 

swinging tray. It comes in solid 

pink, blue or white pe arl, or in 

modern two-tone colors and 

\% in. Depth of the box can vary measures ‘ by 5 

A dispenser for gummed or reinforced tape, 

the Seal-O-Matic 55, has been announced by I ipton Mig 

(o 2 W. Houston St. New York 12. It automatically 

ispenses, moistens and cuts off pre-set sections of tape in 

one stroke, in any length from 2'% to 36 in 

A half-depth uncaser for quart bottles 

now being offered by the Engineering Products Divi 

Radio Corp of America, 30 Rockefeller PI New York 20 

designed to keep pace with the beverage industr 

trend to larger soft-drink bottles. The machine reportedly 

removes empty bott ranging in size trom 26 4 

sutomatically tror thei half-deptl cases at the rate of 30 
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FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 1120, San Jose, Calif. OR 

TYPICAL 103 E. Maple S$t., Hoopeston, Ii! 

INSTALLATIONS rive sand me more intormer 

PRUNES 

It’s Here! 

Biggest advance in continuous, 

high-speed automatic casing 

Uy AWA 
PACKAGE CASER 

---an entirely new concept of automation 

applied to packaged product casing 

yay Pac Kaye 

i nigel peer 

t for performance and ve itilitv with 

et that take 
p to AY ch | 
' Change part 

patterns within 

The versatile, low-cost ‘Sure Way’ cases 

Exclusive Distributors: 

FOOD MACHINERY 
AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

Canning Machinery Division 
General Sales Offices: 

WESTERN: SAN JOSE, CALIF. + EASTERN: HOOPESTON, ILL 

«.- and hundreds of other applications 
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cases per minute and conveys them to bottle-washing equip 

ment, the empty cases being delivered to the conveyor 

system for refilling. Initial installation of the RCA quart 

size uncaser has been made in Pittsburgh for processing 

Coca Cola in quart bottles 

A new case-coding attachment 

that marks two sides of a case (one side panel and the 

rear) at once developed by Adolph (,ottscho, Ine . Hillside 

eS + has been designated the 201 Rolacoder.” The 

new solencid-activated, dual-action marker can be attached 

to a conveyor, 

case sealer or any 

: j other handling 

machine, where it 

automatically im 

prints code dates, 

lot numbers orf 

. other legends on 

: B. eth ‘ cartons or ship 

' ; ar @ ping cases as 

‘ie 3 they move along 

I the lime It may 

also be used tor 

marking the rear panel only. Cases do not have to be turned 

to mark the two different panels. The 
operate efhciently with a 

is said to 

length of 

machine 

on all Cases minimum 

7? in., regardless of whether the flow of cases is regular or 

irregular. Markings may consist of up to 11 letters on one 

line up to 2 in. long. Imprinting is done from easily 

changed rubber type and with ink of almost any color 

The machine may be set up in tandem with the company’s 

0) Rolacoder’ to mark all sides of 

in a single pass 

marker four a case 

Fabricated aluminum foil containers 

now available from The 

Arbor Products Corp., Dept 

121, Nebraska City, Neb 

are designed for the frozen 

food and baking industries 

Shown herewith are the 

standard in rolled-edge 

pie pan and the 8'.-ir 

pizza pans The company 

also does custom work and reports speedy delivery in 
meeting customers specifications on size weight and in 

printing of aluminum foil containers 

High-speed paint filling 
is reported for the new Double “H” paint filler with cover 

dropper and capper, developed by the Elgin Mfg. Co 

Elgin. Hl. The machine. designed with two filling heads, is 

said to over 

come paint 

surge when 

filling cans at 

high speed 

Fach head 

has its own 

cylinder and 

piston Rach 

can is filled 

about 70° 

at the first 

head and the 

surge is elin 

inated at the 

second filling 

the Station, 
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Ideal for cartons and absorbent stocks, here is IPI’s 

unique new Aqualox high gloss overprint varnish, 

which needs no solvent reducer. Aqualox varnish 

reduces with just ordinary tap water, 

It lays smoother ... prints sharper... and not 

only produces unusual color depth, but retains its 

sparkle longer. Repeated commercial tests prove 

Aqualox equal to alcohol and oil base varnishes in 

durability and rub-resistance. 

IPI It and {qualox are trademarks of Inte rchemical Corpor 

Interchemical Corporation 
67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK 36,N.Y PRINTING INK DIVISION e 

RELY 

NOVEMBER 1965 

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTERS ACCLAIM NEW IPI AQUALOX 

FOR ITS AMAZING ECONOMY AND RUB-RESISTANT GLOSS 

ON CARTONS AND KRAFT AND SULPHITE STOCKS 

ON IPI FOR LEADERSHIP IN 

uo 

Aqualox saves you money as well. It needs less 

attention due to its excellent press stability and greate! 

_uniformity. Clean-ups are faster, easier, less costly. 

What's more, Aqualox is safer to use and there are 

no unpleasant solvent fumes. 

When you next need a quality flexographic over- 

print varnish, first use the varnish that is first: IPI 

\qualox—first in appearance, first in toughness, first 

in economy, 

ation 

INTERCHEMICAL 

PRINTING (INKS 

INK RESEARCH 

16% 
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SOLVES THE 
“SKIPPIN 

POWER HAND SEALER 
You're sure of a tight, positive seal every 

time with this rotary sealing, power driven heat 
sealer. No skipping or jumping—dwell is con- 
tinuous for the entire length of the seal. The 
Doughboy Power Hand Sealer is light (6 lbs. 
12 oz.); fast (200 lineal inches per minute); 
versatile (seals scrimback, polyethylene, cel- 
lophane). And its deep throat clearance allows 
adequate pull space for inspection tests. 

Send coupon for full details right away ! 

DOUGHBOY INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Mechanical Division 

New Richmond, Wisconsin 
Doughboy 

RUSH FULL INFORMATION ON 

[] Doughboy Power Hand Sealer 

[|] Doughboy Automatic Labeler-Sealer 

[] Doughboy Continuous Band Sealer 

[|] Doughboy “AT” Rotary Heat Sealer 

z a = ~ 

ciITY ZONE STATE 

company says, because it is little more than a topping op 

eration. Field tests show that a production run in gallons 

averages 25 to 30 gallons per minute, or 30 to 65 pints 

per minute for either paints, enamels or lacquers, it is 
stated, Each cylinder and piston is quickly adjustable for 

change-over from 2-0z. to 75-0z. filling capacity and each 

machine is equipped with a quick clean-out attachment for 

each head. The machine is completely automatic, filling, 

lidding and sealing cans 

A new standard lid for dairy containers 
that fits the 8-oz., 12-02. and 16-0z. tall-style containers has 

been developed by the Paper Container Division, Continen 

tal Can Co., 100 E. 42 St., New York 17. This new “Space 

Maker” metal lid 

completely — elimi 

nates down time 

normally caused 

in changing over 

to different-sized 

lids and means 

lower lid inven 

tories for the 

dairy. With the 
new closure, the 

company reports, 

up to 60 package s 

4a minute can be 

capped on automatic machinery, The “Space Maker” lid 

is said to give a positive seal and a more rigid package 

which reduces returns of damaged and soiled packages. It 

is reported that 30% more “Space Maker” tall-style con 

tainers can be held in shipping Cases, holding room, trucks 

and retail dairy cases in comparison with squat-style dairy 

packages. The lids are tamperproof, won't leak or break in 

the shopping 

bag and take 

up less shelf 

space in the 

home refrig 

erator, ac 

cording to 

the manufac 

turer. 

Continental Can’s Paper Container Division has also 

announced a stock -design sleeve called the “Bandwagon” 

which holds four ice-cream cups, either the 3- or the 6-07 

size, Printed to look like an old-time cireus wagon, it is 

said to secure the cups firmly in place 

A new bag flattener 

introduced by the Sage Equipment Co., Inc., 30 Essex St 

Buffalo 13, N. Y., is a power-driven unit that has the upper 

and lower decks individ 

ually powered The upper 

belt is synchronized in 

speed with the lower deck 

As bags pass between the 

belts, the air is squeezed 

out. Tensions can be ad 

justed to meet individual 

needs, The power driven tail 

unit is designed so that bags 

may be fed at right angles or straight through. The ma 

chine is made in various widths and power units to suit 

individual requirements, 

A new black production-grade cloth tape 
of the pressure-sensitive type, designed to replace friction 

tape, announced by the Permacel Tape Corp., New Bruns 

wick, N. J., is recommended for such applications as 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Magnat s 

GRAVURE CYLINDERS 

Better because... 

yk COMMERCIALLY PLATABLE at the same cost as steel 
base rolls. Whether you plate in your own plant or use 

commercial platers, the cost will be approximately the 

same. 

% MORE IMPRESSIONS, up to 100% more life. Magnat’s aluminum base 

cylinders run cooler than steel—less expansion resulting in more 

accurate register. 
a 

co Sage % LIGHT WEIGHT aluminum rolls are easier to handle—shipping costs 
. ba aa are drastically reduced. 

e % NEW CASTING METHODS, finest aluminum alloy, vacuum degassed, 
. assures complete freedom from porosity and inclusions. Centrif- 

i ugal process creates amazing density resulting in a mirror finish 
i? after grinding. 

’ 
ne gi % MAGNAT’S ABILITY makes possible the prompt, speedy service of 

, your rush needs. Large manufacturing capacity can produce any 

number of rolls, with fixed shafts or for mandrels, to any specifica- 

eet tion, for any make of press. 
rites 

% COMPETITIVELY PRICED, cost no more than steel cylinders in most 

instances. Quotations will be furnished gladly upon statement of 

ey your needs. Contact us today 

Manufacturers of rolls of all types, mandrels, patented Drawlock 

cylinders, special machinery, tools, jigs, and fixtures 

OY cree RR MACHINERY & PATTERN 
Gc eo FF CO RAR SS ee 

tEeeos MASSACHUSETTS 
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BULK GOODS 
And no wonder. With a half century of 
experience...and a mile long line of 
men and machines...no packaging 
problem is too tough. 

But more than this, Kennedy's sole de- 
votion to the problems of packaging has 
meant versatility, improved methods, 
prompt service and lower costs. What- 
ever your product may be, Kennedy 
can package it...to protect it, or sell 
it, or both. 

Our technical staff is available for 
immediate consultation through 
offices in fifteen principal cities. 
Samples and quotations furnished 
promptly. 

SHELBYVILLE, INDIANA 
Fabricators of bags, liners, covers, 
shrouds and component parts of 
papers, plastics and foils. 

NEW YORK «© DETROIT + CLEVELAND 

SAN FRANCISCO * PORTLAND « BUFFALO 

CHATTANOOGA © ATLANTA « CHICAGO 

DENVER «+ SEATTLE + LOS ANGELES 

JACKSONVILLE © PHILADELPHIA 

HIGH POINT, N.C. © GRAND RAPIDS 

rans A — 
DRUGS 

sealing bags, cartons, cans, canisters and other shipping 

containers; taping apertures in drums and tanks to keep 

out dust and moisture; bundling, binding and other uses. 

The new Permacel 64 Black, which is thinner than friction 

tape and builds up less bulk in multiple wraps, is available 

in %-in. width and 60- or 90-ft. lengths on 1'4-in.-diameter 

cores. It comes packaged 96 rolls per bulk carton 

A new stainless steel hand filler 
introduced by the U. S, Bottlers Machinery Co., 4015 

N. Rockwell St., Chicago 18, is a compact unit for quick, 

easy hand filling of free-flowing liquids. It is designed for 

short runs 

and also for 
standby oper 
ation in large 
plants. Stain- 

less steel con- 

struction pro- 

tects against 

chemical at- 

tack. Called 

the Whitton 

hand filler, 
the machine 

has valve 

parts of Teflon that withstand temperatures in excess 

of 300 deg. F. so that it may be used for liquid products 

filled hot. Feed is by gravity from storage to filler through 

plastic tubing. Slight hand pressure on handle lever con- 
trols the rate of flow for accurate, dripless fill, the company 

reports, Four interchangeable filling stems are supplied for 

various sizes of containers. 

Humidity-resistant fibreboard 
especially processed to fortify containers against wilting 

in high humidity has been introduced by Mead Board Sales 

Inc., 118 W. First St., Dayton 2, Ohio. Known as HH 

Board, it is said to hold a high percentage of its rigidity 
even in 90% relative humidity and to be both odorless and 
non-toxic, 

A new squeeze dispenser 
that enables the user to get the squeeze principle and still 
have the economy of glass or metal containers has been 

announced by the Michael Stewart Mfg. Co., 25 Ogden PIL., 
Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Cap and dispenser are molded of poly- 

ethylene in one piece. The dis 
penser has an accordion shape, 
making it easy to squeeze, and 

can be placed on top of either a 
glass or metal container. It can be 

used as a primary seal because 

there is a seal on the lip of the 
bottle, a seal on the edge of the 

transfer bead and a seal under- 
neath the transfer bead. This pat 
ented E-Z Squeeze Dispenser, 

priced at less than 2 cents, is 

constructed so that it slips over 

the transfer bead and locks be 
low it, thus preventing unscrew 

ing of the polyethylene cap. The 
manufacturer reports that the dispenser gives complete 

control of amount dispensed and the area of application. 
Suggested uses are for dispensing eye drops, nose or ear 

drops, medicines applied directly to the skin, hand lotions, 

colognes, shampoos, hair tonics and other liquid or semi- 
liquid products. Eastern sales representative is Raymond B. 
Finley, P. O. Box 362, Larchmont, N. Y. 
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...and a Happy New Year,-too 

when you print on 

Kodapak Sheet 
Wonderful the effects you get from printing in color on trans- 
parent Kodapak Sheet! Wonderful the way inks take to it, too! 

The reason why is in the product itself. . . its crystal clarity... 
its freedom from bubbles and surface defects ... its uniformity 
of gauge. All provide an ideal medium for reproduction—letter- 
press, offset lithography, gravure, or silk screen! 

Have you a printing project? Need a new label, display, dis- 

tinctive mailer, or sales-building package? If the answer is even 
“perhaps” —call our representative or write for literature, together 
with names of firms using Kodapak Sheet or handling it. 

Kodaput 

MAKES GOOD MERCHANDISE 

BETTER! 

Sales offices; New York, 

Chicago, Atlanta. Sales 

representatives: Cleveland, 
Philadelphia, Providence 

Distributors: San Francisco, 
Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle 

(Wilson and Geo, Meyer & 

Co.); Toronto, Montreal 
(Paper Sales, Ltd.) 

CELLULOSE PRODUCTS DIVISION, EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER 4, N. Y. 
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Plants and people 

The formation of a new company which 

will manufacture and sell aluminum foil 

containers has been announced by Alu- 

minum Co, of America, 

Vitt»eburgh and Ekeo 

Products Co., 

I he new firm will bye 

jointly by Ekeo 

Products and Aluminum 

Co, and will be known 

as Ekeo-Aleoa Contain- 

ers, Inc. with head 

quarters in Cook County 

near Wheeling, [ll It 

Chicago 

owe d 

Mitchell 

will make aluminum foil containers for 

a wide variety of products, especially in 

the baking 

dustries, A new $5 million plant having 

frozen-food and dairy in 

& 165,000 eq, ft. area is now under con 

struction and operations are expected to 

tart early next year. John M. Mitchell, 

recently manager of Aleoa’s Export and 

Commercial Research divisions, is presi 

dent and general manager of the new 
company 

Dr. Paul W. Bachman, known for his 

research and development work with 

several of the country’s major chemical 

companies during the past 25 years, has 

been elected vice president and director 

of research and development for Kop- 

pers Co., Ine., Pittsburgh, Pa, Dr. Bach 

man will guide and direct broadly the 

technical research and development 

functions of the company, with respon 

sibility for development of research 

policies and objectives. Dr. E. W. Volk- 

mann, who has been manager of Kop 

pers Research Department since last 

February, continues in that position 

\ three-company affiliation which brings 

together a wide range and diversification 

of paper-packaging products has been 

announced by MeLaurin-Jones Co., 
Brookfield, Mass. MeLaurin-Jones Co 

is now affiliated with Ludlow Mfg. & 

Sales Co., Ludlow, Maass., through an 

exchange of McLaurin Jones stock for 

Ludlow stock. The Angier Corp., Fram 

ingham, Mass., manufacturer of prote: 

tive papers and spiral wrapping ma 

chinery, is also affiliated with Ludlow 

MecLaurin-Jones produces coated and 

gummed papers, labe l ston ka, tapes, 

polyethylene laminations and technical 

Ludlow coatings; manufactures jute 

produc {s 

The Robert Gair Co. Ine.. New York, 

will begin construction early next year 

of a new 92,500 aq. ft. shipping con 

tainer plant in Cleveland, Ohio, to house 

its Ohio Corrugated Box Division. The 

new plant, on a 23-acre site, is scheduled 

for occupancy in November of 1956 

Gair's two Los Angeles divisions have 

been renamed, The Angelus Paper Box 

Co. Division is now the Los Angeles 

Carton Division, The Angelus Corru 

gated Box Division is now the Los 

170 

Angeles Corrugated Division. The two 

divisions were established in January 

1954, when Gair acquired the Angelus 

Paper Box Co 

FE. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Ine., 
Wilmington, Del., has discontinued com 

mercial production of polyethylene film, 

but will continue as a major producer of 

polyethylene resin. DuPont is currently 

expanding its cellophane production 

facilities, so that most of the employees 

now engaged in the polyethylene film 

operation at the Yerkes Film Plant in 

Buffalo can be assigned to other duties 

in the plant. DuPont has elected to dis 

continue manufacture and sale of poly 
ethlene film in favor of accelerated de 

velopment work in other directions. The 
Film Department's research and develop 

ment efforts will be concentrated on 

other films, with particular emphasis on 

new developments in cellophane and 
“Mylar” polyester film. 

Ralph A. 

market research manager of DuPont's 

“Kinetic” Division. Mr. 
Crane has been with DuPont since 1940 

and succeeds Joseph C. Hoopes, who 

Crane has been named 

Chemicals 

recently was named manager of whole 

sale refrigerant sales for the “Kinetic” 

Chemicals Division in Wilmington. 

Hercules Powder Co., Wilmington, 

Del., will build a new technical infor 

mation center at its Experiment Station, 

Lancaster Pike, to cost approximately 

$1,000,000. The new structure will en 

able centralization in one location of all 

facilities of Hercules’ technical informa 

tion division. Completion of the new 

building is scheduled for October, 1956. 

Frank G. Oswald has been named 

to the newly created post of manager 

of new products for Hercules Powder 

Co.'s Synthetics Department. 

John Haller has been 

appointed assistant vice 

president in charge of 

sales of Oneida Paper 
Products, Ine., Clifton, 
N. J. Mr. Haller will 

work directly in the field, 

assisting Robert E. 

Pentz, vice president in 

charge of sales. 
Haller 

John A. 

member of the family which founded 

West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co., New 
York, has taken over the duties of man- 

ager of the Luke mill, built 67 years 

ago by his great grandfather, his grand- 

father and granduncle. He succeeds 

Albert M. Kaiser, manager of the Luke 

mill since 1945, who has been assigned 

to an important new position encom- 

passing technical studies related to the 

company’s $100,000,000, five-year pro- 
gram of improvement. Before his new 

assignment, Mr. Luke was assistant 

Luke, a fourth generation 

manager, business administration, at the 

company’s Charleston, 5. C., mill. Re 

cent promotions in the Charleston mill 

are: William W. Stuart, commercial 
manager; A. Lincoln Burns, personne! 

manager; A. EF. Moorer, Jr. market 

analyst, 

Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio, 

has announced the transfer of Robert 

S. MeCarthy, a glass container division 
salesman, from New York to the com 

pany’s Boston branch. 

The Libbie Printing Co., Boston, has 

added folding box manufacturing facili 

ties to its business. Libbie recently pur 

chased the folding box plant of the 

Rexall Drug Co. and the machinery and 

equipment are now being moved to 

Libbie’s plant, where it will be operated 

as an integrated division of the Libbie 
company. The company now offers com 
plete package service for labels, wrap 

pers and folding boxes. Philip F. Pabst 

and George C. Rellstab have been ap 

pointed vice presidents in charge of Lib 

bie’s Folding Box Division. Both men 

were associated with National Folding 
Box Co, before joining Libbie several 

months ago. 

Paul R. Langevin has been appointed 

ulvertising manager of Gering Products, 

Ine., Kenilworth, N. J., 

facturers. 

plastics manu 

Donald L. Schott has been named tech 

nical application engineer for the East 

ern operation of Food Machinery & 
Chemical Corp.'s Canning Machinery 

Division at Hoopeston, Ill. 

Phillips Chemical Co., Bartlesville, 
Okla., wholly owned subsidiary of Phil 

lips Petroleum Co., has awarded a 

contract for the major portion of con 

struction work on a 110-million-pound- 

per-year plant to manufacture its new 

polyethylene plastic, Marlex, at the com 
pany’s Adams Terminal chemical manu 

facturing site on the Houston Ship 
Channel, Houston, Tex. The company 
will start construction soon on a sales 

service laboratory at Bartlesville to pro 
vide complete facilities for adapting 
plastics to customers’ needs. This lab- 

oratory is being constructed concurrently 

with a new chemical research labora- 

tories building at the Phillips Research 

Center. Phillips has already awarded a 

contract for construction of a 120 

million-pound-per-year plant to manu 

facture ethylene, the basic petroleum 

material for Marlex, adjacent to its re- 

finery at Sweeny, Tex. 

Lutz & Sheinkman, lithographers, have 

announced the formation of a creative 

merchandising division. Jack Landman, 

formerly sales promotion specialist in 

packaging for DuPont, heads the new 

division, which will offer a special serv- 
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“One of the most useful hooks | own 

thn't cost me a cent” 

Thousands of businessmen rely on H&D's 

“How To Pack It" for factual, authoritative 

packaging information. It illustrates and 

describes more than 75 basic box styles, is 

an excellent reference for package design. 

Send for your free copy today. 

HINDE & DAUCH 
Subsidiary of West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company 

AUTHORITY ON PACKAGING * SANDUSKY, OHIO 

13 FACTORIES * 42 SALES OFFICES 
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like water off a duck’s back 

We will be giad to send names ot converters 

of VISQUEEN ftiim serving your territory. Just clip 

coupon, attach to your letterhead, and mail. 

CR OOOO eo Oe 

Yuan film ...a product of 

THE VISKING CORPORATION 
Piastics Division, P.O. Box H11-1410, Terre Haute, indiana 

In Canada: VISKING Limited * Lindsay, Ontario 

In England: Gritish VISQUEEN Limited * Stevenage 

Name 

Title 

Products 
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The moisture-repelling pro- 
perties of a duck's back are 
mighty important... to 

the duck. He has to control 
moisture penetration or drown. 

The moisture-—controlling 
properties of VISQUEEN film 
can be just as important to 
you and your product. VISQUEEN 
keeps moisture where you want 
it... . locks it out or 
retains it inside your pack- 
age. VISQUEEN performs with 
unvarying excellence because 
quality control gives you 
uniformly perfect film. More 
VISQUEEN is sold than any 
other polyethylene film. 

Here are a few of the reasons: 

VISQUEEN'C 
is unmatched for ink 

adhesion. The ink stays on— 
it won't rub off! 

VISQUEEN 
has no plasticizer, no adul- 

terant, nothing added. It's all 

pure, virgin polyethylene. 

VISQUEEN 
is tougher, has greater 

tensile strength, better tear 

resistance, higher resis- 

tance to puncture. 

VISQUEEN 
cuts packaging costs as much 

as 50%—improves packaging. 

important! VISQUEEN film 
is all polyethylene, but not 

all polyethylene is VISQUEEN. 

Only VISQUEEN has the benefit 

of research and resources of 

The VISKING Corporation. 
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Plants and people 

! a ind manu 

scturers, Se ide planned 

campaign re arc ' he held of re 

ative ithograpt ‘ vrapping design 

ulticolor print lieplas and other 

| ! ! nase i ria 

Augustine R. Marusi president of 1 

Borden ¢ Chemical Division, } 
heen electe i we pre 

Borden Co New York 

he 
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ident of the 

" signed by an 

estment group in New York headed 

by David Berdon and Jay Levine to 

purchase American Type Founders, 

Ine. printing-equipment inulacturers 

ind a subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. The 

transaction is i it with Daystrom’s 

rporate objective at nereasing en 

ha n eleetrica electronic and nu 

ear il rumentatio weording to the 

mpany. Louis C, Edgar, Jr.. who was 

executive ce pre lent of ATE, will be 

president of the new pany. Edgar 

G. Williams, former president, will be a 

pecial consultant new company 
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heduled { pletion mm mid-1956 

on with the per 

Harvey \ Ohake formerly with 

Radice Cory ‘ Ame i und) = Mont 

i Ward ed Crown Zeller 

ch Corp. i he newly created position 

of director of distribution, under Reed 

©. Hunt, vice president for operations 
Otheers of Crown Zellerbach Corp 

ind Pabeo Products, Inc. have an 

nounced that negotiations ire under 

wa tor the possible ile ot Crown 

Jellerbach’s interest in bibreboard 
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Phomas N. Schmit has been appointed 

nanager of the new reated packaging 

partment of John Morrell & Co 
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Plastic Molded Boxes 
Set New Sales Records for 

itelaltiiclat lacie y 

Importers 

and Jobbers! 

HUNDREDS of 
Stock Plastic 

Boxes 
To Choose From 

NO MOLD CHARGE For Special Boxes 

Custom-made boxes made to meet your 

specific requirements without mold charges 

Send us your product for a model. We make 

full recommendations—at no obligation 

Priced Lower Than Most Other Boxes 

Because of Harmon mass production and know-how as box specialists 

Stimulate Your Promotion 

Give your sales program a new lease on life with these plastic molded boxes 

They're re-usable and they whet the Customers’ buy appeal with their eye appeal 

Call or write today for 1955 illustrated brochure. Dept. M 

‘CREATORS- AND SPECIALISTS IN PLASTIC BOXES | 

329 MADISON AVENUE - NEW YORK 17,N. Y, 
+ MURRAY HILL 7-7644 

She Luatily Shows... 
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¢y MODERN ART 
PRINTING 
COMPANY 

ingel by the quality of the decoration 

ntainer, F evi 1 it a 

hard-to-print polyethylene bottle 

Modern Art Printing ¢ i known | 

tI (adilla ualit f hot-stamy 

rat rk | ! ne bottle 

‘ t ryanizi ait taculitie 

Moder Art ha j betantia vit 

it he t { thi i wl ear 

' int) printis W r phor toda 

earn how your po ! ene container 

can gain the ale appeal that comes trom 

quatit bere tient Modern Art 

(Jriwinators of hot lamp produ on polyet! vlene hottle 

MODERN ART PRINTING CO., INC. 
34-35 56th STREET e WOODSIDE 77,L.1.,. NEW YORK 

Phone: DEfender 5-7300 
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Roto Bag model ‘c’ : 
THE ONLY MACHINE IN THE WORLD | 

THAT MAKES | 
| HEAT SEALED CELLOPHANE BAGS op POUCHES. 

\ with equal facility ! “a4 ' le: q y 

f 

| 
| 

| 

a ee | 

‘ 

Rates Obtainable On Pouches From The New Poly-Coated Cello- 
phane Laminates Are Actually As Fast Or Faster Than Those On 
Conventional Center Seam Fold-Over-Bottom Bags! 

Pouches Are Formed From Two Webs Making Possible Unusual 
And Economic Combinations Of Two Materials in Printed Or 
Unprinted Form. unexcelled 

production rates! Write for specifications on machine or attachment. 

one), Fs Vommene) oie) 7 -uaiel, 

SALES AGENTS FOR ROTO BAG MACHINE CORP 

120 EAST 13th STREET, NEW YORK 3, N. Y 
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Macctuna Dukhar Dias. ‘MOLIINTED DDOANELD’ | 

manufacture or deal in products utiliz 

ing corrugated containers. The curricu 

lum includes a plant tour and on its 

completion each man receives a diploma 

with the honorary degree of “Packaging 
Engineer.” 

The Fluid Chemical Co., contract pack 

ager and specialist in aerosol filling, 

Newark, N. J., has com 

pletely re-organized _ its 

sales department so that 
it may operate in closer 

conjunction with its lab 

oratories. Aldo S. Pero, 

newly appointed vice 

president in charge of 

sales, will head and co 

ordinate all Fluid’s a 

tivities in combination 

packaging and high-speed automatic 
hiling of aerosol« 

Pero 

Michael J. Goulding has been ap 

pointed sales re pres ntative for Hinde 

& Dauch at its Portland, Me., office and 

will cover the Maine, New Hampshire 

and Vermont area. Two divisional pro 

duction managers have been appointed 

by the company: J. Cheatham Orcutt 

will have charge of production at east 

ern division factories and Edward M. 
Hennessy will be responsible for West 

ern division factory production 

The Chemical Division of Celanese 

Corp. of America, New York, has 

opened a new chemical storage terminal 

at Newark, N. J., as the Eastern distribu 

tion center for liquid and dry chemicals 

produced by the company 

Crompton & Knowles Loom Works, 
Worcester Mass has acquired the 

Wrap-King Corp. Holyoke, Mass 

manufacturer of packaging machinery, 

and the Carl N. Beetle Plasties Corp.. 

Fall River, Mass., manufacturer of 
Fiberglas reinforced plastics. Each of 

the newly purchased companies will 

continue operation in its present plant 

as a wholly owned subsidiary of Cromp 

ton & Knowles. 

Donald R. Rue has been appointed 
sales representative for Cellu-Craft 

Products Corp., 1401 Fourth Ave., New 

Hyde Park, N. Y., suppliers of flexible 

packaging. Mr. Rue, formerly with 

Olin-Mathieson, will cover the Midwest 

and make his headquarters in St. Paul 

Minn 

Product Packaging Engineering, Cul 

ver City, Calif.. manufacturer of auto 

matic packaging machines, has been ap 

proved by the Department of the Army 

as a qualified packaging source in ac 

cordance with Joint Army-Navy Specifi 

cation JAN-P-177, according to the com 

pany. Product Packaging Engineering 

manufactures the Pak-O-Mat automatic 

packaging machine and the Comet 

Series 54 semi-automatic heat-sealing 

MODERN PACKAGING 



With a wealth of 

technical experience, S&V today 

employs the most modern scientific 

methods in producing the finest inks for 

every packaging surface. Rigid formulation 

and testing procedures, as well as the use of 

highest quality raw materials, 

guarantee the consistently superior 

performance of every S&V packaging ink. 

And S&V inks are the most economical 

because in actual press operation 

they produce more impressions per pound, 

which means a lower cost to 

you! Next time use an S&V ink 

for better results!I! 

Main office & factory: 611 West 129th St., New York 27, N. Y. 

OVER 35 BRANCHES PROVIDE SERVICE FROM COAST TO COAST 



Mosstype Rubber Plate ‘MOUNTER-PROOFER”’ 
eliminates needless press down-time 

Patented 

@ Precision off-press plate-mount 

ing and makeready means more 

productive press time 

Now, with new improved features, this widely used 

auxiliary pressroom unit is a “must” for every 
rubber plate printing plant where lower produc 

tion costs and higher quality work are desired. Be- 

cause it enables you to mount and proof rubber 
plates off the press--quickly, easily, accurately 
the Mosstype "MOUNTER-PROOFER"” machine 
aves valuable press time, labor, ink and stock @ Accurate off-press color-proof 

issures closer register and better print quality on ing eliminates guesswork, another 

every job cause of down-time 

SOOCSOSHOEEESEEEOEEEEEEEOEEEETOEEEEEESESEEEESESEOESEOES 

New "D-MOUNT”” Interchangeable Sleeves 
for quick job-to-job changeover 

\% @ @ “D-MOUNT” sleeves of 

©) varying diameters fit single 

‘ universal ‘D-MOUNT” man- 

drel without use of adapters 

Patent Pending or set-screws 

@ *‘D-MOUNT” sleeves are 

/ made of lightweight alloy... 

Mosstype'’s revolutionary “D-MOUNT"” ’ easy to handle, store, ship 

interchangeable sleeves enable you to re 
@ Unique ‘‘D-MOUNT” sys- 

tem assures accurate, con 

duce costs and increase production with 

out sacrificing printing quality. “D- 

MOUNTS" are available bare with 

plates mounted in position...or with vul 

canized all-over designs —- in full range of 

printing circumferences. “D-MOUNT"” 

mandrels are made to fit all presses 

centric assembly of sleeve 

and mandrel regardless of 

how often assembled and 

disassembled 

— Oto >, Write for FREE literature 
rr s 

MOSSTYPE 
Se: Ys 150 Franklin Turnpike, Waldwick, N. J. 

'Gw 20~ 

A complete production service for converters and package printers everywhere 
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machine. The firm has recently estab 

lished a contract packaging division 

Carl R. Liddane has been named sales 

engineer for the Bradley Container 

Corp., Maynard, Mass., makers of poly 

ethylene tubes and bottles. He will 

service the New York area 

J. L. Lane has been named assistant 

general manager of the International 

Division, The Visking Corp., Chicago 

Announcement has been made of a con 

tract between the Canning Machinery 

Co., Portland, Ore., and J. B. Bellamy 

& Co. San Francisco, for the manu 

facture, sale and service of the Bellamy 

“Labeleer,” by Camco. The “Labeleer’ 

by Cameo is a complete redesign of the 

mechanical function of the machine, im 

proving ease and speed of adjustment 

for container and label size. Camco has 

designed a gear box to drive all ele 

ments of the “Labeleer.” 

Purchase of controlling interest in 

Miller Lithographic Co. Lid. of 

Toronto, Canada, has been announced 

by Rolph Clark Stone, Lid., also of 

Toronto 

Taylor Winner, formerly with the R. M 

Hollingshead Corp., has joined the Phil 
adelphia sales office of the Brockway 

Glass Co. Brockway, Pa 

A new $1,500,000 research, development 

and headquarters building will be con 

structed at Towson, Md., by the Crown 

Cork & Seal Co., Inc., Baltimore. The 

new facility will be “dedicated to the 

American housewife, whose constant de 

mands for better foods and beverages 

have led to the revolutionary develop 

ments in closures and containers of the 
past two dec ades,” according to the 

company 

R. G. MeCain has been appointed 

manager of the new American Can Co. 

district sales office at Fort Worth, Tex 

Franklin A. Marquardt, formerly with 

Bermingham & Prosser, has formed a 

new company, Marquardt Corp., 1500 

S. Western Ave., Chicago 8, to supply 

paper and packaging products for in 

dustry 

Robert Boebel of Knoxville, Tenn., has 

been appointed packaging sales repre 

sentative in Tennessee for Package 

Products Co. and Herald Press, both 

of Charlotte, N. C. Mr. Boebel will 

cover eastern and middle Tennessee 

serving the textile and food manufa 

turing fields for Package Products, film 

converters, and Herald Press, label 

manufacturers 

H. W. Shepherd, vice president and a 

founder of Connecticut Chemical Re 

search Corp., Bridgeport, Conn., and its 

seacelehieoaaos 
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For li-o-n-g shelf life 

Celanese’ Acetate Film 
Celanese Acetate Film gives merchandise that Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics Divi 

“fresh stock” look—even after long storage or sion, Dept. 108-K, 290 Ferry Street, Newark 5, N. J. 

display.That’s why experienced buyers demand Canadian affiliate, Canadian Chemical Co., 

Acetate when package life is a factor. Limited, Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. 

Celanese Acetate Film provides long life at 

no extra cost... cuts rewrap problems, and re- 

turns. Its sparkling newness stands up against 

humidity, heat and dryness. It resists cockling. 

pull lines and brittleness. ey 

For more information about Celanese Ace- 

tate for wraps, bags and window boxes, write PACKAGING FILMS 



POLYETHYLENE 
EXTRUDERS, 
MOLDERS, 

& CONVERTERS 

TRAVER INVESTMENTS, INC. 

and 

KREIDL CHEMICO-PHYSICAL CO. 

Aion ce 

The purchase by TRAVER of all 

KREIDL U.S. and Foreign Patents 

and Applications on the subject of 

PRE-TREATING POLYETHYLENE 

to ENABLE PRINTING 

and GLUING 

Licenses to treat and print or glue are 

now available under all the following 

Patents and Applications as a group 

FLAME CONTACT METHOD 

M._ F. Kritchever U.S. Patents 

Nos, 2,648,007 & 2,685,804 

HEAT DIFFERENTIAL METHOD 

W. HL. Kreidl U.S. Patents 

Nos. 2,632,921 & 2,704,382 

ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT 

COWKONA & ELECTROSTATIC 

FIELD METHODS 

George W. Traver U.S. Applications 

Serial Nos, 277,520 & 345,015 

(FOREIGN PATENTS AND 

APPLICATIONS UPON REQUEST) 

A Group license is your assurance 

of infringement protection. All persons 

and firms practicing any form of heat 

or flame application should enjoy the 

protection of a license under BOTH 

Kritchever and Kreidl Patents 

A full line of engineered equipment 

is available to treat film, bottles, toys 

housewares, lids, wire, pipe, et 

Special engineering service available 

ADDRESS INOUIRIES TO 

TRAVER INVESTMENTS, Inc. 
1242 Lake Shore Drive 

Chicage 10, Illinois 

wholly owned subsidiaries, including 

tostwick Laboratories, Inc. has re 

signed as an officer of the companies 

and a member of their boards of direc 

tors. A. O. Samuels, president of Con- 

necticut Chemical Research, will as 

sume direct supervision of the contract 

packaging division formerly supervised 

by Mr. Shepherd. Mr. Shepherd will 

continue to be active in the aerosol in- 

dustry and said he will announce de 

tails of his new organization later. 

George E. MeMahon has 

recently been elected to 

fill the newly created 

position of executive vice 

Vulean 

Containers, Ine., Bell- 

wood, Ill. Mr. McMahon 

has been associated with 

president of 

the Vulean organization 

for the past 22 years Me Mahon 

Reynolds Metals Co., Louisville, Ky., 

has broken ground on the outskirts of 

Richmond, Va., for an aluminum build- 

ing to house its executive offices. Cost 

of the project will be approximately 

$10,000,000 and the building is sched- 

uled for completion by the middle of 

1957. Reynolds Metals has entered into 

an agreement with the St. George Bldg. 

Corp., a subsidiary of Electrie Bond & 

Share Co.. and with the Metropolitan 

Life Insurance Co, St. George will have 

the building constructed, then transfer 

title to the Metropolitan Life who will 

lease the property to Reynolds Metals 
on a long-term basis. 

Reynolds International, Inc. has 

completed negotiations for an alumi 

num sheet and foil plant at Cap-de-la- 

Madeleine in Quebec, Canada. Reynolds 

International, a wholly owned subsidi- 

ary of Reynolds Metals Co. set up to 

manage foreign manufacturing opera 

tions, will acquire control of the Cana 

dian plant. Reynolds Aluminum Co, 

of Canada, Lid., with part Canadian 

ownership, will be formed to operate 

the plant. Officers will include J. Edou- 

ard Simard as chairman of the board 

J. Louis Reynolds as president and 

C, A, Wishart, executive vice president, 

The plant, formerly operated by Alum- 

inum Rolling Mills, Lad., will continur 

to operate under its present organiza 

The printing and laminating divisions 

of the Arvey Corp. Chicago, have 

opened a district sales office at 910 16 

St.. Denver 2, Col., with William R. 

Homann as sales representative in 

charge 

Shawinigan Resins Corp., Springfield, 

Mass., which earlier this year assumed 

responsibility for the sales of its prod- 
ucts from parent companies Monsanto 

Chemical Co. and Shawinigan Prod- 

TPE YY PALA ALE NE 

making a 

MARKED 
IMPROVEMENT 

in 2-COLOR 

PLASTIC LID MARKING 

Popular new plastic container lids present 

unusual marking problems. Markem 

source of better marking methods for 

44 years —solves them. A new Marker 

machine prints complete label detail and 

decorative or trademark designs —in two 

colors—on polyethylene, styrene and 

paperboard lids, at production rates 

Automatic feed and ejection equipment 

is available. If your problem is marking 

container lids—or some other part, 

product or package — let Markem help 

you. Write Markem Machine Company, 

Keene 1, New Hampshire. 
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ENGRAVED STEEL CYLINDER 
MAKE THE BEST IMPRESSIO 

... engraved cylinders have a way of making a long-lasting 

impression on packaging men. Converters are impressed with the 

way they out-last all other printing techniques, and the fact that 

every impression is as perfect as the first 

Packayers like the vivid, dressed-up look their product suddenly 
takes on, and the outstanding line, and color registration that 

spells quality. And the consumer—well, he just likes quality 

Vitra-tone Engraving offers chrome-plated steel cylinders in any 

size up to 36” long. Every job is quality-controlled every step of 

the way because it is done under the expert eyes of Vitra-Tone 

engravers, This assures you top craftsmanship as well as depend 

able delivery 

Make your next impression a permanent one—make it a steel 

engraved cylinder by Vitra-Tone Write today for prices and 

details 

VITRA-IONE ENGRAVING CORP. 
845 Bergen Street, Brooklyn 17, N. Y 

U Laster 8-5712 
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ucts Corp., has named A. W. Dunning 

director of its newly formed Marketing 

Department. Staff members include 

J. W. Criss, Charles A. Godsell, F. H 

Hoyt, E. H. Finsilver, W. M. Young, 

Leonard Roland, W. K. Wilson, D. H. 

Fraser and J. A. ¢ ooper The con pany 

will soon open a4 { hicago office 

Ralph W. Schlienz has been added to 

the Riegel Paper Corp.’s staff of sales 

engineers, He will work with packaging 

machinery manufacturers and users of 

Riegel packaging papers on special op 

erating procedures and new product 

cle velopments Mr. Schlienz will head 

quarter in Riegel’s New York office 

John G. Parker has been appointed by 

Container Corp. of America, Chicago, 

as manager of ice-cream packaging 

Eastern Folding Carton Div. He will 

headquarter at the company’s New 

York sales office, where he will be in 

charge of all paraffined-carton sales in 
the Fast, with the exception of trozen 

food cartons 

Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp. New 

York, has announced three personnel 

changes. Martin Bobman has been ap 

pointed manager of the sales service 

department, Industrial Products Divi 

sion. Leo Shevins will work closely 

with Mr. Bobman as head of the order 

and pricing department, a new posi 

tion. Bernard Engel has resigned his 

position with the company. 

Formation of Rotocraft, Ine., at 2715 

Summit Ave., Union City, N. J., to 

spec ialize in the manufacture of gravure 

cylinders for the packaging field has 

been announced. The firm will use its 

10,000 sq. ft. of floor space to fabricate 

base cylinders of steel and to produce 

the finished engraving over copper plat 

The company is headed by Thomas R 

Calorafe, president, and Bernard H 

Pelka, vice president 

Barry Controls, Inc., Watertown, Mas» 

manufacturer of shock and vibration 

isolation equipment, has appointed 

A. S. Chivers as sales manager 

Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., New 

York, has consolidated its public rela 

tions activities in a new public relations 

department and has formed advertising 

departments for four of its division 

companies, These new groups will take 

over advertising work formerly handled 

by the General Publicity Department 

H. F. Bulkley has been named director 

of public relations; T. C. Fetherston, 

assistant to the director: George Sykes. 

manager of the public relations depart 

ment, and W. P. Burglund, assistant 

manager. Heading up the advertising 

departments of the division companies 

are: Linde Air Products Co., R. W 

Boggs: Carbide & Carbon Chemicals 

VODERN AC KACING 
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Culligan 
MI-SORB 

APPROVED 

MOISTURE 

ADSORBENT 

UNDER 

SPECIFICATION 

MIL-D-3464A 

ee 

iy’ / Contents 16. UNITS 

pe TUATED PACHAGING DEUICCANT 
‘neproves under Wubtary Sper mil 0! 

Reecewtan tomp © bag 1076 

memset ane oF 

When parts and equipment must be packaged 

moisture-free, specify HUMI-SORB for quality and 

performance. And you can depend upon Culligan 

for custom service and immediate delivery. Millions 

and millions of bags of Culligan desiccants have 

been used for a multitude of dehydrated packaging 

and static dehumidification applications. The fact 

that over 2,000 leading organizations have consist- 

ently specified Culligan desiccants is your assurance 

of complete satisfaction 

Avaliable in all standard unit bag sizes, in bulk, or custom 

packaged to fit your immediate needs. 

Representatives in principal cities in U. S. and Canada. 

ww 
Two convenient shipping points: Northbrook, lilinois (sub- 

urb of Chicago); San Bernardino, California. 

L ~) 
DESICCANT DIVISION al licges ee iN’ 

HOME OFFICE YORTHEBR “ N 
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Co., G. B. Moynahan; Electro Metal 

lurgical Co., L. F. Granger; Haynes 

Stellite Co., J. P. Reap. 

The Great American Plastics Co., 

Fitchburg, Mass., has acquired the 

Fitchburg properties known as _ the 

Arden Mills from the American 

Woolen Co. The Petro Chemical Di 

vision of Great American Plastics Co 

is being established at this location 

Plant facilities are in the process of 

construction for the production of poly 

vinyl chloride resins, compounding of 

vinyl resins and fabrication of vinyl 

articles. 

Hale L. Dant has been appointed 

southern division manager for the 

Permacel 17 ape Corp. New Brunswick 

N. J., a Johnson & Johnson company 

Mr. Dant’s headquarters are at the 

Permacel division office in Atlanta, Ga 

The Hamersley Mfg. Co. Garfield, 

N. J., has elected Arnold G. Hamersley 

as president of the company, to succeed 

the late Walter L. Dawson 

Lassiter Corp., New York, supplier of 

food and textile packaging, has ap 

pointed G. T. Fredstrom as assistant to 

John V. Shea, vice president in charge 
of sales 

James P. Bird has joined the sales 

staff of Premium Plastics Co., Ine., 

Chicago, makers of plastic containers 

for prepared foods. He will cover 

Northern Illinois, Indiana and South 

ern Illinois. 

A. Bamberger Corp., Brooklyn, and 

American Molding Powder & Chemical 

Corp., producers of prime and repro 

cessed molding materials, have opened 

a new sales office and warehouse at 

1750 W. Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 14, 

to serve the Midwest. Albert K. Speier, 

formerly with the New York sales office, 

has been named Midwestern sales man 

ager. Justin Zenner will be sales rep 

resentative in the area and John H. Fox 

will serve as office administrator in the 

new Chicago operation. 

Aerosol Process Co. has been organ 

ized to provide a consulting, research 

and testing service to the aerosol in 

dustry. Laboratory and offices are at 

212 Grove St., Bridgeport 5, Conn. Dr. 

Winston H. Reed, formerly in charge 

of aerosol propellent research for the 

Bridgeport Brass Co., is president of 

the new firm. 

Union Bag & Paper Corp., New York 

has made the following changes in its 

corrugated container sales division 

Joseph F. Gross is now special assis 

tant to R. C. Chandler, vice president 
in charge of board and corrugated con 

tainer sales; Joseph H. Neale has been 

promoted to Eastern division sales serv- 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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assures impulsive 

sales appeal 

at low cost 

atonal 
Modern retail merchandising demands 

packaging that sells at the point of pur- 
chase ... that helps display the product 

... protects it from damage... secures 

attention on the shelf. 

A Stokeswrap package gives your prod- 
uct its own showcase... couches it in 

an attractive background... styles it 
with eye appeal because... 

Stokeswrap forms the package from 

almost any heat sealing material pre- 
printed as you desire, fills it with a 

precisely controlled amount of product 

... Seals it against air and moisture... 

codes and tags the package if you wish 

...and it does all this automatically at 

speeds up to 140 per minute! 

General Mills, Inc., Hawley & Hoops, 

Inc., Bluehill Foods, Inc., Cook Coffee 
Co., Avon Products, Inc., and Proctor 

& Gamble use Stokeswrap to assure 

sales appeal. Many other leading manu- 
facturers and processors of foods, nuts, 

candy, coffee, cosmeties and chemicals 

have solved their packaging problems 

equally successfully with Stokeswrap. 

If your products are fighting for 

attention on the retailer's shelf, investigate Stokeswrap. 

Write today for your copy of the new 8-page 

catalog P-801 and discover how Stokeswrap eye appeal 

can help create more impulse sales for you! 

URES: 

STOKES £ SMITH CO. 
4904-N SUMMERDALE AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA 24, PA. 

- Pacific Coast; SIMPLEX PACKAGING MACHINERY, INC., 534—23rd AVE., OAKLAND 6, CALIF. 

MEPL La CS LT 
SUSSEIOCIARY OF FOOD MACHINERY ANDO CHEmicay COnFORATION 

VOVEMBER 1955 



Aelfs Yourself 10 MORE EFFICIENT, 
EASIER, ACCURATE SEALING WITH... 
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HEAT SEALERS by 
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NIEMAND 
BROS. 

SIFTER 
TOP PACKAGES 
Cost Surprisingly Little 

Smart merchandisers specify NIEMAND 

BROS. Sifter Top Tubular Packages for 

their greater convenience and smarter 

appearance, They're available printed, 

plain or labeled in sizes ranging from 

miniature to standord 

Hilwetrated litereture shewing mony interesting 

tubular packhege applications, evelleble on 

nN NIEMAND BROS., INC. 

37-01 Thirty-Fifth Avenue + Long isiand City 1, WN. Y. 
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ice manager and will headquarter at the 

company’s Trenton box plant; Rock- 

well Newman has been named sales 

representative for the Northern New 

Jersey area 

A new plant for producing Cryovac 

bags for packaging meat, poultry and 

cheese products has been completed in 

Greenville, 5. C., by the Dewey & Almy 

Chemical Co., Div. of W. R. Grace & 

Co., Cambridge, Mass 

Earl F. Schimkola has 

been appointed sales 

manager for stock prod 

ucts of The Dobeckmun 

Co.'s Packaging Division 

Cleveland, Ohio. He will 

supervise sales of Do 

beckmun’s stock cello 

phane and polyethylene 

Schimkola bags for produce, other 
floods and miscellaneous 

items. Mr. Schimkola joined the Do 

beckmun company in 1947, 

William W. Fitzhugh, Inc.. New York 

manufacturer of folding cartons and 

corrugated boxes, has retained the 

services of Robert E. Van Rosen, con 

sulting engineer, New York, to create 

new packaging structures and broaden 

and diversify the scope of the company’s 

products. 

Bemis Bro. Bag Co., St. Louis, Mo., will 

move its wholly owned subsidiary, Flex- 

ible Package Co. of Chicago, to Terre 

Haute, Ind., next year. It will occupy a 

new building, expected to be completed 

early next year, acquired from the Terre 

Haute Chamber of Commerce in an area 

chosen for industrial development. A. D. 

Hoeppner will manage the new plant 

Products to be manufactured include a 

complete range of polyethylene bags for 

a wide variety of products including 

fresh fruits and vegetables and other 

food products, garments, cosmetics and 

toiletries, drum and case liners, etc. 

Columbia Box Board Mills, Inc. Chat 

ham, N. Y., has added 12 new specially 

designed tractors to its present fleet 

This addition was necessitated, the com 

pany reports, by the introduction of 

Columbia’s new boxboard, Krafibre, and 

the resurgence of the company’s com 

pletely modernized Walloomsac mill 

H. T. Holbrook, vice president of 

Standard Packaging Corp., New York 

has been appointed to a newly created 

position to plan for the company’s ex 

pansion and growth in packaging and 

its related fields. Mr. Holbrook, who will 

move his ofhices to New York, will have 

full responsibility for long-range plan 

ning and integrating corporate efforts 

toward accelerated expansion, including 

acquisition and construction of new 

facilities. Harold Ham, previously with 
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OX Y-DRY 
ELECTRONIC 
NEUTRALIZER 

y 
ELIMINATES STATIC-ELECTRICITY 

ELELTROWILALLY 
net ali 

SIZES TO FIT ALL MACHINES 

ELIMINATES STATIC ELECTRICITY ON This is the final, complete answer to all static-electricity prob- 

ALL EQUIPMENT, ALL PROCESSES lems for the graphic arts industry. It is simple and easy to install 
and requires no maintenance. Results are amazing even in proc- 

PRINTING presses esses such as film printing and bag making where static-electricity 

The Oxy-Dry ELecTronic N&UTRALIZER fits almost every 

COLLATING machines type of equipment. It is permanently mounted wherever the trou- 
BAG PRINTING presses ble spot is concentrated and operates with continuous, uniform 

results, Service or adjustment is unnecessary after installation. 
Completely safe, produces no heat or discomfort to bother press- 

CONVERTING machines men or other operators. Does away with need for infra red 
lamps, sprays or other “half-way” measures. 

OXY-DRY SPRAYVER CORPORATION 
so Marshfield uge 12 

OXY-DRY SPRAYER 

CORPORATION 

NEW YORK CHICAGO 5AN FRANCISCO 

120 Seuth Marshfield Avenve, Dept. MP 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

Chicego 12, Hline city 



ACCUMULATOR and BUNDLE 
solves outmoded packaging 

If you are still using expensive bulky heavy cartons and loose- 

fitting bags to gather your smaller packages into one larger unit, 

we can cut your costs with the new all-automatic Accumulator and 

Bundler. Eliminate carton and bag cost and inventory. Save on 

labor, hand filling and handling costs. Give your products a more 

secure modern container, tamper-proof factory sealed assurance. 

Hayssen Accumulator and Bundler gathers from a single line feed any number 

of individual rectangular, tapered or cylindrical packages into a neatly stacked 

arrangement and automatically overwraps them with paper, film or foil, as you 

desire, into one tight, easily handled, protective bundle. 

Manufacturers of the following products are today saving with Hayssen 

Automatic Accumulating and Bundling: Books, Matches, Butter, Bird Seed, 

Boxes of Screws, Nails, Tacks, Beans, Ice Cream, Candy, Confections, Cheese, 

Cough Drops, Cookies, Dessert Mix, Dried Fruits, Raisins, Cosmetics, Drug 

Items, Gelatin, Rice, Frozen Food Cartons, Soup Mix, Tea, Tapioca, Toothpaste, 

Toilet Tissue, Yeast and many others. 

You, too, can cut costs with Hayssen Accumulating and Bundling. Open 

your ledger to Carton and Bag purchase, inventory and hand filling costs . . . then 

call Hayssen. We know we can save you time and money, and produce a better 

package for your distribution. 

Let our Packaging Engineers help you with your packaging 

problems. WRITE US TODAY for further information. 

Since 1910, Manufacturers exclusively of packaging and wrapping machines, 

Dept. MP-11, SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 
Atlanta « Boston « Chicago « Dallas « Denver « Detroit « Los Angeles « Minneapolis 
New York @ Philadelphia « St. Lows @ San Francisco « Seattle @ Montreal « Toronto 

Udy §5¢0 MEG. COMPANY 

Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc., will assume 

Mr. Holbrook’s former duties as general 

manager of the company’s packaging 

operations. 

Standard Packaging Corp.’s Flex-Vac 
Division has appointed Leonard F. Swee 
as development manager in the Research 

and Development Department. Mr. 
Swec, who has contributed several arti- 

cles to Mopenn Packacine and Tappi, 

was formerly technical director of the 

H. P. Smith Paper Co. 
Seven new directors have been elected 

to Standard Packaging’s board of direc- 

tors: Albert E, Bachmann, Joseph E. 

Dempsey, Carl O. Hoffman, Richard C. 

Pistell, Joseph W. Schwartz, Paul C. 

Smith, and Adm. A. Vernon Jannotta 

(Ret.). R. Carl Chandler, who has been 

elected board chairman, and Dr. John 

A. Keenan, company president, were 

named chief executive officers. 

A new plastics company, Pelican Plas- 

tics, Inc., has been established in Homer, 

La., for the production of vacuum- 

formed and injection-molded containers, 

displays, ete. R. G. Berryman, Jr., is 

president of the new firm. Temporary 

officers of the company are at 422 E 
Main St., Homer, until a permanent 

building, to be erected by the town of 

Homer, has been completed. The Homer 

Development Corp. is constructing the 
building as part of the Louisiana Indus- 

try Inducement Plan designed to aid 

industry in locating in the South. 

The merger of Federal Adhesives Corp., 
Brooklyn, with Imperial Adhesives Co. 
has been announced. Alvin A. Edison 

and Jules S. Yurman, formerly of Im- 

perial Adhesives, have joined the staff 
of Federal Adhesives as sales executives. 

Atlanta Paper Co., Atlanta, Ga., has 
recently become affiliated with the Palm 

Container Corp. Miami Beach, Fla. 

Palm Container will now have its own 

corrugating machinery and will supply 

Atlanta Paper Co.'s customers in Florida 
with finished products. The affiliation 

calls for an investment of some $500,000 

by the two firms. Buildings will be ex- 

panded 75,000 sq. ft. There will be no 

change in the Palm Container manage- 

ment, but technical assistance and staff 

additions will be made. Seymore Kagan 
will continue as president of Palm Con- 
tainer. 

Col. Sam P. Triffy, USAF, has relieved 

Col. James N. Sammons as chief of 

the Packaging and Materials Handling 

Division, Headquarters, U. S. Air Force, 

in Washington. Col. Triffy’s office is 

located in the Pentagon Bldg. 

G. M. Ashwell, delegate director of The 

Paper Goods Mig. Co., Ltd., a subsidi- 

ary of Imperial Chemical Industries, 

Ltd., Surrey, England, has assumed gen- 

eral managership of the company. 
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FILLING and LABELING MACHINES 
are Simple in Design 

No skilled help necessary to 
operate or maintain!! 

FULLY AUTOMATIC ROTARY 
e Vacuum e Gravity « Volumetric 

LIQUID FILLING MACHINES 
Designed for quick changeover and thorough 

cleaning. Fills all types of foamy and still liquids 

——brines, vinegars, chemicals, drugs, perfumes, 

syrups, cosmetics, etc. All sizes and shapes of 

metal, plastic and glass containers from ‘V4 

ounce to 5 gallons 

Standard machines available from 8 to 40 spouts 

Special machines designed and built to meet 

your requirements. 

Write Dept. MP-11 for literature on MRM Fillers and Labelers 

MrmM company, inc. 191 BERRY STREET, BROOKLYN 11, N. Y. 
Manufacturers of a complete line of fully automatic and semi- 
automatic filling equipment and fully automatic labeling machines 

~~ a ae 

=~ Now! PYROMETERS — ENGRAVED CYibubeRs " 
AT 30% BELOW 
REGULAR COSTS 

Simplified design and engineering 

makes possible these top quality py 
rometers at 30° below current market 
prices. And what’s more, this simpli 
fied construction means instruments 

that are more rugged and durable fo: 
constant plant use 

Available in 4 models—button, roll 
hypodermic, and immersion, these 
units provide accurate temperatur« 
indications in a variety of packaging 
operations. All instruments come i: 
portable carrying cases with ambient 
thermometers 

Prove to your own 

satisfaction that here is 
your best pyrometer 
buy. Write, wire, o1 

phone today for com 
plete details and price 

Quant 

PYROMETER SERVICE C0. 
348 RIVER RD. NORTH ARLINGTON, N. J. TEL 

NOVEMBER 1955 

eA i 

ry 
io help you get top-quality gra 

vure printing on all types of pack 
aging materials, Rotocraft manu 
factures the finest copper-plated 
base cylinders obtainable. Rotocraft 
engraves the cylinder to your speci 
fications, then further protects it 
with a hard chrome-plate finish 

ry. 

| hese cylinders are used for 
printing on paper, board, and foil; 
they also print perfectly on cello 
phane and all other plastic films 
totocraft cylinders are ideal for 

all color printing up to four colo 
process 

W. can supply cylinders in any 
width to fit your web. Write to us 
or telephone today for additional 
information 

(Rotocraft June. 
2715 Summit Ave. - Union City, N.J.- UNion 7-0060 

KEarny 2-8000 



& For your information 

“Plastic Modified Functional Papers” is 
the general theme of the National Plas 

tics Meeting sponsored by the Plastics 

Committee of the Technical Asen. of 

the Pulp & Paper Industry, Nov. 14-15, 
at Brooklyn Law School, 375 Pearl St., 

Brooklyn. Scheduled for the two-day 

meeting are four sessions, covering the 

Fibrous Materials 
Resins Employed in 

Laminates, The Pulp and Paper Indus 

try Speake on its Plastics Requirements 

and Polyethylene Extrusion Coating 

Charles Lewis, director of the Con 

tainer and Packaging Division of the 

Department of Commerce, will speak 

at the luncheon on Nov. 15. Additional 

information on the meeting, which is 

open to all, may be obtained 

Tavvt, 145 BE. 44. St., New York 11 

following subjects: 

for Laminates, 

from 

Tom Miller, vice president of Package 

Machinery (Co., has 
president of the Package Machinery 

Mires. Insti- 

tute. Wil- 

liam = Bro- 
nander, Jr. 

Scandia 

Mig. Co., 

has been 

elected first 

vice presi 

dent and C, 

A. Werli of 
Hudson Sharp Machine Co., second vice 

president. Russell L. Sears, vice presi 
dent and general sales manager of Lynch 

Corp., has been named the Institute's 

executive director. Mr. Sears is resigning 

his position with Lynch 

been re elec ted 

Miller Sears 

Proceedings of the 41st mid-year meet 

ing of the Chemical Specialties Mfrs. 
Asen., held in Chicago last May, are 

now available in printed form. The 

spiral bound booklet contains complete 

transcripts of more than 40 technical 

and marketing papers, in addition to 

reports of 1954 surveys. Copies, priced 

at $7.50 each in the U. S. and $8 else 

where, may be obtained from H. W. 

Hamilton, association secretary, 50 E. 41 
St., New York 17. 

The packaging industry played a role 

in the 50th anniversary celebration of 

Chicago's famed Central Manufacturing 

District, which was highlighted by a 

Pageant of Industrial Progress, Nov. 

8-10, at Chicago's International Amphi 
theater. Packaging firms participating 

in the Pageant, showing the District's 

growth in the past half century and 
reflecting Chicago's industrial strength 

and diversification, were: Bageraft Corp 
of America; Ball Bros. Co., Ine.; Chi- 

cago Carton Co.; Container Corp of 

America; Continental Can Co, Ine.; 
Crown Can Co.; Evans Fiber Box Co.: 

Albert V. Fetscher; Ft. Wayne Cor- 

rugated Paper Co.; The Hinde & 
Dauch Paper Co.; Illinois Shipping 
Container Co.; National Aerosol Pack- 
aging Corp.; National Can Corp.; J. 
Passeman & Sons: Rockwell-Barnes 

Co.; Sherman Paper Products Corp.; 

Stone Container Corp.; Way Paper 

Products, Ine. and Western Burlap 
Bag Co. 

A new 32-page, illustrated booklet 

titled “Paper and Progress” has been 

published by The Mead Corp., telling 

of the almost endless role that paper 
and paperboard play in lifting living 

standards throughout the world. The 

publication, a sequel to the company’s 

previous book, “Paper and People,” 
published three years ago, also tells of 

Mead’s diversified line of paper and 
paperboard products. Copies of the 

booklet are available from Dept. PP, 

The Mead Corp., Dayton 2, Ohio. 

Standard Container, Inec.. Montclair, 

N. J., is the first industrial firm to 

receive the Air Force Seroll of Ap- 

preciation—highest award the Air 

Foree can make to a company. The 

scroll, presented to W. M. Vogel, Sr., 

president of the corporation, by Gen. 

E. W. Rawlings, Commander of AMC, 

cites the company for “meritorious serv- 

ice to the United States Air Force from 

1952 to 1955 . . . in developing less 
costly, more efficient containers” for 

rockets, bearings and parachutes. 

The American Assen. for Public In- 

formation, Education and Research 

has prepared a handy guide identifying 

the services which the Federal Govern 

ment offers to individual businessmen, 

Titled “The Businessman’s Guide to 

Government Information and Advice,” 

the booklet contains an annotated bibli- 

ography of publications on foreign trade, 

Government procurement, labor rela- 

tions, domestic commerce, small busi 

transportation, 

together with a directory of key Federal 

personnel who collect and analyze Gov- 

ernment information. Copies, priced at 

$1 each, are available from the Ameri 

can Assn. for Public Information, Edu 

cation and Research, 1010 Vermont Ave., 

N.W., Washington, D. C, 

ness management and 

Printers, art directors and other in the 
graphic arts fields will be interested 

in a newly published book, “Color By 
Overprinting,” by Donald E. Cooke 

(The John C. Winston Co., 1010 Arch 
St., Philadelphia 7; $25). The hand- 
somely bound volume is a complete 
guidebook in the art and printing tech- 
niques employing transparent inks in 

multiple combinations. It is illustrated 
with 495 three- and four-color groupings 

of eleven basic inks, plus 44 pages of 

pictorial application of the medium. 

Dewey & Almy Chemical Co., division 
of W. R. Grace & Co., has just com 

pleted a 14-min. color, sound film on the 
vacuum packaging of meats, poultry and 

dairy products, telling about the com- 
pany’s Cryovac shrinkable plastic bag. 
Entitled “As Good As It Looks,” the 

film is available to packers and proces- 
sors, home economists, clubs, etc., free 

of charge, by writing Dewey & Almy 

Chemical Co., Cryovac Sales Promotion 

Manager, 62 Whittemore 

bridge 40, Mass. 

Ave., Cam 

More than 2,000 production executives 

and methods engineers are expected to 

attend the 19th Annual Time and Motion 
Study and Management Clinic spon- 
sored by the Industrial Management 

Society, scheduled for Nov. 9-11, Hotel 

Sherman, Chicago. Feature of the event 

will be the Annual Methods Improve- 
ments Competition, with awards to com 

panies and colleges for outstanding ad- 

What's doing 

Novy. 8-10—Packaging Assn. of Canada, 

Fourth Canadian National Packaging 

Exposition, Automotive Bldg., Toronto 

Nov. 9-1] — Industrial Management 

Society, 19th Annual Time & Motion 
Study and Management Clinic, Sher- 

man Hotel, Chicago 

Noy. 11-15—American Meat Institute, 

Palmer House, Chicago. 

Nov. 14-15—Technical Assn. of the 

Pulp & Paper Industry, National 
Plastics Meeting, Brooklyn Law 

School, Brooklyn. 

Nov. 14-15—Advertising Trades Insti- 

tute, Advertising Essentials Show, 

Biltmore Hotel, New York. 

Nov. 14-17—American Bottlers of Car- 

bonated Beverages, International Soft 

Drink Industry Exposition, 
Key Exposition Hall, Miami. 

Nov. 16—Seciety of Plastics Engineers, 
Ine., Technical Symposium on Plastics 

for Packaging, Hotel Statler, New 

York. 

Nov. 16-18—Grocery Mfrs. of America, 
Inc., 47th annual meeting, Waldorf- 

Astoria, New York. 

Dec. 5-7—Chemical Specialties Mfrs. 
Assn., 42nd annual meeting, Roosevelt 

Hotel, New York. 

Dec. 5-9—Chemiecal Industries 25th Ex- 
position, Commercial Museum and 
Convention Hall, Philadelphia. 

Dec. 6-7—Packaging Institute, Petro- 

leum Packaging Committee, Benjamin 

Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia. 
Dec. 6-7—The Society of the Plastics 

Industry, Inc., 6th SPI Film, Sheet- 
ing and Coated Fabrics Div. Confer- 

ence, Hotel Commodore, New York. 

Dec, 12-14—American Pharmaceutical 
Mfrs. Asen., Waldorf Astoria, New 

York. 

Dinner 
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WHY LEADING PACKAGERS 

COME TO PRESCOTT, ARIZONA 

With apologies to Emerson... 
“the world will beat a path 

to the plant that produces 

better plastic containers.” And 

here are five all-important 

reasons why more and more 

leading manufacturers 

are beating a path to Prescott 

for packaging: 

EXPERIENCE 

and engineering skill to meet 
exacting specifications 

ARTISTRY 

to originate practical and 
fashionable designs 

FLEXIBILITY 

to put new designs into 

production quickly 

EFFICIENCY 

to produce plastic containers 
COn la nae at remarkably low cost 

5 CAPACITY 

of to deliver orders on chedule 

Your product is dresse d hest 

in a Royal Container! distinction 
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MANUFACTURING 9g COMPANY, INC. 
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA 

Bottles from stock molds ('4 ounce to 32 ounces) are 

stocked by these distributors 

LOS ANGELES CHICAGO 

Berri Echlund Berman Bros, Inc 

Associates 1501 5S. Leflin & 

4726 Melrose Ave 

SAN FRANCISCO 

Marketing Agents, Lid 

207 Powell S 

PATERSON, N. J MIAMI, FLA 

Modern Decorating Co. Magic City Bottle 

155 Oxford & 

MONTREAL 

Browns Bottle & 

& Supply Co Supplies, Inc 

1380 NW. 23rd & 1655 Des Corrieres &, 
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The Model GSA adjustable carton Wrapper 

and Model GSU adjustable underfold Wrapper 

automatically wrap a great variety of sizes 

and shapes with real economy of operation 

They produce precision wrapping at low cost 

Easy to operate and maintain you can cut 

your packaging costs with this new Globe 

Automatic Wrapping Machine 

THE GLOBE-WRAP 

Semi-Automatic Wrapping Machine 

20 Packages per minute 

simple, compact in design, with 5 

minute changeover to different size packages 

* SAN ANT 

PHILADELPHIA - 

ent casing or bag sizes. 

Ask Globe for the answer to 

your peckaging problems todoy 

MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1914 

ONIO + LOS ANGELES - 

NEW ORLEANS - 

SAN FRANCISCO - 

TORONTO - 

SEATTLE - 

VANCOUVER + THE HAGUE 

IMinols 

by converters 
ow pa 4 Kx , 

4000 5. Princeton Avenve 

Chicego 9 

KANSAS CITY 

HOLLAND 

vances in industrial engineering tech 

niques and applications 

Commercial grades of saran film, as well 

as the household rolls, are now being 

designated as Saran Wrap by The Dow 

Chemical Co., Midland, Mich. Consoli 

dating the names is aimed at giving 

the commercial film a close association 

with the consumer product and at elimi 

nating confusion among consumers who 

do not recognize the many products pre 

packaged in saran films 

A one-day technical symposium on plas 

tics for packaging will be held by the 

Society of Plastics Engineers, Inc., on 

Nov. 16, Grand Ballroom, Hotel Statler, 

New York. This SPE Atlantic Region 

Conference will include speakers from 

11 major material suppliers who will 

discuss materials, processing, techniques 

and trends in the plastics packaging 

field and an address by Lloyd Stouffer, 

editor of Mopern Packacinc, on “The 
Future of Plastics in Packaging.” Tech 

nical exhibits will tie in with the talks 
Registration fee is $2 for SPE members 

$3 for non-members, or with lunch 

dinner $10 and $11, respectively 
and 

lo point up the importance of point-of 

sale material in effective non-foods mer 

chandising in supermarkets, the Ameri- 

ean Rack Merchandisers Institute's 

1955 annua! awards will be given for out 

standing display pieces, as well as for 

the self-service packages in the 

field. Awards will be presented at the 

joint ARMI meeting in January, Black 

stone Hotel, All entries must 

be postmarked no later than Dec. 9 and 

ARMI no later than Jan. 6 

best 

Chicago 

rece ived by 

Lester Beall, Frank Gianninoto & As- 

sociates, Paul Rand and Lippincott & 

Margulies, Inc., have been invited to 

participate in a package design exhibi 

tion opening Nov. 21 in the gallery of 

the C & I Art School, 245 E. 23 St 

New York. The exhibit is being held 

in connection with the new course in 

Design introduced to C & I 

Art School this semester by Ben Rosen, 

New York package designer 

Package 

Asen. has 

administrative offices to the 

Astor Hotel, 1515 Broadway, 

Times Square, New York 36 

AMA has published a new booklet en 

titled “Company Approaches to Produc 

tion Problems,” designated Manufactur 

ing 220. The publication 

pays particular attention to inventory, 

The American Management 

moved its 

Sheraton 

Series new 

warehousing and traffic problems. For 

copies, priced at $1.75 ($1 for AMA 

members), write to Publication Sales 

Dept. P., American Management Assn., 

330 W. 42 St., New York 36 

Richard Wellbrock, 

of New Jersey Machine Corp., 

elected a director of AMA 

vice president 

has been 
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SHEPFIELD TUBES 

CONGRATULATES HELENA RUBINSTEIN, FAMOUS BEAUTY AUTHORITY 

who has simplified the leg care of lovely women everywhere with her sensational, 

new cream depilatory ... Nudit. Of course she put her revolutionary 

depilatory in the most modern containers available... Sheffield Tubes. Here's a 

fragrant product that gives skin a satin finish, packaged in collapsible tubes 

° that are indispensable at home or for travel. Your product will go farther 

with more people in Sheffield Process collapsible tubes, perfectly engineered 

for convenience, perfectly designed to attract attention 

Home Offices: New London, Connecticut | Sales Offices: New York » Chicago « Los Angeles 

Oo SELECT the items you want 
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the best! FEATURES OF 

ALINA-XK-30 

by converters STUDY THE 

P R E F E R R E 9 who demand EXCLUSIVE 

MACHINE FEATURES 
- gaa distance between 

FLEXOGRAPHIC ENDPRINTER ee 
on @ four-color frame 

designed to meet today’s sciain emia uty oy, ar 
, 50” maximum printing width 

requirements of the 

converting industry.... 

ot 4° 2 year’ yf researcn ana mprovement are now avail 

ALINA-X-30 1955 model flexographic endprinter Bevel 

arive running iw adds years to productive life of the 

and assures the ultimate in mah speed, muiticoior flexo 

ntina Ar aea! instatiation in back of any bag machine 

r other types of converting equipment for inline printing 

ellophane glassine sluminum foil paper, et eliminating 

ectric reaister controls 

PRINTING UNIT 
REFINEMENTS 

ANILOX engraved ink transfer 

rollers . 

Changeable speed ratio of rub- 
ber fountain roller 

7 

One-side parallel adjustment of 
ink control, ink transfer and im- 
pression . 

All-enclosed fountain including 
splash guards « 

Precision register adjustment 
across the web and in its travel- 
ling direction « 

One-lever locking of whole ink- 
ing unit a 

One-piece plate cylinders, 
ground, balanced and com- 
plete with gears 

Printing repeats from 9” to 31%" 
. 

Proven design of printing units 
insure excellent ink controls and 
make possible the use of pig- 
mented inks of all types. Positive 
register and highest printing 
efficiency assured. 

11) EIGHTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 11,N. Y 
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EQUIPMENT 

PACKAGING ADHESIVES. Booklet describes 
line of adhesives for carton sealing, 
multiple unit boxes, aes 
cartons, case glass and can label- 

tube winding, 
d bag manufacture and S 

(K-551) 

HEAT-SEALER. Sheet gro ies feageves end and 
tions of “Ce 

ont sealing bape, A wll se iF _ 
pa or exce’ 

"describes “Poly-Sealer” polyethylene age ts 

Sealing Equipment. 

COLLECTING AND PACKING MACHINES. 

describes, lists f Folder or a 
tine of ealloctene ene for cartons, 
bags, and cans. M 

(K-5$52) 

available to 
cases or bales in sizes up to 25 by 20 by 
20 inches at speeds up to 15 cases per 
minute. Standard-Knapp. (K-553) 

BOTTLES ane sans FOR Cosmanes. joes 
or a illustrates ss sizes fw 

applications for 
protective, non- ye 
wood, metal 

“Pro-Tex-Mor” paper, a 
wrapping s, fr 

products of 
Mess. Available in bag, tube, and sheet 
form. Central States Paper & ~—S.. - 

WRAPPING MACHINES FOR PAPER PROD- 

UCTS. Leaflet describes Sontagee ot | of ne ~~ 
machines for wrapping such 

ream » paper aaa toilet paper, ream paper, paper, ae 

CODE PRINTING MACHINE. Folder provides 
complete Gesesintion and specifications of 
the “Markoprinter” machine that auto- 
matey prints identification information 

cartons, boxes, or cans at the point of 
pecking. fing. Adolph Gottscho, Inc. (-558) 

ICE CREAM PACKAGING MACHINERY. Cata- 
log gives specifications and prices for a 
line of ice cream filling, molding, and 
~%. machines that includes equip- 
ment for cups, sticks, sandwiches, bricks, 
and tarts. Anderson Bros. Mfg. Co. (K-559) 

RUST PREVENTATIVE PAPER. L  - de- 
scribes “VPI a line of Wrap,” packaging 
papers coa “ih a ceniedl tat 

vaporizes slowly to inhibit rust. Proper 
of the discussed. Many 

pron al are included. Angler Corp.” 

ELO TUBE CORPORATION, Home Offices: New London, Connecticut Sales Offices: New York « 

the 

SUPPLIES 

PLASTIC CLOSURES AND CONTAINERS. Lit- 

inf — and gives sizes of a 
Fag ystyrene cosmetic containers 

smal a es bottles, jars, and 
~ Ad rox Mfg. Co (K-561) 

ae AND FILLING MACHINE. a 
features of “Vibracount,” 

Kh, semi-automatic machine fer 
counting small items like screws and nuts 
and putting them into bags, boxes, and 
similar containers at men © to 1000 
units per minute. Brown Bag Filling Ma- 
chine Co., Inc. (K-562) 

WES AND STRAND WINDERS. Brochure de- 
scribes five types of winders, each de- 
signed for a specific winding or unwind- 
ing job on web or strand material. Also 
illustrates several custom built 
machines. Hobbs Mfg. Co. (K-563) 

BAG SEALER AND LABELER. Illustrated lit- 
erature ration and design, 
special features, accessories available 
on an automatic jaw bag sealer and 
header labeler for heat sealable materials. 
Amsco Packaging Machinery, Inc. (K-564) 

PRINTING AND MERCHANDISING Pa 
Booklet describes oupeys tae 
equipment facilities for producing a 
packaging, merchandising, and promo- 
tional materials, using lithography, letter- 
ress, and rotogravure methods, Forbes 

Pithograph Co. (K-565) 

PROTECTIVE WRAPPING PAPER. File-folder 

~~ oy Be g a ing papers, make alt 
coated kraft sheets laminated to’ rein- 
forcing fibres, that provide excellent 
moisture-vapor protection. Samples of the 
aper are included. Thilmany Pulp & 
aper Co. (K-566) 

Fill evt end meil thie card new 

Chicago « Los Angeles 

SERVICES 

oe FOR CATSUP BOTTLE. Folder describes 

molded- in — 

UNIT PACKAGING MACHINE. Folder de- 
scribes features of “Pak-O-Mat” machine 
that automatically prints web 
material, feeds and packages the uct, 
then heat-seals and cuts off the packages. 
Product Packaging (K-568) 

SLITTER-REWINDER FOR TAPES. Folder de- 
scribes + of bene® cuites ont pe 
winder pressure-sensitive tapes. Slits 
rolls up to 10 inches in diameter with 
width of cut adjustable from to 6 inches. 
John Dusenbery Co., Inc. (K-569) 

WATERPROOF TEXTILE BAGS. Literature de- 
scribes and suggests tions for a 
line of waterproof laminated textile bags 
that provide protection against moisture, 
odors, insects, conteeaaioen, and sifting 
losses. Bemis Bro. Bag. Co (K-570) 

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS. Sheet gives descrip- 
tion a soe res for ¢ ae. Jankor” 

xogra press, for multicolor printing 
of webs up 12 inches wide, Prints 
flexible a. 35 in mill rolls up to 28 
inches in diameter, at speeds up to 400 
fpm. Manhasset Machine Co. (K-571) 

MOLDED GLASS cores. Booklet 
specifications of hee ay 
molded borosilicate glass les nich 
feature extreme resistance to ical 
attack. Bottles are available with nominal 
capacities from 1 to 125 milliliters 
Kimble Glass Company. (x-572) 

MODERN PACKAGING 
Manufacturers’ Literature Service 

| am interested in the following items: 

K-S51 M-S52 K-SS3 K-554 K-SS5 K-SS6 K-SS7 K-SS8 K-5S5S9 K-560 K-S61 
M-562 K-563 K-564 K-565 K-566 K-S67 K-S68 K-5S69 K-5S70 K-57] K-572 
K-S73 K-S74 K-S75 K-5S76 K-S77 K-5S78 K-S79 K-S8O K-S81 K-582 K-583 
K-584 K-585 K-5S86 K-S87 K-S88 K-S89 K-590 K-59] K-592 
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36,000 PIECES A DAY 
WITH A 

(Jee) mopdEL 40 (TA R’TON 

Harold F. Ritchie, Inc., manufacturers of BRYLCREEM, stantial : lower carton costs, lower labor costs, faster, neater 

have found that the CECO Model 40 is a great time-saver cartoning. In addition, the Model 40 can handle a wide 

.a gre: ey saver. r initiz rersati ‘ 
b GPeas money Its low initial Cost, ve rsatility and range of carton sizes... providing aminimum investment in 

ease of operation are unmatched by any other horizontal 
machinery for packagers using various carton sizes. 

loading machine. 

Ce * Ti 4 ‘ odaay. 4 * 10 on 4 AUTOMATIC OPERATION et the full details today. Write for brochure 

With the Model 40 handling the cartons automatically from The CECO Model 40, like all CECO Glue Sealers and 
hoppering through closing, with the product inserted man Cartoners, is a self-contained unit, mounted on casters for 

ually, Brylcreem cartons 36,000 tubes a day with only one easy portability. Models are available to tuck both ends, or 

operator. Other users report production up to 40,000 car glue seal both ends, or tuck one end and glue seal the other. 
( < é ” é } ¢. 
tons id ny Per tam ” It can be used asa set up machine to close one end only. It 

CUTS PACKAGING COSTS automatically produces clean, square, strong cartons at low- 

The savings effected by the use of the Model 40 can be sub- est cost. 

CONTAINER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. 
MEMBER, PACKAGING MACHINERY PHILADELPHIA * BOSTON * CHICAGO * DALLAS © JACKSON 

MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE 78-88 LOCUST AVENUE, BLOOMFIELD 3, N. J. WEW YORE © SAN FRANCISCO © SAVANMAN © TORONTO 
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U.S. patents digest 

This digest includes each month the more important patents of interest to those 
who are concerned with packaging materials. Copies of patents are available 
from the U, S. Patent Office, Washington, at 25 cents each in currency, money 
order or certified check; postage stamps not accepted. Edited by H. A. Levey. 

Platen Tape Applying, P. W. Jacobsen (to Minnesota 
Mining & Mig. Co., St. Paul, Minn.). U.S. 2,715,861, 

Aug. 23. A method of applying a length of normally 
tacky, pressure-sensitive adhesive tape to three successive 

surfaces of an article comprising conducting a length of 

tape from a source toward a platen, temporarily applying 

a leading portion of length to platen with the succeeding 

unadhered portion extending outwardly from the platen, 

advancing the article along the platen in a direction to 

bring the leading end of article against adhesive side of 

said succeeding portion of tape 

Heat-Sealing Apparatus, KR. N. Sabee, Appleton, Wis., and 
W. L. Wogsland, Neenah, Wis. (Wogsland to Sabee). U.S. 

2,715,934, Aug. 23. Apparatus for heat sealing thermoplastic 

webs comprising a frame, means on frame for supporting 

and carrying thermoplastic web products through the ap- 

paratus, an elongated heating member supported on frame 

for movement into and out of contact with upper surface 
of web product being carried through apparatus, 

Container Feed Manipulating Device, C. A. Shuttleworth, 

Warren, Ind. U.S. 2,715,957, Aug. 23. A container feed 

manipulating device for receiving containers in scattered 

arrangement and erecting them in parallel rows com 

prising a frame, a plurality of parallel rollers mounted on 

frame with their centers in a common plane for unidirec 

tional rotation, to provide lateral movement of containers. 

Label-Applying Machines, KR. E. Doane and W. F. Ridenour 

(to Cheshire Mailing Machines, Ine., Chicago, Ul.). US. 

2,715,975, Aug. 23. In a machine for applying a label to 

an individual flat article such as a large magazine or the 

like, a feed shelf having said articles disposed thereon 

in substantially vertical position while resting on the lower 

edges thereof and means for moving articles in substantially 

vertical path in contiguous relationship with respect to 

each other along said feed shelf 

Apparatus for Manufacturing Bags, R. J. Williams and 
M. J. Heimes (to Bemis Bro. Bag Co., St. Louis, Mo.). 

U.S. 2,716,372, Aug. 30. Apparatus for opening a bottom 

at the end of a length of gusseted bag tubing, comprising a 

support, a pair of firet grippers for gripping lower folds of 

gussets of the tubing at opposite sides of tubing, said first 

grippers being mounted on the support for lateral inward 

and outward movement relative to the tubing and also for 
movement lengthwise of tubing 

Filling Nozzle for Apparatus for Filling Containers With 

Liquid, C. Tollberg (to Crown Cork & Seal Co., Inc., Balti 

more, Md.), U.S. 2.716.517, Aug. 30. A filling nozzle for con 

tainer filling apparatus having a filling platform and a 

uperposed liquid reservoir, at least one of which is verti 

cally movable, said nozzle being adapted to depend from 

the reservoir and comprising: a vertically movable as 

embly having a vent passage and a liquid passage extend 

ing therethrough, said liquid passage having a discharge 

outlet adjacent the lower end of assembly for positioning 

within and adjacent the bottom of a container to be filled, 

aid vent passage having an inlet above discharge outlet 

for positioning within and adjacent the container mouth, 

Collapsible Carton, B. A. Rafoth and G. FE. Wauda (to 
Marathon Corp., Menasha, Wis.). U.S. 2,716,519, Aug. 30. 

\ paperboard blank for forming a collapsible carton com- 
prising a single blank suitably cut and scored to provide 

opposed pairs of carton side walls arranged to form a 

196 

rectangular sleeve when folded and connected, each of 

said side walls having hingedly connected to the bottom 
end edge thereof a bottom flap, bottom flaps being adapted 

to form a bottom closure for carton when secured together 

and carton side walls are formed into such sleeve. 

Volumetric Filling Machine, T. P. Howard (to Pneumatic 

Seale Corp., Ltd., Quincy, Mass.). U.S. 2,716,534, Aug. 30 
In a machine of this type, in combination, a plurality of 

measuring chambers mounted to be continuously moved 

in a closed path, check-weighing means operative during 

one period of operation and mounted to be continuously 

moved in a closed path, means for delivering a measured 

load from one of the measuring chambers to said check 

weighing means during the continuous movement of both 

and means operative during a succeeding period of opera- 

tion for varying the volume of said plurality of measuring 

chambers in the event the check-weighing operation indi 
cates a deviation from a predetermined weight of the 

weighed load beyond the predetermined limits, 

Transparent Wall Display Package, L. D. Young (to 
Douglas Young, Inc., a corporation of Rhode Island). 

U.S. 2,717,073, Sept. 6. A package for a group of a plurality 

of articles positioned side by side comprising a transparent 

casing having telescoping sections, each having side and end 

walls with a top wal! on one and a bottom wall on the 

other, a frame of a single strip of material within casing 

extending along and engaging the side and end walle 

of casing and held in position thereby with its ends un 

connected and in adjacency, a plurality of articles within 

frame, a partition within frame made of a single strip of 

material folded in zig-zag shape to provide wall sections 

between articles with connecting portions between walls 

Hinged-Cover Cartons, M. |. Williamson and H. A. Car 

ruth (to National Folding Box Co., Ine.. New Haven 

Conn.). U.S. 2,717,074, Sept. 6. A one-piece paperboard 

carton for dispensing sheet material wound as a sheet roll 

having a relatively rigid box part for containing the sheet 

roll and a hinged cover part for the box part, said box 
part including a bottom wall panel, front and rear wall! 

panels integrally connected to the bottom wall panel and 

a plural-ply end wall at each end of the box part, each 

of said end walls comprising an inner end wall section, and 

having a cover-forming part comprising a top wall pane! 

hinged to the upper edge of rear wall panel, front and end 

flanges depending from top wall panel designed to t 

scope over front and end panels of box when closed 

Shipping Case or the Like, S. E. Mautner (to Skydyne 

Inc., Port Jervis, N. Y.). U.S. 2,717,093, Sept. 6. In a 

case, two case members to be joined, one case member co 

prising a longitudinally extending metal frame member 

having a generally U-shaped longitudinally extending 

channel for receiving the edge of a case panel, said fram: 

member having longitudinally extending locking tongue of 

generally V-shape, a second longitudinally extending metal 

frame member having a generally U-shaped longitudinally 

extending channel for receiving the edge of a second case 

panel, said second metal frame member having a longi 

tudinally extending locking groove generally V-shape to 

receive said locking tongue to form a secure metal-to-metal 

tight wedging joint between said frame members. 

Thermal Container, C. L. Parham, Jr.. Dearborn, Mich. 

U.S. 2,717,114, Sept. 6. A thermal insulated shipping 
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On One 

New Era Press 

Completed in One Run 
HEAT SEAL—PRESSURE SENSITIVE 

Gummed— Ungummed — Silk — Cotton 

Every type of label, using any type of label material, 

can be completed in a single run on one New Era Press 

at speeds to 7,500 impressions per hour. 

Your free copy of the New Era Bulletin shows you how 

the New Era Press is set up to print on any type of 

label material with flat electros, type or rubber plates— 

how it die-cuts any square, rectangular, or odd-shape 

label. . . slits, perforates, and numbers delivering the 

finished labels in rolls, zig-zag folded or individually cut 

off—all in a single run. Write for your copy of the New 

Era Bulletin today 

Bag Headers, Merchandise Tags, Etc. 
The products shown are only a few 
of the many types of printing that p 
can be done on a New Era Press. Manufacturing Company 

371 Eleventh Ave., Paterson, New Jersey 



MORE PACKAGES AT SLOWER SPEEDS! 

THE ROBO-WRAP AUTOMATIC PACKAGING MA 
CHINE FORMS AND FILLS THE PILLOW STYLE 
PACKAGE. PERFECTLY SEALED PACKAGES ARE 
DELIVERED AT HIGHER PRODUCTION RATES 
THAN EVER BEFORE 

One of the unique features of the ROBO-WRAP is the alternating action 
of the draw bars, producing not two, but four superior packages 

for each complete cycle of the machine. Product may be measured by 

weight, volume or other methods into the two feed tubes. 

Write to us now for information on 

packaging your product in the ROBO-W RAP. 

Counsel MACHINE COMPANY, INC. 
8 HATHAWAY STREET, WALLINGTON, HJ 

Mid-West Office: 435 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois. 
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container adapted to be knocked down 

for return shipment or storage in flat 

condition comprising: a one-piece outer, 

open-topped box having a bottom, front, 

rear and two side wall portions, ledge 

portions extending inwardly from the 

top edges of front, rear and side wall 

portions, liner portions extending down 

wardly from inner edges of said ledge 

portions; inner box structure comprising 

a first element having a bottom wall por- 

tion, rear wall portion extending up- 

wardly from bottom wall portion, a cover 

portion extending forwardly from top 

of cover portion and a second element 

having connected front and side wall 

portions, the rear edges of the side wall 

portions of second element and the side 

edges of the rear wall portion of first 

element having releasably engaging in 

terlock means thereon. 

Carton, O. L. Vines (to Alford Cartons, 

Ridgefield Park, N.J.). U.S. 2,717,115, 

Sept. 6. A partitioned carton comprising 

a top panel, a bottom panel and two 

side panels being provided with a plu 

rality of pairs of spaced and substan 

tially congruent and oppositely dis 

posed trough-shaped cut lines disposed 

longitudinally thereof and having their 

free ends terminating at the top panel, 

each pair of cut lines being connected 

substantially centrally thereof by a trans 

verse cut line extending across the top 

panel to define a pair of fold sections 

adapted to be folded downwardly and 

divergently inwardly into interior of 
erected carton. 

Carton, O. L. Vines (to Alford Cartons, 

Ridgefield Park, N. J.) U.S. 2,717,116, 

Sept. 6. A partitioned carton composed 

essentially of a top panel, a bottom 

panel and at least two side panels, top 

panel being provided with a plurality of 

pairs of fold sections, each pair of which 

is adapted to define a compartment 

within the boundaries of said panels, 

each pair of fold sections being defined 

by a pair of transversely disposed fold 

lines extending across the top panel be 

tween adjacent side panels and by a 

transverse cut line positioned intermedi 

ate the transverse fold lines and con 

nected terminally with the terminal por 

tions of the transverse fold lines, each 

of top panel transverse fold lines com 

prising a central cut portion communi 

cating with distal scored portions. 

Carton-Forming Apparatus, H. R. Hed 

lund and K. E. Burnham (to Waldorf 

Paper Products Co., St. Paul, Minn.) 

U.S. 2,717,541, Sept. 13. A carton-form 

ing device including carton-forming dies, 

plunger means for urging a carton blank 

between said dies for forming same, 

plunger being vertically reciprocable 

toward and away from dies, a generally 

horizontal conveyor terminating laterally 

of said dies, conveyor including spaced 

MODERN PACKACING 



CLEVELAND CONTAINERS 
A MOVE IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION 

EIGHT TYPES : 
their 

. PLAIN ALL-FIBRE CAN 

. SLIP COVER CAN ECONOMY... EFFICIENCY .. . DURABILITY 

. FRICTION PLUG CAN 
CLEVELAND CONTAINERS are made of quality fibreboard bodies, 

. TURN-SIFTER TOP CAN providing the rigidity and strength needed for your particular re- 

. SCREW TOP CAN quirements. 

. METAL END TELESCOPE CASE EYE-COMPELLING APPEARANCE, so important in today's self- 
_ UNIT PACK CAN serve markets, warrants the most serious study. 

, :, ; i 
_ CONVOLUTE LABELED CAN Our Creative Design Department is at your service 

se « LINERS . . . Moisture and grease resistant . and anti- 

corrosive liners are available. 

CLEVELAND TUBING 
LABELS ... Pre-printed wrappers, direct printing or plain 

We manufacture tubing of every kind color wraps. 

type and size in chipboard, jute or kraft 

in diameters up to 24” . . . in lengths Why pay more? For Good Quality...call CLEVELAND! 

and wall thicknesses as desired. Also all 

electrical grades of tubing 

se ay 
SALES OFFICES, 

NEW YORK CiTy 

saues ornces 
yon ssp oc 

CLEVELAND WRITE The Cleveland Container cman COMPANY e 5 monty 

plant nearest you for a copy of our CHICAGO CONN 

new PACKAGING folder mews 6201 BARBERTON AVE., CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 
PLYMOUTH, wis * ALL-FIBRE CANS « COMBINATION METAL 
JAMESBURG, NA AND PAPER CANS + SPIRALLY WOUND 

OGOENSBURG. NY TUBES AND CORES FOR ALL PURPOSES 

CLEVELAND CONTAINER CANADA, LTD 

VISION Plants & Sales Offices: Sales Office: 
CLEVELAND TORONTO AND PRESCOTT, ONT MONTREAL 

. 

ABRASIVE 
or 
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This Beautiful 
PLASTIC 

Up Front In Sales 

“Capitalize on the proven sales power of re-use pack- 
Size: 7% x 5! 

5 9” deep. Also avail- aging with this low cost, pearlized plastic jewel box. Ex- 
sible 1° and 2” quisite lace filigree cover, extra brass-hinged swinging tray 

combined with sturdy construction throughout make it ideal 

for textile, food, cosmetic or giftware items. In delicate pink, 

bive or white pearl. Write or call now for immediate delivery. 

without swinging tray 

eee a ea eae 

' 

! 

| 

deep | 

| 
Le am om emmen od 

1112 BROOK AVE 

BRONX 56, N.Y 

Wy 2-4900 
PLASTIC JEWEL CO., INC. 

Puts Your Produc t 

! 

2 | 

oot 

fa. scuiseemen eb <caieheiii sindieah <ialiehih- ali Suis. Glas Gana 

INEXPENSIVE ... 
MINIATURE ROTOGRAVURE 
& ANILINE PRESSES 
a” 10”, 

web widths. 

15”, and 20” 

1, 2, or 3 colors. 

FOR PRODUCTION 

or LABORATORY 

See 

operation 

this demonstrator in 

Use it to preprint 

your packaging webs 

Printing heads available for 

mounting on your bag or 

packaging machine 

Write for literature and prices 

formerly Francis C. Kilb Co 

140 E. Second St., Mineola, L.L., N.Y. « Phone: Ploneer 6-0999 
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means engagable with carton blanks for 

urging said blanks toward said carton 

forming dies. 

Container, K. Whitman, Boston, Mass. 

U.S. 2,717,619, Sept. 13. A 

comprising a one-piece tubular body 

member having an integral bottom wall, 

outer surface of body member being 

formed with circumferentially extending 

outwardly protruding bands parallel! to 

each other and to bottom wall, and de 

fining circumferential re 
cesses providing severence lines; a cover 

member having a depending skirt, the 

inner wall of which is formed 

container 

intervening 

with at 

least one circumferential extending re 

cessed band and an adjacent rib com 
plementary to each of the protruding 

bands and an adjacent recess of body 

member to interlock therewith when said 

skirt is disposed about its open end 

Wasyluka 
st 

Partition for a Container, P 

(to Gaylord Container Corp., 

Mo.). U.S. 2,717,713, Sept. 13. A rigid 

cellular partition structure for containers 

substantially I[ 

member having a base and upstanding 

parallel walls, having a 

transverse slot laterally displaced from 

Louis 

comprising a shaped 

spac ed base 

a straight line therein and continuing 

ends of the 

be low 

into each side wall to closed 

container and terminating upper 

edges of same, 

Dispensing Means for Collapsible Con- 

tainers, W. ¢ Gibson, West Palm 

Beach, Fla. U.S. 2,717,721, Sept. 13. A 

collapsible container, a tapered dis 

pensing extension thereon having an up 

wardly converging outer smooth-wall 

surface and having an_ internally 

threaded axial passage therethrough in 

interior of the 

container and a lateral dispensing 

communication with the 

per 

ture through the side wall of the exten 

into said threaded 

having 

sion passageway, a 

cap an axially depending 

threaded member engaging the internal 

threads of the 

depending cylindrical annular skirt sur 

the of the 

and having a beveled inner lower edge, 

screw extension and a 

rounding outside extension 

cap being movable by a turning move 

ment to close and open said aperture 

on the inside and outside of the exten 
sion 

Dispensers for Granulated Materials, 

R. Brunsting and ¢ M. Casselman, 

Kalamazoo, Mich. U.S. 2,717,723, Sept. 

13. In a dispenser for granular materials, 

the combination of a receptacle, a cover 

detachably to and 

having a discharge opening, and an an 

nular inwardly facing shoulder disposed 

below the opening and opposed to the 

end edge of the receptacle, an inverted 

secured receptac le 

conical woven wire-mesh screen having 

an outwardly projecting flat annular rim 

at its upper edge disposed and clamped 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Transformer Oil must stay water-free 

—so shippers equip their drums with 

Tri-Sure —Z 
Closures 

WV ater in transformer oil is dangerous. It keted Tri-Sure Plug and Flange, it makes 
is essential that every drum of trans a perfectly leak-proof engagement which 

former oil be securely sealed against leak averts any possibility of moisture or im- 

age or breathing-in purities reaching the contents of the con 

taine 
Most fillers and shippers of transformer — 
oil make it standard policy to equip their Ihe experience of shippers shows that 

drums with Tri-Sure* Closures — because even after long exposure to adverse con 
experience has proved that the Tri-Sure ditions — the contents of Tri-Sure equip 
Seal, Plug and Flange, beside providing the ped drums remain in their original state 
most dependable protection against out- 
ward leakage, provide equal protection 
against the intake of moisture and other 
contaminating material. 

Whether you ship transformer oil, or any 
other oil or chemical, if your product 
needs unfailing protection from leakage 
and contamination, you can depend on 

When the Tri-Sure Seal, with its flowed-in lri-Sure Closures. Specify them when you 
gasket, is properly crimped over the gas- order drums 

*The “Tri-Sure Trademark is a mark of reliability backed by over 35 

years serving industry it lé your customer that enue Tri-Sure 

Flanwes (inserted with genuine Tri-Sure dies), Plugs and Seals have been used 

AMERICAN FLANGE & MANUFACTURING CO. INC., 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N.Y. 

Tri-Sure Products Limited, St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada 

Tri-Sure S/A Industria e Comércio, Sao Paulo, Brazil 

B. Van Leer N. V., Stadhouderskade 6, Amsterdam, Holland 

Van Leer Industries, Ltd., Seymour House, 17 Waterloo Place, Pall Mall 5.W. 1, London England 
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“We rely on 

Filmotype 
for both 
package design 
and 
production!" 

says Robert 
Sydney Dickens 

Dickens Inc., package 
design studio 

“professional quality photo lettering 
and display type for packaging 

“Where speed, quality or volume is re 
quired for display type or lettering as a 
guide in comprehensive layouts and for 

finished art we always have the right 

answer right in our own office — Filmotype!”’ 

Apply these proved dependable Filmotype 

features to your operation 

* Almost instantly, razor-sharp, jet black 

copy ready for paste-up 

© The alphabet you want for any occasion! 

I ilmotype s enormous selection includes 

over 1,000 styles and sizes of popular 

hand lettering and imported and domestic 

type 

© So easy to operate, anyone can do it 

alter a few basic instructions—so0 eco 

nomical, costs only a few cents a head 

line! 

MAIL THIS COUPON... 
“eee eevee “ee ee oe Oe 

me FILMOTYPE corporation 
60 W. Superior 

Chicago 10, Iitinois 

Send me complete details about the Filmotype photo 

composition machine. | am also interested in a tree 

demonstration in my own office 

NAME 

FIRM 

ADDRESS 

city ZONE STATE 
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between the end edge of the receptacle 

and the houlder ol cover 

Dispensing Bottle, W. F. Robb (to 

Dry-O-Seent Co., Denver, Colo.) US 

2,717,727, Sept. 13. In a dispensing 

structure, a chambered body for con 

taining a ubstance to be dispensed and 

provided with a neck portion, a dis 

pensing cap for the neck comprising a 

hollow inner cap member and a hollow 

outer cap member mounted for relative 

rotation in nested relation with substan 

tial surfaces of the walls around their 

common axis in juxtaposed relation, 

means for connecting members together 

for relative rotation but preventing rela 

tive axial movement 

Closure Cap for a Container, R. F 

Gray (to Injection Molding Co., Kansas 

City, Mo.). U.S. 2,717,728, Sept. 13. A 

bottle of resilient plastic material having 

a cylindrical tubular neck thereon, a 

tapered neck flange encircling the inside 

of neck and positioned at upper end 

thereof, the portion of neck flange hav 

ing the greatest thickness being above 

the portion of least thickness, a cap in 

cluding a cover portion fitting over the 

end of the neck, a cylindrical skirt de 

pending from the cover to enclose out 

ide of neck 

Apparatus for Applying Closure Lids 

to Containers, H. G. Blann (to Lily 

lulip Cup Corp., New York, N. Y.) 

U.S. 2,717,730, Sept. 13. For use in cap 

ping device for applying snap-on lids to 

containers, a capping head comprising a 

body provided with a cavity in its lowes 

face for receiving said lid, means for 

supporting a lid in said cavity, upper 

wall of cavity projecting downwardly in 

1 central zone below an upwardly dis 

posed annular portion 

Fully Lined Hinged-Lid Automati« 

Box, K W 

Folding Box Co 

U.S. 2,717,731] 

knocked-down hinged-lid box formed 

Nerenberg (to Interstate 

Middletown, Ohio) 

Sept 13. In a one piece 

from a rectangular blank and fully in 

ternally lined with an imperforate re« 

angular liner confined to the rectangular 

outline of the box blank and of lesser 

area than the box blank, comprising a 

bottom part having a bottom panel, front 

and rear and side wall panels articulated 

to bottom panel, and diagonally scored 

end tabs articulated to the ends of front 

wall panel, a cover part having a top 

member articulated to the rear wall 

panel of bottom part, front and side 

wall members articulated to top wall 

member, front wall member having end 

flaps articulated to the ends thereof and 

side wall members being diagonally 

scored at their ends adjacent last-named 

end flaps to define triangular corner 

portions, foldable flap members articu 

lated to the ends of the rear panel 

“wm PARTITIONS! 
Solve YOUR 

internal Packaging Problems 

SAFELY—SECURELY! 
Made to Your 

Exacting Specifications 
for Pharmaceuticals 

Candy 
Heart Box Inserts 
Collapsible Tubes 

Toys and other fragile items 

| Plain and Die Cut | 

Prompt Delivery 

Write or Call for Complete Data 

RAPI CUTTING 
CO., INC. 

90-96 ENGERT AVE. 
BROOKLYN 22, N.Y. 

EVergreen 8-2512-3-4 

(Formerly at 169-173 Franklin Ave.) 
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ch Nut Gum 

—B_.. 1 teen 

" Nut Gr 
. 4try 

PEPPERMINT FLAVOR [ES 4 

PEPPER Mint favor ES 4 

See how new packaging speeds stockroom handling 

WRAPPED IN OLIN CELLOPHANE 

YOU CAN SEE for yourself why 

Beech-Nut chose the clear “showcase” 

brilliance of Olin Cellophane for their 

seven new gum cartons. 

Easier product identification in ware- 

house and stockroom. Greater conven- 

ience on and off the shelf. Better dis- 

play. More eye appeal. More buy appeal. 

And more economical than the old way. 

For the newest in sales-building, cost- 

reducing packaging, call in an Olin 

Cellophane and Polyethylene packaging 

consultant now. He’s up to the minute 

on multiple packs, bundling, tray over- 

wraps and other new visual packaging 

techniques that may help you change 

the course of your business. Olin Film 

Division, 655 Madison Ave., New York 

OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

EC HILES 

er ECH IES 

seeaemint 

PEECHLES 
seeaamrnt 

BE EC Hell 
sreaamint 

BEECH! Ee 

BE 

BEEC 
sreanmrnt 

pEECHIES 

ECHIES 

HIES 
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a model for every purpose...a speed for every need! 

NEW! INNERSEALER 
COOTER EEE EE EEE EEE EEE ES CHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE EEE E EEE EEEEEE 

RESiNA 

Automatic innerseal machine for selecting and ap- 

plying standard innerseals to various types and 

sizes of tin cans as commonly used in the oil in- 

dustry. 

Capacity: 60-120 per minute. 

Seals from 7/," to 11/2”. 

AND SPECIAL MACHINERY 

Agents in principal cities throughout the United States and Canada. 

Write for descriptive literature 

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO., INC. 
Brooklyn 31, New York 

Military packaging 

Sponsored by the Department of 

the Navy. the country’s first Joint 

Military-Industry Packaging ind 

Materials Handling Symposium was 

held in Washington last month 

With the objective of providing ae 

better understanding of the prob 

lems encounte red in supplying ts 

sential military operations ” it was 

organized in cooperation with the 

Army, Air Force and Commerce De 

partments and the National Secu 

rity Industrial Assn 

Thirty-four speakers represent 

ing the Armed Forces and man 

branches of industry, discussed the 

problems of military supply and 

new developments in military pack 

aging 

Mr. Thomas P. Pike Assistant 

Secretary of Defense, Supply & Lo 

gistics, set the military keynote for 

the symposium. He pointed out that 

“the basic difference between the 

packaging requirements of the mili 

tary and industry is that the military 

package must provide protection 

under prolonged storage and against 

the hazards of emergency handling 

Charles A. Southwick, Jr., tech 

nical editor of Mopern PacKacine 

was one of the participants in the 

afternoon session on the first day of 

the three-day meeting Discussing 

“Recent Industry Pack iging Devel 

opments,” Mr. Southwick centered 

his attention on four new techno 

logical developments of major in 

terest to the packager of supplies 

for military use: 

- Greaseproof treatment of papel 

by a new method that does not alter 

its appearance in any way and does 

not affect its coatability or other 

important properties 

& New types of foamed resins 

such as expandable polystyrene and 

the polyurethanes, which will prob 

ably have many uses in light-weight 

cushioning materials to prevent 

damage from shock and vibration 

®& Vacuum forming of  plasti 

sheeting to produce transparent 

packages that will insure product 

identity of smaller parts without 

opening and exposing the contents 

to possible deterioration 

& “Low pressure” polyethylene 

that is stronger and stiffer thar 

polyethylene now in use, with lower 

gas and water-yv por transmissior 

and better resistance to oil 

MODERN PACKAGING 



| You name it...we'll TAPE it! 
Manually. . . Automatically. . . Semi-Automatically Ji1VIO .OH? 

Nearly every tape applying operation 

can be performed better, faster, and cheaper 

with a dispenser designed for the job. 
There are now more than 75 different types 

of manual, automatic, and semi-automatic 
PRODUCT OF dispensers available especially for use with 
3M “SCOTCH” Brand Pressure-Sensitive 
RESEARCH | Tapes. And these basic types of machines 

lend themselves to an infinite variety of 

adaptations. Chances are, wherever you 
use (or could use) tape, 3M’s Customer 
Service Engineers can show you a dispenser 
which will do the job better, faster, cheaper. 
If we don’t have exactly the tape dispenser 

you need, we'll be glad to custom design 

one without cost or obligation. We mean 

it when we say, “You name it... we'll 

‘ tape it! 

DISPENSERS 
for 

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF 

FLAT-SURFACE APPLICATOR auto- . é co é € | 

matically applies predetermined % 

lengths of tape to moving objects © 
BRAND 

at production speed of better than = Pressure-Sensitive Tapes 
a unit a second, 

> 

Look what dispensers can do for you! 

MANUAL dispensers can save time SEMI-AUTOMATIC dispenser 
..cut tape waste. Above: new’ clude Can Bundler above. (¢ 
“SCOTCH” Brand P-37 Bag 

, in FULLY-AUTOMATIC dispensers FREE FOLDER illustrat 

ans can be used to join premiums to cribes various “SCOTCH” Brand 

are hand fed; operator presses packages, or two packages to Dispensers that will pay for 
Sealer seals polyethylene bags lever; machine bundles and ejects gether for combination deal themselves in your plant. Just 
with No. 246 “SCOTCH” Paper taped cans. Average speed is 25 Takes tape 14" to |” wide; turns write on your letterhead to Dept. 

Tape in one simple motion. 30 “deals” a minute out up to 75 deals a minute KA-115 

and dk 

The term “SCOTCH” is a registered trademark of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co., St. Paul 6, Minn & 

Export Sales Office: 99 Park Ave., New York 16, N.Y. In Canada: P. O. Box 757, London, Ontario “a 

| PORE IT ROIN Tr ree = 
i > 6 eee Ane 2a... s a 



Full Informe 

Eliminate costly hand-made partitions 

Your production costs can be slashed with the Inman 

automatic adjustable partition machine Y 

From roll stock to finished partition in one operation 

@ Only one operator required 

@ Clean cut, accurate and uni 

formly made partitions 

@ Machine fully equipped and 
easily adjustable for a wide range 
of sizes 

@ Production of 100 or more tucks per minute 

@ Will handle partitions up to 7” deep 

@ Production proven Write for details 

| N M A N Manufacturing Co., Inc. AMSTERDAM, N.Y. 
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In Packaging 

and ea cme with han to i c TAGS 

In Football, |=" ets 
Control is Sm na 

pecia 

liminated 

Very Important || =": 
K threacde 

eens 

“DATAMATIC” valve ectivater he 
WEIGHT CALCULATOR || pre avanlages: be 

customer with an imoperative erosol 

The problem would be much more 

ou than the lo of a clo 

ignificant that Angelique, i 

rship with it uppliers and 

developed the all plastic 

ierosol to meet specific need That 

is the course that erosol progre 

is taking today. The entire program 

is based on and was continuall 

guided b in intensive program of 

earch and testing Reliable re 

ch ind testing. of course ire 

on ot toda ucee 

ing. Fortunately facil 

erience in these phase 

HELPS ANY TYPE || ‘..27°""" 
WEIGHT CONTROL Credits: /’/us: 

es aaa Colts Mig. Ce ] 

GRAPHS. each weight test 

AVERAGES, group Ic’ 
TOTALIZES, into 

SCALE SPECIALTIES 
& SYSTEMS INC. 

ROSELAND, N. J 

The Mark of Quality 



Another Famous Brand 

SEAL-SPOUT 
T.M, Reg. U.S. Pot. Off, 

BEECH-NUT 
CEREAL FOOD FOR BABIES 

has joined the growing family of users of 

SEAL-SPOUTS 

—-— users who have found that the aluminum 

SEAL-SPOUTS help focus shopper attention 

on their products. Here’s why! 

PACKAGES ARE EASIER 

TO OPEN AND CLOSE 

EASIER TO POUR AND STORE 

Seal-Spouts can be automatically applied to 

any free-flowing dry product package—right 

in the production line. 

For details, contact 

SEAL SPOUT Corp. 
363 Jelliff Ave., Newark 8, N. J. 

Tea and coffee 

Continued from page 108 | 

seems to be aluminum foil, which 

has a venerable history in the tea 

business. For many years it has 

been used as the protective lining 

material in tea chests on the long 

voyage from the Far East. Alumi- 

num foil laminations are used to- 

day by many of the large tea pack 

agers—either as an inner lining for 

the carton (e.g.. MeCormick and 

Lipton) or as a heat-sealed over 

wrap as used for Standard Brands’ 

Tender Leaf. If foil is not used on 

the outside, the carton is usually 

sealed in cellophane. 

As with coffee, the kind of distri 

bution affects the selection of a tea 

package. 

The smaller regional tea packers 

as well as the large grocery chains 

many of which operate their own tea 

packaging businesses, have a lesser 

protection problem and often rely 

only on paper envelopes for each 

tea bag and a carton without over 

wrap. 

The rectangular tuck-end folding 

carton is virtually the standard pack 

age for both loose tea and tea bags 

For tea bags, the 48-, 16- and 100 

unit cartons rank in that order of 

popularity. For special promotions 

tea bags are sometimes sold in re 

use packages, such as_ iced-tea 

glasses or polyethylene food con 

tainers, but these are not important 

factors in the over-all packaging pis 

ture. 

Quart-sized tea bags, designed es 

pecially for large-scale production 

of iced tea, are another new spe- 

cialty package, made by Cain’s 

Coffee Co., Oklahoma City, Okla 

Despite the growing popularity of 

the tea bag, loose tea should not be 

ignored, It still accounts for about 

half of the industry’s sales. Many 

confirmed tea drinkers feel that 

there is still no substitute for tea 

brewed by the traditional method 

And there is still a price advantage 

in favor of the loose product. Loose 

tea is packed most often in 44-, '% 

and 1-lb. sizes. 

Most tea packers turn out both 

loose tea and tea bags. The products 

are usually turned out side by side, 

using similar folding cartons. After 

filling, the liner ends are sealed into 

the carton flaps to get greater prod 

uct protection 

Soluble tea has not become as im 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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Here’s why 

Hiram Walker 

chose AVERY 

Self-Adhesive 

LABELS for their 

Luxury-Wrap 

packages... 

His Walker ew, per onalized holiday gitt package 

ild work a planned only { the labels could be removed 

1 re led 

Avery Kum-Kleen Pressure Sensitive Labels were selected 
for all 9 of their products because they’ elf thesive 

require no moist ng remove easily reseal instantls 

Write today for tull details on Hiram Walker tou 
labeling prol lem and other case histori Perha you can 

‘ Avery Label profitably on your products or package 

hperonce WVERY Korn Kleen Uabets 

AVERY ADHESIVE LABEL CORP., Custom Div. 127 
117 Liberty St., N.Y.6 ¢ 608 Dearborn St hicag 

1616 S. California Ave.,Monroyia alif 

s in Other Principal Cities 

TEST for QUALITY CONTROL with CADY 
THICKNESS MICROMETERS 

a CADY 

Hand Micrometer 
has die cast aluminum frame 

haped to ft hand; con- 
venient trigger raises and 
lowers amvil; capacity ts 
thickness up to 4”; hori- 
sontal glass covered 3” 

diam dial graduated 

1/1000ths of an inch. For 
ase throughout the plant 
« when traveling, Ex 
twemely accurate; direct 

esding; se computing 

spherical end anvils avail 

shle om order $65.00 
Chicage, Illinois 

For calipering thicknesses of Papers, Boards, Foils, Feit, Glass, Metals, Plastics 

Rubber; Sheet stock or Finished Products with thicknesses to one-half inch 

CADY 

Standard Gauge 
Hegisters threkness te 

5/16"; available with 4, 
7 12 of throats 

Horizontal, glass 

dial is 6” diameter; 

covered 

gradu 

ations 1/1000ths of .005 

ineh. 

CADY 

Dead Weight Mike 
Dead Wemht Anvil de 
scends by gravity for ex 

tremely oniform pressure 

and completely accurate 

calipering 6” diamete: 

glass covered dial with L_ 

1/1000the or 005 gradu Standard Model: $110.00; Dead Weight Model 

ations F.O.B. Chicago, I ‘ 

4 

$126.50 

Write for data and prices; Burst Strength Testers, Basis Weight Scales 

E. J. CADY & COMPANY, 642 N. Harlem Ave., River Forest, Ill. 

Get High-Speed, Uninterrupted Stitching 

with 

MID-STATES 

Turn to Mid-States for fast, economical production 

and packaging. For over half a century Mid-States 

has led in consistent, high product quality and cost 

cutting know-how. Whatever your packaging need, 

it will pay to do business with Mid-States. 

MID-STATES STITCHING WIRE on 

fibre throw-away spools gives ¢: 

re 

+™ 
: 

you fric tionless, uniformly smooth 

off the coil and through 

the stitching head 

flow 

—— to assure 

high speed, uninterrupted oper 

ation. Available in 5, 10, 25, 

50 Ib. spools. All Standard 

gauges. Special gauges on 

request. Galvanized and cop 

per-coated finishes 

MID-STATES BOTTOM STITCHER 

MACHINE staples carton bottoms 

up to 72 Effec 

tive on board stock to a maxi 

wide, 40” deep 

mum thickness of Single foot 

pressure on saddie piate brings 

Bottomer Post into position. The 

famous ‘Tip-Toe’’ contact on 

electric switch starts and stops 

stapling. Stapling Head Arms 

in 12, 30, 36 inches in length 

Straight Arms and Sword Arm 

types also available 

MID-STATES WIRE TYING MACHINES 

are your fastest, most economical! 

means of assuring safe, intact 

shipments of products. Mid-States 

T’ model is the answer—it's 

simple, streamlined and fast! 

Moving handle forward and 

back tensions, ties, cuts wire in 

Mid-States 

supplies the wire to use with each 

machine 

one easy operation 

MID-STATES STEEL AND WIRE COMPANY 
CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA + JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 



PROTECTIVE’S 
DRUM LINERS + BAGS + CARTON LINERS 

‘ yle 7 To’ ed 

with fine ¢ € ) Polye yle 

Viny ‘ j he exit 

f y 

VW PP f 

*Double-Seal Guaranteed Safety . . . 

SUCCESS! 
*TWIN-SURE" DOUBLE-SEAL 

* bor j 

ion ‘ 

t ; . ’ 

' tee 

y 

rv f ry | 

f . by y 

{| Amer 

Pwit- st me if e 

net iP se 

Allied Chemical & Dye Corp Mcheven & Robbins inc 

The Borden (Company 

(0-106 Fire Equipment 
£. |. duPeot de Semeur 

Endicott lehoven Corp 

Gener 

Breethaven Metiene! | eborateries Chas. Plover 6 Co, tne 

Matione! lead (ompery 

(ompery = Swift & Compeny 

th Union Carbide & Corben Corp 

U 5. Guertermester Corps 

a! Electric Compony 

Guaranteed Satisfaction * Free Consultation « Free Samples Write Dept. MP-115 

PROTECTIVE LINING CORPORATION 
GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT: 22 WOODHULL STREET, BROOKLYN 31, NEW YORK 

That's right we'd like to show you a fast, 

neat job of heat sealing done on your 
product with the Doughboy Continuous Band 

Sealer. This heavy-duty sealer is ideal for seal 
ing polyethylene or cellophane bags, fabricating 
large-dimension liners 

Send us samples of your bags and product for 
sealing tests today. And if you use bag toppers 
on cellophane, we'll also show you how another 
new Doughboy product the Sealer-Labeler 

can heat-seal and label your product in one 
automatic operation! 
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THIS AD ENTITLES YOU TO 

senp us A FREE SAMPLE 

Doughboy 

DOUGHBOY INDUSTRIES, INC. 
Mechanical Division 

New Richmond, Wisconsin 

portant as its coffee counterpart. 

It is usually packaged in 2-0z. glass 

jars, like those used for soluble cof- 

fee, and is used principally for mak- 

ing iced tea. Another minor new 

product is a liquid tea with sugar 

added, to which the user need add 

only cold water, ice and lemon to 

make iced tea. It is packed in small 

glass bottles. 

Impulse buying is, apparently, 

more important with tea than with 

coffee. Natural emphasis, therefore 

has been placed on improved exter 

nal package design by tea packers*® 

with an eye towards catching more 

last-minute tea converts at the point 

of sale. Standardized tea-brewing in 

structions now included on many 

packages are aimed at winning 

more tea drinkers by telling con- 

sumers how to brew tea correctly. 

Freshness and flavor are still the 

two essential considerations of the 

tea and coffee packager, whether he 

is selling an ancient favorite like 

loose tea or a fast-growing new 

comer like soluble coflee. Few other 

industries are more dependent on 

continued progress in protective 

packaging to maintain the quality 

which makes a product rise or fall 

in the marketplace. 

s Sharper Liptor Movenn Packac 
Ja 1954, p. 126 

Private-brand prestige 
Continued from page 128 

In the painted illustration for the 

canned Bel-air combination orang: 

and grapetruit juice, a mouth water 

ing effect has been provided by 

showing the cut fruit with lush drops 

of the fruit juice depicted over the 

brand name. 

The can designs are so arranged 

that regardless of the position in 

which they may be placed, the pack- 

ages offer the consumer an attractive 

picture of the fruit juice the can 

contains 

Design “follow-through” was car- 

ried beyond the package to point- 

of-sale pieces developed by Safe 

way to promote the Bel-air line. The 

leaf symbol, which sets the pace for 

the entire line, is used in the point 

of-sale pieces to tre various product 

packages together into attractive 

hanging displays 

Credit: Design program by Walter 

Landor & Associates, 143 Bush St., San 

Francisco 4. Calit 
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Prea-O Propellent Filler = Pres-O Valves 

will meet them with Top Quality and Definite Economy! 

j 

FOAM SPRAY SPRAY or FOAM 

Series 100 Series 300 Series 500 

P2es-0O Results stand proven by users 

ALL OVER THE WORLD 

For more i - — AISO. VACUURA CaMapens yy more information write 

aur Acuators == «| OIL EQUIPMENT LABORATORIES, INC. 
600 PEARL STREET, ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 

SAVE TIME=-SAVE SPACE 

USE OUR WAREHOUSE FACILITIES Fr 
—IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM 

STOCK ON ALL ITEMS! 

GLASS CONTAINERS 

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS 

(Representing Owens 
iNinois Glass Company) 

POLYETHYLENE 

CONTAINERS 

(From % oz. thru 13 
gals.) (Representing 
Piax Corporation) 

RIGID POLYSTYRENE 

CONTAINERS 

(Representing Cellu 
plastic Corporation) 

ra Our facilities assure you of immediate deliveries, and our CLOSURES (stock and pri . ax J i 8, 

vate design) (Repre thirty years of experience in Complete Packaging Service 
senting Owens-Illinois all : 
Glass Co. and Terkel guarantees expert attention to your requirements. No- 

sen Machine Co where, but nowhere, can you find such extensive, com- 

CELLULOSE BANDS plete resources readily available to you at all times. 

(Representing Sylvania We invite your inquiries. 
Division of American ’ 
Viscose Corp.) 

= J. RABINOWITZ & SONS, Inc. 
POLYETHYLENE CARBOYS 
(Representing Plax 2 Hanson Place, Brooklyn 17, N. Y. 
Corp.) STerling 3-0300 
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New Peters Model SG Increases 

Carton and Tray Production 50—100% 
This new, fully-automatic Model SG Carton and Tray Forming 

and Gluing Machine produces up to 175 or more verfectly shaped 
and glued cartons per minute .. . without an operator. This ex- 
ceeds speeds of previously available equipment by 50% to 100%. 

The Model SG’s simple, fool-proof blank feeding mechanism feeds 
low cost blanks in sizes from 6” to 18” long and from 6%” to 19” 

wide into the machine. Clamps grasp the cartons securely . . . hold 
them in place during the longer-than-normal glue-setting cycle. 

Cartons come out perfectly squared and formed. 

The Model SG forms and glues cartons and trays for cookies, 
crackers, confections, frozen foods, cigarettes, fruit and vegetables, 

drugs, cosmetics, textiles and many others. It is adjustable and 

convertible to handle a wide range of top-opening, hinged cartons 
or trays. 

Peters Model CCY Folds And Closes 

150 Or More Cartons Per Minute 

This machine automatically folds 

and closes lined or unlined cartons 

at high speeds ... handles a wide 
range of carton sizes by means of 

easy-to-operate handwheel ad 
justments. It features a positive 

carton timer and _ self-retiming 

flap tucker. 

Peters Mode! CCY Carton Folding and Closing Machine 

Contact Peters now for fur- 

ther information and prices 

[F¢TEYCHINERY COMPANY 
4712 Ravenswood Avenue 

Chicago 40, Illinois 
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Odor measurement 

Continued from page 156) 

normally always found at that dilu- 

tion, whereas it is usually not found 

at a dilution of 1:200,000. In the 

first experiment it was found that 

the subject could detect a small 

amount of odor sensation at a dilu- 

tion of 1:111,000, but that none was 

detectible at a dilution of 1:125,000. 

Therefore a set of six syringes was 

prepared, three of which contained 

ethyl acetate odor at a dilution of 

the saturated air of 1:100,000 and 

three of which contained the odor 

at a dilution of 1:111,000. The sub 

ject was first given one of the 1:100,- 

000 dilutions and told that it was 

the higher odor concentration of the 

two and, secondly, given the remain 

ing five in alternating order. As is 

shown in Table IIL, the five samples 

were almost unerringly identified 

although the subject had no idea of 

the order in which they were pre- 

sented nor how many of each dilu 

tion were to be presented for testing. 

It can be seen that the Weber co- 

efficient for this particular subject 

is 0.1 or very near 0.1. 

Using this subject, the odor test 

as described above could probably 

be refined so as to yield results with 

an error of plus or minus 10%, or 

thereabouts. However, to do so 

would require more odor determina 

tions per sample in locating the 

exact threshold dilution within such 

close tolerances and it is felt that 

for most purposes this is not re- 

quired. 

In Fig. 5 the results, in terms of 

odor-threshold dilution, found with a 

series of samples of air containing 

various concentrations of  ethy! 

acetate are given. The straight line 

is to be expected, but the apparent 

low error which might be assumed 

from the fact that all points happen 

in this case to lie exactly on the 

curve is, it must be cautioned, only 

apparent, as will be evident from 

a re-examination of the data in 

Table I. 

Fig 6 shows the threshold dilu 

tions found when the discharge time, 

in seconds, of the syringe is varied. 

It can be seen that any time from 

less than 4 to over 6 sec. gives near 

optimal sensitivity. At short time 

intervals the trigeminal nerve effect 

begins to obscure the odor test. At 

long time intervals the mass of odor- 

ous substance reaching the odor- 
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Package with “Pin Money” 

in Bemis Flip-Close Poly Packaging 

NO BOXES 

.But, with Bemis Flip-Close, you do have an economical, mod- 

ern showcase package that displays and sells your merchandise 

... that permits feel-inspection without opening the package 

completely and without disarranging the contents...that shows 

your brand beautifully and, after the sale, keeps it in view of the 

retail customer for weeks and months as she re-uses it around 

the house. 

Your customers ...and their customers... prefer Bemis Flip-Close 

Poly Bags. 

Get the story about “Packaging for Sales in Polyethylene.” Mail 

the coupon to us today. 

eeeeeveeeeveeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeneeaeeee ee ee 

. . 
e BEMIS BRO. BAG CO . 
e 408 Pine St., Box 49, St. Louis 2, Mo . 

. —» © I'm interested in “Packaging for Sales in Polyethylene.” ° 
° Please send me a copy of the folde . ‘BEMIS ne ease senda me a p } Ger @ 

hy eno pac j . : . 

—-a, e Name . 

. + 
General Offices —St. Louis 2, Mo. ° Company ° 

Also Flexible Package Company, . . 
Chicago, i. : Address ; 

e City Zone State ° 
. . 
eeeereeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
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sensitive area per unit time is too 

low for high sensitivity 
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Increase the sales potential 
of your product through quality 
transparent packaging. A new, 

revolutionary method of produc- 

ing acetate covers for boxes 

through the use of fully auto- 
matic high speed machinery 

results in a better, stronger 

product. Container Craft Inc. 
makes all these preferred fea- 
tures available to you at the 

lowest cost ever! 

better because 

@ All corners are heat- 
sealed — hold longer, 
look better. 

@ Corner ridge made by 
electronic seal gives 
added strength. 

@ Uniform, consistently high 
quality is achieved only 
by automatic machinery. 

@ Only the highest quality 
acetate in ail thicknesses. 

© Optional gold leaf stamping 

Sizes trom 4 x %" to 
10° « 6. Write or call for 
Quotations regarding your 
requirements. 

WEST 7? 

NEW YORK 

WATKIN 

ONTAINER-( RAFT INC. 

Your Packets up 

GROWN 
with This 
Automatic 

Filling and 
Sealing 

~ Machine 
Brown Bag Auto- 

matic Filling and 
Sealing Machine, 

Model! PF100, has 

helped to establish the popularity of scores 
of nationally known, dry, free-flowing prod 

ucts. Fills and seals open end envelopes 

up to one ounce — at the rate of 50 to 65 

per minute, 

BROWN BAG FILLING 
MACHINE CO., INC. 

Fitchburg, Massachusetts a 
West Coast Representatives: Peter D. Bowley & Assoc., + aed 

210 Mississippi Street, Son Francisco, California 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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sensitive ireéa per unit time its 

low tor high sensitivity 

The 

out the 

method might be used with 

ollactometer by simply em 

ployin an operator to hold the 

syringe and to push the plunger in 

it an estimated fixed rate of four 

seconds In such a Case both the 

opel itor and the detector would have 

to abide by rreed-upon position 

so th ! ir stream would 

be directed into the nasal ivily at 

the same angle for all samples of a 

iven test | sir such a method. the 

error would be experimental 

given test mig 

ited a number 

reliable result 

Summary 

vw hic 

I Isbe ry 

deseribed 

\ quantitative olfactometet 

s a modification of the 

ollactometer, has been 

directions have been given 

determination of odo 

iterials Thi 

the stream in 

wherein LOO ce¢ 

blown into 

a 4-sec 

controlled 

interva 

dor level of 

is compared 

1 standard 

icetate B this 

which 

| of the pack iging material 

determined with an error of 

two 
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igh Packaging Materials 
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SUBSIDIARY OF FEDERAL PAPER BOARD COMPANY inc 
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Contract Fillers 

The Contract Fillers listed are equipped to fill aerosols with 
Genetron Propellants and are believed thoroughly qualified. Care 

been taken to make the li t complete but there may be other 

rve you equall vell 

hase Products Co 

)| Packaging Corp 

» Ave. NW 

cal Co., Inc 

ot J. Kerr Chemicals. Inc 

} South Fairview Ave 

Park Ridge. Ii! 

A 
y ave 

Toronto, Ontaric ‘ f sto New Brunswick, N. J 

[Continued from page 215) 
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It’s easy to cash in on the 

Booming Aerosol Market! .. . 

CONTRACT FILLER LISTED HERE/ 

Static markets come alive with the use of aero- 

sol push-button packaging! This has resulted 

time and again with the new best sellers taking 

a featured place on counters and shelves of 

stores all over America. Annual production of 

aerosol products is approaching 200,000,000 

units, an increase of nearly 4000 in 10 years. 

Protit from Aerosols Without a Penny's 

Investment in Plant or Equipment! 

The potential profit in aerosols has been proved 

. there’s no reason now for delay! If you have 

a product that can be sprayed, brushed on, 

dusted or daubed, see any Contract Filler listed 

about producing it as an aerosol. You will find 

them skilled in this revolutionary packaging 

technique, and equipped for economical pro 

duction of almost any quantity from small test 

runs to sustained volume. You don’t have to 

invest a cent in special equipment or personnel! 

Don’t wait while others win the market for 

aerosols. Start realizing the big profits aerosols 

offer by consulting your nearest Contract Filler 

now. 

Assure Customer Satisfaction 

with 

genetron 
Aerosol Propellants 

A Propellant for Every Aerosol Need! 

You ean he Ip give your acro ol produc ts out tanding com 

petitive advantages by the use of General Chemical’s ex 

panded line of Genetron Propellants. Used singly or in 

combination, they are making possible a continuous in 

crease in the variety of aerosol products, and are permitting 

the use of new and more attractive types of container: 
A Genetron Propellant formulated for your product is 

assurance of lasting consumer satisfaction. The principal 

Genetrons are 

GENETRON 12 —Dichlorodifiuoromethane 

GENETRON 11 —Trichloromonofluoromethane 

GENETRON 12/11 MIXES 

GENETRON 320 Dichlorotetrafiuoroethane 

GENETRON 320/12 MIXES 

GENETRON 101 —Monochlorodifiuoroethane 

GENETRON 320/101 MIXES 

GENETRON 226 —Trichlorotrifuoroethane 

GENETRON 141- Monochlorodifiluoromethane 

GENETRON 100—Difluorcethane (1 1) 

SPECIAL PROPELLANTS 

For further information, send for our illustrated technical 

Basic Chemicals 

For American 

f 
Industry | 

| Nise 

ent 

marking 
i ee Et 

GENERAL 

manual and market data book ... ‘‘ALL ABOUT AEROSOLS”’ 

Write to 

GENETRON DEPARTMENT 

CHEMICAL DIVISION 
ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N.Y 



Rep ‘at Orders 
fre the Best Proof of 

mime ee 
EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE 

| oo a 

wel ihn a 
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¥ These eight packaging lines in the Wildroot Plant in 

Buffalo, N. Y. have a combined capacity of approximately 

1000 bottles per minute. The Wildroot Company, manufac- 

turers of famous Wildroot Shampoo and allied products, 

have long been users of CaPeM screw cappers. The efficient 

performance turned in by earlier CaPeM machines was the 

determining factor in their selection when Wildroot recently 

equipped a new plant. 

CaPeM Screw Cappers handle all types of metal and 

plastic caps and are fully automatic. They operate on jars, 

cans, bottles and jugs ranging in size from | oz. to gallons. 

Speeds range from 40 to 300 containers per minute. 

For complete information on CaPeM Screw Cappers, 

or other packaging equipment, write Sales Manager, 

Consolidated Packaging Machinery Corp., Buffalo 13, N.Y. 

CaPeM SCREW CAPPERS 

LONSOUILATED PMLIAGIME MALHINERY LOR? 
1400 West Ave., Buffalo 13, N.Y. 

[Continued from page 215) 
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HERE’S HOW | marking 
YOU CAN | dating 
SIMPLIFY | coding 

industrial’s “whippet” marker 
Easily installed on your conveyor line, the “Whippet” 

eliminates expensive hand stencilling — automatically im- 

prints cartons, bags, rolls, cans, containers and packages 

as you need them — during production line runs. Saves 

inventory, pre-printing, storage costs. Non-oscillating 

friction operated head uses interchangeable self inking 

rubber type works non-stop at production line speeds. 

Proved practical and economical on almost any production 

line marking problem, “Whippets” are so simple and well 

designed that they serve faithfully and profitably with 

little or no attention. See how they can improve your opera- 

tion. Write for details and catalog today! Dept. MI’ 

INDUSTRIAL MARKING EQUIPMENT 
454 BALTIC STREET, company, inc. 

BROOKLYN 17, KY. MAin 4-2601 

WHEREVER SOMETHING ry 

STICKS 
wll Find A Use ize) 

cu 
SILICONE 
FLUID SPRAY™ 
ON FILM SEALERS, CRIMPER JAWS, EMBOSSING ROLLS, 
PANS; STAMPING, FORMING DIES— MOLDS OF ALL KINDS 

SIMPLY SPRAY ON THIS PURE 

SILICONE FLUID COATING 
And your sticking problems are over! 

The most economical way to apply 
costly Silicone Release Agents! 

SAFE — NON-TOXIC 
CLEAN — LONG LASTING 

Handy Self Dispensing Can 

Has No-Fumble, Speedy Spray Head 

PRICES (Delivered) 

Sample Can eS $2.00 
Per Unbroken Dozen. $18.00 
Per Unbroken Gross. $197.40 

#) INJECTION MOLDERS SUPPLY CO 
EVELAND 7 

EMBER 1955 

eV Rector street, New York 6,N. Y 

100 Folds Per How 
without TEARING or CRACKING 

with the TABER Universal 

FOLDER-CREASER 

Now Taber has made it possible to combine both 
the folding and creasing operation in one machine. 
Electrically heated, thermostatically controlled fold- 
ing blade ACTUALLY MOLDs sheet plastic into de- 
sired folds eliminating all cearing, cracking or open- 
ing up. Handles all types of thermoplastic sheeting 
at 700 single folds per hour or more with multiple 
folding. By simply changing upper blade and lower 
die this folder can be converted to a 180° creaser. 
Handles .005” to .020" thickness cellulose acetate 
up to 30” wide and will make open or tight 100° 
fold. Designed to handle two blades if desired. 

BEAD TWO EDGES AT ONCE WITH THE 

TABER DUAL BEADER 

Handles sheet roll, die cuc blanks and strips, 005” 
to .020" thickness, 2” to 20” wide. Nine different 
beads and Specials! Each head can be used inde- 

pendently if desired 

Write for ittustrated literature 4) 

d tA 

on ) 

TAGER (NSB TRUMENT CORPORATION 

111 Geundry St., M. Tonawanda, MH. Y. 

Section 12 



it Pays To Take a 

Phan: Wide Look. 
at Weighing! 

A modern Weighing Syston 
Makes the Big Cost-Control Difference 

Today it's more than ever important to think of weighing not 

in terms of isolated scales, but as a vital part of your overall quality- 

control and cost-control system. This means the right scales in 

the right places... to provide basic accounting records of mate- 

rials received, processed, shipped or transferred. Weight records 

that originate at scales directly affect costs, inventories and cus- 

tomer billings. Weighing errors cannot be corrected later— 

weights must be right the frst time. That's why it’s so important 

to have a modern weighing system for top efficiency in your plant 

operations 

May we tell you more about the “weighing system plan”— 

and its application to your requirements? Write to 

Toledo Scale Company, Toledo 1, Ohio 

T 

HEADQUARTERS FOR SCALES 
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29. Moncrieff, R. W., 1954, The Char 
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125, 453 
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41. White, C. E., 1951, New Instru 

ment Designed to Disclose Odor Con 

centration Levels in Gas, Amer. Gas 

Jour., 175, (2), 8 

Meats in wax 

Continued from page 119 

finally being reduced to consumer 

cuts and packaged by the retailer 

Speaking “off the record,” mer- 

chandising and packaging officials of 

several major packing firms ex 

pressed a variety of reactions to wax 

coated frozen meat cuts. 

All of them seemed to agree that 

only the public can make the final 

decision as to whether this type of 

packaging is to play an important 

part in the industry's future opera 

tions. They feel that since the coat-— 

ing makes it impossible for the pur 

chaser to examine the meat closely 

this method of packaging has serious 

limitations as far as display and 

merchandising appeal are concerned 

It will take time, they emphasize 

for a producer to build up solid 

consumer confidence in a line of 

meats thus packaged; also, it fol 

lows that anyone attempting to use 

the wax coatings to conceal inferior 

cuts would soon lose patronage 

Some of those consulted agreed 

that the wax coatings offer a degree 

of protection superior to conven 

tional meat wraps and packages, par 

ticularly in view of the fact that they 

conform more closely to the product 

than an applied wrap or film, and 

since air is excluded when the prod- 

uct is passed through the liquid wax 

The basic economy of the method 

is also generally conceded, making 

maximum use, as it does, of the 

packaging material. One packaging 

MODERN PACKAGING 



everybody's 
a 

packaging problems 

are different... 

Only engineering research and experience can solve each problem. For example, 

a frozen Pizza producer required a unique package... a container for pre-packaged 

ingredients that would also serve as a baking pan after the ingredients were mixed. 

EKCO FOIL research determined the correct container size for maximum consumer 

appeal... correct gauge for protection with economy. And, a laboratory analysis 

assured that product and package were ideally suited for each other... perfectly 

matched in the extremes of freezing and baking. EKCO FOIL has designed and 

engineered more foil containers than any other producer. This invaluable 

experience, these services, are available to you... 

Call your EKCO FOIL representative or write to EKCO FOIL today. 

EKCO EKCO FOIL CONTAINER CORPORATION 
FOIL | 1900 North River Road ~« River Grove, Illinois 

IN CANADA: EKCO P dU } OMPANY ANADA ae JRONTO } ANADA 

NOVEMBER 1955 



Mie OF A MILLION REASONS 

WHY AVON CHOOSES 

PLASTIC CLOSURES BY.... 

Avon knows the value of quality plastic closures— 
tops that keep their product sparkling fresh, eye ap- 

pealing, competitively priced. They’ve learned through 

experience that plastic closures by Scott meet every 

stringent specification of size, shade, appearance and 

quality—function without jamming 

clean and flash-free—yet cost surprisingly little. What- 

ever your plastic closure 

stock or custom runs 

facilities and service. 

Send today for full color brochure showing 

how Scott can save you time, save you 
money —and make you customers ! 

410 WINDSOR GTREET «¢ HARTFORD S&S, CONN, 

are uniformly 

investigate Scott’s complete 

expert suggested that the merchan- 

dising limitations of the method 

be overcome by placing wax-coated 

cuts in inexpensive printed cartons 

for greaizr eye appeal. 

Several of those consulted ques 

tioned whether presently available 

waxes and equipment were adequat: 

to handle a successful packaging 

job of any magnitude. In particular, 

it was stated that the wax coatings 

are “too fragile and “brittle 

especially at low temperatures, and 

that they tend to become gummy 

and unattractive if the cuts are 

handled too much. Another objection 

voiced was that the coatings do not 

strip easily from the meat, making 

it difheult and inconvenient for the 

housewile to prepare it for cooking 

One company which has been ex 

perimenting with various types of 

coatings applied by spraying, dip 

ping and other r-sans reports that 

getting the coatings to “set up” and 

dry in an installation taking up a 

reasonable amount of space con 

stitutes a serious problem 

By far the major objection ex 

pressed to the wax-coated meats 

however, concerned their appear 

ance and lack of sales appe al For 

number of years consumers have 

been accustomed to seeing the piece 

of meat they are buying. In fact, the 

tremendous success of self-service 

meat merchandising, which makes 

practically 100% use of transparent 

wraps, is attributed largely to the 

factor of eye appeal. Whether house- 

wives, in order to effect a saving and 

to make certain that they could keep 

the product longer without risking 

loss of flavor and weight shrinkage, 

could now be persuaded to go to a 

substantially opaque type of pack 

ige, only time can tell 

Also to be heard from are the 

meat-cutter unions which in the 

past have vigorously opposed any 

steps by basic meat suppliers which 

tended to displace the retail butcher 

or bypass his traditional preroga- 

tives 

Credits: Automatic wax-coating ma 

chines in McAllister and Tom Boy 

Stores installations by J. W. Greer Co., 

Wilmington, Mass. Automatic coating 

machine for Fairmont Canning Co. in- 

stallation by Liquid Film Corp. (for- 

merly M. E. Wallis Plastic Wax Co.), 

7304 W. Garfield, Milwaukee. Specially 

formulated wax for coatings by I 

Sonneborn Sons, Inc., 300 Fourth Ave 

Vew York, and National Wax Co., 1300 

W’. Division St., Chicago 22 
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Michigan State appeal 

Acting on a recommendation of its 

Advisory Committee on Packaging 

curriculum, Michigan State Uni 

versity has set aside $10,000 to be 

used for equipment of the Packag 

ing Laboratory, provided that the 

balance of the total of $41,125 in 

equipment can be obtained from 

industry sources before next Feb 

ruary ] 

Michigan State is the only college 

offering a four-year undergraduate 

course in packaging, leading to 

degree in package engineering. The 

“school of packaging is now 

its third year and student are n 

rolling in such numbers that the 

laboratory equipment so far pro 

vided has become totally inade 

quate 

Sixty-seven students are currently 

enrolled 

If the February | deadline for 

industry contributions of $31,125 

is not met, says James W. Goff, in 

structor in charge of the course 

the program of laboratory instru 

tion will have to be virtually aban 

doned 

Contributions may be made in 

cash and as items of new or used 

equipment actually needed. Also 

equipment which will perform the 

functions of that specified would be 

entirely satisfactory in lieu of the 

exact pieces named 

Donor companies will be given 

recognition by an inscription on a 

plaque and by listing in the annual 

commencement day program of the 

university 

The equipment most urgently 

needed with its approximate cost 

ine lude ° 

S & S Corrugated Sample Table 

66 in $4,000 Baldwin FGI 

SK-4 Universal Testing Machine 

$22,000 teach) «=P uncture Tester 

$1.250: Tinius Olson M.LT. Folding 

Endurance Tester, $970; Taber \ 

Stiffness Tester (complete $725 

Gurley-Hill H.PUS lester $601 

Precision Sample Cutter for Elmen 

dorf Tear Tester $350 Photovolt 

rloss and Brightness Meter, $900: 

Concora Single Fluter (Container 

Corp. of America $1,200 Taber 

Model 140 Laboratory Abrasion Set 

$650: Shu-El Gas Permeability Cell 

$775 Thwing Albert N Be Score 

Line Tester $350 bFisher Aqua 

meter (Karl Fischer Apparatus) 

$600: Model C Mullen Tester, $500 

OVEMBER 1965 

Saves time in coding labels 

... helps product quality control! 

Tue electrically operated so accurate that hundreds of 

Tickometer not only makes big banks use it to count currency! 

savings in the cost of coding, Rented, as well as sold, the 

dating or otherwise imprinting ‘Tickometer is backed by Pitney 

product labels and wrappers Bowes service from 259 service 

it is equally valuable as an aid to points, coast-to-coast. Ask the 

quality-control. nearest Pitney-Bowes office for a 

It is remarkably efficient demonstration. Or, send coupon 

imprints at speeds up to 1,000 for a free illustrated booklet and 
per minute . and it counts folder of case studies. 

accurately as it codes; records 

whole or partial counts. Saves 

losses on unused labels that have 

pre-printed codes or identifica 

tions. Handles almost any kind 

of card or paper item. Prevents 

imitations, identifies inspector 

origins, factory lots—quickly, 

cheaply, unobtrusively. And it’s 

Peewee eeeee = 
J 

PITNEY. BOWES, IN¢é 

4834 ‘alnut Stree 
PITNEY-BOWES eos Wernut Dtrect 

Tickometer | 2‘ 
Counting, Imprinting Machine 

Made lt he irom 

es ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee es ee ed 



‘ get more sell 

with double life 

Lermer plastic 

containers 

Shatterproof Lermer plastic packaging is one way you can 

get extra brand recognition for your product. Unlike tem- 

porary forms of packaging Lermer Plastic Packaging can 

outlive the product. Your customers will find these handy 

containers useful for keeping anything from fishing flies 

to bobby pins. As they find these new uses, their recogni- 

tion of your brand gets new and repeated emphasis. This 

extra exposure assures brand recognition when your cus- 

tomer buys again 

_ COMPARE THESE UNEXCELLED ADVANTAGES OF 

i LERMER PLASTIC CONTAINERS: 

* Can be Printed or Decorated 
During Manufacture 

* They Are Shatterproof, As- 
suring Customer Good Will 

* 75°/, lighter Than Glass, * Always Uniform tor Easy 
Saving You Money in Pack- Labeling, Filling and 

ing and Shipping Capping 
* Not Affected by Alcohols, * Available with Metal or 

Alkalis, Weak Acids Plastic Closures 

* Tasteless and Odorless 
* Available Clear or Opaque, 

in a Host of Bright, Lustrous 

Colors information and samples: 

, y ‘ 

yf mel 
< 

BLASTICS, inc. 
502 South Avenue, Garwood, New Jersey 

REPRESENTATIVES IM PRINCIPAL CITIES 

. oer, FHA CLL ACERT AR 8 EBD F® [| process and take «till another step 

BRYAN, OHIO @-\— 
- 7 

—-—~ —— PROVIDENCE,’* 
ae sai R.1 ‘<) 

p~ CALOWELL, N. J 
SAN FRANCISCO, 

CALIF 

4 CONVENIENT 
SPOTS . | 

for obtaining molding and engraving rubber 

IN A HURRY 
U.S.” grows its own natural rubber and makes its own 

synthetic rubber. “U.S.” has the vast resources, the ex 

perience and the technical staffs essential in producing the 

best in rubber for printing plates. Call our distributor, 

Williamson & Co., at any of the following addresses 

Caldwell, New Jersey + or Bryan, Ohio 

or San Francisco, Calif 

or call 

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY 
Mechanical Goods Division, Providence, R. |. 

Specially adapted 

BOSTITCH Twin-Head 

@ Motorized Stapler @ 

Single trip 

solenoid control @ 

Plastic ‘“‘ring comb" @ 

stapled to card 

Turns out 12,000 in an 8-hour shift 

Faster production, less “down” time, quicker training of new 

personne|—these are what a comb manufacturer got when he 

switched to Bostitch on an individual carding operation 

Bostitch can help you on your carding jobs, too. Look up 

“Bostitch” in your phone book, or write Bostitch, 491 

Mechanic Street, Westerly, R. |. 

Fasten Ut better 

and faster with BOSTITCH 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Tensile 

Die 

Schopper lester. $900: 

Making Equip 

Weatherometer 

Folding Carton 

ment $1,000 

$4,355 

Cash should be 

“Packaging Labo 

Fund, 

and 

contributions 

made payable to 

ratory Equipment Michigan 

State University” 

~ Ad FF 

ot 

addressed 

Head, 

Products, 

Fast 

to 

inshin, Depart 

Michigan 

| sing ansing, 

ment Forest 

State University 

Mich 

Step-up for cigars 
131 Continued trom page 

board cartons which have been auto 

matically 

he 

bottom flap ot the 

the 

After feeding out of this machine 

filled five-packs 

inother 

ope ned and positioned 

the 

folds 

loader iutomatically seals 

carton and 

in top flap 

the ire 

ot 

transported 

to section the plant 

where revenue stamps are attached 

and each carton overwrapped in 

with 

10) 

third ce lloph ine 

cellophane 

ot 

i tear tape. Groups 

five of five-packs then are 

given a overwrap 

and the cigars are finally ready to be 

packed into cartons for shipment 

Other Bayuk cigars 

Philadelphia 

Phillies 

tellas 

pac kaged in 

its plant—including 

Perfectos, King Size, Pana 

Royalists 

nickel ‘ 

mto 

Juniors; 

three brands of 

still hand loaded 

simulated-wood 

and and 

igars —are 

paperboard 

ot 50 cartons 25 of 

ind into 25-cigar vending-machine 

units 

As the 

of each of the 

dle 

they 

wrapped cigars flow out 

16 machines that han 

this portion of the production 

move cross along i table in 

front of 

the 

1 narrow mirror. By looking 

“hander 

to see if 

Then 

row at a 

in mirror, the can in 

the they 

she 

time 

When a 

filled, she inserts a printed top sheet 

spect ends ire 

properly pierced pushes 

the cigars i into a 

waiting empty box box is 

ind a price tag, and hammers in 

the lid 

to 

he 

ind 

i single small nail to secure 

The 

revenue 

boxes then ire sent have 

stamp ipplied over 

wrapped mn be 

packed 

Ac 

these 

cf llophane 

into cartons shipping 

the plant is now arranged 

like 

ones necessary for the five packs 

operations the similar 

must be carried on in a separate part 

In the far 

distant future, Bayuk hope s to con 

of the building not too 

solidate both parts of the packaging 

1 

“TOP-NOTCH JOBS 
FROM EVER READY" 

“We wish to express our appreciation to 
Ever Ready,’ says Mr. J. J. Eisenberg, 
President of Florida Utilities, “for your 
splendid art service in developing labels 
to a point where they are definitely con- 
tributing to increased sales of our prod- 
ucts. 

“The recent package design which you 
produced for our Travlyn motion sick- 
ness pills is the latest in a series of top- 
notch jobs from Ever Ready. Once again 
it demonstrates your unique ability to 
size up a customer's problem and come 
up with an imaginative solution.”’ 

Many of the jobs which we turn out are 

“Imagine a W 

(COD) aiicdieencammninia C20 DACA CDs) sy 
LM Leal bee! beeeliceed lead teneel Leena ieee Renal lene 

valuable selling aids. And these selling 
sparks which flow from our presses every 
day originate on Ever Ready drawing boards 

Ever Ready has always placed great em 
phasis on the conception of each label. And, 
to do the job, Ever Ready has a full staff of 
artists—layout men, designers, visual men, 
lettering experts—men who have had years 
of experience turning out labels for all 
kinds of products 

We invite you to take advantage of our 
free art service. You'll find our staff most 
cooperative. Why not call, write or visit 
Ever Ready today 

orld Without Labels” 
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TABLET PACKAGER 
Lablet and Coated Tablets 

ly and « Double Feed Tracks 
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ealing material 
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Unit Packager 
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SAMPLE PACKAGES 

construc 

able for almost avai 

Feed system is available for 
pockaging LIQUIDS 
Sey Sauce, Ketchup 

with Wrap 

Packagers 

such as 
eve 

MACHINE CO., INC. 
of Packaging Machinery for over 20 yrs 

STREET, BELLEVILLE 9, NEW JERSEY 

PHONE—PLYMOUTH 9-6150 

ac, $.A., Apartade Posto! 2303, Mexico 1, OF 
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Reminaton “Rocket” nackaae is easy to see... easy to buv 



WAZA PACKAGING-LINE 
IMPRINTING ATTACHMENT 
makes accurately-located, high-quality 
imprints on cartons, cases, crates, cans 

¢ Fully automatic... speeds up to ‘an imprint 
per second” 

¢ Not just another “marker” but a precision 
imprinter that gives “printing-press” results 

PRINTER machine .. . im- 
prints contents identifi- 

cations, other legends on 

side surface of set-up 

cartons and cases, rec- 
tangular metal cans, 

wood crates, wire or 

strapbound bundles, etc. 
Attaches to conveyor, 

case-sealer, other pro- 

duction equipment. 

4 Model “750” ROLA- 

Model “700” ROLA- 
PRINTER machine. .. im- 
prints code-dates, lot 

numbers, product names, 

trade-marks, varieties, 

etc. on top surface of 
cartons, cases, round or 

rectangular cans and 

canisters, Attaches to 

conveyor or packaging 

machine 

Here's an entirely new approach to your package imprinting problem an attachment 

that combines the compactness and easy-installation features of ordinary marking devices 

with the printing-press precision of large in-line imprinting machines. Costs far Jess than the 

latter too, The new Gottscho “ROLAPRINTER” machine is designed for easy do-it-yourself 

installation in idle space at any practical point on your line. Functions without operator 

attention by means of microswitch-activated electro-mechanism that controls placement of 

imprints in exact desired location on containers regardless of whether container flow is 

regular or irregular, Has built-in motor-driven flexographic printing system with variable 

speed mechanism that synchronizes its action with surface speed of moving containers to 

assure clean, sharp, smudge-free impressions. Uses fast-drying liquid ink of any color and 

rubber type or dies, Quickly, easily adjustable to accommodate different size containers and 

to vary location of imprint. Copy changes, adjustments, maintenance all can be handled by 

unskilled personnel 

Write for descriptive illustrated bulletin 

ADOLPH GOTTSCHO, INC, | Avtomatic 
¢ CODING, MARKING. 

Dept. A, Hillside 5, N.3. | imprintinc 
MACHINES 

In Canada: RICHARDSON AGENCIES, LTD.. Toronto & Montreal 
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process—-and take still another step 

toward complete automation. 

Credits: Cigar wrapping-and-banding 

machines (Model CWB) 

for wrapping 10 five-packs by Package 

Vachinery Co., East Longmeadow P. O., 

Springfield, Mass. Five-pack loading ma 

and machines 

chines and revenue-stamp machines by 

Vachinery Co. a 

Vac hine & 

Foundry Co., Flemington, N. J. Five-pach 

Vig. Co., 

Vorth Arlington, N. J. Five-pack car 

tons by U.S. Printing & Lithograph Co., 

40 Beech St. Ohio 

Cigar boxes by George H. Snyder, Inc., 

45 N. St., Philadelphia 4, 

and Autokraft Box Corp., Hanover, Pa. 

International Cigar 

subsidiary of American 

overwrappers by Scandia 

Cincinnati 12, 

Smedley 

Cigar bands by Consolidated Litho 

graphing Corp., Carle Place, N. Y., and 

Schlegel Lithographing Corp., Second 

fue. & 22 St., New York 10. Cellophane 

by E. 1. du Pont de Nemours Co., Inc., 

Wilmington 98, Del 

Saw blades 

{Continued from page 133 

self 

price spot help make the sale with 

material for selection and the 

out a clerk’s time for explanation 

The wholesaler is greatly aided in 

that he is relieved of having to pres- 

sure the retailer to get him to stock 

the quantity and variety he needs. 

In the past it was not unusual for 

to stock as 600 

blades to get the assortment he now 

a retailer as many 

gets in the convenient twin pack of 

100 blades 

Capewell is gaining the good will 

of this packaging, tailored to mod 

ern merchandising requirements, and 

has the advantage of promoting a 

quality product under its own brand 

name right to the time the shopper 

buys it 

Although the package has not 

been on the market long enough for 

long-range reports, Capewell is sure 

that by casting aside outmoded 

methods of merchandising the com 

pany is in an enviable position to 

gain in sales and in acceptance not 

only through hardware retailers, but 

through many other outlets, such as 

plumbing, mill and auto supply 

houses, where merchandising prob- 

lems today are similar to those of 

the hardware dealer. 

Credits: Design by Frank 

Associates, Inc., Northport, N.Y. Fold 

ing boxes by Robert Gair Co., Inc., 155 

E. 44 St., New York 17. Wrap-around 

labels by Clark & Smith of Hartford, 

Inc., 117 Spruce St., Hartford, Conn. 

Condon 
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Remington “Rocket” package is easy to see... easy to buy 
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New cartridges get extra sales 

impact in Du Pont CELLOPHANE 

A brand-new product, a new mer 
idea, a new package 

tailored to both! That’s the Reming- 

ton Arms Company’s “Rocket’’ 22 
cartridge package, now displayed on 

retail counters throughout the nation 
“We felt there was a place in the 

chandising 

market for a smaller package and 
we wanted to encourage the sale of 

22 cartridges as an impulse item,” 

the company reports. “It was felt 
that an attractive package, which 

showed the product and could be dis- 

played on the counter would accom- 
plish this aim. We felt that visible 
packaging in Cellophane followed 

the modern trend and would appeal 
to youngsters 

NOVEMBER 1955 

Air Force conference 

After thorough market research 
and testing, the new, colorful rim-fire 

22 cartridges were put on the market 
in a handy “Flat Pack” overwrapped 
in sparkling Du Pont Cellophane 
with a quick-opening zip tape for 

extra convenience. Sales of the new 
package have been excellent. 

This is just one example of the 
wide range of successful packaging 

ideas made possible with Cellophane 
It will pay you to review your present 
package consider how closely it 

meets the needs of modern merchan- 
dising. Contact your Du Pont rep 

resentative, or write: E. I. du Pont 
de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Film Dept 
Wilmington 98, Del 

DU PONT 

PACKAGING AND 

INDUSTRIAL FILMS 
CELLOPHANE « ACETATE FILM 

“PAYLAR” POLYESTER FILM 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING THROUGH CHEMISTRY 



FOREVER 
YOUR COSTLY 

LABEL INVENTORY CONTROL 

with ROTO KIMCO 
AUTOMATIC LABELING SYSTEM 

Imprint labels, tags and tickets, as you need them, when 

you need them — speedily — 2 per second. Eliminating ex- 

pensive and wasteful preprinted label inventories. 

ROTO KIMCO Codes ond price ante Box-end Labels, Bag 

Tops, Pre-pok Labels g 9 , HeatSeal, Pressure- 

Sensitive—also all types of Sage and Tickets Supplied in FAN- 

FOLD for economy of storing and speed in handling 

ROTO KIMCO Prints over 120 sizes of printing areas, from 

1” = %” up te 6%" x 4%". Prints price logos, rubber mats, or 

type in 6 pt. te giant 36 pt. Imprints, cuts off, and stacks for 

speed in production 

ROTO KIMCO Eliminates all types of costly rubber stamp 

and hand marking 

WRITE for complete details 

A. KIMBALL CO. 
3107 West Broadway, New York, N.Y 

Offices in Principal Cities 

Kimbe Ltd. T v anada 

THIS... CLAREMONT FLOCK’'S 

LUSH AS PLUSH 

Looks like Velvet Feels like Suede 

Converted by the Paper Trade 

Cost is Packages Glow—Sales Go 

-Rush!" 

Low 

See Samples? Good! Will Do 

CLAREMONT WASTE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

CLAREMONT NEW HAMPEBHIAE 

NON-SKID 
INK 

Reduces sliding and shifting of bags 

CUM ULC MURA LAM es mL 

This new odorless, fast drying ink is available 
in any range of colors. HYDRY non-skid inks 
provide a built-in non-skid surface for paper 

bags, sacks, corrugated cartons and other 

packages. HYDRY ink is an effective 

solution to many problems of 
package handling. Write 

for samples and details 

_— 

A Division of Sun Chemical Corporation 

/ GER General Printing Ink Company 
10th Street and 44th Avenue 

DIVISIONS OF SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

Long Island City 1, New York 

HORM © HUDSON © WILLEY (paints. mautenance snd construction materials. industrial coatings) « WARWICK (textile 

ond industrial chemicals) + WARWICK WAX (refiners of specialty wases) © RUTHERFORD (ithographic equipment) « 

SUN SUPPLY (lithographic supphes) © GENERAL PRINTING INK (Sigmund Uliman > Fuchs & Lang + Eagle + American 
* Kelly © Chemical Color & Supply inks) © MORRILI (news inks) * ELECTRO TECHNICAL PRODUCTS (coatings and 

plastics) © PIGMENTS DIVISION (pigments for pants. plastics. printing inks of all hinds) 
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Air Force conference 

The U. S. Air Force has called for 

efheient military-industry communi 

cations in the working out of its 

packaging problems 

The importance of full inter 

change of packaging ideas between 

the Air Foree and industry was em 

W. Rawlings, Commander 

Materiel Command (left) 

s prize-winning display featur 

roll-packed aluminum sheets 

judged “best in show” at the recent 

U.S. Air Force conference 

phasized by Gen. FE. W. Rawlings 

Commander of the Air Materiel 

Command, who headed an array of 

Air Force and industry speakers at 

the recent two-day world-wide Air 

Fores packaging conference at the 

lopeka Air Force Depot, Topeka 

Kan 

Gen. Rawlings called upon busi 

ness to “pull no punches” in telling 

AMC how to improve its packaging 

He explained that the Air Force is 

interested in any packaging idea 

that will save time and money, in 

swcordance with its policy to use 

fully the nation’s industrial Capac 

ity and know-how for packaging 

ind preserving millions of military 

supply items 

Opening the conference, Brig 

Gen. Raymond L. Winn, director of 

Transportation and Services at 

Headquarters AMC, emphasized the 

importance of packaging in the 

Air Force logistics system. The 

General, who is responsible for the 

$700-million-a-year Air Force pack- 

aging program, said, “We have a 

man-sized job to answer Gen. Raw! 

ings’ challenge to make the AM¢ 

packaging system the best in the 

world.” 

In the keynote address, Col. Rob 

ert L. Mason, Chief of AMC's Pack 

aging and Materials Handling Divi- 

sion, outlined 10 objectives in pro 

viding efficient and) =economical 

packaging for the airlift of supplies 

NOVEMBER 1955 

BUTTERFIELD-BARRY Company 

TETERBORO, 

the right source for 

the right paperboard 

specify— 

Butterfield-Barry 

play it safe! 

THE BUTTERFIELD-BARRY CO., Inc. 



.»» MAKING FRIENDS 

FOR OVER 30 YEARS 

(jneida t 

and keeping friends and 
customer lor over thirty 

(Oneida s qualit 

ncereasing trend to you 

(Contact Oneida toda 

nas beer 

neida 
PAPER PRODUCTS, INC. 

Clifton Boulevard. Clifton, New Jersey 

Angeles, Calif. © Baltimore, Md. « Centratia, Ii! 

can be a 

MVERTERS ond COLOR PRINTERS of Quality Packaging fro 

ellophane, Potyethylene, Vinyls, Parchment, Suiphite, Fo, Kraft, Wased, Coated and Laminated Materials 
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ADHESIVES 
for film, foil 

fabric and other 

web laminations 

_ If your laminating problems involve the bonding of an 
films, any foils, any papers . . . to themselves or to eac 
other . . . write, today, for this helpful “Adhesives Selector 
Chart”. Recommendations for 26 different materials . . . 
over 670 different single-laminate combinations . . . approx- 
imately 6,400 laminate /adhesive /laminate combinations .. . 
with their outstanding properties! 

This comprehensive Chart is part of a profusely illus- 
trated brochure showing how BONDMASTER Adhesives have 
successfully solved such problems for other leading firms 
in your own field. Write for your FREE copy today — without 
cost or obligation. 

‘t/ eee >.0000- “ae 

i 

Selvestyos 
for paper, film and foil 

laminations 

RUBBER AND ASBESTOS CORP. 

233 BELLEVILLE AVE BLOOMFIELD, N.J 

in atomic warfare. This program, in 

which the nation’s industry would 

play an important role, requires “a 

willingness to defy tradition and 

a divorce from the theoretical ap 

proach,” he said. 

Col. Mason said that the fulfill 

ment of such a program would as 

sure the Air Force that equipment 

and spare parts were economically 

preserved and packed for ready 

use whenever and wherever needed 

He emphasized that practical pack 

aging, from the military point of 

view, cannot consider appearance, 

customer preference or profit. Mili 

tary combat effectiveness, he 

pointed out, depends upon the avail 

ability of material in the right 

amount, at the right time, at the 

right place—in usable condition 

One of the features of the con 

ference was a display showing pack 

aging innovations perfected by each 

of the 15 Air Materiel Command de 

pots. A trophy for having produced 

the best new development was 

iwarded to the Topeka Air Force 

Depot (see photo on page 229) 

The conference was attended by ap 

proximately 70 packaging men, repre 

senting the Government and industry 

More glass containers 

An all-time monthly high level was 

reached last August in domestic 

shipments of new glass containers 

The Glass Container Mfrs. Institute 

whose 43 members represent ap 

proximately 95%, of the industry 

reports that 1.977 million units were 

shipped in that month, more than 

in any other in history. The previous 

record had been set in March, 1953 

when 1,778 million units were 

shipped 

For the first eight months of 

1955, total shipments were 12,370 

million units, an increase of 7.5% 

over the figure for the correspond 

ing period last year 

Substantial gains were scored in 

all categories, both for the month 

of August and for the year to date 

For example, soft-drink bottles 

(both returnable and non-return 

able) showed an increase of 74.90% 

during August over August, 1954 

and an increase of 32.0% for the 

first eight months. Glass food con 

tainers were up 32.1% in August 

and 6.2%, for the first eight months, 

and beer bottles were up 25.0% 

ind 5.0%. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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FILLER 

(§ THRIFT — Economy-wise production 
= men choose Elgin Machines for their 

lower initial cost, minimum maintenance 

and operating expense. 

e VERSATILITY — Widely utilized 
— by large and small plants because of 

their quick, simple changeover to ac- 

commodate a broad range of products 

and container sizes. 

ef DEPENDABILITY —long years of 

— trouble-free, continuous production dis- 

tinguish the Elgin equipment now serv- 

ing leading packers in the food, paint, 

cosmetic, oil and various other industries. 

The Perfect Filler for 
GLASS «+ PLASTIC 
and TIN containers 

Accurate Ingredient Fill 
For Aerosol Packaging 

ELGIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY « 200 BROOK STREET « ELGIN, ILLINOIS 

gor EYE APPEAL, PRESTIGE 
aud \NCREASED SALES 

COLORFULLY LITHOGRAPHED 

METAL 

Containers 
Choose from over 50 stock 

samples or have us custom 

tailor something completely 

original for baked goods, con 

fectionery or miscellaneous use 

You'll marvel at the beauty of 

our exclusive imprint designs 

and the many subsequent uses 

for these sturdy containers. The 

low cost, too, will amaze youl 

WRITE OR CALL FOR 
SAMPLES AND PRICES 

ATLANTIC CAN CO. 
Manufacturers of Decorated Metal Containers 

300 PARK AVE., DELAWANNA, N. J. PRescott 7-4500 

NOVEMBER 1955 

NEW! Hig Speed 4 a 
7 4 4 ‘ i’ ( ‘ + ’ ’ A 

‘ony ya, Sa an, ee " te ‘dn bed f ad 2 
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- yy 7 7 LF =|. “en “ Wia Wk Vie Vv 

UNSCRAMBLER 

A 

Designed to accommodate prac- 

tically any size or shape 

container at speeds up to 

400 te 450 per minute 

Bottles, jars and other 

containers are un- 
scrambled without agitation 

and transter from chain 
to walking beam is very gentle, 

without any contact of containers. 

Invaluable in the distillery for odd 
shape flasks, in the drug and cosmetic 

industry for unusual after-shave and 
hond-otion bottles, as well os other 

industries wherein not only round but 

also unusual shapes and sizes must 
be handled at high speeds. 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS 

- 
ISLAND EQUIPMENT CORP 
27-01 Bridge Pioxa North Dept. MP-11 
Long Island City 1, N.Y ] 

Sounds interesting. Send me full details on your 

WALKIE-PUSHIE UNSCRAMBLER 

oe COMPANY i 

NAME | 
> , “a 

— ADDRESS I 

airy STATE 
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Day after Day. -: 
more and more nationally famous 

products are packaged on the 

Hudomaliée CAMPBELL WRAPPER 

WRAPS ALL SHAPES — Square, round, oval, 

oblong, flat or irregular the Campbell Wrap 

per packages them all with equal ease and speed 

WRAPS WITHOUT BREAKAGE — Soft, crisp, hard, 

or fragile, the Campbell Wrapper “float” wraps 

the material on your product without damage. 

WRAPS WITH ALL MATERIALS — Paper, cello- 

phane, polyethylene, foils and all types of the 

plastic film packaging wraps so popular today 

POSITIVE SEALING — By gluing, crimping or 

heat sealing with ends flared, turned under or 

diamond folded, The Campbell Wrapper is now Cpeeds FI ; rodurtion 
also available for positive VACUUM Wrapping P 0 o 

to 300 
AUTOMATIC FEEDS — and deliveries provide con- aes ee "Sette 

tinuous flow packaging geared to coincide with 

in-line production manufacture or separate oper 

ation. Write for complete details and send us a Cuts Labor Costs 

sample of your product. simplified one 

person operation! 

Coves Mateniols 
uses no 

boards or stiffeners 

uniess desired! 

Ga 
WRAPPER 

Write for full 

colored 16 page brochure 

telling all about the Campbell 

Wreppers ond the mary different 

types of products they package 
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Fliers’ food in foil 

A new method of feeding crewmen 

on long-range military planes is be- 

ing carefully studied by the U. §S 

Air Force. It makes use of individ- 

ual aluminum foil containers to 

package chilled fresh food, which 

may be cooked when needed in 

small portable electric ovens. 

The foil-pack meal now being 

studied consists of five individually 

pac kaged components: meat, potato, 

vegetable, roll and dessert. The roll 

is partially pre-baked and meat is 

seared ahead of time, but the re 

mainder of the items are uncooked 

The foods are placed in rectangular 

aluminum containers with crimp 

sealed aluminum covers. In_ the 

plane, the meals are kept under re 

frigeration until mealtime occurs 

when they are slipped into an oven 

large enough to hold six meals 

Cooking time is 30 minutes. 

The cooked food is served with 

plastic utensils on a_ disposable 

paperboard lap tray which also has 

space for a cup of beverage. After 

the meal has been eaten, the tray, 

foil containers and accessories are 

discarded. 

Foil-pack meals of this type are 

currently under study by the Eighth 

Air Division, based at MeClellan 

Air Force Base, Calif., where they 

are being supplied to crewmen on 

long-range radar planes. A recent re 

port quotes the Air Force as saying 

that the new system “has proved 

to be the most palatable, inexpen 

sive and convenient method of pro 

viding nutritionally adequate food 

to aircraft personnel while aloft.” 

Credit: foil packages by Reynolds 

Vetals Co.. 2500 § Third St.. Louis 

ville, Ry 

Today’s beer labels 
Continued from page 103 

“Lucky Strike green has gone to 

war” campaign in the early 40s, 

Gunther retained a package de 

sign firm known for its successful 

work in beer labels and worked for 

more than a year perfecting details 

The final result is a strong red 

oval on which the Gunther logotype 

appears in black against a white 

background. A high quality and 

light, modern impression is conveyed 

by reproduction of a crown and the 
“p words “Premium dry beer” in gold 

MODERN PACKACING 
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on the white background. The qual- 

ity impression is heightened by the 

pleasing eflect of a repetitive motit 

of tiny crowns over the gold back 

ground surrounding the bull’s eye. 

ee ee artitions for 
suitable for reproduction 

in all sizes and on all surfaces Pre-assembled 

foil labels, cans, cases, six-can cal » 

partitions 
tons—and for its memory value in 

all advertising, particularly tele made to ALL exact 

vision, of which the company is a : specifications 
ieavy user. The trademark is espe . P P : ki 

cially effective on cans, surrounded or Taster pacKkin 

by the crown motif lithographed on rotective 4 1 ’ 

the gold-colored metal background at lower cost! 
Che containers are attractive enough 

to serve right on the table 

Yet, while the label is modern 

it retains just a suggestion of the 

old in the simplified Germanic let 

tering of the name, Gunther © WRITE, PHONE or WIRE diets ackaging py ne te 
proved, sample runs were tested out YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

side the Gunther marketing area to 

see how the new Gunther labels ap 

peared alongside competing brands watioy cid’) peter partition corp. 
(,unther’s successful new advertising 
r Cos a ellie Shand Manufacturers of Cardboard Partitions 
weme vf in i roien oor 

with Gunther.” The Gunther labels 19-21 HEYWARD ST. 1 or age BROOKLYN ll, N. Y. 
Riangle 5-4033 

recently won first place in the metals 

division label competition of the 

tans Aoi ot haat able-stik 
With 

* 

the new trademark as a 

merchandising theme, Gunther is NON-MOISTENING 

in a strong position to meet the com 

petitive challenge which faces all Potel-)E-4 

brewers today 

Credits: Design program by Lippin 

tt & Margulies, In 130 Park Ave 

New York 22. Cans by American Can 

la 100 Parl fie Veu Yor) 17 Con sont — . : ae ‘ ~ - t y Import ce 

tinental Can ¢ Vetal Dis 100 E 1? p eati -~ ‘ sir ph My rt rik I ‘ ” re 

St... New York 17, and Crown Can Div., ao. 

Crown Cork & Seal Co., Erie Ave. & AL IK ha nity ¢ t ‘ wood, mets 

H St.. Philadelphia 34. Bottles by ae Ah gens cs = we id = “ a - , pie im ° “% rete > 

{nchor Hocking Glass Corp Lancaster, __ applicat st = S _ mind cic “ARCS 

Ohio; Brockway Glass Co., Inc., Brock Pe oie _ fl i 
way, Pa., and Owen linois Glass Co., r 

Toledo 1, Ohio. Crown caps by Crown 

Cork & Seal Co., Ih Eastern Ave. & . _s , snes er vies © ave en wat Sea, 

Are n St., Baltimore 24, Md., and ' t 600 

{rmstrone Cork ¢ Liberty St.. Lan *For mass production operations we offer electric dispensers to ad 

’ " tJ deliver the label completely freed from the backing and ready for 

aster, T’a. Labe by Reynolds Metals immediate application. A demonstration is yours for the asking 

Co., 2500 S. Third St Louisville # Ky . 

and The Lord Baltimore Press, Inc., “a es 

1601 Edison Hwy., Baltimore 13, Md wnens oe PARCLITE 
y Old Dominion Box Co 

S¢.. Lyne hbhure I, Va Bot 
Ask for the ‘Blue 

{tlanta Paper Co., P.O. Print te Modern 
Labeling’ and oer 

Ga., and Container kit of ABLE-STIK 

; S. Dearborn St aap 

ipping containers by F allen hollander co., ine. 
Wagner Point, Balti 

Dep't. MP « 385 Gerard Avenue « New York 51 « MOtt Haven 5-1818 
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MANHKSS 
MANHASSET specializes in 

web-printing and converting 

equipment for every flexible 

packaging material — film, foil, 

" | 

WEB-PRINTING PRESSES 
Flexographic, Gravure, Letterpress, Lithographic 

BAG-MAKING MACHINES 
Hand-Grip, Flat, Square, Gusseted and Multiwall Types 

COATING and TINTING MACHINES 

paper, board and laminations 

And all MANHASSET machines 

combine advanced design con 

cepts with down-to-earth engi 

neering your assurance of 

precision-quality results at high 

production levels. That’s why CONSTANT TENSION UNITS 

before you buy — it's wise to WEB GUIDES « REWINDERS 

consult MANHASSET SLITTERS * SHEETERS 

STACKERS 

INAWAN IN| a PANWSS§ Ele MANHASSET MACHINE CO., MINEOLA, NEW YORK 

FOR HELP WANTED 

ENT: Man 
" Injection 

te mater; TO BUY OR SELL USED 
7, EQUIPMENT 

for results... 

call on “classified” 

ieee 

TO FIND A JOB 

— TO DISPOSE OF 
- SURPLUS STOCKS 

Time and again, individuals and companies in the te FOR ESTABLISHING 
» BUSINESS CONNECTIONS 

packaging field have found solutions to their difficul- 

ties by advertising in the Classified Advertising 

section of Mopvern Packacinc. Here, the buyer and 

the seller have a chance to meet, the prospective 

employer and the prospective employee get an 

opportunity to look each other over, the manufac- 

turer can shed his surplus materials or buy up 

someone else's. 
MODERN 

Rates are most reasonable. It costs but a few 

dollars to put your message before the entire PACK AGING 
’ ° rr) ° i 

“packaging-minded” audience of Mopern Packacine. 

Just refer to CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS in the latter A BRESKIN PUBLICATION 

part of this magazine for rates. Then . . . call on 
575 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y 

“classified.” 
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Canned-food vendor 

The H. J. Heinz Co. has introduced 

i new type of vending machine which 

dispenses a variety of canned soups 

and other canned prepared foods 

warmed to 150 deg. so that they 

may be eaten immediately. This is 

the first such vendor, says Heinz, to 

make available a selection of “por 

tion pack” meals and heavy soups; 

previous machines could dispense 

only thin broths and coffee 

Designed especially for use in 

industrial plants, the vending ma 

chines reportedly will eventually be 

ivailable for othce buildings, 

schools, airports, hospitals, filling 

stations and other pla es where hot 

foods of guaranteed quality and 

cleanliness may be wanted. Each 

offers a selection of six soups OF 

foods (chosen from a possible list 

of 27 varieties) and has storage 

space for 144 cans. A heating ele- 

ment assures service at a_ steady 

150-deg. temperature. 

Meals available include chicken 

noodle dinner, beef goulash, beef 

stew, lamb stew, chop suey, beans 

with molasses sauce, beans with 

smoked pork macaroni with cheese 

sauce, chili con carne, spaghetti 

with tomato sauce, chicken stew 

with dumplings and spanish rice 

To select one of the hotplate 

lunches or soups, a user simply in 

serts coins in a slot and pulls a 

plunger, and the can he has picked 

appears, ready to open and eat. Coin 

mechanisms on the machines to 

fit a range of different prices are 

available 

Prices up 

Increases of from 5 to 6% in the 

prices of its cellophane and cellulose 

bands have been announced by E. | 

du Pont de Nemours & Co. The com 

pany says that higher manufacturing 

costs are responsible for them 

asta. am all meadace thet cancid act 

Packaging 
Ris's 

LIQuIDS 

SOLIDS 

POWDERS 

direct from roll stock 

SIMULTANEOUSLY or 

INDIVIDUALLY at speeds 

up to 400 PER MINUTE 

LOW CAPITAL INVESTMENT versatility and 

TREMENDOUS SPEED! A single Bell-Pak Machine with vari 

able speed drive 

simplicity 

... handles an untold variety of products and 

package sizes with any standard filling equipment, Auto- 

matically-controlled heat sealing Electric Eye registration 

unskilled supervision. For complete information, send us your 

product 

BELL- 

your pac kage your problem. 

.. THE BELL MACHINE COMPANY 
T Designers and Buslde Of Precision Machinery since 190 
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RETAIN MOISTURE 
in 

meats, cheese, sausage, 
pickles, tubers, locker items 

by using 

PROXMELT © 
DIRECT CONTACT DIPPING WAXES 

EXCLUDE AIR 

Ww 

INHIBIT MOLD 
», 
Ww 

FLEXIBLE 
A> 

. 

PEELABLE 

Photo showing moisture = 

loss comparison from liver 
4 Ss w 

wurst filled cellulose cas Z 

ings; (A) regular casing, og 

(B) “treated” casing, (C) % 10 

regular casing dipped in ” 

PROXMELT ” 
2 4 
> 4 
J 

Graph of moisture loss us 

from above liverwurst cas ‘e 
= 20 

ings for one month under 

wl refrigeration Per 
MOIS 

centages are loss from meat 

through casing to refriger 

stor atmosphere 
> | 10 15 20 25 

DAYS IN REFRIGERATOR AT 40 F, 

PROXMELT Wax Dips are easily applied by 

means of simple and economical equipment. 

Application temperatures are moderate. Our 

technicians will help you adapt PROXMELT 

to your needs, 

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pot. OF 

PYROXYLIN 
WICHITA PAOLI 

KANSAS PRODUCTS, Inc. PENNA. 

CHICAGO 32 

Produce pre-packaging 

Pre-packaged produce was heartily 

endorsed by retailers of fresh fruits 

and vegetables who participated in 

the recent fifth annual conference 

of the Produce Packaging Assn. in 

Chicago. They were unanimous in 

declaring that produce had to be 

packaged if the industry is to con 

tinue to prosper and not lose out to 

canners or frozen-foods processors 

Supporting this belief was the 

disclosure at the meeting of figures 

compiled by the association which 

showed that three out of four retail 

stores now handle an appreciable 

volume of packaged produce, which 

now is said to represent 20% of the 

fruits and vegetables sold at retail 

As recently as four years ago, only 

4 to 5% of produce was pre-pack 

aged. 

Highlight of the retailers’ part of 

the program was a talk by V. 5 

Bauman, general merchandising 

manager of the National Tea Co.., 

Chicago, which operates 738 retail 

stores throughout the Midwest 

“Bulk produce is as out-dated as the 

eracker barrel or butter tub,” said 

Mr. Bauman. “In spite of the prob 

lem of costs, the only answer to the 

future of fresh produce merchandis 

ing is packaging. We say this con 

fidently because we know what 

packaging has done to all other 

perishable departments in our 

stores.” 

Explaining further why he so 

strongly believes that produce 

should be packaged, Mr. Bauman 

pointed out that “only then will we 

get increased sales, realistic profit 

and maximum consumer acceptance 

and satisfaction. Only then will our 

customers be able to shop un 

molested to their hearts content in 

our produce departments.” 

Mr. Bauman told the produce 

men that their fruits and vegetables 

should be packaged at the point of 

origin—“at the peak of freshness 

after it is taken from the orchards 

and the fields’—by the grower 

shipper or packer. The question of 

where and by whom produce should 

be packaged seemed to be the only 

point of disagreement among indus 

try speakers. 

Bernie Eisenberg, Hillman Stores 

Chicago, said that his chain de 

manded quality and gave its produce 

departments close supervision. Pack 

aging was done at store level, he 

MODERN PACKACING 



said, on all produce that could not 

be obtained already packaged 

Representing the shippers and 

growers of produce, Robert Ala 

meda of Martin Produce. Inc.. Sa 

linas, Calif., asked that retailers let 

them know the kinds of packages 

they want—particularly whether 

tray or contour packs are preferred 

The association's annual Hauck 

iwards were presented in two cate 

gories. Winner of the award for re 

search was Donald R. Stokes of the 

l S. Department of Agriculture 

ind the award for a new develop 

ent in commercial packaging was 

presented to Gilbert Plastics Ine 

Hillside, N. J 

Whose convenience? 

Continued from page Yi 

chandise movement, geographical 

ind = taste preterences and many 

other factors which must be deter 

mined by the manufacturer 

One thing is relatively certain 

The manufacturer today cannot 

wishfully expect to create a fast 

seller by offering the retailer a large 

case. He’s likely to get more units 

on the shelf with the smaller quan 

tity that’s easy and faster to replace 

Out-of-stock situations on a popu 

lar wax product were found to occur 

much less often after the pack was 

adjusted from 24 to 12. A leading 

fruit and vegetable canner has an 

nounced he will go into a 24 pack 

for his less-popular lines of 8-07 

size in contrast to the 48-pack exclu 

sively available previously Some 

manufacturers ire considering the 

offer of a choice between larger and 

smaller unit cases 

The need for improved packaging 

to facilitate supermarket operation 

has never been more pressing to the 

manufacturer than at the present 

when retailers have such unlimited 

choice to select mong the constant 

ly increasing number of packaged 

products what is to » into their very 

limited shelf space 

Notable progress 1s being made 

Nevertheless some of the biggest 

producers—until competition forces 

them Io ¢ hange 

of the wor 

centrated trade-association educa 

are reportedly some 

st offenders. Through con 

tion, wholesalers and retailers are 

1iming to get priority consideration 

for the whole problem ol packages 

to solve operating problems 
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PERMANENT-- 

POLYETHYLENE 

CONTAINER 

DECORATION... 

expertly executed 

enhances the eye-appeal 

of your product at the 

right point the 

point of sale 

® SILK SCREENING 

® OFFSET PRINTING 

® HOT STAMPING 
AURS 

t PERMANENT 

hieved for tt 

fact 

PERMANENT “9 aexemeae STREET 

> ( WY Viuedel Tiel Y Ganel. Bloomfield, N. J EDidson 8-6200 

Use Plas-Ties Bag Closures 

Vinyl plastic tapes — 
tied with a twist 

@ Easily applied ¢ Colorful, Economical 

e Easily removed @ Re-usable 

CAN BE APPLIED AUTOMATICALLY 

WITH THE NEW PLAS-TIE MATIC 
BAG CLOSING MACHINE 

Fast... up to 15,000 per 8 hour shift. 

Rugged heavy duty, precision 
machine. Versatile . . . adaptable to 
film bags of most any size. Economical 
P pays for itself out of savings 
in few months. 

plasties company SANTA ANA CALIFORNIA 

Write for information and samples 



Classified Advertisements 

re SE 

Employment 

Business Opportunities 

Used or Resale Equipment 

Machinery and 

Equipment For Sale 

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCK OF WRAPPERS 

Kebuilt and guaranteed. At great saving 

All types and oe of wrapping machines 
now available for immediate delivery 

High «peed Paew the Seale Packaging Unis 

consisting ef Carten Veeder and Hoettom 

Sealer, 2-—Two Seale Weighers, Top Sealer 
with ¢ Drying Unit, Glue Tight 

Wrapper, laterconnecting Conveyors. Pack 

ane Machinery PAZ FA t4 

Hayeoom &-7, 7-11, @-18 Aw 

phane Wrappers Hadson-Sharp Campbell 

Models 2W6, 2WH, 2W10 Cellophane Wrap 

pers. Oliver Medel 799-3 Wrapper. Stokes 

and Smith Tranewraps. Wrap-King Model DW 

Foil and Cellophane W 
Sealer ell we ye 

pers. Coee Carton 
write ° require 

wire, phone calleet today 

tnien Standard Equipa 

$1H-S22 Lafayette Street 

New Vork 12, N. ¥ 

' Company 

POR SALE: Hex yr 
ery) Fillers; Mixers; 
Sealing Equipment, ete 

de vat have for sale? Co lidated Product . 
Ca ne., OL Garden Mreet, boken, NJ. HO 

1-4425. New Vork Tel) BA 7.0000 

POR SALE § Simplex Cellophane Bag Making 
Machines. | Poldever Model Ne. 1. 2 Crimp 
Models Ne. | with electric eyes and duplex 
wall sealers. Can be soon in operation. Bagphane 

65 Se. 11 St. Whiye Ft, 

POR SALE Kesine Ste Horix 

HHV.18, Colton Taube Pille World 

Aute. Fre ond Back La Label 

and many ot , 

antood. Livt 
chinery Eachange 

Inland City N.Y 

' 

nl ackheage Ma 

Sth Se Leng 

2.1406 

SURPLUS BOUIPMENT FOR SALE 

teeo on the and adjustable carton sealing 
machine. Medel A-$901.12. Special narrow 

track. 6 ft. hand adjustable feed conveyor 

t raile in compress 

drive. Ca 

“%” wide, 2% 

long, 6” wide, 12 
te 120 carte per 

slee, % HP 1725 

phase, 60 cycle moter 

cod 

Serial Ne 

Certen tm for 

ene ond panel of closed carton Variable 

Speed Drive, 440 V., & phase, 60 evele main 
110 V., 1 phase 1) evele lok 

system moter, Carton size: Mini 

lone, VU" wide “%" high. Maximum i” 
long, 12° wide, 10" high. Capacity: Variable 

1S te 150 cartons per minute. Serial Nam 
ber: loe8a9e 

drive motor 

sums 1% 

National Seal Company 

Van Wert, Obie 

PLASTIC SALES ENGINEER: We are seeking « 
well qualified man experienced in plastics ex- 
trusion for attractive Market Development post- 
then. Kindly give your education, experience, 

and expected salary in complete resume. All 
replies will reeeive careful attention and will be 
held confidential. Write: 108 Personnel Depert- 
ment, Chemical Division, Keppers Company, 
Pittsburgh 19. Pa 

rom SALP Model 16 

top end bettem ecarten sealer 

filler, drier 

Packomathe automate 

complete with 

autematico feed and various other 

attach en Rete Bag Machi (, Ser 

sit mplete with 2-way electric ere and 

“pare parts. Mountain States Bean Co sa01 Ff 
toth Ave Denver 16, Cole 

Machinery and 

Equipment Wanted 
WANTED Paeumatic & Packaging Line 

or, Labelle Celleph W rappe r 
Hex 1551, Church St. Station, New York &@, N.Y 

MACHINERY WANTED Clybeurn Packaging 

Machine, give full detaile in first letter euch 

ae sertal condit slee 

package last aeed on machine and asking price 

Hex 250, Modern Packaging 

Help Wanted 
CPLLO OLY 

1 

her, type ear, 

PRINTING SALESMEN 
fonverter re 

d salesmen with 

ty. Write details 

Hex 221, Medern 

TECHNICAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE 

Wanted by large m 

foil. Lee 

involve 

nufacturer of aluminum 

lon: Mid-West. This position will 
mer service and some develop- 

work. College greduate with several 

experience in the technical end of 
rting of flexible packaging preferred. 

sirable to have knowledge of films, coat- 

laminatih and printing techniques 

lete per al resume in- 

ege, present cluding perle 

and required salary to 

Hex 225, Modern Packaging 

ONVERTING SUPERINTENDENT: For Eastern 
States paper manufacturer. Thorough knowledge 

of preduction packaging, Must be good organ- 
izer with supervisory background, capable of 

handling Dept. of 150 men and women. Salary 

de pe upon qualifications and experience. 

vn plan and fringes. Send full particulars 
to Hex 218. Modern Packaging. 

PACKAGING SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

or rigid plastic container manufacturer 
geod packaging line of containers 

clusive representation of «as additional 

titive line. Containers used in all 

Drugs, sundries, «mall industrial tools 

parts, notions and nevelties, fishing 
vlies, electrical and electronic inetru- 

ts, toys, hobby parts, ete. Real oppeor- 
ty 

Hex 226, Modern Packaging 

wy THIN DESTCNER ‘Leading manufacturer o 
dairy packaging equipment, Midwest location, 

has engineer capable 

of machines. Geed pay, 

insurance, paid vacations, and ep- 

for pleasant, satiefying long-time 

association. Bex 219. Modern Packaging 

PRODUCTION & MAINTENANCE SUPT. 

Eetabliched, progressive converter, seeking 
oversee all nee and con- 

ef eur factories ol equipment. 

familiar with 4 color gravure and 
aniline equipment. Please forward complete 

in first letter ree 

Hex 227, Modern Packaging 

SALESMAN WANTED: Nationally known manu- 
facturer and converter of waxed paper, printed 

celle ph ane other flexible packaging mate- 

vials 45 increase representation in Chi- 

cage « “a area. Excellent op- 

portunity fer the right man te sell on salary 

and at. Reply Box 222, Med- 

‘ 

the surround 

PACKAGING ENGINEER 

keging Fngineer for Indiana Drug and 

eturer. T 

operation and reeom- 

of new equipment. Ap- 
d have thereugh knowledge of 

chaging equipment. Salary open 
Write giving full detaile as te present posi- 

tlen salary 

Bex 229. Modern Packaging 

FROCKAPHTC = PRESSMAN A progressive 

union printing firm lecated in Indianapeli« 
ace rtunity and tw diate 

for « competent Flexegraphic 

Must be experienced in handling cole 

atlen eae 68 required 

ine « 

SALESMAN, PLEXIBLE BOTTLES: We are look- 
ing for an outstanding salesman to sell plastic 

bottles in the Greater New York area. Previous 

industrial sales experience with similar ceon- 

tainers or closures desired. This is « salaried 
position (plas car, expenses and benus) with 
leading na al corporation. Preferred age 
hetween 2 5. If qualified please send resume 
and salary requirements. Box 224, Modern 
Packaging 

POLYETHYLENE MATERIALS SALESMAN: Spe- 
elalized sales operation in fields where poly- 
ethylene coated papers, foils, cellophane and 

transparent films are used. Familiarity with 

packaging industries, converters, printers, pack- 
ere and end users important. Choice territories 
open. Free to travel. Salary. Write in detail to 

Cheslam Corp., 684 Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers, 
N. ¥. All replies will be held in confidence 

Situations Wanted 
PRINTING SUPERINTENDENT: With « sound 

cal knowledge of efficient plant man- 

and operation, wishes to hear from a 

ressive coneern in the packaging or con- 

tainer field. Extensive background in planning, 

production and cost work, all processes—letter- 
press, offset, gravure and aniline. Box 220, 
Modern Packaging 

FOR PACKAGING SALES PERSONNEL 

Contact Mr. Sy Martin, Director-——Paper & 
Packaging Sales Personnel Division § of 

Salesmen Unlimited, Ine., the employment 

agency for sales personnel § exclusively 
National coverage on all levele—sales exceu- 

tives, sales engineers, saleemen and sales 

trainees. No charge te employers. 

Salesmen Unlimited, Ine 

New York 17 

Murray Hill 7-7892 

PACKAGING EXPERT Creative—-work with 

design, construction and copy. Purchasing——art, 

photography, packaging, POP merchandisers, 

displays and printing. Merchandising—consumer 

packaged ge * Administrative—coordinator, 

expediter, production and cost analyst. Expe- 
rienced & dewn to carth——Age 38, married, 

excellent references, presently employed, see 
position with greater challenge. Box 228, 

Modern Packaging 

PLASTIC SCRAP & REJECTS IN ANY FORM 
Cellulose Acetate, Buty ¢, Pelystyrene, Viny! 

Polyethylene, ete. We pay top prices for clear 

ecolered and printed scrap in any quantity. Box 
216, Medern Packaging 

FOR SALE; 400,000-—20 410 unusually heavy 
white urea reverse taper caps, cork and tinfoil 

lined. Also, 500,000-—20/410 coral urea caps, 

O-l Empress design, cork and vinylite lined 
Also, 150,000-—22/410 polished brass caps 
ever aluminum inner shells, cork and foil lined 
Will sacrifice at substantial discount from regu- 

lar list. All subjeet te prier sale. Call or write 

for samples. J. Rabinewits & Sons Inc., 2 Han- 
son Place, Brooklyn, N. Y., Tels STerling 

4-0300 

WANTED ime good used Cameron Paper 
Slitter for slitting chipboard tube stock. It 

' t be capable of taking rolls 50° in width 
and 60° in diameter. FOR SALE Medel A 

Transwrap Automatic packaging machine with 

auger feed, automatic counter, hopper, syntren- 

vibrator and one pyrometer, SA2557 
Hex 217, Medern Packaging 

serial 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Extremely versatile 
and creative packaging design service desires 

ethy lene Telephone, wire celleet of write, arrangement with packaging manufacturer to 

>So Industries of Indiana, TI6 North act as consultant designers for their Eastern 

Avenue, Indianapolis, Melrose 4-8361. United States sales staff. Box 225, Modern 
Th scale te 8105.80 with vacation and holidays Packaging. 

All classified advertisements payable in advance of publication 

Closing date; 10th of preceding month, e.g., November 10 for December issue 

Up te 60 words $10.00 Jo to 120 w $20.00 Jp to 180 words $30.0 

Up to 60 words (boxed) $20.00 Up to 120 words (boxed) $40.00 Jo to 180 words (boxed) $40 00 

For further ntormation address Classified Advertising Department, 

Modern Packaging, 575 Madison Avenve, N. Y. 22, N. Y 

Modern Packaging reserves the right to cept, reject or censor classified copy. 
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and in many parts of the country Hazel-Atlas 

designers and contact men started following (with their 

permission, of course) consumers from store to home. 

Buying habits were studied from the container angle, 

preferences were noted, criticisms constantly analyzed. 

The results of this continuing survey helps us help 

you with your container problems. 

More and more 4-A means Home Approved. 

HAZEL-ATLAS GLASS COMPANY wueetinc. wesr vircinia 
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Vivid TAT MO-GO container lures cus 
tomers with its eye-catching package 
... and snug, easy-action plug closure 
This competitively priced Harcord 
canister puts self-service appeal into 
a top-performing insecticide. 

Paper gun shoots to kill garden bugs! This novel Harcord package helps 
boost Pratt’s Garden and Rose Dust sales to an all-time high! Harcord’s 
simple yet effective powder spray gun works easily, conveniently, because 

Harcord standards turn out only action-perfect packages. And Harcord’s 
budget-wise pricing permits a fast “retail” on a sell-on-sight-package. 

You Sell It Better... 

because You Say It Best with 

PAPER CANISTERS by 

§ HARCORD 
— 
| HARCORD MANUFACTURING CO., INC 

125 Monitor St., Dept. MP-11 Jersey City, N. J 

New York Telephone BArclay 7-6686 Acme Points has attained excellent con 

i | sumer recognition for 6% Chlordane 
| | Dust packaged in a Harcord paper 
' 

canister. Response indicates strong 

trade and consumer acceptance of this 
colorful package—a perfect eye stopper 
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BAG 
and 

LABEL 

SEALER 

New low-price model puts automatic label 

sealing within the reach of even the smallest 

business. Seals bags of cellophane, 

polyethylene, pliofilm, etc., and attaches 

saddle labels in one fast, automatic operation. 

oO 
Write for information about this and our 

Deluxe Vacumatic Sealer 

Complet MERCURY _ 
MEAT SEALING EQUIPMENT CO 

heat-sealing 

equipment 

WE. COR. HOWARD & HUNTINGDON STS. 
PHILADELPHIA 33, PENNSYLVANIA 

242 

Spectrachrome, the new marvel color process with 

Spectrapak added to it, gives new brilliance to 
box wraps, tags, tickets and labels. Both processes 

are sO unique that we added 25,000 sq. ft. of space 

to produce them. Yet cost is less than comparable 

jobs by other means (Spectrapak only 

combination with Spectrachrome 

$I . i Write for Information 
a Seeaeae «WW. M. BROWN & SON, INC 

BROWN Color Printers 

700-706 S. Belvidere St., Richmond 5, Va. 

iV utlal le in 
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FAST PACKING FOR ODD SHAPES 
The three-bladed airplane propeller shown above for 

merly required a costly, bulky, custom-built shipping 

container. Today it is pac ked for safe shipment with 

production-line efficiency +N a spec ially developed, 

lightweight Gaylord corrugated container 

W ‘hatever the size, shape or texture of your product 

its unusual requirements are a< hallenge to Gaylord 

container design engineers. Let us explore the possi bili. 

ties for pac king your produc tina modern, money-saving 

corrugated ‘ ontainer Call your nearby Gaylord offic . 

CORRUGATED AND SOLID FIBRE BOXES + FOLDING CARTONS + KRAFT PAPER AND SPECIALTIES » KRAFT BAGS AND SACKS 

GAYLORD CONTAINER CORPORATION * ST. LOUIS 

SALES OFFICES FROM COAST TO COAST CONSULT YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK 
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glistening plastic powder box owes its loveliness to L US TRE X 

lt pay fo par hae produc fs in containers made of 

Glamor i in irresistible ingredient in selling modern women and this 

powder box was styled with them in mind 

It is made of Monsanto's Lustrex styrene plastic a tough lightweight 

material with unusual moldability and dimensional stability. Lustrex is 

creating more and more unique high-fashion containers every year and 

j equally icle il for low cost Mass produced packages lor food dairy and 

in prulse ites 

lhe Helena Rubinstein powder box pie tured is molded of Lustrex by 

Morningstar ¢ orp Cambridge, Mass. kor complete 

information on how you can use Lustrex styrene 

for effective, sales-making pac kages, write Mon 

into Chemical Company, Plastics Division Dept. 

PA-L1, Spring ld 2, Mass 

— oa © 



Remember 

America reaches for MICHIGAN Cottons” 

= battle Creek, Michigan 
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ener Remember, we were the first in the U.S. to learn the art 
of printing on cellephane; and we can offer you 30 years of 

unique experience in printing on all types of flexible materials. 

So brighten your sales picture, with a real-life package 

printing by Shellmar-Betner. 

CONTINENTAL E CAN COMPANY 

SHELLMAR-BETNER 
FLEXIBLE PACKAGING DIVISION 

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 

Seles Offices in Principa! Cities 


